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INTRODUCTION

The socialist transformation of the world,
whioh began with the Great October Socialist
Revolution and the victory of socialism in the
USSR, led to the formation of the world socialist
system. This process engendered a new type
oi international relations based on a community
of fundamental class interests and aims among
the socialist states, and on their solidarity.
The relations taking shape among the socialist
states and peoples, which unite them, develop
by dint of political and economic necessity.
D"efence of the revolutionary attainments and
the strengthening of socialist positions in eaoh
require their politioal union and concountry
-action
internationally. The importance of
certed
extonsive and multifaceted ioordination of efforts
among the socialist oountries increases during
the siruggle between the old and new worlds.
The interests of rapid economic improvement
and rasing of living standards necessitate joint
efforts by those countries in production, science
and technology and encourage them to take
fuller advantage of the international socialist
division of labour.

The fundamental interests of people living in

all the soclalist states are

by those countries coqlng closer together, uniting and cooperating. This process invariably takes place -on
the basis of a single type of socio-economic and
political system, a common Marxist-Leninist
ideology, and common aims in striving for socialism and communism. Guided by the requirements of the ohjective laws of social development, the communist and workers' parties -of
the socialist community work to promote fraserved

ternal cooperation between themselves. This new
type - of international relations takes shape,
therefore, under the decisive influence of Maixist-T,eninist policy and the organising activity
of the fraternal parties.
The concept of international relations involves

a

whole range

of

social relations-political,

economic and cultural-being established betweon individual states and, above all, between
their niling classes and corresponding political,
economio and other organisations. The nature
of these relations naturally depends on the class-

es participating in them. Relations between
the people living in the socialist countries, between the state, political and economic institutions that represent the interests of national
oontingents of the working class and all the working people in those states, are imbued with a
-spirit of solidarity and differ .radically from
international relations within the capitalist
world. As Marx and Engels once put it, 'For the
peoples to be able truly to unite, they must
have common interests. And in order that their
interests may become common, the existing
property relations must be done away with,
for these property relations involve the exploll0

tation of some nations by others: the abolition
of existing property relations- is the concern
ontv of th6 #orting-class. It alone has also the
this. The victory of the prole*.rnr for doing-bourgeoisie
is, at the same time,
tariat over the
indus-trial conflicts
and
national
,i.tory" over the
'the
peoples
of the various
range
today
*fiirt
countries against-one another in hostility and
enmity.'1

The factor that dominates the development
of reiations between the sooialist states and ena-

bles them to surmount the various problems and
aiftcutties in their path is the profound comthe na*rnity of fundamendal interests amongInternaclass^'
working
the
iional"contingonts of
fundamenii"""t relatio-ns based on the commonbuilding.
of
participants-the
their
of
i"i-"i-t
-classless
prosperity
full
of
sooietyl securlng
a
and the all-rounil development of every citizen,
creation of a world brotherhood of peoplesconstituto the historically new type of internarelations of the future.
tional
It pro*oting economiu -"qi poiitical relations
am;il themselles, the socialist states are guided
frn tt"" principle of proletarian, socialist internationalism. This signifres a harmonious comti""tio" of each soiialist country's and the
*frot" socialist community's requirements in
arr-tr-a"v policy, a proper accord -of national
int.*aiiorai' principles, and the- develop"rh
of fraternal mutual assistance' Just as it
rorrt
-impossille
to satlsfy the genuine national
is
iot.t".tt of one socialisi state against those of
the whole oommunity, so is it to satisfy international interests, as experience has shown, to
it" a.tti.ent of those-of individual sooialist
statos.

il

An internationalist_ foreign policy is typified
by_a desire to develop comridely cooperation
and mutual assistance with other iocialiit coun_
tries" economically, politically
and culturally,
in the interests of socialism -and communism,
to protect revolutionary achievements from im_
perialist encroachment, to eliminate the historical inequality in socio-economic levels between
the various states. An obligatory prerequisite
for this policy is consistent alcounl Jf th"'irt"rests of each and every country,
observance of
equality and mutual benefit -for all socialist
countries, of their sovereignty and independence
as woll as non-interference- in one another's
internal affairs. At the samo time, the content
of this policy is considerably richer and deeper,
in so far as.it expresses the fraternal solida'rity
of the socialist community, the unity and con"_
certed action of the socialiit countries", and their
mutual assistance as a determining facet of
their interrelations.
International factors of socialist production
develop1ent are used more and mo-re widely
as socialist cooperation develops. The *o.1
global
and synthesising of these- factors is the
establishment of the socialist world economic

system. The development of socialism as a world
system naturally leads to the formation and
irypr-ovelnent of a socialist t-ype of world economy
which fliffers fundamentally from the worli
capitalist economy. The appearance and development of a socialist type of world economy
is an objective process that af firms socialisl
production on an international scale.
Socialism undertakes the mission of restructuring world economic relations on democratic and
socialist prinoiples. The concentration of prot2

duction, its socialisation and internationalisation, are accelerated in the socialist worlii on
the basis of the new social content of international
relations; a radical reconstruction takes place of
the former international structures of production
and exchange, and there is a continual drawing
together and evening out of the economic development levels in the various countries. The
world socialist economy embodies an inoreasingly
strong community of economic affairs in [tr-e

fraternal countries, and their growing multifarious interaction, which has become an invariable attribute of socialist development, one
of the major factors behind its comprehensive
advance.
The process of extended reproduction

in the so-

cialist countries increasingly depends on

the

international socialist division of labour and
tho world socialist market. The socialist system
of world economy today embodies more than
half the foreign economic relations of the Soviet
Union and the bulk of the other socialist states.
The communist and workers' parties and the
state agencies of the socialist countries direct
the development of tho socialist world economic
system through an increasingly profound study
of the objective laws of the international socialisation of economic and all sooial affairs
rrndor socialism. The mechanism has taken shape
and is constantly being improved for the deliberate realisation and use of these laws in the
actual planned economic control in each country,
and in economic cooperation between them.

The Council for Mutual Economic Assistance
plays a leading part in this; it is the first ever
collective inter-state organisation of socialist
countries. Over the thirty years of its existence
13

it has made a tremendous uontribution to promoting the economy of each of the participant
states, to shaping the socialist system of world
eoonomy, and to consolidating the authority
and attractive power of the new type of international eoonomic relations throughout the
world.
The parties to the Declaration of the Warsaw
Treaty States,'signed in Moscow in November
1978 at a conference of the Political Consultative
Committee, noted that there exist great potentialities and reserves for further extending and
deepening mutually beneficial economic relations
thai rest on a solid treaty basis between the
sooialist states represented at the conferenco both
ilaterally and multilaterally within the framework of the Council for Mutua} Economic
Assistance, in accordance with jointly approved
principles and in the interests of accelerating
the process of evening out their economic development levels, of encouraging the progre,qa" of
eich socialist state and raising their welfare.
The transformation of the historically shaped
system of international relations on socialist
piinciples is a lengthy, multifaceted- and complex process. It involves a whole number of stages, requires regular theoretical elaboration and
practical testing of the new principles__for organising international economio affairs. Hence the
even greater signifrcance that attaches to the
fact t[at, nowadays, tho community of CMEA
countries exhibits a high degree of economic
consolidation; the development of their economic
cooperation has entered a qualitatively new
stafe characterised by socialist economic integration. The greater maturity of the relations
between the fraternat CMEA countries signifres
t4

a further consolidation of world socialism and
mounting influence on the fate of world

its

civilisation.
The volume here offered to the reader is intended to shed light on the principal features of
socialist economic integration against a background of the present-day processes in world
e-conomic development, the peculiar features of
the current stage and long-term prospects of
this integration; it gives an analysis of the
m-ultifa-rious aspects of the international impact
g{ thg theory and practice of socialist integration.
The-book has been prepared by a group of schol-Czechoslovaki"a,
ars from Bulgaria,
tf,e German
Dem_ocratic Republic, Hungary, Poland and the
USSF. [t is a collective pubiication by publishers
in thoso countries.

CHAPTENI

CMEA-TIRST

COLLECTIYE INTER-STATE ORGANISATION

OF SOCIALIST COUNTRIES

When socialism exceeded the bounds of the USSR
and became a world system, it engendered, as
Lenin had foreseen, 'completely different international relations'.1 A new, socialist type of
international relations took shape in the world;
behind them lay a unity of fundamental-national
and international interests stemming from the
socio-economic nature of the socialist states; a
oommbn ideology, Marxism-Leninism, which is

internationalist by its very nature; common
goals of building socialism and communism;

in combating
Io-mo.t objectives
-

imperialism,

in fighting for peace, democracy and social
progress.
' Ii describing relations between countries in
the socialist c6mmunity, Leonid Brezhnev

has

said at the 26th CPSU Congress, 'We ire building

a new, socialist world, and a type of truly just,
equal, and fraternal relations between states
never seen in history before.'2
The mutual cooperation of socialist countries
and the furthering of their economic integration
are insenarablv connected with the activities of
the Couicil for Mutual Economic Assistance-the
first eyer collective organisation of socialist
l6

countries, helping to strengthen the prerequisites for improving the division of labour between them, extending their economic interaotion
and consolidating the position of the sooialist
community in the world economy.
CMEA was set up over 30 years ago, in 1949;
it has become a generally recognised organiser
of cooperation between soyereign socialist states,
a form of collective laboratory in which specific
ways and means for implementing a new type
of economic relations are being elaborated and
tested. At the 32nd CMEA Session in June {978,
the heads of state once again confirmed the important contribution made by mutual cooperation to the attainments of each fraternal country; they 'expressed their firm determination to
continue porsistently to develop and deepen
cooporation of thr CMEA member countries in
oconorny, science and technology, considering
it an importanl factor actively contributing to
bhe successful implementation of the mapped
out plans for socialist and communist consiruction, to the strengthening of the cohesion and
inviolable friendship of the peoples of the socialist countries on the basii oi principles of
Marxism-Leninism and international solidarity' .t
Experience testifies to the swift growth in
import,ance of CMEA for each member state,
for onch state's mounting economic potential,
arrd tho successful resolttion of problems in
building and further improving developed socialist socio[y. The range of countries showing
an interest in collaborating with CMEA is growing. For example, CMEA and the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia signed an agreement in September 1964 whereby Yugoslavia
2-393
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would take part in CMEA agencies on issues of
mutual intefest. This agreement came into'effect
on 24 April 1965.4
The Socialist Republic of Vietnam's accession
to CMEA in June 1978 at the 32nd CMEA Session was evidence of the organisation's growing
international authority. CMEA has long exceoded
the framework of a regional organisation and
has become a oollective organiser of cooperation between socialist states located in different
parts of the world. Today, the Council embraces
ien socialist countries of Europe, Asia and Latin
America with an aggregate population of some
430 million.
The CMEA Sossion mentioned above took
cosnisance of the fact that, on issues of mutual
inferest, relevant Yugoslav organisations would
take part in elaborating and implementing
measuies for long-term specific programmes.
The Session welcomed the interest shown by
the Laotian People's Democratic Republic, the
of Angola, and So-cialist EthioPeople's
-in Republic multilateral
and bilateral ecopia
extending
nomic and scientifio and technological cooperation with CMEA countries.
The formation of CMEA was a logical consequence of tho emergence of a new type of relations between the Soviet Union and countries
that had taken the socialist road. E"ven before
Eastern and Central Europe had been completely

Subsequently, after the war, the political and

economic alliance of fraternal countiies acquired
increasingly evident contours. Economically the
alliance was formed three decades ago fy the
-Economic

creation

of the Council for Mutual

Assistance.

From its very first steps, CMEA showed itself

to be radically difrerent from other inter-state
a-lliances and organisations that had existed
throughout the whole history of international
relations. The principles of economic relations

between CMEA countries were formulated in
CMEA collective documents on the basis of
common accumulated experience: the CMEA
Charter (1959) and the Bisic principles of the
International Socialist Division of La5our (1962),
ns woll as in documents drawn up at interndtiorii
rnool"ings of communist and worliers, parties.
., Th9. llusic Principles, for example, Iay down
t]1a! .'by c-ontrast to the internationri crpitrlirt
division
expressing relations of expioi_
tation of-of-Iabour,
the weak by the strong, taking .i.upe
arbitrarily, -in the course of ttre acute compe_
titive struggle and expansion of capitalist monop_
olies, exacerbating inequality between economic
development levels and leading to the formation
of -dislorted, one-sided econimic structures in
runderdoveloped countries, the international so_
oialist division of labour occurs in a conscious
nlrd plalrnod way, according to the vital interests
qnd objectivos of harmonious and all-round
deve-lopmenl, for all socialist countries, and leads
to
strengthening of their unil.y'.6
^the
As.many
years of practice have"shown, these

Iiberated from the fascist tyranny, people's
democratic government had been formed in several of them. The first inter-state agreements
envisaging mutual aid in restoring war-ruined
econodieJ were signed in 7944 and 1945; these
laid the basis for mutual relations built on the
principles of proletarian internationalism.

principles are utterly realistic and specific.
!',or example, full equality and sovereigrty for
all parties emanate from l.he u.ry
oi

IB
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socialisI methods of organising international
economic affairs. The equality of capitalist
states formally declared by international law
is denied in the sphere of politics, in essence,
both by the continual interference hy the biggest
imperiilist powers in the internal affairs of other
codntries, ind by their d,e facto economic inequality. This is most marked in the relations
netween imperialist powem and the developing
countries, in the activity of the transnational
corporations which implant sectors of their
subiidiary economy in many countries. Cooperation belween socialist countries cannot be of
this nature for the very obvious reason that

the par[ies to trade are states poss9ssing complete
soveieignty in resolving both political and economic issues.
It has naturally taken time gsnsisterltly to
realise the potential of this new type of international relations.
In the specific post-war circumstances, the
choice of a particular concept o-f economic develonment for most countries taking the socialist

r6ad was dictated by objective faclors' These
concepts reflected, on the-one hand, the general
Iaws of emergence of socialism and the formation
o] ii. materiil and [echnical basis; on the other,

they also reflected the speci{ic post-war requirements associated with restoring normal economrc
conditions and preparing prerequisites for ina".t*irii.i"g the eionomiciIy less developed
countries.
--

tfr.

main forms of interaction between the
CMEA European states in the early post--war
(excludVr*rt tfr.r"fore applied to most of them
condi[ions
Ir,n

it.

USSR) ai external economic
a socialist economy. Hence the main

foi fritaine

orientation on tackling tashs connected witlt
the restoration and development of the economy
of each country separately. It was this that
evidently explains rvhy the proposals in the late
1940s to set up a customs union among a few

socialist states was regarded as premature. The
establishment of the Council for Mutual Economio
Assist,ance was associated with 'tasks of exchanging economic experience, providing each olher
with technical aid, mutual help with raw materials, foodstuffs and equipment'.6
It is perfectly understandable that the new
social system in each fraternal country should
have to rely on a corresponding rnaterial and
technical basis. Such a basis could, hQwever,
only be formed provided the specific producr
I,iorr pol,ential of the CMEA countries was utilisod. 'l'ho newly fotmed production apparatus,
;lnrl;icrtlarlv itt l,hosc countries that Iacked a
ilovcl opod i rr rl rts [,t'y, i rrr:vi t,ahly reproduced certain
major aspoo[s t,[rett prcvalenI in the production
appara[rts r:rf thc fral,errral states. One side-ef{ecb
of lhis was a cerbain universalisation of producl,ion struc[ures, orn'ing to the existence of a
number of general short,ages itt important
prodrtcts.

l'his rvas bound to have an effect both on
rJrralitative and quantitative features of the
rievelopment of the internal,ional division of
Iabour over at least the first two post-war decades. Whab is more, it also took time to set up
an effective mechanism of economic cooperation
that was suited to the new type of international
division of labour. As practice showed, this
turned ont to be no easy matter afld, in many
essential aspects, it has retained its urgency up
to the present.

Objective restrictions hampering the full use
of the advantages of the international socialist
division of labour have included primarily the
lbw starting economic level of some countries
building socialism. Moreover, the industrially
developed socialist states, including the Soviet
Union, had also been faced with difficult economic problems in post-war reconstruction and
development. All this gave rise to an acute
shortage of resources, including investment commodities, which objectively reduced the opportunities for collective manoeuvre, hampered the
formation of production structures aimed at
satisfying the requirements of other countries
as well as of internal economies. The transfer
across nabional frontiers of goods and services
in those circumstances (especially in the immediate post-war years) was to a large extent a
material expression of international mutual assistance, ancl not a clear-cut planned division
of labour, based strictly on economic efficiency
criteria.

The historical sittration and the colrl war
policy pursued by irnperialist states made it

quickly to reorientate the geographical
directions of external economic ties of manv
socialist countries so as to pool efforts in lifting
the economy. This restructuring forcerl several
countries to speed up the creation of productiotr
lines to sabisfy national economic rcquirements
that had previously been met by irnports frorn
[]rird countries.
The tackling of such problems clemanded active
use of the potential associated with CMEA and
its agencies. The first CMEA sessions harl, in
fact, r,vorkecl out specific proposals for solving
the urgent problems of the 'starting' period.
necessary

Thus, the 2nd CMEA Session in August 1949
deemed it expedient to promote mutual trade
between member countries on the basis of longterm agreements; it drew up principles for
scientific and technological cooperation and exchange of technical experience; it reviewed the
question of ball-bearing production in the CMEA
countries which, in efleot, was the first venture
in developing international specialisation and
production cooperation.
Subsequent sessions of CMEA had considerable
importance for setting up the mechanism of
systematic production cooperation. The 7th Session in 1956 discussed issues of coordinating
development plans for the major economic sectors of CMEA countries for the 1956-60 period,
covering the engineering, coal, gas and oil,
cheurical and timber, ferrous and non-ferrous
metal industries and agriculture. The greater
scale of cooperation enabled this session to adopt
a decision on establishing CMEA standing committees on economic and scientific and technological cooperation, intended to coordinate the
development of economic ties between the CMEA
states and to organise multilateral ,economic
and scientific and technological cooperation in
the most important sectors of the economy.
The subsequent growing complexity oI the
prorluction structures of the CMEA states and
llro further extension of the economic relations
between them produced a need to improve

the forms and methods of regulating cooperation.
It became necessary to move to new, more
effective forms and methods of regulating tho
international socialist division of labour, above
all to strengthening planning principles in its
development.

By the middle of the 1950s, when all CMEA
countries had consolidated the principles of a
planned socialist economy, it became possible
to switch to coordinating five-year national
economic plans. At the same time, important
steps were taken to rationalise the prevailing
systems of mutual relations by working out
recommendations for international specialisation
and cooperation'of production in certain kinds
of industrial output.
The recommendations then adopted by CMEA
helped to promote bilateral and multilateral
cooperation and to coordinate the first frve-year
economic plans of the CMEA members. The
practical implementation of these recommendations enabled member states successfully to
fulfil their economic plans, to attain high economic growth rates and to carry through radical
socio-economic changes in states dealing with
the tasks of the transit,ional period from capital-

ism to socialism.
The Meeting of Representatives of Communist
and Workers' Parbies of the CMEA Member
States that took place in May 1958 was of major
importance for resolving the new and paramount
tasks of cooperation. The Meeting mapped out
a concrete programme oI action for the immedia'te future. Relying on accumulated gxperience
of cooperation, the Meeting indicated the need
to coordinate national economic plans for 196165, focusing the efforts of the CMEA countries
and agencies on all possible development of
raw material economic sectors and of energy,
on further boosting new technology, on intensifying specialisation and cooperation of production
in engineering.
In the years that followed, decisions were

taken aimed at further improving the ways and
of organising mutual economic cooperation. Thus, the Meeting of Representatives of
Communist and Workers' Parties of the CMEA
Member States, which took place in June 1962,
recognised the coordination of national economeans

mic plans as the basic method of

CMEA

activity and the major means of planned and
balanced development and extension of the
international socialist division of labour. This
conclusion came out of the objective need to
put mutual division of labour at the service
of optimising the development of economic
complexes in the fraternal countries, ensuring
a good balance of the community as a whole.
The Meeting approved the Basic Principles of
the International Socialist Division of Labour
drawn up at the 15th CMEA Session. These
principles were the theoretical and methodological foundation for implementing practical

at intensifying the international
socialist division of labour; they helped to resolve
several new problems that had arisen rvith the
greater scale and complexity of the cooperameasures aimed

t

ion

st,rucfure.

The 1960s were therefore noted for a considerable intensification of mutual cooperation and
an expansion of the international market of the
CMEA countries. The movement of a growing
number of commodities between the CMEA
members occurred in this period not so much
rrnder the impact of a temporary need or of
relative 'surpluses' as, increasingly, through the
planned and profound long-term division of
labour. This was greatly helped by coordination
of many important indicators of economic plans
for the 1961-65 and 1966-70 periods, the col-

lectively drawn-up recommendations on CMEA
international specialisation for producing some
4,500 types of plant and machinery and over
2,300 chemical items. No less important was
the conclusion of bilateral agreements envisaging
the cooperation of production of units and
parts, joint research and design, and the joint
iinancing of production deVelopment and raw
material exports.
Bearing in mind the importance of scientific
and technical cooperation, the CMEA Executive
Committee ratified in February 1964 the integrat-

for coordinating the major research
and development efforts of the CMEA member
countries for 1964-65. The plan embraced' 754
themes in the elaboration of which participated
some 700 research institutions of the community.
Subsequently, similar plans were drawn up for
each successive five-year period. They played
a considerable part in combining scientific forces
through a division of labour among countries
for resolving major research problems of an
applied nature and of fundamental theoretical
pioblems, in strengthening the research base and
training new research personnel.
The growing internationalisation of CMEA
national economies was apparent in that period
in the joint development of means of international transport, in unification of power systems,
in the creation and encouragement of the acLivity of international economic and scientific
and technical institutions. In particular, several
new international organisations from the CMEA
states came into being; they included Intermetall, the Central Dispatching Board for the Unified Power Systerns, the Common Wagon Pool,
the CMEA Institute on Standardisation, and

ed plan

th.e International Bank for Economic Cooperation.
As CMEA activities develop, its role as a new
l,ype of international organisation becomes increasingly manifest, it being seen as genuinely
democratic in structure, decision-making and
the principles of its operation. Problems invariably crop up as the socialist countries move
comprehensively closer; sometimes these are exceedingly complex. But they are resolved by
the concerted efforts of communist and workers'
parties and of the fraternal peoples. The res-

olution of them on the principles of genuine
internationalism and equality helps to promote
socialist cohesion in the spirit of the tested
principles of Marxism-Leninism, socialist internationalism, equality and comradely cooperaLion.

At all stages of socialist construction, the
CMEA countries have rendered and continue to
rcnder one another far-reaching economic and
technical assistance. As Leonid Brezhnev has
underlined, CN{EA has given the world 'a unique
experience of equal cooperation of a large group
of countries, of the harmonious blending of
l,heir national and internat,ional interests, and
of the practical implementation of the principles of socialist internationalisrn'.7 And at the
{)th Congress of the Socialist Unity Party of
Germany

it was stressed that 'socialist,

economic

integration among member states of the Council
for Mutual Economic Assistance is in full accord
with the common responsibility of CMEA member: states for the development of socialism.
It is an important means of planned unification
of the economic and scientific potential of the
socialist states and a guarantee of their pro-

portional development. It helps them promote
a world socialist economy and bolsters the positions of socialism in economic competition
with capitalism'.8
Economic ties between CMEA members over
the three decades have encouraged the formation
among them of up-to-date economic complexes
based on the heavy engineering industry, of a
powerful scieritific and technological base, a
ramified network of research and design institutions, experimental production units, etc. The
cooperation and mutual assistance of CMEA
countries have effectively helped them to resolve
such a salient socio-economic problent as overcoming the substantial differences they have
in economic development lcvels.
"inherited
The 1lth Congress of the Hungarian Socialist
Workers' Party also stated that the 'opportunities presented by socialist economic integration are exceptionally great. Strengthening ecollomic cooperation with the socialist countrios is
a major conditiorr of balanced development of
ottr econonlv'.9
As a resiilt, the contribution made hy each
CMEA member to the common economic and
scientific and technological potential of the

socialist community has increased immeasurably.
At the present stage, the socialisl states aqe
ahle to seb and resolve complex and far-reaching
tasks, including those of builcling and further
promoting a mature socialist society, consistently
-ombining the advantages of socialism with the
scientific and technological revolution, and further reinforcing the economic foundations of
the economic complexes in all the f raternal
counIries.
The new type of systom of economic relations

t;hat has taken shape as a result of mutual cooperation among the CMEA states is exerting
an increasingly active influence on the worldwide division of labour as a whole, encouraging
a reconsl,r'uction of its socio-economic structure,
a democratisation of economic interrelationships
between various groups of countries, and a consolidation of aII progressive trends in the development of world economic relations. The growth
in this influence is an exterior aspect of the international socialist division of labour, one of
its most general development trends.

All this vividly demonstrates the advantages
of the system of economic cooperation built
on the principles inherent in socialism over all
systems utilised by the capitalist states and

t,heir economic-political groupings.
The parties to the Treaty of Rome signed in
1957, proclaiming the creation of the European

Economic Community, naturally took

the

trouble to include formulations designed to give
a propagandist effect, to neutralise opposition
from the general public in Western Europe
to the setting up of this economic and trade
bloc.

Practice has shown, however, that the promises
were only a verbal cover for the real designs
of imperialist integration. The promises included
higher employment and prosperity, a more raLional allocation of productive forces with special
account for the interests of the industrially
less developed regions, and elimination of interstate competition. Yet the real designs have been
to pool the efforts of 'national'state-monopoly
capital in the face of the intensification of the
general crisis of capitalism, the exacerbation of
its irreconcilable conttadictions, the increasing

scale of the struggle against exploitation and
monopoly domination, the mounting campaign
for democracy and socialism, and for a deep
restructuring of the entire system of international relations.
Assessing the development of the CMEA countries over recent decades, primary emphasis
must be laid on their dynamism, unequalled
in any other organisation of states, The average
annual national income increment and growth
in industrial output was 7.4 per cent and 9.0
per cent for the CMEA countries over the period
l95l-79, while the respective figures were 4.2
per cent and 4.8 per cent in the developed capitalist countries. This high dynamic economic
growth among the fraternal countries was largely
founded on the development of their cooperation and mutual assistance, and on utilisation
of the advantages of international socialist division of labour. Suffice it to note that the turnover in their mutual trade grew over those years
to 91,000 million roubles-i.e., approximately
17.5 times.
During the 1960s, the socialist countries felt
the need for a model of economic interaction
that would enable them to set up an integral
system of economic interrelations taking account
of long-term trends in scientific and technologica1 progress, the long-term objectivbs of socioeconomic growth in the socialist community,
and consistent implementation of the potential
inherent in the mutual division of labour.
The degree of socio-economic homogeneity the
CMEA states had attained by this time paved
the way for strengthening their interaction.
Furthermore, the higher level of development
of the socialist social system incessantly ,re-

quired maximum use of all the opportunities for
mutual cooperation in order to resolve such key
issues as increasing production efficiency, accelerating technological progress and raising

living

standards.
The urgent requirements for boosting material

production and its intensification necessitated
a suhstantial restructuring of the system of
economic interrelationships that had formed by
bhe late 1960s, and turning it into an instrumenl
of harmonious and mutually-related development
of national economies of CMEA states, as a
condition for utilising the advantages of largescale socialist production on the scalaof the woild
socialist community
The 23rd CMEA Session, held in Moscow in
April 1969 with the participation of heads of
communist and workors' parties and heads of
government of member states, was a historic
landmark in the development of economic cooperation among CMEA countries, and in the comprehensive improvement in its ways and means
of operation. The particular importance of the
Session consisted in its substantiation ofJransition to a qualitatively new and higher stage of
cooperation-international socialist integration.
As Leonid Brezhnev said in his report to the
24th Congress of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union, 'practice has led ,. ,rp to this
common conclusion: it is necessary to deepen
specialisation and cooperation of production,
and to tie in our national-economic plans more
closely, that is, to advance along the way of
the socialist countries' economic integration'.10
The 23rd CMEA Session defined the guidelines
for elaborating a comprehensive long-term programme for the development of economic-in31

terrelations"among the CMEA members. This

programme, approved by the 25th CMEA Session
in July 1971, envisaged specific objectives for

cooperation and the most important joint measures in major branches of industry, agriculture,
construction and transport. Its importance consists mainly in that it is aimed at closer concerted
efforts by the CMEA member states towards
resolving the key issues of material production
and accelerating technological progress, at a
higher technical level and quality of mutual
deliveries, at satisfaction of the demand for
raw materials and plant in short supply, and at
the production of new lines. It is also aimed at
pooling efforts to surmount the objective difficulties encourrtered in intensifying the economic cooperabion among the socialist countries.
At the same time, the programrne indicates the
necessary organisational, economic and legal
means for intensifying cooperation; it sets out
effective ways and means for controlling the
process by which the nalional economies are
brought closer together.
In the Resolution on the Results of the 23rd
CMEA Session, the Political Bureau of the
CPSU Central Committee and the USSR Council
of Ministers made the point that the unanimously
approved decisions, aimed at further extending
and intensifying all-round economi'c relations
among the CMEA states, were very important
in strengthening the power of each country and
of the whole socialist community and the positions of the socialist countries in the world
economy. The Resolution further stressed the
great political importance of the decisions taken
at ttre Session for strengthening the unity of
the socialist community. It instructed the rel-

evant Soviet organisations to carry out specific
measures to implement the Session deCisions
aflecting the USSR.
The documents of the International Meeting
of Communist and Workers' Parties that too[
place in June 1969 noted that ,the socialist world
has now entered a stage of its deveiopment
when - the possibiiity arises of utilising on a
scale far greater than ever before the tremendous
potentialities inherent in the new system. This
is furthered ,by evolving and applying better
economic and political forms corresponding to the reqlirements of mature socialiit society,
which already rests on the new social structure'.li
In concert with other fraternal parties, the
CPSU has made its own contribution to a theoretical elaboration of the problems of socialist
integration; it has, in particular, put forward a
number of principled propositions for improving
ways and means of joint planning activity, of
the economic mechanism of coopeiation and of
its_organisational and legal principles.
The 24th CPSU Congress, the congresses and
plenary meetings of the central committees of
communist and workers' parties of other CMEA
countries, have all defined the transition to
integration not only as a long-term strategic
policy, but as a specific directive for all state
and economic agencies participating in the development of mutual economiC relaiions.ls
The long-term programme of socialist economlc integration adopted by CMEA countries
in 7971, as Leonid Brezhnev noted at the 25th
C-PpU Congress, 'raises cooperation among socialist countries to a mucli higher level than
ordinary promotion of trade. For example, it
means joint development of natural resources
_
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for cmnmon benefit, joint constructioh of lar$e
industrial complexes to meet the needs of all

the partners, and cooperation'be-twee1 our countrieJ' enterprises anci. whole industries ph"te-d
for many fears ahead. Implementation of this
Compreheniive Programme has already. significantiy deepened our economic interaction, and
mads our econornies mutually complementary to
a greater extent to the considerable advantage

of all concerned.'13
The Bulgarian Communist Party noted at
its llth Congress that 'in recent years cooperati-on between member states of the Council for
Mutual Economic Assistance has acquired new
teatures, being filled with a richer content and

embricing more and more spheres of
steadily
:Iife.
Thc Comprehensiue Programme ol
social
sscialist econontic integration has laid the basis
Ior a qualitatiuely new stage- o-f coo-peration.
The firsi concerted plan for multilateral integration of measures has also been drawn up and
adopted for the period {976-80. In future, there

-

be increasingly common resolution of problems concerning- iaw materials, energy, fuel,
specialisation and cooperation'-of production, the
piovision to the population of more varied- and
Letter quality foods[uffs and industrial goods..'14
required an imThis qualitatively new stage
-mechariism
of coprovembnt in the Lconomic
'operation
between CMEA countries. The complex
,^ature of ohjective new problems that arise in
cooperation has resulted in a comprehensive
annroach to their resolution with the use of new
f6rms and methods for controlling external
economic relations.
furthers and
The Comprehensive
"principles Programme
of intemelationships befocuses on

wilf

tween socialist states; it contains, in essenee, a
general plan for joint economic 'and scientific
and technological activities among the CMEA
countries for several live-year periods ahead.
By deepening and enriching th6 fundamental
p.rinciples of- cooperation, the Comprehensive
Plogramme defines at the same tide' a wide
v-ariety of interconnected specific measures (in_
cluding some 200 different- measures intended
for research and development and implementaestablishes the terms and -organisa!io")r
-it
tional-legal mechanism for their realisatioi thro.
ugh the concerted efforts of fraternal countri€s.
AdopJion by CMEA countries of the Comprehensive Programme has paved the way for a Jystems
approach to the attainment of collectively set
targets in all areas of cooperation.
The fulfilment of one vital task envisaged in

the- Cornp-rehensive

Programme-that of

f

o"rming

highly effective economic structures in ercfi
socialist state-is marked down as a result of

the CMEA states achieving the highest possible
scientific and technical level of production that
will secure higher labour produciivity; optimising the structure of ,their economy, thereby
enabling tlem comprehensively to use naturai
resources; deepening international specialisation
and co.operation of production; developiirg and
mastering^ up-to-date
-technology; introducing
advanced forms of production
and labour organisation.
The Comprehensive Programme also attaches
considerable importance to bringinq economic
development levels closer togethei aid evening
them out. Attainment of ttris objective is tiel
up *ith thg implementation of far-reaching
economic and political measures, in particulai

with the joint construction and exploitation of
industrial- and other projects, the provision of
credit on favourable terms, and the realisation
of large-scale scientific and technological projects.

"

Among measures to promote cooperation in
science ind technology, the Comprehensive Programme outlines those which embrace the joint
Slaboration of a strategy for further promoting
science and technology. This strategy involves
holding of consultations ol maior
the regular
-of
scientilic and teohnological policy, the
issues
working out of scientific and technological forecasts, Joint planning by interested - parties in
major siientific and technological problems.
As the Comprehensive Programme notes, cooperation in planning is the llain method for
oiganising cooperation; a particular- feature of
this at th1 present integration stage is-the transition from- coordinating mutual trade to coordinating the economic activity of CMEA countries directly in the fields of production, science
and technology, and capital constru-ction.
This can oniy be done by improved forms of
ioint planning- activity, notably through the
boordinated Plan for-Multilateral Integration
Measures adopted at the 29th CMEA Session
in 1975, and fhe inclusion in national economic
plans of clauses for economic cooperation within
bUfA framework. An important part in working
out measures to enhance the degree of planning
in economic cooperation belongs to the CMEA
Committee on Cooperation in Planning, set up
at the 25th CMEA Session.
As a result, a comprehensive system of cooperation in the lield of planning among the socialist
states is taking shape within the framework of
36

CMEA;

it

enables them

to tackle successfully

in industry",
transport, agriculture and capital construction,
to implement large-scale projects for developing
raw material and energy resources, and to pro-tect the environment.
The working out of long-term specific programmes for cooperation (LTSPC) of-the CMEA
countries is to constitute a further improvement
of planning principles in resolving important
problems facing countries in the sooialijt community._Speaking at the 25th CPSU Congress,
Leonid Brezhnev said: .On the basis of what has
been achieved we can now.take the next step.
The present priority is to work out and fullil
special long-term programmes. Their purpose is
to meet by common_effort the rapidly giowing
needs in
fuel and basic primhry materials, and-energy,
to satisfy more fully the demand in
the most far-reaching econ_omic tasks

food products_and manufactured consumer goods,
to raise the level of engineering, and expedito
development of transport. Those are olrr immodiate common objectives.'15
Work by the countries and agencies of CMEA
in this area has already paid off. The 32nd Session of the Council approved long-term specific
programmes for cooperation in the field of
energy, fuel and raw materials, agriculture and

the food industry, and

in

enginiering.

These

programmes \vere drawn up in accordance with
the decisions of communist and workers' parties
of the CMEA member states concernin-g the
development and extension of economic, icient,ific and technological cooperation among them,
and they reflect agreement among their leaders.
Cooperation programmes are now being hammered out in the field of production of industrial
37

commodities for public consumption and trans'
port.
- The long-term specific programmes for coooeration deline a coordinated strategy of cooperation of CMEA countries over the long term
ii appropriate frelds of material production;

In connoction with the adoption of LTSPCs on
the basis of the specific in[erest of countries,
their competent agencies will ensure ihe implementation of the measures outlined.
At its 32nd Session the Council devoted considerable attention to discussion of the econ.

provement of Cooperation and the DeveloPqqn.t
of Socialist Economic Integration by the CMEA
Member Countries. The main aim of measures
inoluded in the LTSPCs is to secure economically
iustifred requirements for energy, fuel and raw
materials, fiood products, means of production
and techniques at an advanced teohnological
levs]. Elaboration and implementation of these
programmes are a new step in qtomoting multiiatelal cooperation among the CMEA countries.
They open up fresh opportunities for even better
use bf fhe advantages of socialism for the benefit
of all the peoples within the CMEA countries.
When the piogrammes are implemented they
will help to resolve the socio-economic objectives
set by ennEA. states in socialist and communist
constiuction, to secure unswerving progress for
their economies and a further rise in general
Iiving standards, the drawing together and evening out of the economio developmont levels of
the fraternal countries, extensive participation
by the industrially less developed -among them
in specialisation and cooperation of production,
masiering of the latest achievemonts in science
and techirology and an increase on that basis of
the export ofmanufactured products and, particularly, a boost to the economic efficiency- of
the liepuhlio of Cuha and the Mongolian People's
Republic.

of the oontent of cooperation among the CMEA
meTber states require a .further improvement
of the mechanism, forms and methods of CMEA
activities. Guided by the principles of the par.
ties and governments of the fraternal states,
the Session approved a set of measures in this
area. The work of all CMEA agencies was to be
oriented-on the priority fulfilment of cooperation tasks in material production, above all
those connected with LTSPC realisation, and on
i_q1t!gt strengthening of planning principles in
CMEA work, on raising the effectiv-eness, operativeness and coordination in the activities ofall the agencies of the Council and the international organisations of the CMEA member states,
The 26th CPSU Congress noted that life is
setting the task of supplementing coordination
of our plans with coordination of .economic
policy as a whole. Also being put on the order
of the day are such issues as aligning the structures of economic mechanisms, further .extending direct ties between ministries, associations
and enterprises_ participating in cooperation,
and establishing joint firms.

they specity and develop the Comprehensive
Programme for the Further Extension and Im-
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omic and organisational questions that had arisen
in conjunction with the extension and development of socialist integration. As mentioned in
the Communiqu6 issued on the 32nd CMEA Session, an extension of scales and a deepening'

The deepening of the interrelations between the
in the process of their economic

CMEA states

integration by no means hinders the development
of their economic relations with third countries.
Thus, after the Comprehensive Programme had
been adopted, the CMEA members' ties with
other countries and international organisations
actually increased. Notably, at the 27th CMEA
Session in 1973 member countries were recommended actively to encourage the development

of wide-ranging cooperation with all

interested

countrieS and international organisations on
environmental problems. The CMEA Committee
on Scientifro and Technological Cooperation was
instructed, while working out and implementing
measures for cooperation in protecting and improving the environment, to see that they fitted
in with measures being carried out throughout
Europe. It was recommended to take steps to
extend and deepen cooperation in improving
technological processes in industrial sectors whose
enterprises were the biggest source of pollution
of the air, water and soil.
The elaboration and implementation of longterm specific programmes for cooperation thht
encourage the growth of economic potential and
intensifrcation of mutual relations of CMEA
members at the same time create more favourable
conditions for the extensive and effective involvement of the community of these countries in
the worldwide division of labour.

CHAPTER2

SOCIALIST ECONOMIC INTEGRATION:

A NATURAL STEP IN THE DEYELOPMENT
OF THE WORLD SOCIALIST ECONOMY

Internationalisation

of

Economic Afrairs

Under Socialism

The Marxist-Leninist theory of the growing socialisation of labour and production provides
an initial methodological foundation for analysing the socialist system of world economy.
The internationalisation of economic affairs on
socialist principles constitutes the very deopgoing process that ultimately determines the
direction and nature of all specific manifestations of economic cooperation and interdependence between the socialist countries.
Lenin frequently underlined the importance
of this process, pointing out its univeisal and
all-embracing character. He wrote that 'all
economic, political and spiritual life is becoming
more and more international. Socialism will
make it completely international.' 1 The growth
and improvement of the productive forces, par-

ticularly the progress in science,

technology

and techniques, act primarily as the rnotive
force behind this process. At a certain stage

of concentration and specialisation of production

its further expansion becomes ineffective on an
internal basis alone. For normal maintenance
and constant renewal of national production

interaction with other countries is now required,
as is development of an international division

tl

ll:i'

of labour and exchange. There arises an interdependence and Ynutually complementary rela-

tionship in the pconomic affairs of different
countries; they are internationalised.
The socialisation ,of labour and production,
including their internationalisation, constitutes
one of the important historical results of the
capitalist mode of production. The relations of
private property and capitalist exploitation,
however, throw up insurmountable barriers to
a constant extension of this process under the
impact of objective requirements of contemporary scientifrc and technological and social progress. These barriers fall away when socialist,
public ownership of the means of production
takes over. Socialism acts as a powerful accelerator of the process of production socialisation
on national and international scales. Under the
world socialist system, the internationalisation
of production and exchange is accompanied by
the development of a new type of international
economic relations-those of collectivism, cooperation and mutual assistance, which determine all aspects of the given process. This enables us to talk of the socialist type of internationaiisation of oconomic affairs as- a special process
that differs radically from capitalist interna.
tionalisation.
The development and improvement oT socialist
production is linked most directly to an intensification of the social nature of labour, its
mounting socialisation, including internationaIisation. As a result of this steadily increasing
socialisation of labour, ecoilomic relations between socialist countri'es are frlled with a new
eontent and enriched with new forms.
' Intensification of the social naturo of labour

under socialism, as a result of its internationalisation, finds a multifarious manifestation in
the deepening of the international socialist division of labour, specialisation and cooperation
of production, in expansion of joint planning
activity of the socialist countries, coordination
of their economic policy, -in joint construction
and exploitation of economic projects, and so on.
The international-social character of the work
of production collectives receives recognition
not only indirectly, through the formation of
international value, but also directly, in the
form of international programmes and projects,
the emergence of international coordinating and
economic organisations, the coordination of national economic plans, and so on.
The founders of Marxism-Leninism Iooked
upon socialisation and internationalisation as a
single process occurring above all in the sphere
of production and exchange, simultaneously in
productive forces and relations of production,
and also embracing all other spheres of society.
With the internationalisation of labour and
production, produotive forces and relations of
production, existing in dialectical unity, experience the mounting influence of this process.
Productive forces are used more and more within
the framework of both national and international
economic complexes. That is a direct consequence
of the concentration and division of-.soci-al Ia.
bour, a natural result of its combination and
cooperation. Intensification of the social nature
of productive forces is manifest in the fact that
the means of production function through the
activity of large groups of people and even the
combined efrorts of workers in different countries.
The socialist system of world economy takos

.,

.
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shape and develops, so do international socialist

relations of production-i.e., those that are
manifest in the mutual relationships between the
socialist countries: the sum total of relations
that form between state, planning and economic
agencies of the socialist countries for the purpose

oI production,

exchange, distribution, approp-

riation and consumption of output. Thei6 aie
relations arising out of joint planning, internationll specialisation and cooperation of produotion, joint construction an& exploitation of

internationalisation of economic affairs. What is

more, the most substantive and fundamental
element of this process is the development of
socialist property relations.
An analysis of the property relations in the
sovereign socialist states becomes the starting
point for elucidating the specifics both of external economic activity of individual national
economies, and of their interaction. The socialist

eoonomic projects, exchange of commodities and
scientific and technological information, the
pooling of linancial resources and oreation of
international banks and international transfers.
New elements constantly arise in the sphere
of production relations; they reflect the inten-

state, which has a monopoly on the implementation of all forms of foreign economic relations,
acts in this sphere as the only subject of property
relations. The essence of national-state socialist
ownership does not alter according to the rights
abrogated by various economic departments,
organisations, enterprises or associations of them
in external economic activities. This stems

going economic interdependence between countries. Thus, the coordination of the economic
plans of the socialist countries, -being the result
of productive forces spilling over thdir national
boundaries, serves simultaniously as an expression of the prooess of internaiionalisation of
socialist relations of production relating to
oconomic- planning. In studying the socialist
system of world economy, it is tliereforq importarrt to oxamine especially those features - and
signs within the relitions of production between
socialist countries which reflect the mounting
internationalisation of their economies and whic[
will, in future, take the form of freshly developed
forms of these very relations.
The constant enrichment of the content, st,ructure and forms of international relations of production is but a manifestation of tho g.owing

organisations-state enterprises and associations
-are not, in socialist conditions, owners of the
means of production and output sold both on
the internal and external markets. Relying on
the levers of economic management at its disposal, the state can exercise effective control
over the activities of individual economic organ.
isations both within the country and in interstate mutual relationships; it can guide these
activities so tnlat they do not conflict with overall national economic interests. National-state
ownership, viewed from the angle of the development of the socialist system of world economy,
not only serves as an important factor of comprehensive economic utilisation of resources within
each individual country. At the same time, it
acts as a factor ensuring the necessary conditions
for increasingly successful foreign economic activities.

sified international character of productive forces,
expressing new, more complex, varied and deep-
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mainly from the fact that the major
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economic
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In essence, the interaction of national-state
systems of property expresses the iilternationaIisation of relations of socialist property. The
national-state owners of the means of production collectively, through )lanned cooperation

and concerted action, use an ever growing share
of their means of production. This is, of course,
not yet the emergence of relations of international socialist property, but it is no longer
only the national-state utilisation of means of
production. What is taking shape is relations
of joint managernent, of concerted, cooperative,
combined use of the productive resources owned
by various states. The formation of this international socialist property is a protracted process
which will only be completed in the distant
future.'It cannot, therefore, be carried out with-

out using certain transitionai, intermediate
forms. The multiplicity of these forms makes
it necessary to choose a clear-cut methodologi-

cal basis, permitting the main directions in the
internationalisation of relations of socialist property to be singled out. These are, frrst and-for-emost, extension of the cooperation between
socialist economic complexes. Development of
planning relations in the CMEA community
represonts tho principal condition for raising the
lovel of tlto intornational socialisation of production and of the concerted, joint use'of a certain part of national resources. Under socialist
condibions, planning acts as a form in which
tho directly social character of labour develops,
both within state-national bounds and internationally.
Internationalisation of labour through inten-

sified cooperation of national economic complexes
encourages the formation and consolidation of
46

an increasingly extensive totality of commoR
economic interests in the socialist community.
Development of joint planning makes it possible
to form the long-term economic growth trends
of the socialist community deliberately; to
outline the future shape of the economy and,
even when requirements are just emerging-the
foundation of newly arising economic interests
of individual countries-to foresee the ways and
means for merging and combining them into the
common international interest of the community.
In other words, the higher the degree of coordination in the economic development of the sovereign socialist countries, the more their national resources begin to be used for their common
international objectives, as well as forresolting

purely national issues.
Alongside this process, the very materialbasis for forming and consolidating common
(international) economic interests changes irrtensively. The joint implementation of largescale projects and the growing unification of
production plants through specialisation and
cooperation signify that national interests are
more and more frequently beginning to be manifest in international unity-as a collective concern for the success of the specifie common cause.
Finally, there is-a gradual expansion of the activities of the various international organisations
taking responsibility, on behalf of and on in-,
structions from member states, for direct control
over the collective resources put at their command. A nurnber of them are engaged in transferring from indirect use of national resources
for the common benefrt of member states to direct
collective international utilisation.
The process of internationalisation of econ47

omic life of the socialist states and of the development of international socialist relations of production is leading to a situation where national
economic systems are increasingly beginning
to supplement one another. There arises a certain
community of economic aflairs of the socialist
countries, which is typified particularly by the
presence of certain common economic proportions, common eeonomic and production organisations and institutions, and their own international market. The emergence of this community
is a sign of the formation of a socialist system

at the various stages in the development of world socialism.
Yet, already today, a qualitatively higher
type of international organisation of produotion
and exchange than that of capitalism, i.e., the
socialist system of world economy, has ontered
the stage; it is functioning on the principles of
collectivism, socialist solidarity, joint, planned
regulation of the internationalisation of ecohowever,

nomic affairs. The formation of the socialist system

of world economy.
Lenin foresaw the general trend of socialist
development: socialism, he said, 'creates new
and superior forms of human society, in which
the legitimate needs and progressive aspirations
of the working masses of. each natidnality will,
for the first time, be met through international
unity, provided existing national partitions are
removed'.2 He foresaw the emergence of a world
cooperative of nations and wrote .that there is
a teldency towards the creation of a single
world economy, regulated by the proletariat of
all nations as an integral whole and according
to a .common plan. This tendency has already
revealed itself quite clearly under capitalism
and is bound t,o be further developed and consummated under socialism.'3
Lenin [herefore connected the formation of a
socialist type of world economy with the attainment of a certain international unity of the
economies of countries, with a close and regulated cooperation among nations in satisfying
their requirements and interests. The extenl of
the development of economic unity and cooperation among the countries difrers substantially,

of worid economy may see a combination of
extensive tronds involving new countries that
take the socialist path in the system of the international sooialist division of labour and exchange, as well as of intensivo ones, distinguished
by a deepening and growing complexity of the
economic interaction between the socialist countries.
This gives a new boost to each of its structural
elements which, together, form a certain unity.
Some of these elements are as follows:
(t) the international socialist division of labour as a special form of territorial division of
social labour; international production complexes; an international production infrastructure;
(2) a system of international relations of
production and economic laws expressing their
essence; various forms of international socialist
ownership of the instruments and means of
production;
(3) a system of trade and transfers arhong the
socialist states, a world socialist market;
(4) an internal state organisational artd institutional mechanism for the development of
eooperation between socialist states and utilisation of the economic laws of socialism; an international mechanism of such cooperation.
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Naturally, individual structural elements of
the socialist system of world economy develop
at different times. The economic cooperation
of countries, which characterises the unity of
its economic life, is established and consolidated
gradually, over several decades, passing through
various phases. The world socialist market
as a special, socialist system of international
trade and transfers takes shape much earlier

than the international production complexes
operating in a common technological regime or

than the first elements of international socialist
property
come into being.
- The foundations
of the new system of international cooperation appeared at the same time
as socialist transformations and the heginning
of the building of socialism in countries that
split off from the capitalist system. Important
landmarks in this process were the creation of
the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance in
1949 and the first coordination of five-year national economic plans among socialist countries
for 1956-60. It was in this period that the main
oontours of the new system of division of labour
between CMEA countries came into evidence.
The Soviet Union began to acquire importance
as a maior supplier of oil and oil products, raw
materials for the ferrous metal industry and
plant for heavy industry. New branches of ex'
port specialisation appeared and old ones were
extended in other CMEA countries under the
impact largely of Soviet contracts. The system
of division of labour that was taking shape correspontled primarily to the tasks of forming new
secloral proportions in several CMEA states and
covering acute shortages in various lines of production. At the same time as the new trends

and proportions in labour distribution appeared,

new principles and forms of relations weie drawn
up and passed their first practical test: the
free transfer of technical documentation, favourable terms for international credit, siable
prices in mutual trade, a speoial system of
international transfers. The accumulated experience of these relations enabled the CMEA coun-

tries in the early {960s to agree on the basic
principles of international socialist division of
labour as a theoretical and, at the same time, a
practical platform for further coordinated deveIopment of the economy and of economic col-

laboration.

By that time, the CMEA states had more or
Iess fulfilled the immediate tasks of socialist
industrialisation and the teehnical modernisation of the economy. Growth in concentration
of production and changes in the macrostructure
of the national economy had required considerable improvement also to the microstructure
of-industry-, the_development of new types and
subtypes- of production, the creation oi-.higher
echelons'of the treatment and processing of
primary raw materials, and the development of
specialised types of production. Substantial shifts
in the system of cooperation among the socialist
countries -took- place in the mid-1960s. They
were associated with the mounting role of scientific and technological progress in ,economic
construction, with orientation on a mainly intensive path of development and on assimilating
the attainments of the current scientific and
technological revolution.

In these circumstances, such progressive forts
of the international socialist division of labour

as the international specialisation and coopera-

tion of production develop swiftly. A typical
development was the increase in the proportion
of intra-sectoral division of labour among the
CMEA countries as compared with the inter-

sectoral. Yet another new element in development of the international socialist division of
labour datesback to this period: it began increasingly to apply to the sphere of research and
design. The CMEA countries started to mov6
towards coordination and division of labour in
this sphero, away from mutual exchange of ready
scientific results and design plans, away from
the simple technology transfer (mainly from
the Soviet Union).
Together with these and other progressive
changes in the depth and nature of the international socialist division of labour, cooperation
in planning became more widespread and effective; international economic organisations with
important coordinating functions came into
being. International credit increasingly changed
from being a means of helping industrial construction to becoming a factor of joint resolutlon of raw material and energy problems and,
eonsequently, an instrument for forming new
proportions of the international socialist division
of libour.
By tho Iato 1960s, typical foatures and trends
were clearly apparent, testifying to the matured
prerequisites for raising the international socialist division of labour to a higher plane. At the
turn of the decade there began a transition to
international socialist economic integration.
Wilh the adoption in 1971 of the Comprehensive Programme of socialist economic integration, the CMEA countries gained a jointly agieed
general policy on interaction in tho oconomy
12

over the long term. Despite the fact that this
programme is designed for t5-20 years and covers a multitude of objectives, the successes already scored in joint planning, specialisation
and cooperation of production, collaboration" in
science and technology, foreign trade, and joint
investment demonstrate convincingly the vital
force of socialist economic integration and open
up fresh and great prospects.
Socialist Economic Integration:
Conditions, Laws and Stager

Economic integration of the socialist countries,
the extension and improvement of economic and
soientific and technological cooperation, as the
Comprehensive Programme states, are 'a process of the international socialist division of
Iabour, the drawing closer of the economies and
the formation of a modern, highly eflective
structure of national economies, the gradual
drawing closer and evening out of their economic
development levels, the formation of deep and
stable links in the key branches of the economy,
science and technology, the expansion and con.
solidation on that hasis of the international
market of these countries, and the improvement
of money-commodity relations-this process
being regulated by the Communist and Workers' Parties and the governments of the CMEA
member-countries purposefully and according to
plan'.4
Socialist economic integration of the CMEA
countries is an objectively conditioned process
designed for the long term; it is a process of
development of the community of these countries,
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of their economic relhtions, that corresponds to
the opportunities and requirements of the presen!
stage of socialist and communist construction.
This process is being guided by the communist
and.workers' parties; it is increasingly exerting
an influence on the economio development oT
CMEA countries. Socialist economic initegration
is an 'inalienable aspect of the general lrocess
of deepening the political, econofric and ideological cooperation b.etween the countries of the

foreign policy, their strategy and tactics in
tackling domestic and international problems,
to promote friendship among the peoples of the
socialist community. Political cooperation determines the foundations of cooperation in the
eoonomy, science, technology and culture, which,
in turn, helps to bolster political eooperation
of the socialist states.

ration plays an extremely important and doririnant role. It stimulates the development of
cooperation in all other areas. Political cooperation is intended to strengthen unity and -solidarity of the socialist states, to coordinat,s their

The principles and directions of political cooperation atrftong the socialist states are defined
by ttre communist and workers' parties of those
countries. At the same time, they carry out
day-to-day supervision over the develophrent of
cooperation in all spheres of social life, they
guide the activities of state and economic agencies, and of all public organisations in cooperation among the socialist countries. Thanks-to
this cooperation and various forms of interparty, inter-parliamentary and inter-governmental cooperation, professional, cultural and other
public organisations are cooperating with one
another, and contacts are strengthening between
work collectives and towns of the various i$ocialist countries.
International political cooperation helps to
implement the principle of socialist international'
ism in all areas of the relations between the socialist countries; this consists in the transfer
of the principle of proletarian internationalism
to the sphere of the relations between the socialist
countries. It has been docuprented in the programmes of the communist aird workers' parties,
in the decisions of their congresses, and in the
constitutions of countries within the socialist
community. It is inscribed in joint documents
adopted at meetings of representatives of communist and workers' parties of the socialist
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socialist community, and of their comprehensive drawing together.
purpose of socialist economio integration
- The
is
to resolvo the major socio-economic pr-oblems
in further increasing productive forces, in attain-

ing the highest possible scientific and technological level, in-raising livingstandards and strengihening the defence capacity of each individual
cou+try as well as the entire socialist community..
process_ of socialist economic integration
. Thu
is
based gt thq gbjective laws of develdpment
of the world socialist system,.above all the-world
socialist economy. It is precisely the real economic processes within the world socialist system
that make it necessary at a certain stage io advance to a qualitatively new level of inieraction
of national oconomic complexos, and serve as
tho material preparation foi integration.
The potential for international econoriric integration cannot be realised without a purpose-

ful policy on the part of the socialisf states.
In the relations between them, political coope-

!,.

countries, in bilateral treaties of friendship,
oooperation and mutual assistance conclud6d
between the socialist countries, in the Warsaw
Treaty, whose organisation is the major centre
for coordinating the foreign policies of the sooialist community members, as well as in many
other joint documents of the communist and
workers'parties, the supreme bodies of state

power and governments of the socialist countries.
As was underlined at the tlth Congress of the

Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party, 'the formation of the world socialist system has led
to the formation of a new type of inter-state relations within the area of economic cooperation.
And here, together with the principle of respect
for mutual interests and mutual benBfit, we are
putting into effect the principles and practice
of proletarian internationalism and fraternal
mutual assistance. The socialist countries are
oonducting economic relations of a new, higher
type within the framework of the Council for

Mutual, Economic Assistance.'6

The principle of socialist internationalism
implies the international solidarity of socialist
states, their consolidation and mutual support in the class struggle under way in international relations in the world arena, and the
building of socialism and communism. Observation of the prinoiple of socialist internationalism is a foundation stone of socialist economic

cialist community of laws and motive forees
that are unattainablo for capitalism and impossible on the basis of the traditional commercial
principles. They serve the harmonious combination of national and common interests, of the
socialist community and ensure a confident
boost to the economy of each of the fraternal
countries.

The set of principles on which CMEA's work
ancl the process of socialist economic integration are based includes, in addition to the principle of socialist internationalism, the principle
of equal rights; this envisages, in particular,
that each member country has tho right to a
single vote when decisions are taken; the principle of voluntary participation and interestedness, which guarantees each member countr5r
participation in all measures in which it has
an interest and enables it to refrain from partic"
ipating in any measure of no interest to it; the
principle of sovereignty precluding any interference in the internal affairs of CMEA.member
states and any coercion to force them to take part
in a measure in which any CMEA member has
not voluntarily shown an interest; the principle
of reserving for all CMEA member states cornplete freedom of contact with non-member
states.

The principle of socialist internationalism,
expressing comradely cooperation and mutual
assistance of the fraternal countries, lends a new
social quality to the economic relations between
countries; this principle provides tho basis for
the operation within the economios of the so-

The tasks confronting socialist economic integration are more eflectively resolved when
the CMEA member states deliberately create
the conditions foi promoting the integration
process. Transition to the integration stage of
economic cooperation reflects the accumulation
of political, social and economic requisites for
progressive qualitative shifts in the developneenS
of their mutual economic ties.
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During the 1960s, the process of quantitative
accumulation of changes in the economy and
mirtual cooperation confronted CMEA countries
with the problem of comprehensively improving
the entire system of forms and methods of economic interrelationships with the aim of adapting them to the fulfrIment of fresh tasks in
foreign economic activities. The completion in
the main of the stage of forming integral national
eoonomic complexes in most CMEA countries,
exoept the Soviet Union, led to a situation where
their further autonomous functioning began more
and more obviously to come up against external
economio barriers. The question naturally arose
of a moro consistent and comprehensive use of
the potential of the international socialist division of labour, and direct internationalisation
of the reproductive function of the division of
labour.
There is therefore every ground for affirming
that a starl was made to the integrational pro-

using combined efforts

to tackle key' economic

problems.

This new approach to the international socialist division of labour is determined by the
development both of the productive forces and
of production relations. The part played by Ielations of production is apparent, in particular,

in that the enhanced socio-economio homoge-

neity of the CMEA countries creates conditions
conducive to strengthening their interaction (posing similar socio-economio tasks, the commoh

approach

to management issues, etc.).

One partioularly noteworthy feature is the
need to resolve the problem, common to all
countries, of consistently combining the advantages of socialism with the attainments of scientifrc and technological progress.
The distinguishing features of the present
stage of economic cooperation among CMEA
member states lie above all in the fact that major changes have taken place in the content of the
direct goals of cooperation. Cooperation up to
the late 1960s was mainly oriented on resolving

in the full sense of the term, within the
CMEA states in the years 1969-71, when the
use of its objective prerequisites became the aim
of the concerted economic policy of the socialist
statos insoribed in the docisions of the 23rd and
25th CMEA sossions.
At procoding stagos tho intornational socialist
dlvlston of labour created a new, cbilective
product,ivo forco of the socialist community
indiroctly, through its impact on the development of productive forces of individual national
economies-that is, only ultimately. At the
present stage the task of promoting this new
productive force is increasingly being resolved
directly, acting as a pre-set goal of concerted
economic policy of the socialist states, aimed at

balance problems in each country-that is, on
satisfying requirements for goods in short supply.
The international socialist division of labour
facilitated the balancing of th'e production and
consumption oI many items among the participants. This balance approach, despite its importance, meant that insufficient use was made of
the advantages of the international sooialist
division of labour in ensuring greater effectiveness of social produotion and an acceleration
of scientifrc and technological progress, this, of
course, being the major designation of the international socialist division of labour.
In recent years, the need for intensifred econo-
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mic development, economy's greater eflectiveness
and better quality of output has become acute
in many -socialist countries and has produced
a differ-ent, goal-oriented approach to mutual
economic cooperation. Cooperation has now to
ensure a more efficient economy in each country
and spred up scientific and technological progress. This evidently requires a deeper inteinational division of labour, a variety -of mutually
oomplementary economic structures, the establishment of really deep-going and stable relations
of international specialisation and production
cooperation, which would be accompanied by a
restructuring, mutual adaptation and optimisation of their sectoral structures. It would have
to be basod on the latest attainments of scientific
and technological progress, a considerable concentration of production and consumption linked
wiih foreign exchange" which would lead to farreaching and stable relations of production
specialisation and coopdration
While retaining and promoting many elerhents
and forms of existing economic interrelationships, integration is giving them new aspects,
increasing their efrectiveness. It differs from the
previous stago in the far-reaching, mutually
agrood rostructuring of sectoral structures. Th'e
mutual adaptation of sl,ructures and the greater
extont to which the economies of ttie CUOI
countries aro mutually complementary encourage
ths formation of an international reproduition complex. This is leading to a new state in
the development of the international socialist
division of labour.
Moreover, the integration stage of cooper:ation
is characterised by a mounting dogrec of the

international unification
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of

various types of

for joint economic management. In
other words, the transition to large--scale production.cooperatiol and specialisaiion projbcts
is bringing to the fore the -question of joint participa-tion in investment, joint use of manpower,
and the se-tting up of collective transport enterprises and means, of international- economic
organisations, banks, etc.
The- participants in integration, while retaining ,their production assets as national-state
property, allocate a_n ever increasing part of
them for coordinated, concerted utilisation. At
the same time, elements of international share
property arise in the form of joint services and
resources

enterprises.

Transition to integration also entails the use
of imp-roved forms and methods of joint planned
control over the cooperation proiess, as well
as coordinated changes in the control mechanism
over foreign economic activities in individual
countries. Both the coordination of plans and
the. development of joint planning, joint elaboration- of long-term specific progiammes for
resolvi4g major economic and scientific and
technological problems are typical of this stage
of integration.
One important distinguishing feature of integration is the shift of the centre of gravity of
cooperation from the trade sphere t6 thai of,
production (international specialisation and cooperation), planning, scienc_e" and technol,ogy,
qqp1t4l cons-truction, btc. Integration of IIO
CMEA member states is primaiily produetive
in character; it takes place in the -sphere of
material production through appropriate coordination of planning d-ecisions.- Corisequently,
from being the dominant form of contact between
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countties, trade gives way increasingly to production and becomes a subordinate form relative
to production cooperation.
Another fundamental distinguishing feature of
the integration stage lies in the fact that cooperation becomes increasingly comprehensivo
ana embraces all stages of the reproductive
process-from research and design to technical
iervices of the' finished product. Integration
means not only coordination of mutual deliveries
under trade agreements, but above all distribution of investment and production programmes,
production specialisation and cooperation, financial collaboration, as weII as, if expedient, the
creation of international economio organisations.
Moreover, trade, production, investment and
technical questions are more and more frequently
resolved in parallel, simultaneously. This is
where the new approach to cooperation is manifest.

Finally, integration, being an economic proa new stage in political insocialist
states and their ruling
of
teraction
parties. Questions of economic cooperation and
integration are regularly discussed at meetings
of frrst secrotaries of communist and workers'
parties and heads of governments of the CMEA
member states. It is here that the most important questions of principle are deciiled. The
greater the scale of joint economic measures'

cess, also signifres

the more important is stronger friendship among
the peoples of the socialist countries and cooperation between communist and workers' parties

of these

countries.
The level of joint use of the economic laws of
socialism by CMEA countries is rising with the
implementation of the Comprehensive Pro62

gramme. They take into consideration the specific aotion of the economic laws of socialism-in
the international sphere. This specific action is
caused by the existcnce of soverdign socialist
states and national-state socialist property, and
the consequent control of the reproductive processes by each state in its own country. Economic relations between socialist countries, jointactivity of these countries in the econbmic
sphere em_trace certain elements of reproduction
in the CMEA member states, but not their

reproductive processes as a whole. These economic
relations develop on the basis of national-state
socialist ownership of the means of production.
The international exchange of activities is mediated. by commodity-money relations- State
foreign economic activities are an inalienable
part of socialist extended reproduction, and
manifest themselves as a factor that encourages
the stable and dynamic development of the
economy of each country.
The current differences in the economic development levels of the CMEA member stdtesaffect the operation of economic laws in individual countries and the relations betryeen them.
They afrect the quantitative aspects of the
coordination of the member states'specifrc
interests, their accord with common interests,
and the processes involved in their mutually
oomplementary economies.
/
Economic integration, in the sense of planned
mutually complementary nature and interaction
of various national economies between capitalist
and socialist countries, is impossible in principle. All the same, this does not rule out all
possibility of mutually beneficial economic ties
between socialist states and countries of another
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social system in tackling specific economic problems.

With the promotion of socialist economic integration, the national interests of individual
countries increasingly depend on common international interests of the socialist community.
The importance of these common interests grows
in so far as the wider objectives, requirements
and opportunities'presuppose collective interaction.
Common, international interests include the
fundamental features of state interests of individual countries; on the other hand, common
interests are an important, fundamental, integral part of the basic, long-term strategically
important olements of national interests. It is
on this hasis that problems are being resolved
increasingly successfully relating to lack of
coincidenoe of interests over certain aspects of
cooperation (for instance, specific measures in
international specialisation and cooperation of

.

national economies. Successes of . econoanic
eooperation in all its other aspects decisively
deBend on the quality of planning in the countries
and cooperation between them in pl,anning activities.
The deepening.,of the inflernational socialist
division of labour objectively leads to a more
complex system of interrelations of national
economic complexes. This thereby enhances its
role as a system-forming factoi, determi.nirag
the process of formation and consolidation .oI
the socialist eommunity as an increasingly iotegral economic. system. In the final count,' it
is precisely the change in the role of the international socialist division of labour in promoting
the national ,economiie ,complexes of the socialis"t
countries which is the most far-reaching objective
basis. for furthering the intogrationil process
within the socialist community.
The planned development of mutual economic
ties enables the countries to'resolve prohlems
of economic growth which oould not be^resolved
with sufficient eflectiveness on a national basis.
They include conflicts between (in volume and
material structure) the resources available and
the social requirements; between the scales and
level of effectiveness of each oountr5r's scienti.fic
and techn-ological potential and the mounting
demand
-of contemporary production for up-todate technology;..contradictions
associated with
lim_ited opporbunities of concentration and. specialisation of production on an internal economic
basis; between the attained level of economic
and scientific and technological potential of
the CMEA countries and the degree and structure
of

production, on questions of trade contracts, etc.);
it is on this basis that it becomes possibie and
necessary to implement an ever widening range
of measures of an integrational character, to
expand their scale and significance for each
oountry and for tho whole socialist community.
As well as rosolving problems conceTing the
plannod organisation and control of economic
nnd sciontific and technological ties between
CMEA countries through improving the international cooperation mechanism, communist and
workers' parties of the CMEA states focus considerable attention on the orientation of internal
systems for planning and managing the oconomy,
on the requirements of integration, frosh scales
of cooperation, strengthening the inl,eraction

of their participation in the international division of labour (including in the worldwide di-
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vision of labour). Furthermore, stable international relations multiply the number of variants
of economic decision-making, thereby helping
countries to select the most eflective. They also
stimulate a search for optimal forms of economic
inasmuch as they reduce, on the
management,
-'of mutual
exchange of experience, the
basis
eosts of autonomous decisions in this area.
Under socialist' integration, the mutual division of labour is gradually transformed into a
system of planned cooperatio! of national econbmic complexes within the bounds of the socialist community. This means essentially the
transition of the international socialist division
of labour to a qualitatively new intermediate
state, since it cannot be reduced to the traditional exchange of activities between isolated national economic complexes. At the same time,
it does not lose the main features of the international division of labour. The socialist integrational process intensifies all the principal socioeconomic characteristics of the international
socialist division of labour and creates conditions
for the complete developmont of its functions.
The practice of socialist economic integration
rests oit tho dovsloping theory of integration,
bohind which lies the concept of a gradual formatiott of a new international economii community of sovereign socialist states. In the light
of this thoony, integration acts as a process of
Lhe drawing together of the economic structures
of the socialist countries, their mutually complementary nature and merging of them, and the
formation of a more or less integral inter-state
economic system. It needs particularly emphasising that the problem of forming the now econo66

mic community is seen in this concept as 6n0
of forming .precisely -an inter-stal.e community
whgle participants function
as sovereign rol
cialist states. This is not a question of cieating
some sort of 'supranational' entity. It is also
important to bear jn mind the gradual, stepby-step process of forming an integrated interstate community, and the need not to confuse
the- ultimate objectives of socialist integration
with the tasks that still have to be resolved at
the present stage. This approach is based on
the .major methodological tenet formulated by
Lenin g!^!!" E_ighth Congress of the RCP(B)
(now CPSU): 'In dealing with the nationai
ques_ti_o1 one cannot argue that economic unity
should be effected under all circumstances. Oi
course, it is necessary! But we must endeavour
to-secure it-by propaganda, by agitation, by a
voluntary alliance.'6
We must approach an analysis of the socialist
integrational- process in a dialectioal way; we
must not take a simplified view of it merely
as a process leading to an unswerving growth
in the integral nature of the international economic system of a developing integrated community. Within its framework a consolidation
and further development of economic fundamentals of socialist statehood take place simul.
taneously. As a result of the day-to-day theoretical and practical activity of communist and
workers' parties, an organic synthesis is ensured
of the two mutually connected tendencies in the
development of the socialist community: the
comprehensive drawing together of the socialist
countries and the consolidation of their statehood. Here in practice is the embodiment of
the Leninist idea of voluntary internationalist
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unity of the working pdople from diflerent countries marching along the road of socialist and
oommunist construction. As was noted at the
9th Congress of the Socialist Unity Party of
Germany, 'socialist economic integration of the
members of the Council for Mutual Economic
Assistance is a frrm foundation for constant
improvement in cooperation and for a systernatic drawing tdgether of socialist nations in
all spheres of social life'.7
An analysis of the present state of economic
inter,action of the socialist oountries and the
development of the international socialist division of labour enables us to single out several
trends afrecting the stages and prospects of the

integrational process. These trends may be briefsummarised as follows.
1. Cooperation of CMEA countries is increasingly acquiring a comprehensive nature;
this finds its expression in a merging of its
produetion, scientifrc and technological, foreign
trade antl monetary-frnancia} aspects. This is a
result of the growing orientation of oooperation
on rosolving large-scale socio-economic -tasks,
the m,any years of activity of planning and
ooonomic agencies in deepening international
specialisntion and cooperation in production and

Iy

nosearoh.

2. Exporience of pooling the eflorts of interestod countries in building industrial, transport
and other projects intended for satisfying their
common requirements has been accumulated
and is beginning to yield more and more marked

results.

3. The tiire horizon of ,cooperation is growing
considerably. For example, projeots included in
the Coordinated Plan for Multilateral Integra68

tion Measures ivill holp to consolidate the interaction between the'national economio complexes
of the CMEA countries in inaterial tenns for
several five-year periods to come. The same may
he said also about agreements on production
specialisation and cooperation, an ever inbreasing proportion of which go beyond what was
until recently the usual framework of five-year
periods.

4. As noted above, socialist integration as a
process that is multilateral in its substance
considerably changes the relationship_ botween
forms of cooperation on a bilateral and multilateral basis in favour of the latter. Multilateral
cooperation is a major direction and an essent,ial
sign of development of the integrational process.
The intensity and depth of multilateral cooperation depend largely on the developrnent cf
bilateral contacts. In turn, the latter acguire
a lnore obvious integrational character as multilatbral relations develop.
The noted trends typify mainly the alteration
in conditions and forms of mutual cooperation.
To assess the prosp6cts for deepening the socialist
integrational process, accouht must h6 taken
of the set of requi'rements for mutual cooperation during the building and further improvirrg
of developed socialism.
No less importartt is aecount 'for the changes
in the material and technical basis of contemporary production, and especially production for
the foieseeable future: These changes also signify
that the very substanco of international cooperation is changing, hence the need for its forms
to be made more complex and enriched.
- All these trends have,a long-term character.
They did not come into being yesterday and
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will not exhaust

themselves in the next ten to
fifteen years. The goals and principles collectively formulated in the Comprehensive Programme therefore retain their importance in the foreseeable future. It is on their basis that increased
eflectiveness of economic- interaction among
sovereign socialist states is perfectly feasible.
Assessment of the state of the actual international socialisation of socialist production is of
partioular importance. The socialisation of production within state bounds is the historical
starting point for socialist socialisation in general. This does not mean, however, that international socialisation directly reiterates the laws
and logic of national socialisation. The latter
begins with the take-over of the basic means of
production by the sooialist state. This takeover, formulated as a political act, is actually
the starting point for the national socialisation
of production in practice. The international
socialisation of producticin may receive its final
formulation only when it actually takes effect,
when this socialisation actually becomes a fact.
Meanwhile, the general logic of the development
of socialist integration is determined by the
common laws governing the development of
the sooialist socialisation of production.
Ths task of defining tho consecutive s.tages of
socialist. oconomic integration evidently consists
in nssossing the lrends that determine t]re devel
opmonL of mutual cooperation for the foreseeable future, the methods and intensity of their
influence on the character and directions of
this cooperation, and the speoifioation of its
direct objectives.
The first stage is linked with tho formation
of an initial economic and organisal,iorral struc7g

ture of the community being integrated on the
basis which had been prepared by the previous

development of economic cooperation of CMEA
countries. It follows from this that at the first
stage both questions of a purely integrational
nature are resolved and those of them which had
not been resolved, for one reason or another,
during the base period. At the same time, principal foundations, prerequisites or, at least,
general guidelines for resolving tasks in succeeding stages take shape over the whole period.
The second stage may be described as that of
'structural' integration, in so far as it depends
on the intensive formation of a mutually connected production structure of the future integrated community, a deepening and development
of planning relations between the socialist countries. Th; 'struotural' stage will probably
take several five-year periods and, evidently,
will go beyond the time limit of the Comprehensive Programme. Virtually the entire integrational process for the foreseeable future will
proceed within its framework. The length of
the stage, as well as the scale of the transformation in the whole system of interaction between
the national economic complexes, will determine
substantial differences between its initial and

ultimate phases.
We may suppose that in the initial phase of
this stage exl6nsive international cooperation
of national economies will take place, spreading
to all levels of their economic structures' Inter-

national production and technological complexes
operating under a unified programme and ensuring an optimal level of production concentratiqn (from the viewpoint of the CMEA community) will become widesproad. We may also
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expect the attainment of a high degre0 of convergence of the technological develofment levels

of 'the national economies on the baiis of collective. application of scientific and technological

achievements.
To.reach the goals of the

initial phase of .struciategr^ation, it will appa-rently require
completion of the transition to forms oi planned
interaction that will ensure a merging' of the
national economies being integrated on all main
levels of planning and economic management
(the national economy, sectors, economij organlsations,.. onterprises and associations, taklrrg
part in the international division of labour)I
Improvemont in the commodity-money instruments of mutual cooperation ai the itage of
's-tructural' integration, especially in its first
phase, will apparently depend on the formation
of an integrated market of the CMEA commrrn_ity on the basis of
planned mutual adapta-the
tion of national production
structures.
_ A particular feature of. the final phase of
'structural' integration will be completibn of the
pro_c-ess of forrning a basically optimal sectoral
and' territorial structure of - the- international
sooialist division of Iaborrr wit,hin the bounds
of the CMEA community. Towards the end of
socorrrl .phaso of ,itrucl,ural' integration,
!l,o
thoroforo, l,his process will essentiallv periorm its
main functiorls in the gradual inteinitionalisa,
tlott of the economic affairs of the sovereign
socialist states.
Tho tliird .and final stage of inteEration is
likely to_be a matter oI the fiirly dim aid distant
futurg. Its s-pecifrc.content can, therefore, only
be
discuSsed with considerable arbitrariness.
The oompletion of this stage, wiil qlso signifv

tural'

t8

the rejection of the integrational process its'elf,
inasmuch as there will be a merging of the parl

ticipants

in this process-nationll econornic

complexes--into a
-single' economic entity, as
the founders of Marxism-Leninism
frequently

stated.

This scheme of lhe successive staEes of the

integrational process does not, of cou--rse, claim
to describe in detail - the specific development
of such a complex and multifarious socio_6cono_
mic phenomenon. A long time will pass between
its present (transitional) stage, which by no
means represents comprehensive and immediate
integration of 'all and everything', and the culminating stage. Throughout thls' time, other.
facto-rs may come into play; while the overall
trend is maintained, itS sp-ecifrc manifestations
may be considerably modified.
Fr.oq !he- suggested periodisation, it may be
concluded.that the present period in the development of the economic integration of the CMEA
countries consists of preparing the material,
o-rganisational and economic prerequisites for
the transition to the struoturaf stagb, at least,
to its clear-cut initial phase. Elaboration of
LTSPCs in several key inter-sectoral and sectoral.comple-xes_ is directly aimed at mutual adaptation of the basic elements of national economic
structures in the interests of jointly resolving
common socio-economic tasks and raising the
efficiency of the system of mutual divisiln of
Iabour.

Socialist economic integration is a very important direction for raising the level of maiurity
of the world socialist economy. At the same
time, it is a fundamental factor-servinE to build
and further improve developed socialiit sqoiety
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Fff'"
in each of the'socialist countries. This is conditional on the multifaceted role it plays in the
development of socialist productive forces and
of relations of production. This role is particularly appareirt in tackling the vital problem of
building and improving developed socialist society-the problem of raising the socio-economic
efficiency of production both in individual countries and throughout the whole socialist community. The broader the processes of integration
and the stronger their influence on the course
of reproduction, the rnore propitious are the

conditions for improving economic efficiency and
the more successful is the resolution of all the
tasks involved in building socialism and communism. At the same time, the deepening of the
integrational processes brings into being fresh
prerequisites for a further all-round drawing
together of the socialist countries.
The formation of a ne$/ type of international
economic relations and the development of socialist economic integration are important practical evidence of the prime and fundamental
adyantage of socialism over capitalism: socialism organises social affairs in a deliberate,
planned way, in accordance with the goals and
intsrosts of socioty.

CHAPTER

T

THE INFLUENCE OF THE THEORY

AND PRACTICE

OF SOCIALIST ECONOMIC INTEGRATION
ON THE WORLD ECONOMY

Socialist economic integration is a new manifestation of the international essence of the communist mode of production. The development of
socialist economic integration is a paramount
link in the historical process of consolidating
and improving the socialist economy. Integration acts as an important factor in the increasingIy complete realisation of the advantages of
socialist social organisation of production both
in the sphere of mutual economic relations between socialist states and within the framework
of each individual national economy. Development of the integrational processes within the
socialist community shows that socialism takes
advantage of the global progressive trends in
the development of productive forces, which
require economic consolidation of larger and
largei territories and the concerted utilisation
of ever greater economic potentials.
Elaboration of the theory of socialist integration and its practical implementation constitute yet another historically important testimony
of the correctness of Marxist-Leninist dialectical treatment of the national question, of which
Leonid Brezhnev spoke in his report 'The Fiftieth
Anniversary of the Union of Soviet Socialist
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Republics': 'The way to "cohesion, unity and
the all-round integration of nations lies through
their complete liberation from social and national oppression, through the creation of the
most fa.vourable conditions for the development
of each nation.' 1 Integration is a trusted path
of the fullest realisation - of national inteiests
on the basis-of attainment of common objectives
for an advance of the whole world socialist
system and in complete accordance with them.
The international relations of the new type,
which are characteristic of the world socialist
systein, for the first time in history enable it
to eliminate the unresolvable contradictions inherent in capitalism in the relations between
nations and states. Integration testifies to the
development and improvement of international
socialist relations of production, and the pin.
pointing of more and more new opportunities
and advantages of them. The prospects for building a new society in each country and in the whole
world socialist system are linked by the peoples of the socialist community to consolidaiion
of unity and solidarity of socialist states. Friendship and close collaboration among the peoples
of the socialist countries are an earnest of the
success of each people building socialism ancl
communism. This cohesion engenders thg mo,tive
force of social development-the internationalist
solidarity of the peoples of the socialist community.
Socialist economic integration applies to the
major directions of international activity by
states of the socialist community; its aim is t,o
create external conditions conducive to l,lrc promotion of socialism and the building of communism, to oonsolidate genuinely poao;-loving and

democratic principies of international communion
that would facilitate the social p,rogress of mankind. Accordingly, the international activities
of countries of the socialist community would
serve to do the following:
(1) to fortify the frienclship and, cooperation
of the fraternal countries, to improve international relations of the socialist type, to facilitate
the advance of the socialiSt community in the
inberests of each socialist state;
(2) to extend the favourable influence of socialism to all world development, as is ensured
by the example of socialist ,and communist
construction and by the ideological-politicatr
and moral influence on, and the material support of the socialist countries for, all progressive
forces in the world today; l
(3) to ensure world peace, to remove tension
in relations between countries with different
social systems, to affirm in practice the democratic principles of international intercourse, peaceful methods of resolving ,disputes among states,
to respect the rights of liberation movements
fighting against colonialism and neocolonialism
and for national independence and social progress;

(4) to use on an equal and.rnubually beneficial
footing all the opportunities of cooperation among
states belonging to diflorent social systems in
the economy, environrnental prqtection, science
and culture, in the' interests of ali humanity.
Among the major aspects of the international
importance of socialist eoonomic integration is
the growing role of.integration in the rise of
the productive forces of the CMEA countries
and the whole socialist community, in expanding
the all-round cooperation of ,the ,socialist states,
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and in accumulating experience of promoting
the world socialist economy.
The experience of implementing integration
within the group of CMEA socialist countries
constitutes the main and decisive aspect of the
collective expetience they have accumulated in
smoothing the way for the world socialist economy as a whole. In fact, the development of
processes of economic integration on the scale
of this group of countries is a special feature of
the contemporary stage of development of their
mutual cooperation
CMEA countries are increasingly relying on
international factors of accelerated social deveiopment that prevail within the socialist community. A leading place among them is the
wider and wider use of those opportunities for
accelerating a rise in the productive forces of
the socialist countries that reside in concerted,
coordinated functioning of their production and
scientifrc and technological potentials.
The strategic concept of furthering mutual
contacts worked out and being implemented by
the CMEA countries envisages consistent resoIution of one of the cardinal problems confronting the socialist community: organically to combine the techno-eDonomic potential foi expanding pr-od_uction and raising -its efficiency, being
created by the internationalisation of tjconomic
life, with the social advantages of the world
socialist economic system and the international
economic relations of the socialist type. This
prohlem is being tackled on an incieasingly
wide scale by the concerted efforts of the CMEA
countries along the lines of socialist economic

integration.
Owing to the integration of tho CMDA coun-

tries, more propitious conditions are being created

by pooled efforts towards a further rapid boost

to their economies. Congresses of communist
and workers' parties of the CMEA states have
noted that, in the course of integration, prerequisites are being established and extended for
enabling the CMEA countries to employ factors
for boosting production and accelerating scientific and technological progqess more fully and
rationally than in the capitalist countries; these
factors are being engendered by the internationalisation of economic life and by' the greater
interaction of national economies. The report
of the Central Committee of the Socialist Uirity
Pqrty of Germany to its gth Congress stated:
'We are absolutely convinced that in future the
further consolidation and deepening of socialist
e_conomic integration will in far greater measure
than formerly become a decisive condition for
stablj and planned development of our country
as of all other socialist states.'2
The llth Congress of the Hungarian Socialist
Workers-' Palty noted that ,economic cooperation within the bounds of the Council for Mutual
Economic Assistance encourages a wide scope of
socialist construction in all _CMEA countries
and is for us, for the Hungarian People's Republic, 1l_invaluable assistance. Cooperation
within CMEA has been providing a firm international support for creative endeavour in our
cou-ntry. We shall exert all efforts to help socialist economic integration develop at a faster
rate than hitherto.'a
party of
^ Tlu 15th Congress of the Communist
Czechoslovakia made the following points: ;The
powerful economic and scientific and technical
basis of the community of socialist countries
i9

gives us the opportunity to form an efficient
eoonomic structure for a long period, and to
set up optimal conditions in regard .to production and the marketing of entire sectors and
types of production. This enables us to resolve
problems of raw materials and energy under
favourable and stable conditions with a view
to the longer term, and to carry out further concentration and specialisation of production and
,research on an increasingly extensive scale.'a
The importance of the theory and practic-e
of- socialist economic integration for developing
the world socialist system'depends primarily
on the fact that the CMEA countries have defined
main guidelines for further promoting socialist
international relations of productibn corresponding to present-day and long-term needs; these
guidelines involve deepening the interaction of
production complexes of the socialist countries, expanding the mutual ties between national
processes of extended reproduction, and emanate
from _the objective law of the all-round drawing
together of the socialist states and correspond
to the tasks of economic integration. Principles
and salient methods of economic integration
have been drawn up and are more and more
successfully being implemented; these correspond
to the social nature of, and laws governing, the
operation of the world socialist econoniy. They
include the following: the centre.of gravity of
work in carrying through integration lies wilhin
the sphere of material production as distinct
from the primacy of market principles in capitalist integration; joint planning plays a leading
role as the principal method of promoting the
economic cooperation of sooialist states; the
most rational forms of operativo and flexible
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use of value instruments are being worked out
for the purposes of strengthening lnternational
economic
-transfers; the theory and practice of
scientifically
grounded selectibn of variants of
inte-rnational specialisation and cooperation of
production and mobility of productive resources
are being enriched. A system of social and economic criteria is taking shape and being increasingly applied for promoting the world socialist
economy, for strengthening the mutually complementary nature of the national economies of
socialist countries, thereby enabling them better
to combine the interests of boosting the economy
oJ each _ country and the entire community,
the- requirements of current economic efficienCy
and longer term requirements, the tasks ot
int_ernational specialisation of production in
individual countries and of forming an optimum
national economic complex in each- of them.
Thanks to integration within the system of
economic cooperation of CMEA countries, important positive changes are taking place that
are
a fulier realisation of the advantag-ensuring
es of the world socialist economy. The deepening
anL improvement of cooperaiion amon-g th;
CMEA states, and the growing effectiven6ss of
economic ties between them help them successfully to solve a wide range of economio and social problems concerned with building socialism
and communism.
The role of integration in the qualitative improvement of the CMEA countries' economies
is particularly great. It considerably extends
th_e opportunities for increasing efrective use of
all productive resources and ali-round intensifrcation of socialist production. In the coming
period, the impact of integration on strengthen81

ing the economic base of world socialism must
rapidly increase.

Economic processes produced by integration
have a great deal of social and political importance: they express a strengthening of the new motive force of world social development-class
solidarity of national contingents of the working
class that is in power. The working class sees a
stronger world soqialist economy hoth as a national and as an international objective of each
socialist state. Economio integration, in turn,
creates favourable conditions for further consoIidating this solidarity. It facilitates an improvement of aII aspects of international relations of
the socialist type and engenders fresh objective
and subjective factors that lead to a stronger
community of interests and unity of action by
the socialist countries.
Economic integration of the CMEA member
states has a favourable effect on extending
cooperation among all the socialist countries.
The entry of the following countries into the
Council for Mutual Economic Assistance is evidence of the mounting interest of socialist countries developing in the most diverse circumstances
in extending cooperation both with individual
member states and with the Council itself: the
Mongolian People's Republic-June 1962; the
Republic of Cuba-July L972; the Socialist
Republic of Vietnam-June 1978.
In its application to join CMEA, the Yietnamese Government addressed the 32nd Council
Session in June 1978, noting that in recent
years ties between Vietnam and CMEA had
developed successfully and were becoming even
closer; the Socialist Republic of Vietnam 'values
highly the organising role of the Council for
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Mutual Economic Assistance and wishes to

ex_

tend cooperation and international socialist divi_
sion of labour with the fraternal countries within
CMEA for the purpose of helping the rapid de_
velopment of the economy, raising the livins
oJ the. poputation and s"rrengrh;ni;E
:lir1ql1.
the s.olidarity and unity between socialiit counl
tries'. In his- speech it the closing sitting of
the- Session, the Soviet premier e. w. Xo.igi"
said that .the entry of Vietnam into CMEA
shows the continuing unification of countries of
world socialism under the banner of Leninisi

ideas.'6

The theory and practice of socialist integration

are bound to arouse the interest of sdcialist
countries and states with a socialist orientation
,r.: not at"present CMEA members. nG;;;
llll
to.dly .many of these countries are cooperatin"g
with the Council in one form or ,"otili. y;g;
slavia has signed an agreement with CMEA1-n
taking p_art in the work of several Council agen_

cies, including the work of its sessions. A nuriber
oI counLries regularly send their representatives
as oDservers to siH,ings of various CNfEA bodies.
For exaTple, observers came to the B2nd CMEA
Session from the Korean people;s Dlmocratic
Republic, the People's Republic oi .Angolr, -the

D..or.uii. n.p"lfi.' and So!a9!i9n_lqople's
cialist
Ethiopia.
prere,quisites for a further consolidation
of.The
the world socialist economy *iii'steadiiy
mature, and the need felt
by itt the socialisi
countries for ever closer unification of their
economic efforts will
.intensify. The experience
of CMEA countries will
p^lay ,,
part
in the successful work of p"omoting-lconomic
"ror-ous
cooperation among the sociilist stat6s.
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The international significance of socialist economic integration also lies in the fact that it
has become a crucial factor in intensifying the
ideological and moral influence of socialism on
social development throughout the world. As
noted in the Communiqu6 issued at the 31st

CMEA Session in June L977, the Session expressed its confidence that the fraternal, comprehensive, constantly developing and deepening economic and scientific and technological cooperation of CMEA member states would continue
to serve as a telling factor actively promoting
the growth in international authority and influence of the community of those countries.o
Force of example is the major impact of socialism on social development throughout the
world. The socialist countries are in practice
implementing those goals for the attainment of
which the international revolutionary movement
of the proletariat came into being and is now
expanding. The successes of socialism are exerting a revolutionising influence on the working
people of the capitalist world, showing up the
contradictions and ills of capitalist society more
and more plainly, and serving as a beacon for
all those battling for the triumph of the proletariat. The example of socialist states helps to
intensify the class struggle of workers and all
working people inside [[e capitalist cduntries.
The example of socialist countries also helps
to promote the national liberation struggle,
deepens its anti-imperialist and democratic content. People in the developing countries see how
they can resolve the national question in the
interests of everyone, how they can overcome
the age-old backwardness inherited from the past
in a historically brief period, within tho lifetime
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of a single generation, and attain a high level
of development in production and culture.
The example of socialism helps to activate
the general democratic movement within the

capitalist world fighting for elementary democratic rights and liberties. Socialism inspires all
peace-loving people to campaign against mili-

tarism and the threat of war.
The processes of socialist economic integration do much to help step up the transforming
influence of socialism on all world development.
Integration creates new favourable conditions
for the socialist countries to use to the full
the opportunities presented by the world socialist economy for the most evident manifestation of the advantages of the socialist social
system. As an expression of the further improvement of the forms and methods of economic
cooperation among the socialist countries and
an increase in its effectiveness, socialist integration is becoming a major factor hehind the revolutionising impact of socialism's example to
the rest of the world.
Socialist integration serves as a vivid example
of the practical realisation of Marxist-Leninist
notions of the community of free peoples, the
harmonious combination of national interests,
the joining of efforts by various countries to
attain a common economic advance. During the
course of integration, the principle of socialist
internationalism in relations between socialist
states is more and more consistently implemented, as, too, are principles of combining mutual
aid and mutual benefit, of high national economic
efficacy of international economic relations for
each country participating in them. The organisational and economic-political foundations aro
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up and the scale sharply increased.
measures taken by sooiitist states
to resolve essential problems by concerted efforts
to boost their national economies, carry through
bein-g shored

imperialist powers are forced to wage a desperate
campaign for economic independence. For a
long
-time they remain a source of super profit
for the
imperialist powers, which do-all-they
can to prevent an upsurge in the national productive forces within developing countries.
- Of course, within the world iocialist system
there may, and in several instances do,-arise
discrepancies between certain of the countries'
requireme,nts, dictated by the interests rif promoting their economies, and various inteinationai economic relations, various manifestations
of the division of labour between the countries.
These disparities stem from the persisting differences in the levels of economic development
of the socialist countries, and from the is yet
imperfect nature of the various forms of international economio collaboration betwool them.

These contradictions, however, are not of an
antagonistic character; they are being resolved
by the cooperating countries on a mutually acceptable basis. The internationalist policy of
the socialist countries, account for the interests
of each country and the community as a whole,
and the persistent work being carried out to
improve the forms and methods of international
economic cooperation all help in resolving these
contradictions.
The simultaneous development of integrational
processes in the socialist and capitalist worids
eloquently demonstrates the superiority of socialism, showing the radical differences between
socialist and capitalist integration. It testifies
that socialist integration is of a new type, free
from the vices of capitalist integration.
Despite the presence of several common technoeoonomic fundamentals in the economic convergence of countries under socialism and capitalism,
the integrational processes are radically different in social content and in many of their
economic forms and consequences. The progressive content of integration, which is associated
with its role in boosting productive forces, can
manifest itself to the fuII only under socialist
conditions. The essential difrerences between
socialist and capitalist integration consist mainly
in the following.
Socialist integration is the road to closer joint
efforts by the socialist countries to solve national
economic problems in the interests of raising
production and prosperity.
Capitalist integration is employed in the interests of strengthening the positions of the biggest international monopolies in their competitive struggle on the world capitalist market
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of the_joint

the scientific and teohnological revoluiior, ,id
intensify economic growth.
.. The world capitalist economy presents quite
the opposite picture. Each exaCerbation of*economic difficulties and the appearance of any
-development
are
I"gh _ problem in economic
linked within the capitalist world to the intensified struggle amonf monopoly groupings and
states. Countries that lag behind in- economic
developme-nt
-cannot for a long time, despite
the considerable
efforts of many of them, approach the level of the industriai powers or even
lralt the deepening of existing differences. The
former dependencies and colonies that have
cast off_the yoke of political domination by the

and as an instrument for intensifying exploita-

tion of the working

people.
Socialist integration serves

to realise the principle of socialist internationalism; it is based
on the full equality of countries, it extends the
freld of their cooperation and mutual assistance
and it secures the harmonious unity of interests

of all

participants.
Capitalist integration is accompanied by sharp
conflicts between the countries involved; it is
linked with an intensifroation of the unequal
status of individual countries within the system
of international economic relations of the capitalist world, with infringement of their sovereign
rights and the detriment of general national
interests for the sake of the selfrsh interests
of the biggest monopolies.
Socialist integration encourages rise in the
productive forces of each of the participating
countries; it facilitates and accelerates the process of drawing together and evening out of
economic development levels, which is characteristic of the socialist world, based on the more
rapid growth of the economies of the less developed countries during the overall economic grow[h
of all participants, and on the achievement by
the economically less developed countries of the
level of the economically more advance-d states.
Capitalist integration actually increases the
inequality of development of capitalist countries.
Within the group of economically more developed
countries it leads to fiercer competition and
creates conditions for some countries to leap
ahead of others, and for a regular regrouping
of forces. It simultaneously deepens the gap in
the economic development of the advanced and
developing states.
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Socialist integration leads to greater unity of
socialist countries; it strengthens their cooperation iri all forms and speeds up their progress
in building and improving the new social system.
Capitalist integration increasingly leads to an
exacerbation of all contradictions of capitalism
both within national boundaries and in international capitalist relations. It deepens the general
crisis of capitalism and facilitates the accumulation of objective and subjective prerequisites
for revolutionary change.
The attention of progressive economists and
wide sections of the general public in the capitalist states is attracted particularly by the
CMEA countries' consistent policy oI taking
comprehensive account of national interests. The
practice of carrying through integrational processes, while retaining and consolidating the
national-state sovereignty of all participants,
gains high appreciation. As integration progressos, it speeds up the process of intertwining
national economies of the CMEA countries; it
multiplies the signs of emergence of an economic
complex of this group of countries which would
operate largely as a single production entity.
Yet, such an international production complex,
developing undeviatingly towards better coordinated functioning and interdependence of
the production apparatuses of the individual
countries, does and will continue to exist for a
long time, while the sovereignty of each country
is maintained in all matters, including the economic.

Recognition of the need and possibility of
efserving the sovereign rights of each country
under socialist integration and the observance
of these rights do not accord wittr the theoretical
&)

conceptions of certain Western soholars and the

aotrlal practice of capitalist integration.
The principle of national soveieignty within
the socialist community remains immltable even

under international integration. This is the
principle of the full sovereignty of a socialist
nation and its state throughout its own territory
ald of its independence in foreign relations".
The principles on which CMEA ictivity and
that of other international organisations bf the
socialist countries are founded envisage reliable
guarantees of equal rights for all parties and
respect for their sovereign rights. When they
set up joint agencies to deal with certain sectioni
of prodyctio_n, lhey regard them not as 'supranational bodies', but agencies that act in the
name and on the instruction of participant
states and they operate within the limits of the
powers that those states grant them. In so far
as the interconnection between realisation of
the national interests of each country
and its
drawing closer economically to the - fraternal
countries becomes firmer under integration, new
forms arise in which this sovereignly is manifested, these_ being associated wit[ tire growing
international economic cooperation and economic interdependence of the individual countries.
These forms also include participation in ioint
planning by the socialist states and menibership
of collective international organisations. In thes-e
instances, t-oo, all questions are decided by each
country independently, but jointly with- other
participants on equal terms, not individually.
The distinguishing features of the development of the socialist community include the inevitable process of drawing togethor and evening
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out of the economio development levels of the
socialist countries on the basis of the more rapid
development of those countries that still lag
behind the more industrial CMEA countries in
economic terms.
As the 17th Congress of the Mongolian People's
Revolutionary Party underlined, 'the evening
out of the levels of economic development of
socialist countries is an objective law of sooial
progress; it may be realised most effectively given
greater internationalisation of production and
exchange, the gradual formation and dovelopment of international productive forces, common
ownership of the means of production as the
highest form of socialisation of produotion'.7
Many of the CMEA countries inherited from
the capitalist past a substantial economic backwardness but, thanks to the fact that the economically less developed CMEA countries have
developed more rapidly than the others, among
the European CMEA states the problem of surmounting the deep-lying differences in economic
development levels has already been resolved.
All these countries have achieved a tremendous

rise in their productive forces, have rebuilt
the structure of their economy, which has now
acquired an industrial character. CMEA countries are carrying out a great deal of work to
encourage more rapid development of economic
efficiency in Mongolia, Cuba and Vietnam. As

noted in the Communiqu6 on the 32nd CMEA
Session, the Session stressed the need comprehensively to take account, in implementing the
long-term specific programmes, of the task of
gradual drawing closer and evening out of economic development levels of the CMEA member
states.
9l

The example of the socialist countries in developing the new type of international economic
relations and in carrying through integration
gf importance both for the- econofrically
ir
b_ackward part of the capitalist world and for
the .working- people of the economically devel_
oped-.capitalist
countries. The example of the
socialist states contains a really democratic
alternative for oapitalist integration within the
grgup of industrial capitalist countries.
Integration in that sector of the world capitalist
economy is subordinated to the interests of rep_
roduction of capital of the biggest international
monopolies; it is used by t[e monopolies for
encroaching
-upot the social,rights ard living
standards of broad sections of the people, ignorin!
the.mullipliqity 9f economic andiocial pioblem!
and needs of individual countries; and'it leads
to infringement of their nationai i.rterests. It
is therefore n-ot surprising that the working class

completely part company with a class approach
to the balance of forces in the world and increasingly line up with imperialist reaction in the
fight against socialism and normalisation of the
international situation.
The international communist movement, the
communist and workers' parties of the capitalist countries counter integration on monopolistic
principles with the democratic alternative. This
envisages a curb on the rule of monopoly capital,
elimination of tendencies that spell danger for
the cause of peace, tendencies that are engendered
by the closed economic and political groupings
and are used by imperialist circles to bolster
their military-political blocs. The example of
integration within the socialist community facilitates this struggle by communist and workers'

and other democratic sections of developed
capitalist countries are stepping up their res-ist_
ance to monopoly capital on issues of interna_
tionalisation of economic life.
The democratic world public is expressing its
p_rotest against the propaganda campaign by
the Communist Party of China leadership,lim"a
at undermining the genl_rinely equal and mutually
benefrcial economic relations among ttre CUEA
states and at supporting the actionslf those mo_
nopoly circles of the European Economic Com_
munity-which endeavour to deepen the economic
and political divide in Europ6 and use it for
maintaining international tension. The Maoists
play up the consolidation of Western Europe
as a means for camp_aigling against existing
socialism, above all the USSR.-Thoy thereb!

parties in the capitalist states and enhances
the attraction and convincing example of the
democratic alternative they pose.
Thus, by carrying through economic integration, the CMEA states resolve not only problems
concerned with raising their own productive forces. At the same time, they are performing the
historical task of providing a model for resolving
the most difficult international economic problems in the interests of the common people.
Socialist integration, which is geared to taking
comprehensive account of the interests of each
participant nation and helps resolve international economic problems in a spirit of equality
and mutual assistance, sets an example that
further enhances the attraction of the socialist
principles of international communion and the
socialist system generally for the peoples in the
non-socialist part of the world.
In contrast to capitalist integration, sooialist
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The might of the world socialist community
is more and more enabling it to block attempts
by imperialist reaction to interfere in the affairs
of peoples carrying out social transformation in
their own countries.
The socialist community is a powerful antiimperialist stronghoid for the peoples campaigning for social progress. The end is drawing near
for the imperialist practice of using armed intervention to put down the revolutionary movements of peoples fighting for their independence,
democracy and socialism.
Owing to the creation and strengthening of
the world socialist system, there is a new afignment of forces in the world today, as a result
of which there now exist favourable prospects
for the struggle of the working people in nonsocialist countries for sociat progress. This also
results from the ability of the socialist community_ to support progressive social development
in the world with their economic resourcei, and
to consolidate the positions of the forces of
social and national liberation against imperial-

integration does not invest any disorganisation
into the development of the world market; it
does not discriminate with respect to other countries; it does not work to the detriment of economic
relations between countries with different social
systems. The CMEA countries are not isolated
from the rest of the world. On the contrary,
they express a readiness to have the widest possible international economic cooperation on the
basis of equality and mutual benefit. The CMEA
countries are motivated not only by interests
of promoting productive forces, but also by a
desire for normalisation of international relations and for the consolidation of peace.
Finally, the international importance of economic integration within CMEA depends on
its role as an economic and economic-cumpolitical factor, encouraging the progressive restructuring of the whole system of world economic
relations, the strengthening of positions of all
progressive forces of the present day and being
conducive to the development of mutually advantageous economic relations between countries
with diflerent social systems.
The influence of the socialist community on
the course of world events is not confined to
the socialist countries showing mankind the way
to revolutionise society. The world. socialist
system can now render effective material help
to the peoples of the countries that cast aside
colonialism, that wage a struggle against neocolonialism and for an independent development and for the implementation of their sovereignty in the economy, and to the peoples of
those countries that have begun to make revolutionary social changes, so paving the way for
the building of socialism.

help to resolve their economic problems more
quickly and with the minimum reiources, further
their economies' stable development and open
fresh opportunities for active participat-ion
!p world
in
economic relations, including 6y coordinating their efforts in this sphere. Socialist
integ-ration helps to enhance tlie part played
by foreign economic activity of -the CUpe
countries both in improving their own economies
and in developing the world economy. It is

9+
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ist, encroachments.
Economic integration within the socialist world
and the combined efforts of the socialist countries
in-promoting- prod-uction, science and technology

beneficial for the rapid creation of prerequisites
considerably to raise the importance and influence
of the socialist sector of the world economy,
to intensify the impact of socialism on world
economio ties, which helps them to free themselves of the economic d,iktat, political pressure
and blackmail of imperialism.
The economic potential of the CMEA countries
and their participation in world economic relations will become even more weighty factors
affecting the development of the world economy.
Owing to the increase in productive forces and
interaction of national economies, the CMEA
countries are exercising a more vigorous influence
on the processes occurring in the world economy,
both by fortifying the new type of international
relations within the bounds of the world socialist
economy and by developing the system of economic ties with countries with diflerent social
systems, also opposing the international system
of imperialist exploitation. A far-reaching and
stable system of economio relations is rapidly
forming between the socialist countries and other
states in the world; it is founded on the truly
democratic principles of international relations.
The role of world socialism as initiator of reforms
in world economic relations is manifesting itself
more fully and clearly in the light of the demands
for equal and mutually benefrcial cooperation
between all states.
The fate of the national liberation movement
and of the new national states is very much tied
to the development and oonsolidation of the
world socialist community. A close alliance of
these states with the sooialist countries in the
anti-imperialist struggle is an important prerequisite for the strengthening of genuine independ96

ence of newly free nations. The extension of
the economic contacts between the CMEA states

and developing countries is acquiring mounting
significance for the formation, in individual
commodity markets, in entire large regions of
the world and in the world economy generally, of
production and international exchange conditions
that facilitate the fight against the despotism of
the imperialist monopolies. This is one of the
major factors by which favourable conditions
have taken shape in the world today for fighting
for the consolidation of national independence in
the developing countries and, in the economic
sphere, for repulsing the neocolonialist policy
of the imperialist powers and for intensifying
social transformation. In all these processes a
great deal is owed to socialist economic integration. It helps the CMEA countries to pool their
efrorts in helping the newly independent states
to promote their national economies. Socialist
integration is a factor which narrows the possibilities of imperialist attempts to employ their
positions in world commodity markets, the
sphere of international credit and scientific and
technical information for putting pressure on
the newly independent states and for exploiting

their

economies.

At the present

stage of world development,
there is a growing tendency within the world
capitalist economic system for 'weak links' to
form, these harbouring the preconditions for
accelerating social progress and paving the way
for socialist transformation. The time is past
when colonies and dependencies were merely
the objects of exploitation by the monopolies
of imperialist powers; the centrifugal forces
within the system of interrelationships between
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them, increasing during the upsurge in national
liberation movements, have operated mainiy in
the sphere of social and political affairs, virtually

finding no outlet in international economic
relations. Nowadays, with the setting up of
newly independent states, the anti-imperialist
battie is particularly concentrated on the economic front.

The social -diffe.rentiation in the world capitalist economy is gaining momentum and acquiring
a qualitatively new character. The positions are
being consolidated of the progressive national
states that choose a socialist orientation and are
struggling to overcome the restrictions imposed
by their involvement in the worki capitalist
economy, to put an end to their unequal foreign
economic ties emanating from this, and to strength-

en relations with the countries of the socialist
community.
By helping further to deepen and improve
economic cooperation between socialist and developing states, socialist integration expands the
prerequisites for a planned division of labour
between socialist and newly independent countries, particuiarly those opting for a socialist
orientation. The heads of delegations from Ethiopia, Angola and Laos who attended the 32nd
CMEA Session as observers expressed their profound satisfaction with the strengthening cooperation between their countries and CMEA members and their appreciation of CMEA's great
and selfless economio assistance.
The furthering of economic cooperation between newly independent countries and socialist
states, especially in production spocialisation
and cooperation, can substantially facilitate
industriaUsation of these countries. It enables

them to use the international exchange opportunities stemming from the exisbing -production
potential and the inherited economiC stnrcture
in the form that suits them best, even before
they have set up their own developed base. Gradually, together with the new social essence of
economic relations between the socialist and
developing countries, these ties will gain a new
material content, owing to the formaiion within
the developing states of a modern material ancl
technological basis in increasingly close cooperation with the world socialist economy.
The division of labour that is taking shape
between the socialist and newly independent
states is playing a mounting role in the progressive transformation of world economic reiations.
This process will be cncouraged by the coordination of the CMEA countries' foreign economic
activities intended to promote coorreration with
the- newly independent states. By doing this,
qnd by pooling their forces and means to tretp
the nervly independent states, the CMEA countries will make an even greater contribution to
their industrialisation, to the modernisation of
their farming and the abolition of the rnonoculture character of their economies. Among the
multifarious forrns of concerted action ff the
CMEA states in promoting this cooperation are
the common funds for providirrg developing states

with credit and the multilateral

producl.ion

cooperation between states. Since I January
7974, f.or example, the International Investment
Bank has operated a special credit fund for providing economic and technical assistance to
the developing countries. The CMEA student
grant fund has existed since the tg74l7b academic year to help developing countries train

national personnel at higher educational estabIishments of the CMEA countries.
Conditions for cooperation between CMEA and

independent countries are steadily impr-ovnewly-especially
in regard to states of a-socialist
ing,
orlentation, in drawlng up national plans and
programmes for economic develgpment. The requiiements and possibilities of furthering cooperation with these states will increasingly be
taken into account as the CMEA countries coordinate their economic plans. Plans for building
up national econpmies in these states will also
take into account extending cooperation with
the CMEA countries. Cooperation on the basis
of joint long-term progratmes- between CMEA
and developing statts is also likely to be important in the longer term.
' The growing inteinational authority CMEA
-of
may bJ seen in the interest display-ed by public
and governments of many non-socialist countries
CMEA as
in ofportunities
-inter-state of cooperating with
economic organisation of the
the
socialist states, as weII as developing cooperation between CMEA and inter-governmental
economic organisations of the non-socialist states'
Cooperationl in one form or another, b-elween
these countries and the Council for Mutual
Economic Assistance and the joint economic
orEanisations of the CMEA countries is becominI more urgeni. For example, an agreement
wis siEned in May 1973 on cooperation between
CME,A.- and Finland. The signing of agreements
on cooperation between CMEA and lraq, .CMPA
and Mexico is evidence of the strengthening
relations between CMEA and developing states.
CMEA has relations with more than 60 international economic and soientific and technological

organisations. Cooperation- qgreements have also
be"en concluded between CMEA and the International Atomic Energy Agency, between CMEA
and the Danube Commission, and others'
The present stage in the development of the
socialisi countries' cooperation and the promotion of the world socialist economy is also important in thatit iswitnessinga{urther strengthining of the objective international economicopolit-ical guaturriees of the triumph of socialist
ievolution and successful socialist construction
in various countries, irrespective of their size,
nonulation or level of economic development at
i,t" ti*, the people's goYernment takes pow^er'
in the existence of a
These guarant-ees-consiit
"world
socialist economic system, close
strong
socialist states, and developamong
coopJration
me.rt of their economies'and their foreign economic relations.
Being a major aspect irr consolidating and
promotfng *otid soiialism, socialist economic

also acts as a factor in deepening
integratidn
-revolutionary
process overall; this process
the
is being formed' from the efforts of the main
revolutionary forces of the present day-the
neonles of itre socialist countries engaged in
buiiaing socialism and communism, the working
class aid all working people in the capitalist
countries fighting against the monopoly domination and c-apitalisi exploitation generally, the
people of tlie .developing countries striving, to
secure economrc rndependence and consolidate
their political autonomy and fighting against
neocolonialism.
The processes

of international economic integration within the socialist community .do
no"t hamper any extension of eoonomic ties with
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non-socialist states; on the conlrary, they .helo
up more propitious conditions. Cotp..uI
ll :.jbetween
rton
socialist countries, including members of CMEA, is not directed lg"ir.i-tfr" interests of third countries, nor doe"s it pursue discriminatory. objec,tives in regard to'any st,ate.
rne expansron oI .cooperalion among iocialist
countries, by accelerating
the growtit of their
economic potential, creates addltional opportu_
nities for these countries to take part in the world
division of labour.
The socialist countries consider that present_
day ,productive forces are a product of world
development and that the ndo"o*i., of both
need an intensive exchange
:,"ltj^.::i"1l.systems
or rne. results of production and scientific aid
tecnnotogrcal activity.
the ryqio1 probloms of the foreign poti^*^lipiq
cres
6I the socialist
countries are those o"f world
economic
,cooperation, the promotion of business
contacts between states witn different social
systems on the basis of equality and mutual
benefit, and the creation oi ,orfitlb"s in the
world making it possible to transfer tlr.-irrr*"r."
resources now being_ spent for military_strategic
purposes to peaceful construction. Thb social'ist
countries set mainly the following tasks: to
strengthen the unity of the socialist?omr.nuni[y,
rts economic and defensive power to make ii
futile for. the most reactionary imprrlrli.t circles
to rely on military"methods, political
1_o-,try
ano
economic.pressure in the struggle between
world. systems; to use foreign policy,
i::,
]-Y"9
rncludrng
.Ioreign economic policy, to isolaie
and, in the contradictory gamut
:1.:_.."rr"1"s
oI
lnteresLs and stimuli which determin"e the
foreign policy of capitalist states,-mr[, it por_
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sible for realistic trends to prevail, those that
would correspond to the interests of their own
people and of peace throughout the world.
The CMEA countries accord a great deal of
importance to the normil development of economic relations with capitalist states; they stress
the importance of deepening the international
division of labour that embraces all the countries
of the world, viewing it as a factor not only
for improving productive forces, but also for
normalising international relations generally,
and strengthening the positions of clemocratic
and peace-loving forces in world politics. As
underlined in the Communiqu6 on the 25th
CMEA Session, 'the participants in the CMEA
Session left the door open for non-member countries to participate, wholly or partially, in the
fulfilment of this comprehensive programme'.8
The influence of the closer economic cooperation among the socialist states and the deepening
socialist economic integration on world economic relations and political changes in the capitalist world, both in its objective substance and
in the subjective motives of the socialist states'
foreign policy, is not aimed at any particular
country or group of countries in the capitalist
world; it does not have any adverse effects on
the world market or the world economy generally, and it does not cause any disorganisation
to them. On the contrary, its impact encourages
the promotion of world economic ties, to a certain
extent consolidates the international market,
serves to secure the genuine national interests
of all states and to strengthen peace.
The CMEA countries are doing much to extend
business contacts among countries

with different

social systems, to establish an atmosphere of
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trust and mutual understanding between nations.

To this end, they are initiating specific inter_
national actions in the economii, political and

cultural fields.
Socialist economic integration will do much
to help carry out far-reaching measures in co_
operation with non-socialist itates. By accelerating economic development of socialist coun_
this integration is extending the oppor_
!ri.:.,.
tunities for.their participation in wJrld
of the results of economic activity and is"*rhurg.
increa"s_
ing their export resources and irnport capabiii_
ties.
-The deepening of mutual cboperation of
socialist
countries in the process of integration
sets up conditions for coordinating their ioreign
economjc a_ctions, for pooling their forces aid
means for the purpose of tat ing part in economic

measures of Euro-pean and even-wbrld importance.

There

is another aspect of the international
_ of socialisl integration that must

impo-rtance

not be underestimated. .Integration encourages
the development of business
contacts betwe-en

countries belongir_*
also because

it

to different social systems

futile the plans
circles in imperialist states to
hold back socialist economic advance through
policies of embargoes and other discriminato-ry
measures and thereby facilitates the activitie;
of those realistically-minded people i; th;;;
states, who are willing to cooperite with the
socialist countries on in equai and mutually
of . reactionary

makes even more

advantageous footing.

Socialist integration, therefore, is an important

factor,
thanks to which obstacies are removed
from the path of deepening the worldwide divi_
sion of lab-our, and londitions are created. for
the consolidation of peace.
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Expansion of economic ties between the socialist states and all other countries is an indication of the growing economic potential, international political authority, and ideological and
moral influence of world socialism' Today,
economic relations between socialist and other
countries, including economically developed capitalist states, have become a substantial, constantly operating factor in the development
of the world economy, helping the struggle of the
peoples of the world for international security
and social progress.
The role bf ttre world socialist system as the
vanguard of progressive mankind and the decisive force in ihe anti-imperialist struggle is even
more fully and clearly manifest because of so-

cialist

integral.ion.

CHAPTDN 1

THE COMMUNITY OF CMEA COUNTRIES AND
THE WORLD ECONOMY

the United Nations classifies as industrially

developed capitalist countries (the USA, Japan,
all the European capitalist states, Israel, Austra-

lia, New Zealand and Canada).
Over the years of people's government,

the

economies of the CMEA countries have developed

at a rate that, in

Economic Potcntial

.

The CMEA countries possess a powerful economic
f_ote{_i1]. . At the present time, the economy of

the CMEA countries is the greatest economic
in the world, accounting for one-third
of world industrial output, one-quarter of the

complex

national income and one-fifth of tlie agricultural
output of all the countries in the world, while
their population amounts approximatelv to onetenth of world population.x X{oreover, the Soviet Union alone accounts for about one-fifth
of world industrial production. By lg8I, CMEA
coiintries were producing 1.3 times more industrial output than Common Market countries and
the USA. Countries in the community possess
one-half of world resources of iron oie,- about
one-third- of ,coal, two-fifths of natural gas, and
two-thirds of manganese ores and apatites. Their
economies are also highly developed: their per

industrial output is 3.3 times greater
than the
world average and somewhat ligher

c-apita

than the average for the grolrp of countries which

*

Here
-and belorv, the aggregate indices for the CMEA
countries do not include
fbr the Socialist nepubiic
oI Vietnam, which joined-data
CMEA in Juue l97g.
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1979, ensured an industrial
outpnt approximately 17 .5 times greater than
in 1948. The CMEA states firmly hold the advantage in economic growth rates over the capitalist
countries. Between 1951 and 1979, the average
annual rate of growth of industrial output and
national income in the CMEA states was almost
twice as high as in the industrially developed

capitalist countries. The Council countries' share
of world industrial output has virtually doubled
over the last two decades. The CMEA states
enjoy a stable high rate of economic development
that ensures an increase in industrial output for
each five-year period of approximately one and

a half times.
For a proper evaluation of the changes that
have taken place during socialist construction
in the CMEA states, it is important to bear in
mind that most of them belonged to the economically backward nations before the victory of

socialist revolutions. For example, many countries of Central and South-Eastern Europe occupied bottom places among European states in
level of economic development and living standards, and top places in mortality, unemployment, agrarian overpopulation and illiteracy.
As regards those states which evep under capitalism had attained a relatively trilh tevel oi .co.nomic development, they had to surmount considerahle difficulties associated with the aftermath of Worid War II, with the economic im-

balances and social problems inherited from
capitalism, with economic blockade and the
cold war unleashed by the imperialist states in
the post-war period.
Table 1 provides data on the growth in industrial and agricultural output and national

work in the economy. Labour resources therefore
make up some 60 per cent of an aggregate popu-

includes people within the employment age
group and old-age pensioners who continue io

lation which numbered 439 million in L979.
The age structure of the CMEA countries shows
a higher proportion of children than in either
the EEC or the United States.
This signifies that the CMEA countries enjoy
more favourable opportunities for further reproduction of the population and of their labour
resources, There is a tendency in prospect for a
rate of population growth faster than that of
Common Market countries. According to prevailing demographic forecasts, the CMEA population will grow one and a half times quicker
than in the EEC states.
The CMEA countries have encountered considerable success in increasing the number of
those employed in the economy. The number
increased from 1950 to {979 by 53.1 per cent
to more than 180 million. This was the highest
rate in the world. The rapid growth in the number
of those employed in the national economies
of the CMEA states, in addition to the increase
in the number of people of working age, rests
on the substantial increase in the number of
able-bodied people. While 44.3 per cent of the
entire population was employed in the economy
of the CMEA countries in 1950, it had risen to
47.3 per cent in L977. This is considerably
higher than in the industrially developed capitalist countries where employment, far from
rising, in some periods even declines: the percentage of the population employed was lower in
France and West Germany in 1976, for example,
than it was in 1970.
Overall, those engaged in the economy, including able-bodied students and servicemen, con-
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income
Table

.

in

several CMEA countries.

I
Growth in Industrial and Agricultural Output
and National Income in f97d Compared wi^th

the Pre-War Period*
(corresponding year of pre-war period: t)
output

Agricultural
output

National

(per cent)

income

72.7 times

298

tl times
5.7 >

Ind ustrial

Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia
GDR

Hungary
Poland
Romania
USSR

*

12.L
9.8
13.6
32.5
45.8
20.3

>

)
))

143

iii

)

193

>

270
239

))

for Bu,lgaria are compared with t939 (in agricultural

, FiguJSs
witlt €nnual average j-r{icgs fg1 i9B2-88);-for-Hungary,
gtl!!!t.
Pol€nd-and. Romania
- with i9i8 (for Hungary, figures on asii_

cultural output are compared with the annu"al dverife inaicei"tor
1934--38);_for- the cDR- wit! 1936; tor ihe.USSR:-with'-ig4lj
and for Czechoslovakia
- with 1937.

A _typical feature of economic development of
the CMEA countries is the combining of processes
for building up the mass of resouries involved
in social production, ard the processes of their
qualitative improvement.
The CMEA countries possess labour resources
of more than 250 million people. This number

stitute approximately 90 per cent of the entire
able-bodied population of the CMEA states
(including over 85 per cent in social production, of whom some 80 per cent-in material
production). The remaining 10 per cent of the
able-bodied population are engaged mainly in
house work, which is, of course, also socially

useful work.
Thus, from the standpoint of the full engagement of the able-bodied population in various
forms of socially useful activity, the CMEA
countries have achieved full employment and
thereby resolved tlie important social problem
of complete utilisation of labour resources.
This problem still remains unresolved in capitalist economic conditions. According to official
statistics, the number of unemployed in developed capitalist countries more than doubled
between 1965 and 1879, constituting over 15 million people in the latter year-greater than the
populations of Sweden and Austria taken together. In 1978, the USA had 6 million and Western Europe 7.1 million unemployed. Among the
EEC countries, the highest out-of-work figures
were registered in Great Britain and Italy.
Alongside growth in employment, the CMEA
states also display processes testifying to their
increasingly effective use of labour power in

social production. A major index of 'this are
shifts in distribution of the employed among

the three principal sectors of the national econo-

my: industry, construction and transport and
communications; farming, timber and water
services; trade and the non-productive sector.
In 1950, the first sector accounted, over the
whole CMEA area, for 34.0 per cent of all the
employed, the second for 49.4 per cent, and the

u0

third for 16.6 per cent. In 1960, the shares had
changed to 40.0,38.9 and 21.7 per cent respective-

ly; and in 1977 they were 48.9, 22.8 ana Zg.3
per cent respectively. Thus, the proportion of
workers in the economy engaged in industry,

construction and transport and communications
sharply increased, while the share of those
employed in agriculture diminished. This shows
an increase in the percentage of workers engaged
in branches of the economy ensuring the major
part of national income increments and determining technoiogical progress and higher labour
productivity throughout the economy; it also
goeg to prove that the growth in farming output
is being achieved with a smaller number- of
workers.

In all the CMEA countries except Mongolia,
the share of those engaged in industry, construction and transport and communications considerably exceeded that in agriculture in 1977.
At the same time, the attention is drawn to the
rapid growth in the share of the trade and the
non-productive sector. In most CMEA countries
the proportion of those engaged in that sector
is higher than that in agriculture. This is also
a progressive process, in so far as this sector
plays a mounting role in satisfying both the
needs of material production and the public's requirements.
The CMEA countries typically display a rapid
rise in educational and quatifications standards,
and an improvement in the occupational composition of the population. Thus, the total number
of specialists with a higher or complete secondary education increased approximately 2.8 times
between 1961 and 1979. The proportion of specialists in the total number of all those employed
lll

in the economy also grew' Thus, this index was
6.5 percent in 1960 and {9.3 per cent in 1979
in Bulgaria, 3.7 and 15.8 per c91t-1n the GDR,
9.3 and 21.3 per cent in the USSR, and 13.3
and 24.9 per cent (1978) in Czechoslovakia.
In Poland-, the proportion of specialists
was 5 per cent in 1958 and 77 .l per cent in
{978.
The economic potential of the CMEA countries
rests orr a wealth of natural resources. Although
these states occupy only 19 per cent of the world's
territory, they are a very rich region in terms

of useful minerals, timber and water resourcesToday, they accoun| f.or 2l per cent of the world
oroduction- of electricity, 28 per cent of the
irard coal and 66 per cent of the brown coal or
lignite, over 19 pefcent of the oil, and 30 per cent
of the natural and associated gas.
They also account for half the world resources
of iron ore, about a third of the coal, two-fifths
of the natural gas, and two-thirds of the mineral
reserves of manganese ores and apatites. This
enables them to make use in the economy of
enormous quantities of raw and other materials
year. In the USSR alone the conantl fuel every
-material
resources was estimated
sumption of
ln 1925 at 500,000 million roubles.
At the same time, the distribution of economic
minerals among the individual CMEA'countries
ii uneven. Tht bulk is concentrated in the Soviet Union, which possesses the fullest variety
of mineral and raw material resources used in
the modern economy. What is more' in man-y
natural resources the USSR can satisfy the needs
of the economy's development for a relatively
Iong time to iome. Thul, reserves exceed the
preient level of annual extraction as follows:
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1,000 times in coal, 500 times in iron and manganese ores, 400 times in gas, and more than
500 times in potassium salts.

The consumption of fuel and energy resources

in the CMEA countries has, however, reached

such proportions and is growing at such a rate
that less accessible deposits need to be exploited; it is becoming more difficult to meet the
demand for these resources, so the CMEA states
are striving for maximum economy and rationalisation in their use. This applies first and foremost to oil and gas resources which must be
primarily used more fully and extensively_ for
iechnological purposes, while replacing tfiem
as far as possible in the power industry by hard
fuels, including low-calorie ones.
The fact that mineral and raw materials are
distributed unevenly between the CMEA countries engenders a need for them to pool and
coordinate their efforts in developing the raw
material industries; this is seen as one of the most
important fields of cooperation.
ftre CMO.q. countries have accumulated large
material resources for promoting production;
this is manifest, above aII, in the mass of basic
production assets-that is, plant and machiner-y,
is well as production premises and facilities.
The success of the socialist countries in promoting production owes much to the high growth
rate of ihe mass of embodied labour per worker
employed in material production. lhus, thg
assets-io-worker ratio in the sphere of material
production for 1951-79 grew 9.4 times in Bu$aiia lbetween 1953 and 1976), 8.5 times in Romania, 7.5 times in the USSR, 3.8 times in Hungary, 3.5 times in the GDR, 3.1 times in Czecho-

il3

slovakia and Poland. Growth in the assets:toworker ratio was accompanied by a constant
improvement in the qualitative composition and
cost-to-output indices of production assets. As a
result, the rate of growth in labour productivity
overtook the rate of growth in assets-to-workei.
ratio for the same period, for example, 1.3 times
in Romania, 7.2 times in Czechoslovakia, 1.3
times in Poland and 1.5 times in the GDR.
Increase in the machinery-to-worker ratio is
ensured bv growth in capital investment in the
fixed production assets, which is an important
condition for extended reproduction and higher
pro-d-uct_ivity. Thrj cendition is being successfirlly
fulfrlled by the CMEA countries. Thus, between
1951 and 1979, the volume of investment in the
USqR outstripped that in the USA by 4.3 rimes,
in^ lritain by Q,6 times, Italy and Canada by
2.6-2.7 times, West Germany by 2.2 times and
France by 2 times. While it took less than eight
years to double the volume of fixed production
assets in the USSR between {951 and lg7g, it
took the USA more than eighteen years. Moreover, in 1978 the volume of investment in the
USSR was roughly equal that of the USA and
exceeded that in West Germany, Britain, France
and Italy taken together.
It should also be borne in mind that the productive capacity being built up by the CMEA
countries is_ being used much more fully than
is that under capitalism. In the mid-l970s,
the share of underemployed production . assets
amounted to 22 per cent in the USA and 26
per cent in Japan; up to a quarter of all plant
was_standing idle in the EEC countries during
{975. In oertain industries this index was even
higher: thirs, in 1976, 30 per cent of the capacity

tt4
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of ,the iron and steel industry of the USA was
unused, and 32 per cent in EEC countries was
id!e; figures for the chemical industry of the
USA, Japan and West Germany were 25, 30
and 3t per cent respectively. Losses from underemployment of productive capacities in the
industrially developed capitalist countries run
into thousands of millions of dollars and, in
some pe_riod_s, exceed the value of gross output
of the developing countries.
In the CMEA countries growth in human and
material resources operating in social production
is'accompanied by increased effrciency oI their
use. At the present stage, special importance
is attached in the CMEA countries to bettef
use of economic potential. The centre of gravity
of economic-political work has been shifted tb
ilmpro-ving the qualitative indices of production 4evelopment, to accelerating the growth of
its efficiency, and to intensifying the ieproduc-

tive

processes.

Growth in the efficiency of socialist produotion
is expressed in the most synthesised form in,

the high growth rate of the national

income
g9r. emp_loyed person and per citizen (Table Z).
This indicator summarises- the dynamios of so-

cial labour productivity.

The rate of growth of the per capita national
income in individual socialist countries is considerably ahead ofthat attained by the industrially developed capitalist countries. The combined
CMEA- economy_had more than double the growth
rate of the EEC countries, and more than treble
that of the USA. In comparing the growth rates
for individual countries,- the advantage .of the
socialist gggnomy is even more apparent. ,Thus,
in the t95l=79 period, Butgaria outstripped
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Belgium 3.5 times, Denmark 3.9 times, Sweden
4.2 times and Britain 4.8 times.
It is important to note that the dynamic
growth rate of national income in the CMEA
countries is largely due to higher labour productivity.
Table 2
Ratc

in

of Growth of per Gapite Nati,onal Income
Individual Socialist and Capitalist Countries
(as a per cent of 1950)
I 970

Bulgaria

260

506

902

7.9

Czechoslovakia

188

275

4.9

GDR

279

432

Hungary

166

27t

Polancl

174

283

393
640
427
475

Romania

238

180

482
392
296

1.42

222

29t

195

281
154

337

USSR

Yug,oslavia *
France
FRG

Great Britain

,ra

t24

,.,038
569
463

1,74

Italy

,1.57

261

3t2

Japan
USA

22,5

558

803

i

Lt6

,149

t8t

6.8
5.1

5.6
8.4
6.2
5.5

3.8
4.3
2.0
4.0
7.5
2.1

1952:100 per cent.

Labour productivity in the industry of the
CMEA countries has grown more dynamically
than in the capitalist states. Over the period
1951-79, the CMEA countries as a whole surpassed Common Market countries in _ growth
iate of this indicator by 1.5 times and it was
double the American rate. The ratios were even
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greater_for particular countries. Thus,

in

Bulga2.8

ria and Poland, labour productivity grew

times faster than in Britain; in Romania it was
3.3 times higher than in the USA.
A typical feature of capitalist economic development is its unevenness, the alternation of
periods of slump with those of relative boom;
this_ is just as evident when analysing lalour
productivity. For example, in the USA years
of an accelerated rise in labour productivity
(1955 produced an increase of 9.1 per cent,
1959 of 7.2 per cent, 7964 of 5.1 per cent, giving
ln qygragg annual growth rate of 3.5 per cent
for 1951-76) alternate with years of shaip decelerations in growth and stagnation of productivity (for example, in 1970, 1974-75). tn tfre pUC
countries, the average annual productivity
growtlr rates in industry f.or lg7l-76 were lowei
than for
by 23 per cent. The cyclical
nature of-1966-70
this indicator is glaringly obvious
against the background of labour productivity
growt! rates in the CMEA countries: average
annual growth was 5.4 per cent from 1g6t io
{965_, 5.5_per cent for 1966-70, and 5.g per cent
f.or 1971-76
It is also noteworthy that, in contrast to the
socialist countries, productivity growth in the
capitalist states does not necessarily imply a
growth of production, since capitalism, especially
in recent years, has been typified by an increas-e
in mass unemployment. The effect gained from
higher labour productivity is somewhat cancelled out by higher unemployment. The capitalist countries suffer enormous losses becarise
of unemployment and underemployment of available l_lbour power. Let us take the figures for
the USA as an example (Table 3).
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Table 3
Losses from Unemployment

Number of unemployeil (thous.)

Level'of national income per worker
(dollars)
Loss from unemploy-

ment'(thous. million dollars)

Proportion

of

in the US

Economy

I 960

I 965

I 970

I 976

3,854

3, 366

4,088

10, 695

12,900

13,472

14, 300

41.2

43.4

55.1

t04.2

7

,288

j

loss

from unemploymer
in the national in-

come (per cent)

l

uctivity growth and the use of additional labour power -on-a scale made possibte by the rise
in the able-bodied population .and in the extent
of employment. By combining these two factorsa rise in labour productivity and . number of
employed-the CMEA countries have attained
remarkable success in increasing industrial production. Eloquent testimony to that is the
growing share of CMEA countries in world production .of major types of industrial oufput
(Tabte 4).
Table 4
Share

l

of

5.3

4.4

4,8

of CMEA Countries in \ilorkl Production
Selected Types

of Industrial

Output

(per cent)

7.7

'

The loss to the American esonomy from underemployment of available labour power-for 1976
alone was the enormous sum of 104,20A million
dollars. Besides that, according to American
statistics, the USA in 1976 had over a million
people clisillusioned about ever finding a job
and therefore failing to register at the labour
exchange; that means another 14,300 million
dollars-of the national income unreceived. The
total sum exceeds the amount spent by the USA
on health by 3.5 times and on aid to emergency
areas by 5.2 times in the 1975176 fisbal year.
Bearing in mind the idle labour power under
capitalism, the productivity level in the USA
in-1976 must be taken as a tenth less than [he
figures reproduced h Table 3; it therefore amounted to $ 13,100 per employable person (including
the jobless), rather than $ 14,300.
Tlie economic development of the CMEA countries is based on a combination of rapid prod118

Electricity (gross generation)

8.4

2l
t9

5

30

fuel)

9a

Pig iron

{8

3t
,o

19

28

2L

30

L4

22

Natural

gas

Coal (calculated in conditiorral
Steel

Mineral fertilisers (calculated per
_ {00 per cent oI nu[rients)

Cement

14

The measures drawn up and being implemented in the CMEA countries to improve planning and economic management, to tighten up
labour discipline, and to promote the-workers-'
productive initiatives are all aimed at using
internal production reserves of labour power, at
better employing productive capacity, at economising on fuel, raw and othgr mateiials and ai;
lr9

cutting down construction schedules. B-y bringing all these reserves into play the CMEA states
wiII be able to reduce their currently excessive
dependence in extending production on the rate
ofihe expenditure increase on live and especially
embodied labour, to improve the dynamics of
economic efficiency indicators and thereby create
conditions conducive to maintaining stable rates
of expanded production which would reflect the
full use of objectively existing potentialities.
The extension of economic cooperation and
economic integration among the CMEA states
is exceptionally important to their economic
growth.- The concerted use of their economic
potential is leading to an increase in opportunities for economic advance through the more
efficient functioning of national economies.
A closer intertwining of national economic
sectors is taking place on the basis of deepening

and cooperat_ion of production.
specialisation
By the beginning of 1980, material-values to
the ium of over 105,000 million roubles a year
were circulating on the CMEA market. In 1977'
75, mutual deliveries of commodities between
the countries exceeded 200,000 million roubles
and in 1976-79 they reached approximately
380,000 million roubles (in current plices).
Another typical feature of the CMEA countries' use of their economic potential and the
guideline for the development of their social
production is the increasing orientation on satisfying human requirements. The task of expanding pioduction is linked increasingly- closely to
thit-of achieving higher living standards.
The high rate of growth of social production
typical of the socialist countries enables them
fo-expand current consumption and, at the same
t20

time, build up a mass of accumulated eonsumer
wealth (non-pioduction assets, including housing
and constrmer durables).
The consumption fund in the national income
of the CMEA-countries for 1951-79 rose by 5.9
times (making an average annual incremen-t of
6.3 pei cent). The highest rate of -growth was
in Bulgaria,' Poland, Romania q{ the USSR
where il showed a more than sixfold increase in
the given period. These rates surpassed- the consumfition growth in the industrially developed
capitalist iountries. Thus, the aver-age annual
growth rate in the consumption -fund amounted
[o 4 per cent in the USA- and' 2.2 per cent! in

Britain for

1961-76.

The growth rate of the consumption fund in
the CMEA countries has invariably considerably
outstripped the growth rate of the population,
thereby ensuring a high growth in per capita
consumption (Table 5). This applies also to
Table

5

Growth of the Per Capita Consumption Fund

(1950:100 Per

cent)
1

Bulgaria *
Czechoslovakia
GDR

Hungary
Polantl
Romania **x
USSR

*

***

181
158
267

239

t57
t7L

185

t6L
187

1952:100 per cent.

** Assesgment.

+** ReaI per capita income.

t2l

180

302
205
214
223

325
232
379
246

979

446
290
459

520
316

301*

34r

263

375
366

443
458

297

368

4,1,9

259

587**

countries with a high population growth (in'post_
yar,ygqry these have beel primirily Mongolia,

.
the USSR, Romania and po-land). '
The bulk of real incomes of 'the population
consists of payments received for work. Their
share in the total real incomes of the CMEA
population varies from one country to another
from between 70 and-80 per cent. Tire remaining
incomes are received out of social funds. ThE
share of social funds in the population's incomes
amounts to about 23 per cent in Bulgaria, 26
in Hungary, 29 in the GDR, 3l in tf,e USSR
and Czechoslovakia. In capitalist countries, the
share of incomes out of social payments is less
than in the CMEA c,ountries, especially by com_
p_arison with the USSR, the GDR and izecho_
slovakia.
A steady and dynamic-growth in average wages
and salaries is taking place in the CME-A corlntries. Thus, from the _gqlp' 1970s, the average
wage in Bulgaria, the USSR and CzechoslovakTa
inc_reased by some 33 per cent.
Considerable difrerences exist between the so_
cialist and capitalist states in their social allo_
cations to free services in the income composi_
tion. Owing to the wider development of'free
education, free medical care and other free services, the share of the real incomes of the CMEA
population represented by these free services
is considerably- hjgher, from lZ to lS per cent
per _country, while in France it is 4 per cent,
in West Germany 7 per cent, Norway B per cent,
and so on. The free provision of these'services
to the population is imong the most important
achievements of socialism; it ensures iitizens
equal rights in satisfying socially vital require-

ments.

Thanks to the social funds, the CMEA countries now enjoy the most advanced system of
social security and health care in the world,
and the wideit network of generally accessible
cultural and educational institutions. The provision of medical services measured in terms
of the number of doctors has reached a higher
Ievel in,the CMEA states than in the capitalist

countries: the CMEA states, including Vietnam,
had averagely 29 doctors per 10,000 inhabitants
in 1979, iompared with the US average for
1976 of 22.5 doctors;. the West German figure
was 25.1 in 1978, French 15.3 in 1976, the Japanese 15.9, and so on.
The growth in incomes in the CME,A states
*rt ,ciompanied by a greater colsumqtion of
maior material henefi.ts: foodstuffs, clothing,
fooiwear and consumer durables'
The calorific value of the food consumed in
the CMEA countries is no lower than in such
countries as West Germany and Britain, although
Table 6
Consumption of Basic Foodstuffs in
Per Caoita
' CMEA
C6untries (kg), 1979
Vegetables

Bulgaria

65

Czechoslovakia
GDR

84
89

Hungary

229
226**

73**

ibi**

Poland

8t

457

USSR

58

319

6.6
5.3
7.0

2.6***

t2s

L4t
70
s7

7.6

83'r
119

L6.4

95

i For BulAaria, Poland and the USSR,
Not includins animal fats.
Including frsli antl hsh products
'**
r**+ 978.
+*

I

I Of)

34
39
40
36
44
43

*

ineluding lard'

'*

*

the structure of food consumption in several
CME,A. countries requires cbnsiderable im_
provement (Table 6).
TIr. present-day consumption level of meat
in the GDR and Czechoslovakia is close to that
in the more developed capitalist countries. In
the other CMEA staies, the lag in meat produci
consumption is rapidly
closing. In the near
-countrieJ
future, all the CMEA
will achieve a
rational .meat- product consumption level (ac_
cording to calculations by Soviet experts, the
scientifically subs_tantiated meat coisumption
norm amounts to 8? kg a year). In consumption
of- sugar, the CMEA -countries have virtually
achieved the rational consumption level
$O kgi.
In that of fruit and vegetaLles they ,iitt
irg
behind the rational norm (for vegetables it iE
behind rhe-consumprion
!46 !q,fruit 113 !g)
level in countries like"ld
Italy and France; how-ever,
the consumption level of vegetables in the CMEA
countries exceeds that in West Germany and
Britain.
The CMEA countries' attainments are substan_
tial in the consumption of consumer durables
and non-durables. The consumption of cotton
and woollen fabrics in the CMEA countries is
roughly the same as in the industrially developed
capitalist

states.

Provision of household articles and domestic
labour-saving devices has increased manifold
over the last
years in the CMEA countries,
and the gap -ten
between certain CMEA states and
the more industrially developed capitalist countries has narrowed considerably,- though the
consumption of consumer durables is still lower

than in capitalist countries.
' The CMEA states are rapidly inoreasing the
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provision of such durables as radios, television
sets and washing machines.

I
I

A vital feature of prosperity is housing provision. Intensive house building is going on in
the CMEA countries to make it possible every
year to improve housing conditioqs for tens of
millions of people. In the USSR alone, the
housing conditions of 50 million people improved
during the years 1976-80; this is a figure that
exceeds the total populations of Belgium, Greece,
Denmark, Ireland, the Netherlands and Sweden
put together. In number of apartments built
every year per 10,000 inhabitants the CMEA
countries surpass EEC countries and the USA
(Table 7). It is also important to take into coniideratioh that the state takes upon itself the
major part of expenditure on housing consttuc'
tion in the CMEA countries and that rent is
Table

7

i

{9601 19701 1975
CMEA countr

Inclutling:
Bulgaria

t0.4

8.5

8.4

8.0

8.1

7.8

6.3

D.4

6.6

7.7

8.7

7.4

5.4

7.8
4.5
7.8
6.0
7.9
9.3

10.0

9.1

8.9

8.4

9.0
8.9
8.0

9.7

7.9
9.7
8.2

Czechoslova-

kia
GDR

Hungary
Polantl
Romania
USSR

EEC countries
Inclutling:

Britain

Italy

USA

4.7
5.8
4.8
73.7
12.L
7

.,1,

5.8
5.9
7.2

9.5
7.8
7.8

6.5

8.8

8.2

6.8

6.7

6.6
7.0

5.9
3.9

5.9

7.2

5.5

/.o
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J.D

7.2

8.7
7.9
6.7

,..:
b.5
2.3
8.2

8.1

8.7
7.3
5.1

4.8
2.7
8.9

extremely low: in the USSR, for example, it
constitutes only 2.5 per cent of an industrial
worker's family budget. In capitalist countries,
corresponding expenditure is very high; moreover, there is a constant rise in payment for
housing (it increased by 5 per cent in tg76 alone
in West Germany), for fuel and telephone (in
1976 it inereased by 29 per cent in Fr.ance).
The housing problem is one of the most severe
in capitalist states. In Great Britain, for example,
it is reckoned that 200,000 people are homeless
and that their number has trebled in the past
ten years.
Owing to a growth in social production, rational use of material and labour resources the
CMEA states plan during the current five-year
period to further increase public prosperity
substantially. Real per capita incomes incieased
in 1979 by 10 per cent in Bulgaria, 9 per cent
in E-Irrngary,2l per cent in the GDR, 11 per
cent
in Mongolia, 25 per cent in Romania, -and 14

per cent in the USSR.
Growth in national prosperity and higher
living standards, which is the fundamental goal
of economic development under socialism, is

gained through the steady increase in eoonomio
potential of the CMEA countries; this is an
important factor in consolidating ttre world
soeialist system and in its mounting-influence
on the course of world development.
Scientific and Technological Potential

Accelerated scientific and technological profor the attainment
of high economic targets outlined in the party
programme documents of the CMEA member

gress is of decisive importance
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states. The eommunist and workers' parties of
these countries, in working out the stritegv and
tactics of building a developed socialiii and
communist society, afford science an exceptionally important role in fulfilling all the- fundamental economic tasks (a higher productivity
of social labour) and social ones (convergence
of the material and cultural levels of the vaiious
social groups, improved running of social development, communist education of citizens in
the -new society, etc.), also bearing in mind
the fact that the attempts rapidly to assimilate
the achievements of the scientifie and technological revolution are a major sphere of competi-

tion

between

the two world

A scientifically

systems.

substantiated realisation of
these socio-economic functions of science constitutes the essence of the scientifrc and technological policy of the socialist countries; this
policy develops through purposeful actions by
stqlg agencies. Problems of strengthening and
utilising potential in science and technology,
prlmoting scientific and technological know-ho*
and assimilating scientific and technological
achievements all hold a major place in the set
of measures being implemented within the
framework of the scientific and technological
policy.
from this accepted notion, scienti- Proceeding
potential includes persbnnel, informatibn,
fic
material and technological and organisational
components, the optimum combination of which
ensures the intensive development of science
and its increasing impact on all aspects of contemporary society. The principal question of
the scientifrc and technological poficy is the
quantitative and qualitative formation of the
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soientific potential structure, since the level,
results and rate of development of scientific
activities and, ultimately, the present and future
of science itself, depend on the sort of personnel
and facilities available to science, how much
is allocated for promoting science and what
organisational structure it has.
the provision of science and branches of the
economy with personnel of appropriate qualifrcations is a crucial aspect of the scientific and
technological policy of the socialist countries.
Over recent years, the increase in the scientific
personnel potential has been considerably outStripping the growth in number of people emin the eeonomy.
-ployed
Data on the scientilic personnel potential show
that, in the numbers engaged in science and
the scientifio services, as well as in total numbers
of scientific workets, the CMEA countries are
virtually on a par with the economic groupings
of industrially developed capitalist countries.
As a result primarily of demographic changes,
the numerioal growth of scientific personnel is
Iikely somewhat to slow down in the near future. Therefore, further development of personnel potential will be directed primarily- at
optimising intensive factors of growth, including
and age -factors.
qualifications,
- An importantfunctional
element in controllin$ the personnel potential in science is distribution of
soientifio personnel among economic branches,
the fields of science and types of scientific organisations. In most CMEA countrieso for example,
a very large part of the total number of scientific workeri and experts with a higher education
is made up of college and- university teachers.
At the saml time, despite the fact that, in num'
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;

bers employed, economic research institutionb
,them
ogcupy a leading place,
'the grow.th.rate in
hiShlV qualifred scholarly personnel is still
9f
insufficient. Of late this situaiion has been ,im:
proving owing to the faster training of .highly
qualified- personnel ,(primarily in technical -dis-ciplines) for research institutions of branch ministries and de_partmbnts; ,this will undoubtedly
help to fpee-d u_p_seientific and :technologicai
progress
the CMEA countries.
- At the in
same time, there is a growing conceqtration of personnel in reseaich insiitutions.
This is a progressive factor,,in so,far as it makes
it poss,ible to launoh research on ,a high le-el
and in directions corresponding ,to contemporary.requirements on the basis .of large res6areh
units possessing a substantial scientifrc potenr
tial,and powerful experimental and production
facilities. As a resulf of measures tal<en ,to enhance the effectiveness of scientific activity,
most CMEA countries are enjoying an absolule
as well as-re_lative growth in numbers employed
in research institutions, as well as an iicrease
in the average number of .scientifrc workers per
research institution.
Improvement in qualifi.cations of pdrsonnel is
another .iTrnorljrn-t means of intensiiying soientific activity. Today, the qualifrcation structure
is heing.imBlov_ed by bringing,oloser to the optimum (1 : 3) the ratio'between,the.mrmber if
scientifrc workers with higher ;,,qualifroations
(doctors and candidates of icience) and other
categories of people employed in 'science.
-and
.The.financing^_qt_research

development is

in the CMEA countries as an important
line of development ,of the national scientific
viewed

and technological potential because
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it

is largely

instrumental in determining the scale and depth
of researoh and development, the opportunities
ior investment in the material and technical
basis of science, the attraction and training of
oualified Dersonnel, eto. This explains the high
Eiowth raie of the funds earmarked by the CMEA
Eo,rotti"t for the development of science and
ieohnology. During Lhe 7971'-75 lve--vear perio{,
the totall expenditure on R and D for the whole
CMBA regi6n exceeded that for the 1966-70
oeriod bv between 60 and 80 per cent.
'-Th.
rising efrectiveness of the soientifio and
technological potential of the CMEA countries
shows iu"st how intensive research and development are; this is particularly evident in tho
lapid increase in number of patents.issued on
inientions, compared with the rise in the number
oi peopl" engaged in scienoe and the scientifro
.."'ii..t. In "number of annually registered in,irtion., the CMEA countries are well ahead
of any economic gro-uping of-capitalist couniries, it oloding the-EE0, as.well as any capitalist state, including the USA.
As regards the practical realisation of soientific and lechnological achievements that rest on
inventigns, the CMEA countries are not yet
int"oarri,iog them into production fast enough,
,"a ,.. ,irt*irly not tiking full advantagq of
-their enormous pbtential. for acceleratih-g p-rgd-u9'tion growth; this potential stems from the highly
devetped scientihc and technological capaoity
f"itt ,ip over the years of socialist construction'
There are still a- large number of .inventions
'which are being poorly used or are s-till wailing
'their turn for p-ricticai application.- It is a fact,
fhat less t[in half the registered
irt
"*u-ple,
,inventioni
are aotually used in production each
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year. To eiiminate this deficiency it is vital
that the time taken for applying scientifio and
technological achievements and improving the
quality of manufactured goods should be reduced.
It is on this that the CMEA countries have been
concentrating special attention of late.

Scientific and technological progress has been
the focus of recent congresses of the communist
and workers' parties of the CMEA countries.
The congress documents outline specific objectives aimed at promoting the scientific and technological revolution. Fulfilment of these tasks
requires both a further development of the scientifio and technological potenlial of the CMEA
states and more effective use of it, as well as
extension of the cooperation among the CMEA
members in promoting science anil technology.
Attainments in fundamental research and the
tremendous soientific work already done open
up before technology and production qualitati-vely new opportunities, which are being expanded every year as a consequence of ne* discov-

eries.

The scientific and technological revolution
requires improvement of many facets of socialist
aotivity, particularly in the area of the scientifically grounded solution of problems concerned
with science. Improvement of administration is
a- paramount task for state science policy, an
object oI constant concern for communisi and
workers' parties of the CMEA countries. In recent years, decisions by party congiesses and
plenary meetings of cential committees have
been- introducing serious changes to the system
of planning, financing and economic stimuiation
of scientific and technological progress, intended
to provide a comprehensive approach to the
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oroblems of promoting scienee- and technology;
[frir ir creating conditions conducive to combinirrs soier"".an[ production and to achieving tle

noii-r* functibning of the whole 'researchn'roduction' cYcle.
"-th; olan foi research and development in all
CUBA.''states has become an integral part of
eoooomi. plans. As a rule, it is founded on comorehensive programmes which 'include a- stage
f';; til intr'otlu-ction of scientific and technolo-

nl*i ,"t"tts and prove an aggregate
-of -pre["t.r*i"ra economic, scientific and teohlologi*a organisational measures with the
""i.
resource back-uP'
:-t[;
nec,€ssary
and development
frnancing

of roseaich

in
urrd--ttr.it appfication is norw g-oal-oriented
the
of
all-'stages
involves
it
is,
iiu"r"t"*-tfiit
;r"..rr.fr-ptoduction' cycle' In all the CMEA

from
;"*;;G'speoial funds- have been set-up;.
financfor
souroes
main
the
o"* it "V are to be
""
More'than half R and D expendiin"'R;db.

i"i.-*iir be covered by funds of the economic
associations.
*M;i
countries have the inteof the socialist

in an ecoromic comological. and. expergn,
techn
r-esearch, desi
rs seen
in[egration
This
imental organisations.
uninteran
of
achieving
means
efeciive
a" an
whole numr"ri.a ;reserrch-production' cycie' Ainto
researoh
,;;;; associations have grown
poligv
in the
iormula-ting
;;pi;r;;;
-technical,dozens of pro,ivein industrv and embodying
degign divisions' Thqv
A;;f"il;*arch and Robotron
(GDn), Tesla
ttre-lottowing:
i;1";;'
;a;;;kt"ruki"), Ikirus (Hungarv), Balkankar
iBulsaria) and'Mera (Poland)'
'"J;i;;;' and t"ct oologv poiicv, being imple-

"*"ii*
;i;; ;f

Drocess developing
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mented,

by the communist

and. workers' parties

oi tt. fraternal countries, paved" the way for
ihei, scietce to be at the-forefront oJ: world

scientific and technological progress' The work
of scientists from socialist countries in the peaceful use of atomic energy and space exploration,
in biology and chemiitry and other branohes of kn"owledge has received universal reoo$:
nition.
Original research is at present- under way in
first-ciass, well-equipped scientifio institutions
on nuclear physics, solid state physics, qu-antum
electronics anh other areas of-modern' physics;
work is successfully progressing on the. automa'
tion of production ind reiearch; and new efficient
instrurrients are being made. The scienoe' policy
of the CMEA countr-ies is reflected in the'suc."r.r. of new industries that ensure the technical
progress of the economy, (the power industrycheinicals, engineering, electric engineering,-.radio engineerinlg, electronics), and in-the qualitative m"odernisa-ii on of tradiii onal industries'
On the basis of the international socialist division of labour, the CMEA countries are defining
ihe priority aieas of scientific and technol-ogioal
researoh, s-ettiog up large national, research oentres in certain ireas of'productionl shipbuilding
of
in Poland and the GDh, the manufactureths
in'
equipment.
optical and electrovacuum
Gbn, Iifting and haulage equipment in Poland,
battery-driv-en factory vehicles in Bulgar'iat
microelectronics and machinery with programm'
ed controls in Czechoslovakia, buses] and low:
current equipment in Hungary, plairt' for, the
petrochemical industry in Romania, etc.
' Research in traditional areas has priority
development: mathematical research in Polando
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chemical and biological research in Hungary,
optical research in the GDR, processing of oil
and natural gas in Romania, counter-pressurised
casting in Bulgaria.
Thus, the extensive use of the advantages of
the socialist economic system
for speeding up
science and iechnology, for realisin! scientifii
and technological achievements and for improving the forms of 'contact between science and
production that exist under socialism are enabling the socialist countries successfully to ensure
a further effective growth of scientific and technological progress in the interests of fulfilling current and longer-term socio-economic tasks of
sooialist and communist construction.
With respect to the ways of improving the
effectiveness of the scientific and technological
potential of the CMEA countries, the significance
of scientific and technological cooperation is
worth noting. Although this book examines the
question separately, nonetheless it is apposite
here to underline the fact that, according to
existing evaluations, a complete utilisation by
the CMEA countries of the opportunities of
international socialist division of labour in
science and teohnology would enable them to
raise the effectiveness of the scientific and technological potential of the USSR by 25 p.er cent,
Czechoslovakia by more than 100 per cent, and
the,GDR by approximately {00 per cent. Thus,
scientific and technological cooperation, which
has already played a large part in the establishment and development of the scientific antl
technological potential of the CMEA coun[ries,
will, in the future, become a major area for
raisiylg the effectiveness of scientific and techno-

logical

progress.
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in the material and teclinical basis, preparing
it- to grow into the basis for the trigher'pha;E
of the communist formation:
The material and- technioal basis of society
is the sum, total of the matorialised element"s
of the social process of reproduction that are
used to attain certain economic and social goals
and to which a certain type of reproduEtion
corresponds. This basis cons[itutes a system with
a structure, certain elements of whicli are inter_
yl1!ed. A. k9V. position_ in this system belongs
to the material and technical basis of materiil
prg{uction. The present-day material and techni_

oal hasis of socialist production acts increasingly
in means of
production, objects of labour, as well as in technol_
o-gy. Given the qualitative characteristics of
.the material and technical basis of production,
,9*lologv pJrvr l growing role in the':combini-ng
and- interacting of the materialised elements oT

integration. The experience of the CMEA countries in_ using the integration to improve tbe
material and technical basis of societv is of
immense importance for the future. It enables
them to elaborate issues vital to socialist and
communist construction more profoundly, such
as, first, the criteria for the mat-erial and-technical basis of the new society and their international charaoter and, second, the role of socialist
economic integration, in improving this basis.
{<

{<

socialiSt countries and of, socialist economic

The question of the social and economic criteria for the material and technical basis corresponding to sooialism is a central issue of the
the-ory and pra-ctice of building socialist society
and,-particularly, of creating and further improving developed socialism. Since socialist relaiions
of produ-ction prevailed and a powerful production and scientific potential was built-within
the CMEA countries, and in the course,of their
gradual international intertwining, the importance of developing the material and technical
basis has become even more apparent for the
further improvement of socialist relations of
production. These, being improved in accordance
with the further socialisation of production, and
labour, ensure the development of the material
and technical basis. Thus, a material and technical basis takes_ shape which meets the requirements of developed socialism and createi the
material prerequisites for the gradual transition
[,o commu_nism; this occurs during the improvement of the production and all social relations
of socialist society. This interaction also applios
to the development of the relations of prohuc-
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as advanced science- materialised

production, The material and technioal basis
of research is an increasingly important olement
in that of society. Its third-essertial element is
the_mqterial and technical basis of the non_
productiv_e branches, the services sphere, of,the
social and spirit-ual infrastructure, which directly
serves extended reproduction of people as ;
produ-ctive force and their develop'*.nt as hu_
man beings.

A characteristicr
of the development
of the m'aterial and.feature
technical baiis of socialist
society today is that it is based on a scientific

oonception of internationalisation of the economy
under socialism; taking account of the laws gov_
erning the comprehensive drawing ltosether"and
interaction of the national e"oio*i".s of the

tion between individual socialist countries' and
the material and technical basis of the whole
socialist community. Socialist integration is, in
ara"o"., one of the most important- aspec.ts of
the way this mechanism functions internationally.
It is important to emphasise that integration
helps to improve not only the 'natural.', cost-to.,rrior-"r"e characteristics of the material and
[echricat basis of socialism (large-scale machine
nrotluction, electrification, the introduction of
'chemicals, automation, etc.), but also its socioeconomic ones. The Marxist thesis on the ratioand public control of the materianal regulation
'exchange between society and nature,
lised
which shouldl occur with minimal expenditure
of effort and under conditions worthy of human
f"i"ss. characterises the socio-economic function
oi if,-. material and technical basis corresponding
to both phases of the communist formation'
Realisation of this function is a lengthy historical process that has its own contradictions'
As a result, the productive forces of sooiety
change radically, their return for- people multiolies"and the use of materialised labour is in[re".irgly subordinated to the requirements of
Iive
- labour. of the socio-economic ch-aracterisThe essence
tics'ot socialism's material and technical basis
is-contained in this unity of rationality and humanism, which is historically specific' It is a
unity oi contradictions, the nat-qrq and op-portuniiies for the resolution of which depend on
the development of productive {orces, the maturG of the socialist relations of production, and
the level of the deliberate use of the requirements
of tfr. patterns of social development, including
13q

the internationalisation of socialist production.
The socio-economic criteria for the material
and technical basis of socialism generally and
under developed socialist society are internationally significant. At the current stage, this
is evident, in particular, in the similarity of the
economic and social tasks being tackled by most
CMEA countries during the development of the
material and technical basis. This universality
of the criteria and similarity of the economic
and social objectives are prerequisites for the
extensive use of socialist economic integration
to improve the material and technical basis of
individual countries.
Of these generally signiiicant criteria, the following are particularly noteworthy:.
1. The increasingly oonsistent orientation of
the development of the material and technical
basis on attainment of the supreme goal of
socialist production-an increase in general prosperity. This presupposes a further intensification of the interaction between the material,
technical, economic and social aspects of the
development of production in order to satisfy
the material and cultural requirements of the
population increasingly fully and further develop
the working people's creative talents.
Af firmation to the full of this criterion is
important testimony to the growing maturity
of socialist society.
ln the past, the tasks related to this could
not be brought to the forefront, inasmuch as
there were other urgent requirements connected
with the building of socialism's material and
technical basis: turning the country into an
industrial nation from an agrarian one through
socialist industrialisatiorr, overcoming the dis-

propofiions inherited from capitalism, making
up the tremendous losses'engendered by the war,
eto. Realisation of these requirements created
the requisites for advancing contemporary farreaohing social tasks. At the same time, it is
noteworthy that even when these requisites do
exist, the fulfilment of new social tasks demands
a further improvement in the material and
technical basis cjf society.
2. The mass use of the latest achievements
of scientific and technologioal progress through
the interaction of evolutionary and revolutionary

in science and technology, and particularly the implementation of the scientifrc and

changes

technological revolution, becanie the universal
direction for improving the material and technical basis of society. This applies to scientilic
and teohnological progress in all branches and
in all functional elements of the material and
technical basis. The CMEA countries are today
witnessing a qualitative renovation of the existing potential that is increasingly dominating
over the quantitative extension of various elements of the material and technical basis. This
is a question not only of techno-economic parameters of the basis, but of the social characteristics of the means of labour that ensure a further
manifestation of the socialist character.of labour
resulting from a change in its cgntent. The intensification of labour's role as a directly social
element 'is accompanied by an acceleration of
the process by which the substantial socioeconomic differences between mental and manual
labour, and between town and country are overcome. Heavy manual labour and unhealthy
working conditions are gradually being eliminated. It is also important to get rid of 'the nervous
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strain and monotonous work sometimes associated with increased mechanisation and automation
of production processes. Nature-protection variants of production methods are being introduced. Development of the material and technical basis on a foundation of the latest scientific
and technological achievements is required 'if
these economic and social problems are to 'be
gradually solved; further social progress depends
decisively on the sum total of them. Also vital
is an increasing realisation of the opportunities
being opened up by ,the scientific and technological revolution for ensuring a use of this basis
that is socially oriented as required by socialism.
3. These criteria also include requirements
for tho type of reproduction corresponding to
developed socialist society, which is intehsive
extended reproduction. The CMEA countries
have already implemented the first eondition
for intensive extended reproduction-the predominant role of higher labour productivity in
increasing the production of the national income,
with the increase in number of workers playing
a less important part. Nowadays, the prime task
is the transition to capital-saving reproduction.
It remains for the trend towards inoreasing expenditure of past labour for economising on live
Iabour (capital-intensive development) to be
overcome and for the realisation to ,be ensured
of the capital-saving variant, whereby ,Iabour
productivity grows faster than the assets-toworker ratio.

4. By the early 1970s, the development of

the material and technical basis of the CMEA
countries had reaohed a level at which one
important oondition for its further improvement
had become a stronger interrelationship in ik
t4t

functioning in all these countries, stronger interaction between the national processes of
socialist extended reproduction on the basis of
socialist economic integration. Participation in
integration has today become one of the important criteria which has to be satisfied by the
material and technical basis of each of the countries within the socialist community. It is an
important indicator of whether the opportunities for improving the material and technical
basis and the efficiency of its functioning are
heing used to the full, opportunities that stem
from the existence of the socialist community

with its developed econdmy.
In working out ways to utilise socialist economic integration for improving the material
and technical basis of the socialist countries
today, account must be taken of the fact that
the rapid development of productive,forces, the
use of scientific and technological advances in

production, and present-day criteria for rational
economic management ali make an individual
country's participation in the international division of labour a vital objective condition for
the successful development of its material and
technical basis. This is apparent from the new
social relationships that exist between the'economic efficiency of production and the optimum
scale of enterprises, and other such functional
dependencies. At the same time, it is important
to bear in mind that the productive forces of
each country develop under certain specific
conditions; accordingly, these generally significant relationships will be modifred. The internationally important economic and social criteria for the development of the material and
technioal basis in each particular country are
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being used in specific ways, depending on the
actual conditions of reproduction' This signifies
a multiplicity of directions and forms of the
various countries' participation in socialist economic integration, as weII as a multifaceted
effect received by them from this.
At the same time, it should be stressed that
this multiplicity of forms exists in conjunction
with unity in the most important thing-the
increasingly mutually complementary nature of
the material and technical basis in the difrerent
countries, better conditions for its planned and
stable development, and realisation of the new
opportunities for its more effective functioning.
Eisentially, this means the qualitatively higher
development of the material and technical. basis
of socialist society, taking account of the fresh
guidelines for and demands on territorial distribution and national proportions. These are the
criteria, guidelines and demands that correspond
to the new, higher stage of economic cooperation
among the countries of the socialist community,
that of socialist economic integration.
On the basis of these criteria, the CMEA countries are resolving new and complex problems
involved in improving their material and technical basis. These include the problem of optimising the product range in each country and increasing the volume of output of uniform products, [hat of implementing the new quality
standards and production efficiency that emanate
from integration requirements, that of attaining
the right proportion of specialised goods corresponding to integration conditions, th9 right
share of exports in production and of imports
in domestic consumption, and other complex
problems.
t4g

It

should be kept in mind here that cost-toperformance indicators alone are insufficient for
working-out and assessing the effectiveness of
integration. A possible technological optimum
taken by itself, no matter how important, is
not yet a criterion for internationalisation of
production within the socialist community. Similarly, it cannot be concluded that a production process has a. low economic efficacy simply
because it is internationalised to a low degree.

Social and political criteria are exceedingly
important; in the use of these an analysis
has to be made of how the many requirements
of socialist society, the interests of long-term
development, the tasks of consolidating the
socialist way of life, the requirements of international solidarity among the socialist countries,
and the interests of strengthening the economic
might and political unity of the socialist countries are taken ihto account.
Thus, what is decisive in assessing the

ways, forms and levels of the internationalisation
of production under socialism is the ex[ent to

which the international division of labour in
production and in the development of science
and technology actually facilitates the satisfaetion of the requirements of socialist and
communist construction. It is this decisive criterion that today determines the objective need
to speed up economic integration within the
community of CMEA countries and to make an
increasingly full use of its advantages for further
improving their material and technical basis.
Of great importance in improving the material
and technical basis of the CMEA countries in
the process of the planned and balanced development of the historically forming, internation144

intertwined system of their
llly
forces is a
proportion

productive

high
of mutual trade in
their foreign trading, a faster growth of mutual
trade than that of production, and other signs
of a greater intertwining and mutual complementarity of their national economies. Economic integration in fuel and raw materials plays
an important role and will continue to do so.
The high capital-intensity of this sphere makes
it necessary to expand the forms of cooperation
connected with the participation of inlerested

countries in investment. Enhanced importance
also attaches to plans based on the whole community of CMEA countries and the mapping
out of coordinated or concerted efforts fol- ttre
rational exploitation of natural resources for
the long-term provision of continuous economic
growth. The long-term development of the power
industry of the CMEA countries will increaiingly
depend on the realisation of joint large-scal-e
projects in nuclear energy. This explains certain
basic specific requirements for the development
of the material and technical basis of the CMEA
countries. Another important task in promoting
this basis is the relocation of especially materialand energy-intensive production closer to the
relevant raw material and energy sources.
The role of international specialisation and
cooperation among the CMEA countries is increasing in the development of their material
and technical basis through cooperation in producing implements of labour. There are new
demands on engineering which has to ensure a
high scientific and technological level and an
optimum structure in the development of the
principal elements of the material and technical basis. From the viewpoint of the long-term
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of and greater cooperation among
the CMEA countries- in engineering, rational
internationai specialisation in conjunction with
socialist
a comprehensive approach
-decisive across the
development

socio-economic obcommuhity is the
jective of cooperation in material production.
ihis will be aimed particularly at the joint
development of new techniques and technology
to reduce the material and energy intensity in
the CMEA economies. This applies both to the
industries producing raw materials, fuel and
energy, and to those consuming them. This is
served by new efrective methods of geological
surveying, a higher degree of raw material extraotion, efficient way of transmitting energy,
rational types of technology and transportation,
the promotlon of work methods requirilg .^ 19*
material and energy expenditure, methods for
the intensive utilisation of primary raw materials and the introduction of closed-cycle production.
The consistent policy of the CMEA countries
in combining the iomprehensive development of
their nationil economies with international production specialisation is an important factor in

improvinf the material and technical basis,
which is iow being formed and harmonised with
the requirements of this optimum complex,
and thi.s encourages a growth in the ef{iciency

of social production.

grammes

Long-term specific prol

for cooperation in the main areas of

fraterial produbtion, those already adopted and
those beiig now elaborated within CMEA, wiII
help in reiolving the tasks of optimising the
strricture of the nitional economic complexes and
intheir interrelationships
- on the basis of the
ternational socialist division of labour. The
1{6

specific nature of individual sectors of the national economy is being taken into account.
Thus, at the present time and for the foreseeable future, the overwhelming part of each CMEA
country's requirements for consumer goods and
basic foodstuffs is to be met by domestic production. Nonetheless, the international specialisation and cooperation in production is being
intensified in these areas, too. From the early
1970s, there has been a faster growth in the volume of foreign trade in industrial consumer
goods. In agriculture, the policy of each country
supplying its own basic foodstuffs, above all
those of animal origin, has justified itself. This
does not apply, naturally, to farm produce that
is restricted to particular climatic zones.
New methods for producing fodder have increased the countries' self-sufficiency in basic
food products. At the same time, the tasks
of applying industrial methods to farm production, strengthening agricultural facilities and
improving its provision with herbicides, pesticides and fertilisers involve considerable expenditure and necessitate international cooperation
also in promoting the agro-industrial sphere.
This applies primarily not to the international
exchange of farm produce, but to the creation
of the conditions for increasing agricultural
production in each country, improving the processing of its output and increasing return on
investment. Thus, agriculture is becoming the
sector that will increasingly determine the cooperation spheres in engineering and the chemical
industry.
An important feature of economic development
in the CMEA countries is the growth in investment in the non-productive sphere and in the
l0*

t+7

latteris share in the totai number oI workers

in [he national economy. To raise the efficiency
of this branch and better satisfy the population's corresponding requiremenis, it will be

necessary to extend cooperation amoIIg the CMEA
countriei here too-for example, promoLing housing colstructiorr, expanding [he- serviccs sphere

anl strengthening tlie facilities for inl,ernational

tourism.
So, the combined efforts of the CMtrA countries
in developing the material and technical basis,
the drawing logether, intertwining and interaction of the material and technical bases of the
individual socialist countries take place on the
foundation of generally important socio-ecouomic criteria, inlhe context of the tasks involved
in an increasingly full realisation of the national
interests of each country and the common interests of the community. By virtue of its scale
and development level the material and technical
basis of the USSR plays a central role in this
Drocess. This does not mean any uni{ication of
ihe material and technical bases of the different
countries. Although in scientific and technological level and in efficiency , indicators these
6m.. ,t" drawing closer together, the need to
extend the international socialist division of
labour'and to take better account of the specific conditions of each country's participation
in the general search for rvays to inte^nsify production presupposes the possibility of realising
different-variants of a highly developed basis
within the CMEA countries' This is applied
to individual branches and types of production,
to sources of raw materials and energy, to natural
conditions, to a rationally selected area of
participation in the international socialist divit48

sion of labour. Socialist economic integration
actually expands the opportunities for selecting
such national variants foi the development of
the material and technical basis in each country.
Integration is also beneficial for the realisation
of a more effective type of material and technical
basis of socialism in countries that only recently
began to build socialism and now have to overcome their considerable inherited economic backwardness, as well as for the development of an
indepondent economy in socialist-oriented countries. Naturally, the variety of paths and variants

for forming the material and technical basis
of the new society will grow and the sequence

and order of priority of the socio-economic tasks
being resolved in brrilding such a basis in various countries may be quite diverse. Socialist
economic integration has to take all this varietv
into account and multiply the factors of rapid
advance, i.e., attain a quantitative growth and
qualitative improvement of the material and
technical basis of all the socialist countries.

,ITAPTER 6

THE DRAWING TOGETHER AND
.EVENING OUT OF THE ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT LEVELS OF THE
CMEA COUNTRIES

The Drawing Together and Evening Out
of the Economic Development Levels
of the Socialist Countries as a Natural Development
of the Socialist Community

One of the first CMEA programme documents
devoted to the basic principles of the international socialist division of labour, which was
of tremendous importance for the further development of the socialist community, stated the
following: 'The countries of the world socialist
system have begun to build a socialist society
with their productive forces developed to different levels. The need for their economic levels'
to even out emerges from the very natttre of
socialism... As socialism and communism are
built, the fundamental differences are being
eliminated in the development levels of national
productive forces associated with the historical
ionditions in which countries clevelop economically under capitalism.'1
The appearanie and development of ihe evening out of economic levels depend on two groups
of factors, conditions and natural relations.
First, capitalism leaves behind major discrepancies in the economic and technological development of countries, in the structnre of their
national economies and in the economic efficiency
of production. These discrepancies are particuIarly great between the eoonomic development
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of the industriallv highty developed capitalist

countries and the bulk of the developing nations
(expressed by an indicator like the per capita
national income, the gap can be as much as
30-50 times).
Second, socialism as a world system cannot
successfully develop and make increasing use
of its advantages without overcoming these discrepancies and gradually bringing the socio'
economic and production-technioal conditions in
all .countries closer together. Only thus can it
form a social and economic base, on a national
and international scale, that corresponds to
socialism.
The two world social systems give rise to
diametrically opposing tendencies in the development of international economic relations,
from the viewpoint of their role and effect on
the level and dynamics of the differences in their
economic development.
Capitalism continues to exacerbate the economic contradictions between countries and regions, between the industrially developed cap_iialist states and the newly free countries. In
recent decades, the gulf between the per capita
production of these two groups of countries has,
in the main, increased. The jnter-imperialist
contraclictions have grown steadily worse; the
une\ren economic developnrent in the major
centres of imperiali.sm and in its economic
groupings is intensifying on a new basis. Although
the economies of aII countries are advancing,
there is still evidence of major diflerences remaining in the economic levels of countries.
This tenclency exists even in one of the mos[
developed and iutegrated groupings of the ,capitalist- rvorld-the European Econom,io Com151

munity. Thus, the maximum differences between
EEC countries from the standpoint of per capita
national income (in 1970 prices) amounted both
in 1960 and in the frrst half of the {970s to
approximately 1:2 and displayed a tendency
even to increase Slightlv.
In contrast to capitalism, socialism engenders
a natural drawing together and evening out of
eco=nomic development levels of individual countries. This process is very clear in the CMEA
countries. Of course, it is only possible for the
economic levels to draw closer together if there
is a faster economic growth in the countries at
a lower level.
One of the most obvious results of the socialist

community's development over the last three
decades is that the deep differences in the economic development levels of most of the CMEA
countries have been overcome. In the European
countries of the socialist community only the
remnants of the major difrerences that existed
in the early 1950s now remain. The relative
economic and scientific and technological levels
of the CMEA countries have also radically altered. This has taken place through an enormous
growth both of the economic potential of the
socialist community as a whole, and that of
the individual countries. A tremendoysly important feature of the process of drawing together
and evening out is that it is accompanied by
a rapid overall development of all the socialist

type of relations of production within the countries and in the international economic sphere,
the system of economic and social laws of socialism. The drawing together and levelling up is
an adequate expression of its essence and of its
historical aim of overcoming all forms of international inequality.
The radically different results of the development of th.e two world systems in terms of the
dynamics of economic development levels among
their member countries also adequately reflect
the differences in the social nature of the two
systems, their intrinsic historical development
trends, and manifest the action of the opposing
modes of production inherent in the two systems
and the economic laws governing international
economic affairs.

Socialism is'resolving the problem of evening
of
a common strategy for attaining a higher social
labour productivity than that under capitalism.
This is also connected with the fact that the
drawing together and evening out of the economic development levels of the socialist countries
are based on their common rapid economic
advance in general. The Comprehensive Programme for socialist economic integration states:
'The fulfilment of the key task of socialist
and communist construction, that of attaining

out economic levels within the framework

The fact that this is a stable, steady tendency
provides exceptionally important proof that
emphasises the objective need and inevitability
of it., Indeed, this process was brought into
being by the world socialist system, the new

a higher social labour productivity in the socialist countries than in the capitalist countries,
is organically combined with the gradual drawing closer and evening out 'of the economic
development levels of the CMEA membercountries.'2 Hence the organicllink ancl interrelationship between these two tasks, the mutuglly complementary nature of these two para-
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countries.

mount aspects of the advance of the socialist
community's economy and the uniform direction of the policy for resolving the tasks. A successful evening out consolidated socialism's positions in the economic competition with capitalism. The higher development rates of the

economically less developed countries accelerate
the overall growth of world socialism's economic
potential. The drawing together of level* helps
[o promote the international socialist division
of labour and deepen the integrational process;
this is becoming an increasingly important factor
in accelerating economic development and making the use of resources within the community
more efficient.
The natural, objectively determined historical
drawing together is necessary for the entire
socialist system, not only for the countries with
a lower development level. Evening out is an
inherent requirement of the socio-economic development of the socialist community. An understanding of this makes it possible to express
objective development needs in conscious social
activities to realise them.
The coqmon requirement engenders also a
common interest as a major prerequisite for the
countries to work out and pursue a coordinated
policy, aimed at stimulating this process by meaiures- to activate all possible factors linked with
extending cooperation and furthering integration.
It is precisely the natural need for evening out
economic levels and the common interest in
its implementation that are the main explanation for an lrnprecedented socio-political pheno-

menon: back

in L962, the CMEA member

states proclaimed the evening out of economic
,levels to be a major principle of the international

socialist division of labour, and the Comprehensive Programme included a special section which,
besides organisational principles, contains an
all-round programme of general and more concrete measures for the practical implementation
of a coordinated policy to draw together and
even out the economic levels. Of course, this
common need and interest should not be divorced
from the comradely mutual assistance inherent
in socialism, which is constantly increasing, and
especially from the major and varied aid receiverl
by the economically less developed countries

from the first socialist country-the Soviet
Union. Soviet aid was of decisive importance
for these countries, particularly in the initial
stage of socialist construction, during the industrialisation of the economy, the socialist
reconstruction of agriculture and the creation
of national economic complexes with a developed
industrial structure.
Why have the socialist countries, both the
economically less developed and the highly
developed ones, a common economic interest in
the drawing together and evening out of their
economic levels?
The former considerable differences in economic

development levels, which are still felt, are an
essential element in the overall set of oonditions under which the countries have actually
set and are accomplishing the tasks of extending
the international socialist division of labour
and furthering other aspects of economic cooperation within the socialist community.
The most propitious conditions for the mutually beneficial and intensive development of the
international division of labour, specialisation
and cooperation among countries, integrational
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forms

in

international economic cooperation

exist when these countries have developed eco-

nomic structures and relatively close economic
development levels. There can then be no great
gaps in the technological level of productiorr
in the cooperating countries, no great discrepancies in national labour productivity, etc. All
this facilitates specialisation between the countries, since it creates the best techno-economic
prerequisites for a mutually beneficial resolution
of the problems involved.
The accumulated experience of the development of national economic complexes of the
socialist countries and the ties between them
testify to their success in removing the basic
differences in their economic structures connected
with their diflerent economic development levels; they have done this by overcoming the
adverse aspects of the economically less developed
countries' economic structures, substantially raising the economic development level of each
country, while reducing the differences between
the individual states. This success has done a

tremendous arrount to promote cooperation in
all its forms. Moreover, this process has come
increasingly to depend on greaJer all-round
cooperation and the development of its integrational forms. Consequently, economic. coopera-

tion and integration are mutually

connected

with the drawing together and evening out

of
economic development levels, and they stimulate one another through elements of the common
development process within the CMEA community and national economic complexes as its
increasingly closely integrated units. Hence the
objective interest of both the economically less
developed and the highly developed countries
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in the ilrawing together and evening out of their
economic levels. The former are most interested
in the intensive working of this process, since
ib means a faster economic advance and expansion of the factors behind it (above all the oppor-

tunities for even wider and more effective parl,icipation in the international socialist .division of labour and in socialist economic integration). The interest of the latter stems from the
fact that the economic drawing together and the
related improvement of the economic structures
in the socialist community give rise in these
countries as well to the conditions for an ever
fuller and more effective use of the opportunities
presented by the international socialist division
of labour. Thus, the interest of the economically
more developed socialist countries is due not
only to moral considerations, an eagerness to
bring about actual equality in the socialist community, but also to purely economic motives.
Ttre fact is that the considerable gaps in levels
narrow the opportunities for the economically
highly developed countries to take full advantage of the international division of labour and
make it more difficult to extend international
specialisation and production cooperation.
All this retains its importance today. For the
CMEA states, as the Comprehensive Programme
notes, the drawing together and evening out of
economic development levels is becoming even
more urgent owing to the requirements of the
scientific and technological revolution, the further extension and improvement of cooperation
and development of socialist economic integration.
Evidently, the purely economic interests in
this area should not be divorced from the poli157

tical interests of the socialist countries and
their common interest in a steady strengthening
and developing of the CMEA community. The
political relations between the socialist countries
dictated by this interest have become a major
factor promoting inlegration.
The Report to the 26th Colgress of l,he CPSU
noted that the process of convergence of the socialist states is 'continuing, but it does not
obliterale the specific nal,ional features or the
historical distinctions of the socialist countries.
One should see the variety of forms in their
social life and economic organisation for whaI
it really is-a wealth of ways and methods of
establishing the socialist way of life.
The drawing together of economic levels as a
natural feature of cooperation and integration
has created an unprecedented socio-economic
basis for tying in the requirements for comprehensive economic development of aII countries
with those of deepening the internationatr socialist division of labour. This tying-in is implemented in practice in the socialist community
by means of coordinating the interests and opportunities of all countries. It is this mechanism,
organically combining cooperation, mutual assist,ance and aid, that ensures, simultaneously,
more effective cooperation for all the countries
and a drawing together of their economic development levels which, in turn, helps appreciably
to promote integration and increase the economic
eflect for each country taking part in these processes, This nature of development, emanating
from the essence of the socialist type of international relations, is beneficial for the all-round
convergence of countries and for their unity and
consolidation, including politically. The im158

portance of these socio-political functions of the
drawing together and evening out of economic
levels grows even greater under socialist integral"ion.

The Results of and Prospects
for the Gradual Drawing Together and
Evening Out of Economic Development Levels

During the 1950s, economically the CMEA
community was a region that, in overall economic
development, fell considerably short of the highly
industrially developed capitalist countries. This
applied especially to Bulgaria, Romania, and
also Poland and Hungary. Available statistics
show, for example, that the per capita national
income of Buigaria and Romania in 1950 was
between an eighth and a twelfth of that of the
industrially developed capitalist countries of
Europe and of the USA.
Besides this, socialism inherited immense differences in economic development levels among
the CMEA countries themselves. In per capita
national income, during the 1950s, Czechoslovakia and the German Democratic Republic had
the highest level of development, the USSR,
Hungary and Poland a medium level, and BuIgaria and Romania the lowest level among the
CMEA European countries. While the level of
industrial development of Czechoslovakia and
the GDR was close to that of the industrially
developed capitalist countries of Europe, Bulgaria and Romania possessed a clear-cut agrarian economic structure. Over B0 per cenb of
Lhe able-bodied population in these two countries worked in agriculture which, in overall
technical level and productivity, was among
Lhe most backward in Europe.
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gives a more specific pi-cture ol the
iit
economic development levels among
differences
the CMEA countries in the early 1950s'
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The maximum gap be[ween the European
CMEA countries in-per capita industrial output
at the time was great indeed: in 195O it was
i , i.g (the sap b6tween Romania'and CzechoJo"rt iu1. It"should be remembered that indivirlual in&icators reveal different aspects of the
overaf f level of economic development, but
ot", tfr"y do not adequately reflect the differencin
f.t*.t" levels nor fully express those
Thus,
productivity'
"t
labour
social
of
t"r.tt
ite
structural indicators do not ieflect the differencit t"t*t.n countries in terms of the technolo160

gical level of industry, the progressiveness of
its structure, the share of modern and of handicraft production, etc. As a result, for example,
even if industry's share in creating the national
income is similar, the real levels of economic
development are often both quantitatively and
qualitatively different. A low share of engineering output in exports is typical of a low level

and qualitatively) within the economicall-y less
developed countries (in 1950 it was 0 per cent
for_ Bulgaria and 4.2 per cent for Romania).
The use of physical indicators of per capilia
production in the basic groups of industrial
output provides even greater detail on the gaps
in economic development level. Tho differences
between the highest and lowest levels in individual industries were as follows: the generation
of electricity-10 times, metal-cutting lathes-11
times, synthetic fibres-51 times. Strictly speakirg, lulgaria and Romania did not produce
up-to-date industrial work implements.
It has to be noted that, although the USSR
had a medium level of economic development,
even then it was making a deoisive contribution
to the economic power of the socialist community
by the scale and structure of its production and
its scientific and technological potential; it also
possessed the greatest opportunities for dynamic
economic growth, for promotion of interrlational
cooperation, and for an extension of the international socialist division of labour. Thus, the
Soviet Union was playing the decisive role in
implementing the industrialisation programme
of individual countries within the framework
of the overall accelerated eoonomic development
of the socialist community and in furthering
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the economic cooperation and mutual assistance
hetween the'socialist countries.
The faotors and mechanism of the drawing
together and evening ou[ of economic development levels evidently constitute the maior and
most practically important part of the overall
problem. That is why they are of such enormous
intorest. By their very nature, these problems
must be viewed-on the basis of the theory of
extended socialist reproduction. The following
initial principal propositions have to be singled
out.
Factors of ec.onomic growth (both internal and
external) become factors of drawing together
and evening out only under socialist relations
of production, both nationally and internationally. The domestic factors of economic growth
are moxe fully manifest here and better promote
the economic drawing together when external
faotors aot as catalysts to economic growth and
operate within the framework of economic cooperation and mutual assistance among the socialist countries.
While viewing the drawing together of oconomic levels as a common internationalist affair,
the CMEA states also proceed from the idea
that success in this depends primarily on the
all-round mobilisation of the domestio reserves
for economic growth in the economi'cally less
developed countries. International assistance and
the favourable conditions of the international
division of labour may considerably enhance
the riffectiveness of internal efforts, but they
cannot replace them. The main role in bringing
the economic development levels of the socialist
countries closer togethor has, therefore, been
played by internal factors of economic growth
.
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and the mobilisation of domestic resources by
the economically less developed socialist states.
It must be remembered that, ceteris paribus,
countries with a low level of economic development possess extra potential for economic growth
through what the economic literature calls .the
take-off effect'. These countries do not have to gothrough all the stages that the economically
developed countries did; they can benefrt from
the latest results of scientifrc and technological
progress and assimilate the advanced experience
of other countries without having to pioneer

any field.

The economically less developed
-have
also usually enjoyed greater

countries
opportunities
for increasing the number of peoplb- employed
in the - economy generally and in induslry in
particular,
since they had larger reserves oi free
labour power as well as possibllities for transferring labour from agriculture to industry. They
also had possibilities for improving social lab-our productivity. These stemmed mainly from
the opportunities for restructuring the nitional
income by increasing the proportion of the total
number of workers in economic seotors with a
higher productivity (above all industry) and
reducing- that in sectors with low produitivity
_

(primarily agriculture). Changes. in the struiture of. industry itself have also helped to produce a hlSher social labour productiviiy. Finally,
the accelerated increase in t-echnologicit levels bf
pr_oduction and the technology-tolworker ratio
-experience
achieved by drawing from the
of the
economically more advanced countries was of
particular importance for the faster growth
of_ social labour productivity in the ec6nomically less developed states. Experience has shown,
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however, that an accelerated eoonomic advance
also presupposes a relatively high share of
,."rr*'rtrtiot it th. national income' especially
production accumulation (see Tabl'e 9)'
Table 9
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;;rilr;l i#J ot trtis fund for 1957-62ininthe
GDR
than
*"t-"f*t-46 per cent lower the
L970-76
period
it'
;J C;*h"s1ov'akia, *ttit*
to about 16
;h; ;ifr;;;cl t aa' been reduced-two
countries'
;;; ;; ;"a o pu, cent in the
respectively
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fecause
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on how accumulation is used and on the economrc
less
effectiveness of investment. The economically

to aocetedeveloped CMEA countries managed
-concentrating

,ate tir"i, economic advance by
investment in the construction of modern lnA;;i;il. tha high ,ate of industrialisation has

enabled these foimerly less developed countries
to raise their social labour productivity consrderably and to improve the sectoral structure
in only a short time'
oi
-- tt"it national economies
exAll this by no means belittles ihe role of out
evening
in
the
factors
ternal international
of the economic development levels of the socralexists
iJ .o""ities. A diale'ctical relationshipits
esfactors,
between internal and external
are
factors
external
the
in
that
consisting
sence
actually a nec6ssary condition for effective morrifir"tilo of internal .o"r..t o1 ecot omic grgYth
in the industrially less developed countrres'
:ffris appties not only to imports -of machinery
u"a t.tit'"orogy for t.itirg up-a modern industry'
t rt ,t.o to t[e ,..rrrirg o-f stable foreign markets
created industries'
for
-.- the output of newly
Th; nistirv it tit. "world economv p'-oYid":
more than a f"ew examples of how unfair relaitons
of-international exchange and unequal patterns
of the international division of labour pre-serve
backward social and economic structures in deverCoun;;r"g;t;fi. nigtt from its inception, theoonsisthas
tZ" Mutual E"o"o*i. Assistince
"ir
ently pursued a policy of cooperation to ensure
iii.'.ni"i"g out'of t"he economic development
Ievels of iti members. Bv striving to achieve art
production orlanis-atio"r, both within
"pti*"*
national economy and the whole comeach
*"ritv, ifr" hnEe .o"rtri.t have been developiil:i"l;t;rtiorat specialisation and cooperation
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of production. Individual countries sometimes
forgo' or cut down on domestic production of
oertain types of industrial goods to help the
economically less developed states.
External factors relating to cooperation among
the socialist countries and to their fraternal
mutual assistance are of immense importance
for the evening out of their economic development
levels. Moreover, the part played by the external
economic factor as a major determinant of a
country's development is enhanced even more
as the all.round cooperation gains in depth and
integration develops.
Intensive mobilisation of resources for industrialisation and the policy of building modern
industrial structures were only possible, in fact,
given aid through a constant expansion of cooperation with the socialist countries, above all
with the Soviet Union; particularly since they
were not- simply foreign economic relations,
but rolations of fraternal cooperation and mubual
assistance. In that sense, foreign economic roIations within the framework of CMEA have
been of decisive significance in promoting the
drawing together and evening out of economic
levels.

In this respect, the role of the Soviet Union
stands out in the scale, comprehensiveness and
efrectiveness of its economic arrd technical assistance. By 1 .Tanuary 1978, the USSR had
helped in the building of 2,628 enterprises anrl
o[her projects in t]re socialist countries, includiug
1,743 in industry, of which 706 have been in
power engineering, iron and steel, engineering
and metal cutting. Evsn more remarkable is
the Soviet role in economic and technical aid
to Bulgaria which has resulted in the oonstruc166

tion of 180 industrial cornbines, factories

and
power stations that now produce aII the country's

iton. steel and fertiliser, 60 per cent of its
output, 70 per cent of its non-ferrous
metals, 50 pei cent of its electricjty, 60 per-cent
of its c.*eot, 67 per cent of electric telphers',

,is

ch"emicat

over 50 per cent of-the vehicles, as ael-l as some
70 per cent of the cellulose. For Poland, the
all
indicators are as follows: 30 per
-per cent of the
ce-nt of
industrial output, including 48
iron and steei, 25 per cent of the electricity,

47 per cent of the

synthetic-- rubber, and

49 per cent of the refined oil. The enterprises
built with Soviet help in Romania today produee 60 per cent of ali the electricity^generated,
100 per cent of the synthetic -rub^ber, 60 per cent
of the coke and fertiiiser, and 50 per cent of the
steel
- pipes.

tfrririgt

scientifio and technical assistanee and

plant dJliveries from the GDR, textile mills,
irotluction capacities in the cert€nt,-pulp-andpaper and sugar industries, and cold storage
irrJtrttrtiottt }iur" been built up in Bulgaria'
Czechoslovakia has helped Bulgaria to build

hvdro and thermal installations' an accumulator
factory and plant for the non-ferrous metallur'

gical industrY.

'

Under conditio.rt inherited from the old, capitalist international division of labour, the development and deepening of economic relations
wLre rrsed not, as an ins-trument for the extended
recreation of the conditions antl results of this
type of division of Iabour, but as one for overrliiirg ib and setting up a new structure of
relations. Imports from industrially
"ro"orii.
cleveloped socialist counlries were aimed not at
cleveloping mainly traditional branches and soo167

tors of the- economy (for Bulgaria this was agric-ulture, followed by the handicraft industry and
the processing of farm produce), but at foiming
a new structure of industrv. Here is manifesi
one of the most important features of trade
between socialist countries in this period; it
w-as of decisive importance for helpin[ trade to
effect the economic development - of - countries
.rlt_r a poorly developed industry.
There were two decisive factors in the drawing
together and evening out of the economic devell
o_pment levels of the socialist countries through
the maximum mobilisation of the resources for
e-conomic- growth within the less developed of
them and the achievement of a faster exfension
of social production and reconstruction of its
sectoral structure than in thc economically
more advanced countries. These are as follows:
1. The consistent policy pursued by the communist and workers' parties in the ecbnomically
less developed countries of accelerating the development of the economy by speeding up industrialisation.
2. The opportunity, guaranteed by the conexpanding economic ties imo.rg the
*qqtty
CMEA countries, for backing up the indusirialisation programmes materially and technically
thr-ough the import of plant, machinery and
Lgqh"gloCy from the economically advanced
!ME+ state_s; for a time these werb exchanged
for the traditionally exported resources of Ihe
economically less developed CMEA states.
The drawing together and evening out of the
economic development levels of the socialist
countries should not be understood as meaning
a redistribution among them of the nationa'i
income for the benefit of the economically least

CMEA states are working purposefully for a
rnore effective orientation of the integration
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developed. Such an approach would only have
held up the economic growth of the' more developed countries, thereby having an adverse effect
on the economic advance of the whole socialist
community. This does not, however, preclude
the provision to the less developed countries;
especially in the initial stages, when they are
overcoming their economic backwardness inherited from the past, of free assistance, credit and
loans on privileged terms, and so on.
Generally, however, the drawing together and
levelling up cannot be viewed as a factor restricting the opportunities for economic growth in
the more developed countries. As noted above,
from the standpoint of the effect on economic
growth, the drawing together and evening out
of the economic development levels of the socialist states, which lead to an increase in intensive forms of economic, scientific and technological collaboration, are of great importance.
This, in turn, enhances the impact from using
foreign economic ties for the economic growth
of each of the countries. Consequently, the
drawing together and evoning out of economic
levels, in themselves a certain function of cooperation and integration, create the conditions
for their transition to a qualitatively higher
stage, and enhance their role in the system of
intensive economic growth factors.
Particular attention should be focused on
the tremendous importance for this process of
the organisational-economic mechanism for the
economic cooperation and socialist economid
integration of the CMEA countries, which is
taking shape and constantly improving. The

mechanism on creating conditions conduoive to
economic levelling uP.
The further convergence of the economiq levels
of the-CMEA countries is based on greater economic cooperation among them, on the use of
growth iesetrn"s from more intensive participaIion in the international socialist division of
labour, and on realisation of the advantages of
of this collaboration'
the integrational'facets
AII this -is opening up fresh opportunities for
the countries ihat are still relatively less economically developed for rai.qing the economic
efficiency of production, while, at the same time,
facilitating a further rise in the economies of
the economically more advanced socialist states'
The linal results of the historic drawing together and evening out of economic development
levels are taking s[ape through changes in several
of the basic parameters of extended reproduction.
The rate of-this process depends on the initial
magnitudes of these parameters- in individual
staies, on the intensity with which the social
division of labour gains in depth on both a national and international scales, the rate of growth
of social labour productivity and the transformation of economic structures, on that of social
production within them and on the rate at
wt ictr the economically less developed -countries
catch up in their economic development with
the economically more advanced states.
StrucLural changes in the economy and the
formation of optimum national economic comhold a special place in this process.
'olexes
By the late l-960s, Lhe European CMEA countries had already resolved the main problems
involved in creating a modern structuro for national economic oomplexes. Industry had firmly
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occupied the dominant position. The share of
Department I in social production had grown
considerably, as had Group A (producer goods)
in industry. A firm basis had been established
for accelerated development of modern industries
and production lines, for renovation of the
industrial product range. All this was corres-

pondingly reflected in the countries'export
structures. That meant that those countries
which had previously, under capitalism, been
backward had achieved a radical restructuring
of their economies in the space of only t5 to
20 years.
Table
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this intensive strucchange are given in Table 10.
The structural changes were especially intensive up to the 1960s, though they continued to
proceed apace even subsequently. Indicative in
Some indicators reflecting

tural

this respect are the coefficients of the intensity
of changes in the sectoral structure of the national
inoome in the post-1960 period, which show two,
three and four times higher figures for Bulgaria,
Hungary, Poland and Romania than for Czechoslovakia and the GDR.
The drawing together of the European CMEA
countries' sectoral structures (though they are
not completely identical, this never having been
the aim) may be considered as accomplished in
the main.
The drawing together and evening out of the
economic development levels of the socialist
countries takes place in two stages. At the fimt
stage, the evening out was the result of a drawing

together of the sectoral structure of production
in countries that were considerably difrerent in
economic development level. At the second stage,
it is related more to the differentiation of the
intra-sectoral structure of production, to the
deepening of the intra-sectoral division of labour
between countries, and to an intensification of
their intra-sectoral mutual complementarity. At
the second stage, the cooperation between the
socialist countries acts as an even more important
factor in the evening out of their economic development levels; greater collaboration becomes,
even more so, a condition for this process; at the
same time, the mutual advantage offered by
economic cooperation between countries still at
different levels of economio development hecomes more pronounced.
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At the first stage of the drawing together of
the economic development levels of the CMEA
countries, they tackled mainly the task of making
the sectoral structures of the economy more
similar and, on that basis, production, according

to individual quantitative indicators, as well.
At the present stage, howevet, this gives way to

the tasks of evening out the qualitative characteristics of the economy, indicators of its effectiveness; in tackling this, a very important role
is played by the shaping of mutually complementary economic structures through intra-sectoral
specialisation, and the ever increasing, intrasectoral, mutual structural complementing of the
CMEA countries' national economic complexes.
The tremendous attainments of the structural
policy of the formerly economically backward
countries would have been out of the question
without international specialisation and cooperation of production. They would not have
been able to create large-scale capacities or
ensure a modern technical level in engineering.
Thus, Bulgarian engineering is, in its key subdivisions, a result of the coordination and deepening of production, scientific-technical integration with the other CMEA countries, above
all the Soviet Union. Bulgarian engineering was
established with the all-round economic and
technological assistance of the USSR and the
highest share of its exports go to the Soviet market.
The Bulgarian experience is the most typical
example of how, from its very inception, engineering developed under the decisive impact
of international specialisation. At present, Bulgaria is specialising, on a bilateral and multilateral basis within the CMEA framework, in the
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output rose 4.3 times, and the national income
doubled.

production of 400 engineering products. It is by
virtue of this that the major decisive pattern
of .production in the country received an exceedingly dynamic boost: the manufacture of
mechanical lift truoks (battery-driven vehicles
and electric telphers), farm machinery, shipbuilding, precision engineering, the olectrical engineering and electronics industry, the manufacture of
machinery for the food industry, units and parts
for passenger and commercial vehicles, and for
textile engineoring. Thanks to international specialisation, the electrical engineering and electronics industries now provide over d0 per cent
of the country's engineering output. Bulgaria
has become one of the biggest exporters of battery-driven vehicles and electronics products,
and is already among the 29 countries that account for 99 per cent of the world's engineering
oxports. In 1979, 45 per cent of Bulgaria's
exports was plant and machinery.
The structural changes that have been carried
out have been a major factor in the dynamic
economic growth and the faster growth rates of
the social product, national income and industrial production in the less developed countries.
A convincing illustration of the opportunities
opened up by socialism and cooperation among
the socialist states is also provided by the development of Mongolia and Cuba, which became
CMEA members in 1962 and, 1972 respectively.
With fraternal help from the socialist counries, Iirst and foremost the Soviet Union, Mongolia is successfully creating modern productive
forces. Industry now has over ten branches.
In 1976, 25.1 per cent of the country's national
income came from industry (cf. 14.6 per cent
in 1960). Between 1961 and {976, industriai

integration involved the setting up by the CMEA
counlries of an International Geological Expedition, which has already discovered and explored
several valuable mineral deposits. Another aspect of the Comprehensive Programme being
iuccessfully applied is the establishment of
privileged foreign trade prices for Mongolian
livestock and meat, these being the country's
main export items. During the current fi.ve-year
period, cooperation between Mongolia and the
other CMEA countries is moving to a new and
higher level, and its role in speeding up Mongolia's economic development will grow.
The development of the Cuban economy is
also inseparably linked with the large and eonstantly growing assistance the country receives
from the USSR and the other CMEA countries.
During the most difficult period of economic
blockade by US imperialism, the Cuban economy
developed mainly through Soviet deliveries of
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The fraternal countries render a great deal
of gratuitous help to Mongolia in the construction of industrial, agricultural and transport
enterprises, the creation of science and research
centres and personnel training, and the provision
of technical documentation. The country's natural resouroes are being successfully explored
and, with the help of the socialist countries,
the construction is envisaged of large-scale projects in the extractive industry. One examp-le
of the implementation of such projects is the
joint Mongolian-Soviet construction of the Erdenet mining and concentrating copper and
molibdenum combine. Realisation of the Comprehensive Programme for socialist economic

fuel, materials, technical aid and credit. Since
Cuba joined the CMEA, its economic, scientific
and technological cooperation with other CMEA
member states has expanded. With the assistance
of the Soviet Union alone, in the current fiveyear-plan period 176 industrial and other projects will be completed. With the economic and
technical assistance of the CMEA states Cuba
is developing its metallurgical, engineering, power engineering, chemical and oil refining industries, the production of building materials,
modernising its sugar industry and promoting
its agricultural production. Cuba is taking a
growing part in implementing several measures
and projects on a multilateral basis aimed at
promoting international specialisation, deepening scientific and technological cooperation and

at jointly creating productive facilities.

The experience of the European CMEA members provides convincing proof that the socialist
community is capable of successfully evening

Table 1I
Approximate Correlation of the Levels of Economic
Development of the European CMEA Countries by
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The maximum gap in the per capita production

of the national income between the European
CMEA states by the mid-1970s had diminished

out economic development levels through a
faster growth rate of the economically less developed countries. During the years of people's
government, the levels of their economic development have come so close together that now
t[ere are no longer any real grounds for dividing
them into economically highly and less developed
countries, since the remaining diffeiences in
economic levels, Ieft over from uneven growth
in the past, have become considerably less.
Table 1L shows certain overall figures on the
reiative levels of economic development of the
European CMEA states. Despite the considerable
degree of arbitrariness in the calculations, the
figures provide a rough idea of the way these
levels have drawn together and been evened out.

actually been halved. The maximum difrerence
in levels of social labour productivity fell to
approximately 1.7 times, while that between
the countries in total per capita consumption
fund fell to 1.6 times. This shows that the drawing together is ultimately aimed at making the
living conditions in the socialist countries similar. That is in sharp contrast to former
development and to the prospects of the world
capitalist economy: according to estimates made
by the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development, the major capitalist countries
were likely to increase their per capita national
income between 1970 and 1980 from 3,100 to
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to 1.4 times. The difterence between the highest

and lowest per capita industrial output

had

approximately 4,000 dollars, while for the economically least developed countries, the population of which numbers about a thousand million,
the figures were 105 and 108.
A comparative analysis of the current fiveyear plans of the CMEA member states and the
Iong-range plans up to 1990 shows that the countries with a lower economic level will continue
to develop faster.- The levelling up will depend
much more than hitherto on a deepening of
integration ties among the countries, on effective concentration, specialisation and cooperation of production on an international scale,
and on coordinated development of national
economic complexes.

Today, when a considerable drawing together
and evening out of economic development levels
of the European CMEA countries has been achieved
and when nevr countries with a relatively
Iow economic level have joined the community,
the prime task is the accelerated development
of Mongolia, Cuba and Vietnam. Experience
shows that the theory and practice of a graduai
drawing together and evening out of the economic
development levels of the socialist states present
the peoples of the world with an utterly new

concept of promoting international economic
relations. What has already been achieved by
the CMEA countries in this respect and the prospocts for the future are an unprecedented and
convincing demonstration of how they have
iaken advantage of the opportunity, presented
by socialism, for solving one of the most acute
international socio-economic problems-that of

overcoming the huge discrepancy, engendered by

oapitalism,

in the economic

development and

living standards of individual countries.

CHAPTER

7

MAJOR DIRECTIONS AND THE
MECHANISM OF ECONOMIC COOPERATION
AMONG CMEA COUNTRIES:
PRESENT AND FUTURE

Cooperation Between the CMEA Countries
in Resolving Maior National
Economic Problems

As socialist economic integration develops, [he
CMEA countries tackle several common vitally
important economic tasks. They include mutual
collaboration for the purpose of helping 'to
ensure the mounting economic requirements of
countries over the long term in fuel, energy and
raw materials ... mainly through the production
and rational use of CMEA countries' resources'. 1
The Guidelines lor the Economic and, ,Social
Deuelopment ol the USSR for 1981-1985 and,
lor the Period Ending in, 1990 said that the
economic cooperation of the CMEA countries is
centred on resolving crucial problems such as
energy, supply and rational use of fuel and raw
materials; raising the technical level and the
quality of products of engineering, extending cooperation in the manufacture of progressive
types of machines and equipment; and extending
the range and improving the quality of consumer
goods. That is the purpose of the jointly elaborated special-purpose long-term cooperation programmes of the CMEA countries for the period

up to

1990.

The complexity of providing a fuller and more
comprehensive supply of fuel, raw and other
12.
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materials stems from a number of mutually
related factors: the considerable dynamism of
economic development in the socialist countries
and the rapid growth of requirements for energy
and raw materials; the lack in several countries
of many types of prospected mineral resources;
the need for large investment for a constant and
far-reaching development of capacity in the
extractive industry; requirements for concerted
efforts by the countries for promoting production
and mutual deliveries of raw materials.
The possibilities of the socialist countries
individually to promote production of f'uel and
raw materials are extremely varied. Many of
them do not enjoy sufficient prospected resources of oil, natural gas, iron ore, raw materials
for the production of non-ferrous metals, and
other economic minerals. At the same time,
each of them has oonsiderable resources of certain

types of raw materials, while the Soviet Union
has enormous deposits of a whole range of min-

erals. The international socialist division of
labour, cooperation in developing the extractive
industry and the exchange of various products
from it enable the socialist states to eliminate a
rigid dependence of each CMEA country's economic growth on its limited national natural

cent, in 1979 it had grown to 27 per cent, while
in steel smelting their share had increased from
26.2 to 28 per cent. In 1979, the CMEA countries
also accounted for 3t per cent of the world output of coal and lignites, {9.2 per cent of the oil,
30 per cent of the natural and associated gas,

22 per cent of the cement.
Development of the fuel and raw material
economy of the socialist countries has enabled
them widely to promote mutual deliveries of
necessary products. In 1975, the CMEA countries
satisiied 75 per cent of their oil and oil product
import needs through mutual deliveries, 99 per
cent of the coal, 77 pw cent of the iron ore,
77 per cent of the non-ferrous metals, and 81
per cent of the sawn timber. Thus, thanks to
the international socialist division of labour and
cooperation, the bulk of CMEA requirements for
fuel and raw materials is being satislied by
their aggregate production; this is a prime
condition for stable development of the socialand.

ist

economy.

The Soviet Union takes first place in supplying

fuel and raw material production and satisfying
the requirements of each CMEA country.
A major positive result of the combined eftorts
in ensuring stable growth of the production of
fuel and raw materials is the increased share of
the CMEA countries in world total. While in
1970 the share of the CMEA countries in the world
production of electricity amounted to 19.7 per

the import requirements of other CMEA countries in energy resources and raw materials.
In a numher of cases, Soviet supplies occupy a
leading place both in imports and in satisfying
the overall national economic needs of the socialist countries. For example, tho Soviet share
in meeting the total Hungarian requirement
for energy and energy-carriers amounted to
42 per cent in 1975 and continued to grow in
the years that followed. The fuel and raw material resources of the USSR have acquired paramounb importance both nationally and internationally.
Soviet supplies of electricity, fuel, raw and

lB0

r8l

resources. Cooperation between the socialiqt coun-

tries has hecome a powerful factor promoting

obher materials to other CMEA countries have
reached huge proportions. In the period L97t-75,

supplies of fuel resources from the Soviet Union
to its CMEA partners amounted to 562 mln.
tonnes of conventional fuel and increased by
76 per cent over the 1966-70 period; from 1976
to [980, the export of these resources increased
by about 40 per cent against the previous fiveyear period, and the supplies of other types
of raw materials are continuing in the present
large amounts or are expanding.
As well as exporting fuel and raw materials,
ttre Soviet Union is helping other member countries to carry out industrial construction on their
territories. By I January 1980 the USSR had
helped to build in these countries as many as
2,258 industrial enterprises, of which 1,350 are
already in operation. A large part of them were
enterprises in the fuel and raw material sector
of the economy: power engineering, ferrous and
non-ferrous metallurgy, coal, gas and oil extracting industry, chemical production, etc. The Soviet Union thereby encourages the further development of the extractive industry in other
socialist countries, the expansion of their production in processing fuel and raw materials;
its deliveries of raw materials also keep the
manufacturing industry supplied.
Between 1971 and 7975, the Soviet'Union
aggregate sum
exported
-67,800 raw materials to the
million roubles, including 33,800 milof
lion roubles of raw materials to the CMEA countries-i.e., 50 per cent of the Soviet exports
of raw matorials. The differences, during this
period, in levels of world and corltract_prices
for raw materials should be kept in mind. Taking
hccount of this and assessing Soviet exports of

raw materials at the same prices (world or contract), the share would be considerably higher
than 50 per cent. Thus, Soviet raw material exports are mainly oriented on CMEA in spite of
the long-standing economic ties between the
USSR and the rest of the world. This geographical
orientation of Soviet raw material exports corresponds to the interests of CMEA and to the
tasks and goals of socialist economic integration.
The fuel and raw material problem of CMEA
has become an international one, so each of
the member countries is constantly increasing
its contribution towards solving it. In the period
1976-80, for example, Poland supplied the CMEA
countries with over 74.5 mln, tonnes of coal,
almost t0 mln. tonnes of coke, more than 9.6 mln.
tonnes of sulphur and some 240,000 tonnes of
copper. In return, Poland received ferromanganese, cold-rolled steel sheet, transformer oil,
polyacrylic fibre and PVC from Bulgaria; alumina from Hungary; potassium salts, coal,
fluorite and kaolin from the GDR; metal products, magnesite, several semi-finished products
and raw materials for the chemical industry from
Czechoslovakia; oil and petrochemical products
and aluminium from Romania.
The CMEA countries are tackling the fuel and
raw material problem through all-round use of
various forms of joint planning, above all coordination of national economic five-year plans.
The Coordinated Plan for Multilateral Inl,egration Measures of the CMEA Countries for
1976-80 was important for speeding up the development of production and supplies of energy,
fuel, raw and other materials. The overall estimated cost of projects constructed and supplementary capacity created by joint efforts, in
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with this plan, amounts to approximately 9,000 million transferable roubles. Exaccordance

penditure on tackling the fuel and raw material
problem comes to almost 90 per cent of this
amount. The total amount of investment made
by the USSR and the other CMEA states in the
1976-80 period, according to the Coordinated
Plan, for building projects within the USSR
is in the region of 6,500 million roubles, including
some 3,400 million roubles invested by other
CMEA countries.
Among the projects wiLhin the Soviet Union,
in accordance with the Coordinated Plan, the
biggest is Orenburg-Western Frontier Gas Pipeline stretching 2,800 km. The,participants were
Bulgaria, Hungary, the GDR, Polando Romania,
the USSR and Czechoslovakia, the Soviet Union
being responsible for over half the expenditure.
The gas pipeline was commissioned in 1978.
The combined resources of Bulgaria, Hungary,
the GDR, Poland, the USSR and Czechoslovakia
have resulted in the building in the USSR, in
Iine with the Coordinated Plan, of capacity for
producing iron-containing raw materials (iron
ore pellets and concentrates), as well as various
types of ferroalloys. Af ter the commissioning
of these projects, deliveries of iron-containing
raw materials from the USSR to other CI'IEA
countries are to increase by more than 20 per cent
over the 1975 figure.
The building of the transmission lines VinnitsaZapadnoukrainskaya (USSR)-Albertirsa (Hungary) with a voltage of 750,000 volts is also
sure to produce a major effect. It will make it
possible to operate the power systems of the
CMEA countries in parallel to a power of 100 mln.
kw; the new integrated power system will attain
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total capacity of 160 mln. kw. The commissioning of thia line in 1978 made it possible to supply
Hungary, the GDR and Czechoslovakia with
6,400 million additional kwh of electricity from
the USSR a year.
The joint efforts of interested CMEA states
have enabled them to develop construction irt
the USSR of the Ust-Ilimsk pulp-and-paper
a

plant, the Kiembai

asbestos, dressing . complex

and sevoral other projects. The participant countries wilt be reimbursed by Soviet supplies
of products from these projects.
The construction of large-scale projects for
raw material complexes is going on in other
CMEA countries. In Cuba cooperation projects
are to include two factories for producing nickel
with an annual output of 60,000 tonnes. Nickel
production here is to reach an annual 130,000
tonnes, which is equal to a quarter of the present
world total. The Soviet Union and Mongolia
have started the construction in Mongolia of a
copper and molibdenum mining anci dressing
complex in Erdenet, as rn'ell as a number of
other projects.
As Cooperation between the socialist countries
coltinueJ, they have approached the need to
tackle the fuel and raw material problem through
joint planning for both the meclium -term (5
years) ind the longer term ({0=15 years). The latter
is necessa"y because the designing and building
of many large projects in a fuel and raw material
complex talie a relabively long time (B-10 years
or more), require the mobilisation of large mal,erial and financial resources, and make it necossary for planned structural readjustments in
sectois to be related to the supply of raw material
products,

The 31st CMEA Session in 7977 underlined the
need to ensure a coordinated resolution of the
most important economic problems revealed in
working out LTSPCs; this is to be done as the
CMEA states coordinate their national economic
plans for 1981-85. The 32nd Session in 1978
approved a long-term programme for fuel and
raw materials.
Elaboration and realisation of such a programme for the fuel and energy and raw material
economic sectors show the advantages of the
socialist alternative for resolving this most
complex problem.
Behind this solution lies, above all, a furt,her
coordinated improvement in the inter-sectoral
and sectoral structures of the CMEA national
economic complexes, a planned reduction in the
energy- and material-intensiveness of production
through the use of scientific and technological
achievements and the international socialist
division of labour. In this connection it is possible, for example, to develop in Siberia the
production of energy-intensive chemical products (ammonia, methanol, polyethylene, rubber, etc.) for delivery to other CMEA countries.
The realisation of this project would contribute significantly to resolving the fuel and energy
problem. In its eastern regions, the Soviet
Union possesses considerable reserves rif energy
resources, especially brown coal and chemical
raw materials, which are difficult to transport
to the European part of the USSR and to the
European CMEA countries from the technical
and economic points of view. To locate energyconsuming production in the eastern regions of
the USSR would be the most rational way of
using these resources, of producing and trans186

porting the output. Other CMEA countries with
reiources could specialise in the
production and supply o-f non-energy-intensive
iow-tonnage chemicil products like, {or e,xample,
epoxy ,eJios, dyes and chemical additives'
Mutual deliveries of energy-intensive and nonenergy-intensive products could be balanced out
in coit terms or the principle of equal investment in creating sucli industries could be the
basis for such cooPeration.
The national econ-omic structures of the CMEA
countries contain large reserves for their improvement in connection with a further rationalisation of the consumption of raw materials, fuel
and energy. Thus, an increase in the intensity
of oil refning approximately from 50 to JQ.n-er
cent, so as to increase the production of light
petroleum derivatives for obtaining motor fuel
and chemical materials obviates, in a number
of CltBe countries, any excessive growth of
the consumption of impoited prime raw material
(oil). This iolution isi however, connected with
i- i"ster use of domestic resources of black and
brown coal, which are in more abundant supply,
as fuel for thermal p-o-tet
as well as lignites,
"European
CMEA countries (excludThe
stations.
ing the USSR) haroe considerable prospected
,'"J"tu.. of blaik and brown coal and Iignites,
vnluecl at about 105,000 mln. tonnes. In addit,ion, the figure for estimated deposits is almost
80,0b0 mln-. tonnes. These resources make it
llossible to increase the extraction of solid fuels,
i,n expand their use in the power industry, in
llre home and public facilities, etc. At the same
t,i rne, lhe electio-technological processing-of^coals
otraltles us to count on a sufficiently high future
r.rtfioiency for obtaining synthetic Iiquid and gas

ii-itrd fuel
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fuel. In this context, cooperation in working out
effective methods for processing coals and further developing international specialisation in
the production of underground and opencast
mining equipment is becoming particularly ur-

With the help of the Soviet Union several
large nuclear power stations (NPS) have been
built or are under construction in other countries
of the community. The total capacity of NPSs
in Bulgaria, the GDR, the USSR and Czechoslovakia in 1976 amounted to 7.5 mln. kw.
With the technical assistance of the USSR, new
NPS facilities are being built in Bulgaria, Hungary, the GDR and Czechoslovakia. Preparatory
work is under way for building NPSs in Poland-,
Romania and Cuba. The LTSPC for the fuel
and raw material sectors envisages a further
accelerated development of the nuclear power
industry in the CMEA countries.
_ Development of the nuclear power industry
helps to rationalise the ties between the CMEA
countries in the fuel and power svstem. An
NPS with a capacity of I mln. kw consumes
30 tonnes of low concentrated uranium a year,
while a thermal power. station of the same oapacity consumes about 2.5 mln. torrnes of coal.
The construction of several NPSs in CMEA
states possessing limited power resources is likely
to ensure an annual saving of tens of millions of
tonnes of traditional fuel imports. The cost-toperfjrrmance indicators of NPSs operating in
CMEA countries and elsewhere sho* that they
are no less economically efficient than thermal

power stations, and in several instarrces they
are eYen more economical.
In accordance with the LTSPC for fuel and
raw materials in the period up to 1990, NPSs
with a total capacity of up to 37 mln. kw are
to be built with Soviet assistance on the territories of other CMEA countries. It is also proposed to buiid two NPSs in the USSR with an
aggregate capacity of 8 mln. kw to supply electricity to other CMEA countries. The setting up
of such large power installations, bearing in
mind the accumulated experience of cooperation,
requires interaction both directly in the building
of NPSs and in the sphere of R and D; in several
manufacturing industries (particularly in engineering) and in developing fuel extraction; it
also involves communications.
The fuel and raw material problem is being
tackled by the CMEA countries through a widescale joint search for the most eflective technology. The basis of this work is the concerted plan
for cooperation by CMEA member states in
conducting scientific and technological research
for 1976-80. This plan embraces, for example,
lhe programme of scientific and technical cooperation of the CMEA countries for the solution
of fuel and energy problems in 1976-80 and
further on till 1990. As many as 370 organisat,ions from CMEA countries are taking part in
implementing this programme. Among the problems being jointly studied by organisations from
t,he socialist countries are the building of powerblock units with nuclear reactors, with a capacity
of I mln. kw, and the creation of plant for making more efficient use of all types of fuel.
Cooperation in tackling the fuel and raw matelial problem testifies to the profoundly interna-
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gent.

Cooperation in the promotion of the nuclear
power industry is becoming a major factor in
tackling the energy problem in the CMEA states.

tionalist approach of the socialist countries in
satisfying their mutual requirements for energy,
raw and other materials. The mineral resources
of the CMEA countries, above all of the Soviet
Union, are a vital factor in their common economic growth. In their use of these resources
they take broad advantage of the various forms
of interaction among socialist countries-from
traditional foreign trade supplies of raw materials
to combined investment and the joint construction of production facilities. As a result, they
are intensifying the process of coordinating their
activities in the extractive industry. At the same
time, a faster growth in the fuel and raw material
sphere in some CMEA countries encourages in
others the development of a manufacturing industry oriented not only on their own national
markets, but also on supplying products to other
CMEA countries. The inter-sectoral international
socialist division of labour is an essential aspect
of the growing economic integration between
the CMEA countries.
The internationalist approach to using the
mineral resources of the CMtrA countries has
two fundamental features. One of them is connected with an increase in the production of
raw materials in these countries for mutual
supplies. The other is cooperation in th.e interests
of a careful and highly ef ficient use of all minerals
and the energy and products obtained from them
in the CMEA countries. Mineral resources are
not replenishable, and no matter how great the
reserves are, there are natural limits to their
exploitation. Thus, at any given moment the
rational use of natural resources has to take
account of the interests of future generations
in the socialist countries. In this connection,
190

it

is all the more important to develop cooperation in the CMEA states in using the achievements of scientific and technological progress

for the economical utilisation of primary resources, the search for new sources of energy and
raw materials, the installation of power- and
material-saving methods and the broad use of
recycled materials.
The current and long-term approach in drawing
up and implementing LTSPCs by CMEA in
tackling the fuel and raw material problem are
mainly oriented on further rationalising the consumption of energy resources and materials and
using the latest technology. The CMEA countries
have to ensure a substantial reduction in the
proportional expenditure of fuel and energy in
the economy, improve the quality and expand
the range of metal products so as to cut down
metal-consumption in engineering and construction and step up the output of timber materials.
An internationalist approach to tackling the problem means a more purposeful use of energy resources and raw materials, both those extracted
at home and those received from other CMEA
countries. Cooperation between the CMEA coun[ries in this area does not, therefore, mean mutual satisfaction of any of their import-oriented
needs for fuel and raw materials, but only those
which arise and develop in accordance with the
roquirements of economic growth and the availablc opportunities to use the achievements of scien-

tific and technological progress. The objective
for a more rational use of home-produced
arrd imported fuel and raw materials fully accords with the national interests of the CMEA
r:orrnl,ries. A reduction in energy- and materialinl,urrsiveness is a vital factor behind higher
need
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production efficiency and the dynamic development of each socialist country's economy.
The CMEA states attach prime importance to
stepping up the production of foodstuffs that
ensure a rational diet for the population. They
are investing immense funds in boosting agriculture, the food industry and other branches of
the economy that ensure the resolution of the

food problem (the production of mineral
fertilisers, agricultural and food engineering,
etc.).

The development of agriculture and the food
industry has guaranteed a considerabie improvement in food supplies throughout CMEA.
Important quality changes are occurring in the
food consumption structure. In particular, there
is a rise in the share of non-fat meat and poultry
in consumption; the range of dairy products is
being widened and the public is buying more
vegetables. With the growth in the consumption
of animal proteins, bread and potato consumption

falls. At the same time, the overall consumption
level of certain important foodstuffs in several
countries has not yet reached the rational con-

sumption norms accepted in those countries.
The main way to achieve a comprehensive
solution to the problem of ensuring rational food
provision in the CMEA countries is further to
develop agriculture and the food indirstry, as
well as associated branches. At the same time,

the international division of labour and, above
all, increased cooperation among the socialist
countries in the agrarian-industrial sphere is of
growing importance. Foreign economic ties, as
experience shows, are an essential factor in
accelerating the development of the agrarianindustrial sphere and in implementing effective
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in the provision of food to the general
public.
Through cooperation, the CMEA countries are
satisfying their basic import requirements for
many types of foodstufr. In 1975, the Soviet
Union received 67 per cent of its fresh vegetable
imports from CMEA, 97 per cent of its tinned
vegetables and 73 per cent of its processed fruit
products.
The CMEA countries are supplying one another with foodstufls in accordance with the set
specialisation orientations. Bulgaria, Hungary
and Romania, for example, are exporters of
vegetables, fruit, meat, eggs and grain; the USSR
i.s exporting grain, vegetable oil, fish and sugar;
changes

Cuba-sugar and fruit; Mongolia-meat ind
dairy products. Cooperation in tackling the

food problem is developing along several main
Iines. In plant-growing, it is mainly through
selection and seed-growing. Each CMEA counhas a large selection of plant species.
lry
International experimentation witli different sorts
of farm crops enables them to select and exchange
the most productive sorts and hybrids. For
example, in the 1971-73 period alone, the Soviet
Union received more than 5,000 types of new
seed grades from other CMEA countrios and
provided them with 12,000 grades. International
oxperimentation in this field enabled the CMEA
countries in 1976 to introduce 307 piant types
into agriculture and to regionalise their faiming.
'Ihis sphere of cooperation is having good
rrJfect. According to statistics compiled- by
()zcchoslovak scientists, t koruna being spenl
on studying plant grades ensures 15 koruny from
improved productivity. The sowing of Polish
r.t-303
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oat grades in the USSR hhs meant a 2-2.5 cent, nur [e, ]rectare higher yield than local oat grades.
In the Soviet Union, as a result of sowing some
2.5 mln. hectares of cereals to selected grades
from the GDR, Poland, Romania and Czechoslo'
vakia, the yield increased by 400,000 tonnes
in 1974,' Soviet grades of certain cereals are
being widely used. in CMEA. Thus,-Soviet sunflowJr has become widespread in Hungary and
BulEaria: Soviet winter wheat in Bulgaria,
Hurieary, the GDR, Poland, Romania and Czechoslovakia. In the 196{-70 period, cooperation
in selection and seed-growing produced an inorease in the average potato yield in the CMEA
states of 2t centners per hectare, while the average annual produciion of cereals increased
by" approximately 20-30 per cent between 1966
and 1975.
Bearing in mind tire positive exp-erience in
this areiof cooperation and the need to consolidate and spread it, in 1973 the CMEA countries
signed the igreement on multilateral specialisa-tioo in growing variety seeds and seedlings
for orop farming,- which defined the P-pecialisain this area. The Soviet
' tion of each country
Union specialises in the production of graded
and hybiid seeds for winter wheat, maize, peas,
sunflowers, hemp for primary seed-growin-g, gra-ded seeds for hard wheat, oats and millet; the
GDR specialises in the production and supply
seeds; Poland in sugar beet
of spring
-winterbarleyseeds;
Romania in grapevine
rye
and
is one of the
Seed-growing
cuttings, and so on.
most fromising areas of cooperation in agriculture.
Owing to the rapid growth in CMEA requirements for livestolk products, cooperation is

very u?gent in d.evdloping this area of farming..
One of the main tasks is to create new and improve existing pedigree groups and lines of farm
animals, as well as to use them for improving
the results of interbreeding on a commercial
basis.

An importarrt area of cooperaLion in genetics
and animal selection is a growing exchange of

""ff:il"*,'ir",3"X"rricularly important in .developing the microbiology industry, thereby
ensuring supplies of feed proteins, vitamins;

aminoacids, ferments and other produce to livestock breeding. By 1985, the cooperation among
the CMEA countries plans to create a production
capacity of an annual 600,000 tonnes of foddor
yeist, methionine, Iysine, vitamins, etc. Measures have also been mapped out for working out
cost-to-performance justification for building possibilities between 1980 and 1985 by the joint
efforts of interested countries for plants to
manufacture methionine in Poland, Iysine in
the USSR, and certain vitamins in Romania.
A particular feature of the microbiology industry
is its great and constantly growing product
range; therefore, to meet the demands of livestock breeding for fodder yeast, vitamins and
other additives to animal "fodder, it is necessary
to extend the international specialisation and
cooperation in microbiological production. and
to build enterprises jointly.
Cooperation is growing among the CMEA
countries in the production of mineral fertilisers,
'Ihis area of interaction is extremely impoltant
considering that only the USSR and the GDR
have the necessary resources of potassium salts.
An example of cooperation in this area is thi
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building of a complex for extracting potassium
salts in the GDR with a capacity of 900,000 tonleS-;i.e., more than a quarter of the country's
production. Several CMEA countries participated in this project, its output being used in the
GDR and in Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland and
Czechoslovakia. On the basis of Soviet natural
gas, a large plant is being built 'in the GDR
for manufacturing urea; equipment for the plant
came mainly from Czechoslovakia. The USSR
and Hungary are also taking part in the construction.

In '1,973, the CMEA countries concluded a
multilateral agreement on creating enterprises
bo produce plant protection chemicals, the agreement taking account of specialisation and coope-

ration in their production. Interchim-the socialist countries' international organisation for

cooperation in low-tonnage chemical production-is acquiring ever increasing importance in
forecasting the development of plant protection
chemicals in the CMEA countries and preparing
proposals for specialisation and cooperation in
this.
The common boundaries of the CMEA states
are an important condition for their joint landimprovement projects for the purpose of irrigating, water supplying and draining frontier land.
Cooperation is going on between the USSR and
Poland in organising water utilisation over huge
areas along the borders between the two countries. Work is continuing on basic land reclamation (regulation of river-beds, building of reservoirs and canals) and on draining arable land,
meadows and pasture land. The USSR and
Romania have jointly designed and built an
irrigation-hydro-power complex on the River

Prut. The construction consists of a dam, two
hydro-electric stations and a reservoir with a
capacity of 1,400 mln. cu m. The dam will
reduce the danger of flooding, while the reservoir will improve water supplies to neighbouring regions in both countries. As much as
70,000 hectares of arable land on each side will
be provided with water, and the fish farms of
both countries will receive a major boost. The
building and maintenance of these facilities are
ensured by the USSR and Romania sharing the
investment and operating costs equally. The
electricity and water resources will also be

distributed equally between them.
Measures are being drawn up for multilateral
cooperation in the Danube and Tissa river basins.
The USSR has adopted a scheme called the Complex Utilisation of the Tisa Basin Resources, in
which the Soviet part of the improved floodlands occupies 700,000 hectares of marshy land;
it includes measures covering land on the borders with Hungary and Czechoslovakia. Planners
from the three countries have agreed on all
issues that affect their common interests.
Other CMEA countries (the GDR and Poland,
Czechoslovakia and Poland, etc.) are coordinating efforts on a broad scale in the sphere of land
reclamation and irrigation in their border regions. The objects of the joint efforts are hydrol,echnical plants, irrigation and drainage syst,ems, in CMEA territories far from the frontiers
as well as in border zones. The opportunity for
l,his is backed up by the experience of creating
llulgaria's largest hydro-power complex, the
llclmeken-Sestrimo in the Rila Mountains; the
tJSSR, Czechoslovakia and other CMEA countries
t,r-rok part in building it. The huge building and
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tcohnical capacities in these countries enable
them to intensify cooperation in thi3 direction
as well.
The multilateral cooperation within CMEA in
the agrarian-industrial sphere h-as resulted in
the nioduction of more foodstuffs.
f'o'r ttre purpose of further resolving the food
'oroblem. tire CMEA countries have 'adopted a
LtSpC for agriculture and the food industry'
This programme, Iike similar ones in other
uroductioi spheres, is calculated for the period
up to 1990 ind envisages the gradual tackling
of soecific obiectives'
The solution of major naLional economic problems amons the CMEA countries (fuel and rarv
materials, f"oodstuffs, etc.) very much depends
on the further development of the engineering
base and of the manulacture of highly efficient
up-to-date plant and machinery. Each socialist
country oee.-ds a, enormous range- of -engineering
nroducis, running into many hundreds and thoulands of items. It is no longer realistic for each
country to try to supply its own .nee.ds for all
types of plani and machinery; -it is simpty iTol'ssible ior each one to develop its scientific
and technological potential and production in
all directions] in view of the limited national
iinancial, material and labour resources' What
i* *or., the development of multisect6ral engineering in each country would lead to the creation oT an enormous number of small ancl lowcapacity enterprises, with a low economic output
efficiency and other di.sadvantages.The accelerated development of engineering
in the socialist countries-is being attained inLreasingly through the international division of
iuUo"r,- particulirly within the framework of

and coopemutual international specialisation
-Each
CMEA country is
ration of production.
deliberately reducing or completely halting its
own produition of certain types -of e-ngineering
produit and, at the same time, de-veloping the
putput of other forms of plant and inachinery.
By-reducing or halting production, the country
orlentates itself on satisfying its requirements
from supplies from other socialist countries;
promoting engineering capacity in selected a.reas'
it plans the marketing of this output both in
its own national economy and in the other socialist states, and in a number of insiances in
non-socialist countries as well. The direct result
of international production specialisation
-concerrtratidnand
of
cooperation is, therefore, a
efficiency
in
tlie
growth
a
resources,
and
capicity
of-output and quality, and savings on all types

of
- expenditure.

D#tl"p*ent of engineering on the basis of
international specialisation and cooperation is a
complex affair, so the cessation of a particular
type of production in any country necessitates
uhaitionat investment in the reconstruction and
reorientation of existing enterprises as well as
staff retraining. It is no less difficult to set
up new production, oriented on both the home
and foreign markets. Interriational production
specialisaiion and cooperation are possible only
when there is a clear agreement among the cooperating countries on production programmes
in the long term, and on the volume of mutrlal
supplies, the technical specifications oI output,
the prices on mutual deliveries, etc. The planned economic system in the socialist countries
and their coordinated activities provide a favourable basis for promoting international socialist
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specialisation and cooperation of production, and
an increase in the export and import of engineer-

ing

goods.

In the 1971,-75 period; the sales of plant and
machinery within CMEA amounted to more
than 52,000 million rbubles, as against 27,000

million roubles in the 1966-70 period. The share
of engineering products in the total exports of
the CMEA countries increased in those years
from 38 to 43 per cent. This rapid growth of
trade in plant and machinery was maintained
from 1976 to {980.
', targe supplies of modern plant and machinery
exert an active eftect on the technical re-equipment of the national economy; they encourage
the development of new production lines and
the further economic development of the CMEA
countries. Thus, Soviet supplies of machinery
have helped Hungary in the construction of

some 60 large industrial projects; Soviet supplies

account for 76 per cent of the Hungarian imports
of tractors, 79 per cent of the combine harvesters,
43 per cent of the cars and 40 per cent of the
eommercial vehicles. Soviet machinery is having
a major effect in CMEA countries on the power'
iron and steel industries, air and road transport,
shipbuilding and other sectors. In turn, imports
from other CMEA countries have acquired an

important role in meeting Soviet plant and
maihinery requirements. Through such imports,
the USSR is able to meet between 30 and
50 per cent of these requirements for such things
as transport vessels, automatic telephone exchanges, Ioaders of all types, passenger carriages, and up to 10 per cent of all the new buses
used in the economv. The Soviet Union also
imports from other CMEA countries entire plant

for the chemical, light and food industries
other economic sectors,

International production specialisation

and
and

cooperation are having an increasing influence
on lhe mutua] exchange of engineering products.
By the end of 7977, 78 agreements had been
signed by the CMEA states in engineering and
electrical engineering on multilateral international specialisation and production cooperation,
embracing over 8,000 items. As a result some
75 per cent of specialised production items are
concentrated in no more than two countries,
including some 50 per cent in a single country.
Togethef with agreements of a multilateral char-

acter among the CMEA countries, they are
concluding and implementing many hundreds
of bilateral agreements on specialisation and
cooperation in engineering. The proportion of
specialised types in the overall mutual deliveries of plant ind machinery between the CMEA
states grew from 23 per cent in 1975 Lo 34 per
cent in 1977.
One of the major achievements of the CMEA
countries in economic, scientific and technological integration is the ongoing joint Production
of tfre Uniform Computer System (UCS) of the
Ryad (Series) type. Dozens of plants in the USSR,
Bulgaria, Hungary, the GDR, Cuba, Poland,
Romania and Czechoslovakia are taking part in
this cooperation. A general council of chief designers exists to implement an agreed policy for
introducing the System into the national economies of the socialist countries. Cooperation has
ensured the large-scale development of computer
production. Before 1970, the CMEA countries
produced some 30 types of second generation
computers that were technically incompatible.
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Within the UCS eight types of third generation

computers, compatible in all technical aspects,
are being produced. 'In l97l-75, the exchange
of computer technology 'among CMEA states
amounted to some 3,000 million roubles, and in
subsequent years mutual supplies of this equipment will grow by approximately 170 per cent.
The Soviet Union is the CMEA manufacturing
centre for nuclear energy plant. This area of
specialisation in- the USSR is being enhanced
particularly with the building of the Atommash
plant. Several CMEA countries are developing
production and cooperation in supplying certain facilities for nuclear power stations. The
development of nuclear energy in the CMEA
countries necessitates a constant boosting of the
- production of nuclear power plant. The Soviet
Union is helping other CMEA states to set up
and develop this production. For example, in
1974 a Soviet-Czechoslovak inter-governmental
agreement was signed on cooperation in the
manufacture of equipment for nuclear power
stations. As a result, Czechoslovakia was able
to launch the serial production of nuclear reactors
and other types of plant to satisfy its own needs
and"supply other countries. New facilities for
promoting this production have been built or
are under construction at several heavy engineering works in Czechoslovakia which. has thus
joined. the USSR as a centre for the production
of complete equipment for'nuclear power stations in the CMEA community. The production
'of complete plant for nuclear power stations
in other CMEA countries is growing in importance. All this ensures favourable prospects for
the development of nuclear power engineering
in the socialist states.

Cooperation in the motor industry is another
ahead successfully within the
that is going
-Hungary
supplies'the USSR with
community.
the Ikarui coaches a4d rear axles that fit both
for Hungarian'coaches and for Soviet ones from
the Likino and Lvov coach works, as well as
for trolleybuses. On the other hand, the USSR
is supplying Hungary with commercial and pasrerrgef vehicles. Cooperation is also expanding
in i number of CMEA countries in the produc-

area

tion of Soviet Lada

cars.

By agreement between the relevant Soviet- and
Czechosllovak ministries- the division of labour
is developing in the manufacture of over J0 typ-es
and production lines for the light
of equipment
'food industries.
Under the terms of this
and
aEreement, Czechoslovakia supplies the Soviet
tJxtile industry with highly productive spindleIess spinning machines, while the USSR supplies
its partner with ring-spinning Tachinery- At-the
samL time, in cooperation with Czechoslovakia,
the USSR is developing the large-scale serial
uroduction of pneumatic spinners, which today
iorm the basis bf technical retooling of spinning
nroduction. Cooperation is also intensifying in
ilre manufacture of weaving machines. Czechoslovakia has concentrated capacity on the output

of pneumatic shuttleless maohinery. 4t the beuiririne of. 1977 , more than 18,000 such machines

iia bv Czechoslovakia were operating

in
in
is
specialising
Union
Soviet
Ih;'USSR.-The
l,[re production of shuttleless automatic weaving
,rrutirirr"t and is exporting them to Czechoslo-

l.rnof

vakia.

A considerable achievement of multilatera'l
coooeration among the CMEA countries is coopei'ation in manufacturing shuttleless automatic

weaving,machines of the STB type, which raise
Iabour productivity by 150 per cent compared
with that obtained on shuttle-type automatic
machinery. Owing to cooperation in this production, in which Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland,
the USSR and Czechoslovakia are taking part,
the Soviet Union increased its output of them
from 10 machines in 7977 to 3,600 in 1975.
The countries talring part in the cooperation
receive from the USSR modern automatic machines in the numbers necessary for successfully
developing their weaving production.
As the mechanisation of agriculture increases,
so too does the range of plant and machinery
for plant-growing, livestock and animal feed
production, for land reclamation and water
works. In the USSR the domestic plant system
drawn up for 1971-75 included 2,360 types of
tractors, farm machinery, assembly units and
implements, even though the production of several outmoded items ceased. Of this number,
Soviet industry accounts for about 60 per cent.
It is inexpedient for any single country to produce the whole range of machinery for agriculture. This heightens the importance of coordinated international specialisation in this

sphere.

Disproportions sometimes occur in farming in
the mechanisation of interrelated processes. If
production mechanisation is not comprehensive
enough, this holds back the growth of labour
productivity and reduces the efficacy of investment in agriculture. Hence the mounting need
to define the prospects for the machinery systems
required for the comprehensive mechanisation
of .farming and made in the CMEA states on a
cooperatign basis.

An international system of machines for overall
mechanisation of agriculture and forestry,has been
worked out within the framework of CMEA.

It

contains the technological, agrotechnical, zootechnic and exploitation requirements for 750
types and 1,750 standard sizes of machinery.
'l'hese recommendations take mechanisatiou
spheres into consideration and provide the basis
for planning the research and design work on making and improving machinery. This programme
is to be implemented over several years.
Agromash is a good example of effective
cooperation among socialist states in agricultural
mechanisation. This international society for
working out a system of machinery and specialisation in making mechanisation means for
vegetable growing, horticulture and viniculture
consists of Bulgaria, Hungary, the GDR, Poland,
lhe USSR and Czechoslovakia. Irr the period
irom 1970 to 7974 alone, Agromash was responsible for the testing and mutual supplyirtg of
l1t6 types of CMEA manufactured machinery
arrd 11 types of machinery made elsewhere. For

oxample, Bulgaria, Hungary and the USSR
worked jointly on several machines for the mechrunisod weeding and harvesting of crops. Their
rrso in Soviet agriculture will enable the country
l,o suvo over 40 million man-days a year and
rrrlrrrrso 1.1-r million people from this work. The
lrolrolil,s oI l,his are also felt in other member
corr

rr

l,rios.

Wil,hin Lho Agromash framework an agreement
lrns beerr signed on multilateral specialisation
[or' ,l]0 items in machine production. Bulgaria
is specialising in making 15 types of machines,
irrclrrding vineyard tractors, soil cutters, seedling
plrrrr [er machines, and combine harvesters for

harvesting wine grapes. Hungary has started
producing 14 machine items. The USSR specialises in making 35 machine items, including
self-propelling chassis, ploughs and cultivators
for -.vegetable growing and the cultivating of
perennial plants, vegetable seeding machines,
machinery for harvesting tomatoes, cabbages and
carrots, and equipment for hothouses.
Cooperation in developing agricultural engineering is being supplemented by specialisation
of the CMEA countries in making equipment
for , the food industry. Specialisation embraces
545 technological lines, machinery and plant
in the food industry. Thus, I{ungary specialises
in 101 types of means of production, Bulgaria
in 88, the GDR and Romania in 79, and the
USSR in 73. The cooperation between the sociaiist countries in agricultural and food engineering is becoming an important factor in
solving the food problem.
Agreement between the countries on coordinating the development of machinery and equipment production is consolidated in the form of
multiI'ateral and bilateral agreements that include
the basic terms of specialisation and cooperation of supplies. Yet, these agreements need to
be .made more feasible, especially in view of
failures to meet delivery dates or deviations
from technical specifications.
In the l97l-75 period, the CMEA countries
carried out joint planning in the production of
certain types of metal-cutting lathes with programmed control; this linked in with the conclusion of appropriate agreements. Joint planning played a fundamental part in strengthening
the engineering base of the CMEA countries.
In the opinion of the experts, as a result of this

foim' of cooperation, production costs on plant
may be reduced by 80 per cent and the time
necessary for planning, testing and commissioning cut by 2-3 years.
Technological progress accelerates the retooling

of all branches of the economy and leads to an
expansion of the range of engineering producis,
At the same time, the coordinated development
of engineering in the CMEA countries requires
a long-term approach, taking account of longterm trends in the consumption and output of
plant and machinery. The overall direction of
engineering development under socialist economic integration is a combination of the all-round
development of the engineering base with deep
mutual specialisation and cooperation of production in finished items, assembly units and
parts, as well as in the area of production techniques.

For the purpose of the further joint development of engineering production, the CMEA
countries have drawn up an LTSPC for engineering

spanning the period up to {990. The purpose
of this programme. is to ensure a comprehensive
approach to the problem of the technical equipment and re-equipment of the CMEA economies,
use of the most progressive machinery and up-todate production methods, a speed-up in the
development of production specialisation and
cooperation and more intensive work on standardising and unifying the technical specificaLions of finished products.
The technical re-equipment of the socialist
economies depends decisively on mastering the
production of new types of equipment, i.e., on
lcchnical progress in engineering. This task is
nlso a very difficult one bearing in mind the

huge range of products in engineering and the
constant need to replenish them.
The CMEA countries' experience of coopera-

tion in tackling vitally important

economic

problems, examined on the example of the fuel
and raw materials, food and engineering problems, demonstrates that the best opportunities
and satisfying their
for promoting production
-a
variety of products are prorequirements for
vided by socialist economic integration, including scientifio and technological integration. At
the same time, the economies of the socialist
community are developing in the context of
growing economic ties with other states. The
importance of their coordinated foreign economic

in

promoting ties with other states
they come to tackle
their own economic problems. The basis for
supplying the socialist countries' needs for the
most important products is provided by their
mutual cooperation.

activities

increases, therefore, when

Scientiffc and Technological Cooperation

agrarian socialist states, in evening out.their
economic development levels.
In contrast to capitalism, where the attainments of science and technology are appropriated
by the biggest monopolies which use them to
their own selfish ends, i.e.,.for extracting super
profits and as an instrument of international
expansion, under socialism these attainments
belong to the state and'are used in the interests
of all society. With the formation of the world
socialist system they are put to the service of
the socialist community. Only under socialism,
which does away with private ownership and

exploitation of man by man, has it become
possible, at a cortain stage, to have a virtually
uncompensated exchange among the fraternal
countries of the tremendous values of science
and technology for the sake of speeding up the
development of each socialist country and the
community as a whole. The principle of uncompensated,exchange of scientific and. technological

documentation and licences, established by agreements on scientific and techirological cooperation
signed since 1947, was consolidated at the znd
CMEA Session in 1949 and convincingly revealed

fraternal, truly selfless nature of the relations
that have taken the path of
building socialism and communism; it has demorrstrated the essence and depth of their comradely mutual assistance. I
The Soviet Union has always occupied the
loading position in the exchange of.scientifrc
rrlrd technological achievements; it is the country
with the greatest scientific and technological
lrotontial. within the socialist community, and
it, has accumulated immense experience in buildirrg socialism, in reconstructing and developing
l,he

One of the most important and promising

areas of mutually advantageous socialist integration lies in scientific and technological cooperation. This began immediately after the formation of the socialist community; it expanded and
deepened as socialism emerged and developed

world economic system, playing an important
in the socialist reconstruction of the economies of fraternal countries, in their industriaIisation, in turning the formerly economically
backward countries into advanced industrial-

as a

role
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between countries

I
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the economy on the basis of the latest achieve'
ments of science and technologY.
Betweon 1948 and 1970, as part of the exchange
of scientific and teohnological attainments, the
Soviet Union handed over to other CMEA countries some 27,000 sets of design plans, specification and production documentation and received
over 15,000 sets in return. This mutual exchange
made it possible' for the fraternal countries to
master ne,w technological processes and to create
modern machinery and equipment.
new types
-thatofperiod,
the USSR welcorned some
Over
other CMEA countries to
from
experts
56,000
aequaint them with Soviet production experience
and, in turn, sent some 32,000 Soviet experts

to these countries.
If, at the beginning, the Soviet Uuion transferrod its technical experience and specifications

implementing national plans for economic construction is a great advantage for the fraternal
countries that have taken the socialist path,
compared with the Soviet Union's own economic
reconstruction; being the only socialist country
after the October Revolution, it could only
rely on its own strength and potential.
Scientific and technological cooperation among
the fraternal countries is not confined to the
exchange of achievements and experience in
science and technology. The fraternal states have
made increasing use of other forms of cooperation as their economic, scientific and technological potential has grown and as the mastering
of the attainments of modern scientific and
technological progress has become a more com-

plex

task.

The mutual assistance between the socialist
countries in promoting science and technqlogy
is also manifested in the working out of designs
for new enterprises, the training of e4perts, the
rendering of technical assistance in constructing
and commissioning new industrial and agrioultural enterprises. The principal role here
helongs, once again,. to the Soviet Union, which
fulfilt its internationalist duty to the working
people of fraternal countries iy giving them
far-ieaching help in their socialist construction.
The opportunity, to rely on the support and
experienle of this mighty socialist country in

From the mid-1950s, there has been cooperation between related research organisations of
the socialist countries; this is expressed in the
division of labour, the joint solution of certain
scientific and technological problems and the
exchange of experience in research work. An
important part has been played in this cooperation by CMEA sectoral standing commissions, as well as bilateral inter-governmental
commissions and the special CMEA agency which,
t,oday, is known as the CMEA Committee on
Scientific and Technological Cooperation.
'l'he fraternal countries are also setting up
joint, research and design groups and organisal,ions to tackle scientific and technical problems
oI mutual interest.
'fhus, the Soviet and Czechoslovak governments agreed to set up an interim Soviet-Czechoslovak research and design body to work on
rleveloping spindleless spinning, in which experts
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in considerably larger amounts than

it

received,

now the other CMEA countries, thanks to their
accelerated economic development, are increasing-

Iy able to exchange technical experience with
one another and to transfer it to the Soviet
Union.

from hoth countries produced a qualitatively'new
tochnique and constructed and tested a spindleless pneumatic spinning machine. The results
of this work arose a great deal of interest throughout the world, since they were considered to
have far surpassed current world attainments

in that sphere.

An international group of experts from Hungary, the GDR, Poland,- the USSR and Czechoslovakia worked for several years on designing an
automated long-distant, telephone communications system based on the application of semiconductors. As a result, they created a highly
efficient new apparatus that is being used in
telephone communication between the capitais
of the fraternal countries. Joint research is thus
becoming an important sphere of interaction
among the CMEA countries in tackling the urgent
problems involved in scientific and technological progress.
New forms based on profit-and-loss principles
and shared participation in the cost of joint
research began to develop in the mid-1960s in
the scientific and technological cooperation
among the CMEA countries; this enabled them
to enhance their efficiency and mutual advantage
substantially and to link scientific and technoIogical cooperation with production cooperation
more closely.
Stricter planning principles in scientific and
technological cooperation were boosted by the
introduction, about the same time, of bilateral
and multilateral coordination of research.
From 1964 onwards, the multilateral scientific
and technological cooperation among the CMEA
countries began to be based on medium-term
plans, cnabling them to determine its major
2t2

problems and themes, to single out the leading
organisations and coordinating countries,. to define work programmes and the degree of participation of individual countries and research organisations in them, the ways and means of cooperation, and to eliminate duplication in research.
The scale of these activities may be judged
from the fact that the master plan for 1964-65
included 43 problems and 154 themes, while
that for 1966-70 covered 50 problems and 185
themes, on which some 700 research and design
organisations of the fraternal countries worked
togeLher.

Scientific and technological cooperation on a
multilateral hasis through coordination and joint
research then hegan to be conducted by the academies of sciences of the socialist countries and
within the framework of international economic
organisations, like the Railway Cooperation Organisation, the Organisation for Cooperation in
Communications, the Organisation for Cooperation in the Bearings Industry, and Interchim.
The .Toint Institute for Nuclear Research at
Dubna in the USSR has been operating successfully for over twenty years; here scientists from
socialist countries rvorh together, in excellent
conditions, on vital theoretical and practical
problems in the sphere of nuclear physics, Besides this Institute, there are a number of .other
international institutes, liko the CN{EA Institute
of Standardisation, the International Institute
for Economic Problems of the World Socialist
System, the International Cent,re for Scielrtific
and Tcchnical Informution, and the International
Rcsearch Institute on Nlanagement Problems.
The new forrns of cooperation in scicnee ancl
technology have enablecl the CMEA countries
r2.13

to make broad use of the advantages of the international socialist division of labour and of
cooperation in research, to- concentrate the efforts
and- resources

of interested countries on perform-

ing the most complex and high-cost jobs. This

heips them speed up scientific and technological
oro-sress and enables them to tackle this import^n[ task for the further economic development
of socialist states with the necessary savings on
resources and time,
Bilateral and multilateral cooperation betweetr
bhe fraternal countries in science and technology
is closely interconnected and complementary.
Exchange of research results, in -accordance
ivith the multilateral coordination plans, takes
place through hilateral cooperation channels'
The countriei implement many recommendations
on scientific and iechnological cooperation adopterl by CMEA agencies and other international
organisations of- these countries on a bilateral
basis.

The multiple forms of scientific and technological cooperition allow any fraternal state to
f,etermine for itself which of them conforms
most to its national interests and characteristics,

steadily from simpler to more com.plex
to progress
forhs as it creates the necessary conditions.
No matter what forms .and directions their
..Grrtiti" and technological cooperation takes,
it is invariably based on the tried and testetl
principles on which aII economic ties betweeu
ih" sociali.t countries are built-thosc of complete equality, respect for the sovereignty. and
nationaf interests of o[her counLties, non-interference in their internal affairs, mutual benefit
ancl comradely mutual assistance.
The move Ly several CMEA countries in the
2t4

1960s to build a mature socialist society by
intensifying economic development required, besides the introduction of ir,rproved methocls 'of
national planning 'and management, wider use
of the rational division of labour in their interstate economic relations, increased ef ficiency
and mutual advantage of economic, scientific
and technological cooperation within the socialist community.
In the sphere of scientific and technological
relations, this was largely manifested in a relative reduction in the importance of the exchange
between countries of already accnmulated attainments and experience in science and technology
and an increase in the importance of resolving
new problems of technological progress
major
by concerted efforts, above all by means of
coordinated research, specialisation and cooperation in research, the creation of joint scien,tific
and teohnological organisations and centres.
This hetped resolve problems in science ancl
technology in countries whose lag behind the
rvorlcl level could not be eradicated by the exchange of existing achievements.
For their extensive effective application, tn'eso
new forms of cooperation required agreements
betrveen participants and corrections to the organisational a-nd financial principles of cooperation; the countries now began to atld 1.o t,heir
uncompensated forms new, paid forms of scientific and technological exchange, inclutling I'icensing relations.
With the adoption, in 1971, of the Comprehensive Programme for socialist economic integration, a new, higher stage began in the development of the international socialist division
of labour, including in science and technolog*y-.
2t5

The transfer to integration was linked rvith
organisational substantiation of those new trends
in the seientifrc and technological cooperation
among the CMEA countries that had characterised
its development in the preceding period, as well
as Lhe implementation of several effective new
forms of joint research and the introduction'of
its results into practice.
Joint planning in science and technology
often" manifests itself in consultations on issues
concerning scienca and technology; these are
.intended to help in the elaboration of common
strategy in th.is atea. Cooperatibn is expanding
in scientific and technologieal forecasting, which
serves as an important eondition for expanding
joint planning and orienting it on new attainments in science and technology. Scientific and
technological interrelations are becoming a major
factor in the coordination of national economic
plans, in joint planning, and in making them
.incleasingly comprehensive.
As well as developing research.coordination,
the CMEA states are promoting scientific and
technological cooperatiorr; this is backed up by
corresponding agreements of an inter-state and
,:economic type and it is growing more and more
i4to oomprehensive scientific and production
cooperation. Coordination centres set up on the
basis of leading research institutions relating to
given problems are becoming its organisational
form; their work'is ,being directed by authorised
councils. Wider use is being made of another
way of combining the personnel and material
resources of the cooperating countries-that of
provisional international groups of scientists
and experts formed on the basis of a particular
rQsaarsh qr design centre, combi.ned laboratorieo
2r6

and departments. Finally, international institutes and scientific and production bodies are
taking the shape of international scientific and
.technological organisations. All this testifres to
the development of the law-governed process of
scientifrc and technological integration of the
CMEA countries as a paramount link in their
integrational process.
An essential feature of the socio-economic
development of the fraternal CMEA countries
today is the strengthening of integration ties
in different areas of economic activity.
A distinguishing feature of the present stage
in the economic development of the fraternal
countries is the policy for its comprehensive

intensifrcation and improvement of the efficienoy
and quality of management. This is possible
primarily through the broad utilisation of.scientific and technological achievements and a faster
rate of scientifrc and technological progress.
The complex problems related to this may be
successfully resolved only by pooling CMEA
countfies' national efforts and potential, by
clear-cut coordination and cooperation of their
scientific and tectrnological capacities and by
concentr.ating resources on jointly defined priority projects. That is why joint m.easures in
scionce and technology that'guarantee effective
prncl,ical use of the potential of modern science
rrrrrl l,cchttology are acquiring particular importrlnco &mong the whole complex of integration
illousllres.
ll'ho Coordin,ated Plan for Multilateral Integratiorr Moasures is a new step in promoting
tho integral,ional process. It covers the biggest
urrd most import,ant cooperation projects that
urQ being primarily guaranteed by resources
2t7

specially earmarked for the purpose in national
plans.

The high degree of efficacy of CMEA scientific
and technological cooperation is obvious, though
it cannot always be defined ,in preoise quantita-

tive terms,

especially

in

fundamental re-

search.

The high effectiveness of the combined efforts
of the fraternal countries at the very forefront
of the scientific and technological ,revolution
has, found a clear embodiment in the first in-

ternational space flights; these were carried out

within the framework of the multilateral Interkosmos programme. Multilateral cooperation in
electric welding is also producing good results.
Thus, the use of the electron behm welding
technique on steam turbine rotors produces a
saving of 500,000 roubles a year. The multished weaving loom' of a oontinuoris type, produced jointly by Soviet and GDR specialists,
brings in a saving of. 1.4 million roubles. The
joint Soviet-Czechoslovak work on the smelting
of square section ingots results in a saving of
9 million roubles at the Serov iron and steel
works. The new technoiogical plant for manu-

facturing gas-proof membrane walls, created by
Soviet and Polish experts,'has brought a saving
of 6 million roubles to the Krasny Oktyabr
(Red October) works.
To be successful, the scientific and technoiogical revolution requires immense material re=
sources, a large army of highly qualified experts,
and powerful scientific and production facilities. That is why there is a worldwide trend
towards a deepening of international cooperation
and division of labour in science and technology.
Of course, under capitalism this trend serves as
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a means for impelialist expansion, aimed mainly
against the small and economically l-ess de-ve-loped

c6untries. The monopolisation of knowledge is
becoming a major weapon in the competitivtl
conquering of new markets, the forcstruggle-and
ing on trading partners of disadvantageous
teims of participation in the international division of labour. Particularly typical in this resnect is the expansion of US transnational corporations, which is based primarily -on^ superiority
in the scientific and technological field.
The development of international coo-peration
in science and technology is quite different in
character under socialist conditions. The consistently equal character of this cooperation,
founded on the principles of socialist internationalism and muiual assistance, is a prerequisite
for overcoming the limitations of national resoul:ces and the potential for gaining scientific and
l,echnologicai achievements; it is based on the
collecbiv6 acquisition and use of these, the consistent specialisation of national scientific and
technological development suppleme-nted by m9l,ual advintage in thfs area. Eisentially, scientific
and technolJgical cooperation, Iike the whole
sohere of economic interaction among the fraternhl countries, which today is characterised by ongoirtg socialist economic integration, acts as a
inun,t* for resolving the task of combining scienl,ilic urrrl [echnological achievements with the
rutlvrtttt,ttgtrs

of

socialism.

'l'lto prosont era is characterised by an intert,wirritrg oI powerful revolutionary changes in the
socio-oconoinic, scientific and technical areas'
wlrich ar:o rtrdically and visibly changing the
Itco of tho EarIh anil are having a most profound
r:floct on the fate of peoples and the development
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of all

human civilisation. The scientific and
technological revolution of,the second half of
this century, which has led to cardinal shifts
in the structure of productive forces and inter_
natio-nal economic relations, presents fresh de_
mands on the relations of pr-oduction and the
entire superstructure; it lies at the centre of
_the competition between the two systems. Under
present.day capitalism, the attainments of the
scientific and technological revolution are used
comparatively widely in the competitive struggle,
f or, increased ex_ploiiation of the working p""o"plu;
and. for external expansior, and for urrieusfrirg
an unprecedented armd race. Even so, socialist
has proved to be the social system able and
destined to pr:ovide scope for tlie scientific and
technological revolutiorrin the interests of peace
and creative endeavour, to turn its achievements
and potential to resolving essential social human
problems, to creating the material and technical
basis for future communist societv.
The 31st CMEA Session examinld the results
of the scientilic and technological cooperation
among the CMEA states f.or' tglt-26 and laid
down the basic guidelines for its further development. It noted the successes scored in the joint
resolution of serreral major problems of considerqble practical significance for the countries.
Over this period, combined efforts resulted in
more than 1,500 new machines, mechanisms and
instruments, over 1,300 types of new materials,
prodrrcts and preparations,-and more than 1,20d
technological processes were worked out and
improved. Multilater:al, programmes are being
implemented to speed up scientific and technol
Iogical development in Mongolia and Cuba, to
oreate a modern scientific and technological in-

frastructure in these two countries. All this
l"estifies convincingly to a deepening of the
integrational process in science and technology,
which is the major prerequisite for a successful
hrltilment of the historical task. of combining
scienl,ific and technological achievements with
Lhe advantages of socialism, equalising the development levels of the fraternal countries, including in the sphere that plays a mounting part in
cteating l,he material and technical basis of .
rnature socialism and communism, and in compel,ition between the two systems.
AL the same time, the Session, underlined the
rreed to improve the pianning of scientific and
t,ochnological cooperation, closely combining it
wil,h economic copperation, concentrating on
woighiy problems in material production and
i rr t,r'oducing the results obtained into the
(!oonomy.

In planning this means elimination of tho
corrtinuing duplication and dispersal of resources;
i[ moans forming an unbroken chain in the var:ious forms of joint planning: science-technology.
trlroduction-marketing. This must combine perfcct,ly, in economic and organisational terms,
l,he scientific-technical, production-economic and
irrvestment-market iinks in the integration measurcs, orient them on the latest attainments of
scionce and technology, on the most urgent, probIt,rns of socio-economic development.
A. nr,rmber of CMEA countries have drawn
rrp Iong-term programmes for specialisation and
r:ooperation of production, as well as LTSPCs;
l,hese are setting up the conditions for an organic
rrnilication of scientific, technological and economic measures, for multilateral and bilateral
r:oopera Lion.
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[n recent years, the CMEA countries have
concluded more than 100 multilateral agreements on scientific and technological cooperation in the major problems of a fundamental
and applied nature.
At the present time, in the field of scientific
and technological cooperation, extensive initiative lies with the ministries and departments,
theif research dnd production orginisations,
rvhich have established direct contacts with
related ministries and organisations of the fraternal countries. The strengthening of these
contacts and mutual responsibility for pledges
undertaken are all important conditions for
promoting scientific and technological cooperation and its enhanced efficacy.
No less important is development of cooperation in the sphere of scientific and technological information, inventions, personnel training, and standardisation. New agreements have
been signed on this of late: for example, on a
uniform CMEA standard, on mutual recognition
of patents and other protective documents. An
international system of scientifrc and technological information has been set up; cooperation
in training scientific personnel is being improved-. All this creates a reliable infrastructure
for deepening scientific and technologlcal interrelationships, extending mutually advantageous
exchanges, gradually forming an integrated scientific and technological potential in the community, within the bounds of which each country
would enjoy the greatest, and mainly specialised
development of its internal scientific and technological resources and potential, supplemented
with the advantages of close interaction and
cooperation both in science and technology and

in the practical use of the mounting opportunlties they present.

Cooperation in science and technology and the
deepening of the integrational process are para-

mount prerequisites for the CMEA countries to
carry through the scientific and technological
revolution, to combine its achievernents with
the advantages of ,socialism, and to strengthen
the positions of the community in the decisive
sphere of competition between the two systems.
Basic Guirlelines for
lmproving Economic Cooperation

The formation within the bounds of CMEA of
a mechanism for economic cooperation and the
gradual progression of this into integration is a
natural result of socialism's spread beyond the
confines of a single country and the appearance
of a new level of socialist relations of production-international economic relations that successfully serve the economic interrelationships
between the socialist states. The development
of the international socialist division of labour
and the appearance on this basis of an exchange
of activities among the socialist states, like social
labour within national economic complexes,
require a certain amount of coordination and 'a
tlirecting authority, in order to secure the harmonious working of the individual activities,
and to perform the general functions that have
t,heir origin in the action of the combined organism, as distinguished from the action of its

soparate organs'.2
The essential community of both subsystems
of socialist production relations (international

and intra-state) determirtes the unity of thd
basic features appearing in management.systems.
At the present time, this is apparent both theoretically and practically in the whole development of the ways for administering economio
cooperation.
The main principles of the

joint administration
economic cooperation among the socialist
countries are largely identical to the principles
of intra-state economic mechanisms. This includes mainly economic development according
to plan; account for social goals and criteria;
the use of financial instruments, material stimuli, etc. By virtue of this, the external economic
mechanism of cooperation may be viewed as
emanating from national forms of management.
The mechanism of economic cooperation among
the CMEA countries grows out of their national
systems of p.lanning and management.
The derivation of methods for administering
the economic cooperation among the socialisi
countries from national economic mechanisms is
vividly manifested in, for example, the interrelationship between their separate elements. Thus,
the functions being performed by joint planning
in the economic cooperation among the socialist
countries are based on the determining role of
centralised planning within the national economic management systems. The CMEA iountries
can only make various types of joint forecast
through the development of forecasting within
the individual countries. The compilation of
LTSPCs relies on the experience of using integral
programme planning on a national scale, . on

of

compiling specifrc national planning

pro-

grammes.

Of course, the derivative character of
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the

external economic mechanism should not be
overestimated. The reliance of intornational ecorromio cooperation on national economic management systems does not mean that there exists
between them orrly a one-sided dependence and
that national management systems wholly determine the instruments of international cooperation. In fact, because of the qualitatively
unique nature of external econornic, cooperation;
to some extent it develops autonomously and,
in turn, creates an impetus to further_ national
economic- management systems. The appearance
in the CMEA states' five-year and aniual na[ional economic development p]ans of .a special
section concerned with integration measuies is
a result of the development of socialist economic
iltegration and well illustrates this possibility.
Thus, the development of nationa[ economic
mechanisms not only affects socialist economic
int^egration, but is itself affected by this process.
On the whole, however, the derivative nature
of the external economic cooperation mechanism
cannot be doubted; it results in the following.
First, the prospects for the system for administering _ economic cooperation depend greatly
on the development course of national economi-c
mechanisms. The management mechanism of
oconomic cooperation can develop only through
nul,ional planning and management systems.
(lhtrrges introduced into national economic rrlech.
rrrrisrns ultimately rebound on forms of cooperution and the methods for managing them.
'l'he positions taken by the 25th Congress of
l.he CPSU and by congresses of the other fiaternal
parties in respect to improvements in planning,
l,o orientation of all management activity towrrrds final national economic results and to
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stimuli and levers
the development
directly
essentially determine
of the mechanism for managing integrational
and its dynamics.
-processes
In the secortd place, the forms of cooperation

more sensible,use of economic

that rely directly on corresponding elements
of intra-state economic mechanisms are both
viable and effective. Other forms of international
econornic cooperation would be neither effective,

nor even able to function.
At the same time, the uniqueness of the object

of management (the inter-state exchange of activities) and the subject (sovereign states). mqaPs
that a whole range of specific features distinguishing it from intri-state systems of planning and
minagom.ent are inherent in the economic coopethe CMEA countries.
ration .among
It should -be emphasised first and foremost
that the mechanism of economic cooperation,
including its integrational form, is an interstate one. Its creation does not require the transfer to autonomous institutions of any functions
that are being performed by the socialist states
in organising and contr'olling national reproductton processes. On the contrary,. the state
sovereignly of the CMEA countries gains further
in strength in the course of socialist economic
integration. The experience -of - cooperation acr**i,lrt"d during tlie years CMEA has been in
existence has confirmed the possibility of implementing any measures on an agreed plalned
^basis, withouf creating any supranational in'

stitution, and with the integrating countries
retaining full state sovereigntY
By dint of this, first, all forms of socialist

economic integration management are based on
mebhods of cooidination of actions. Joint (agreed)

toOommendations and proposais are the result;
these are reinforceahle on a voluntary basis by

the participant countries in the form of specifr-c
treaty obligations. Second, the mechaniim of
economic cooperation must ensure the mutual
advantage of the integration measures applied
and equivalent exchange between the counfries.
Uncompensated assistance to any country is
given only by specially agreed decisions, on the
basis of the internationalist policy pursued by
the socialist states. Third, the socialist states
themselves, being the principal cooperators, play
the leading part in integration. Ali the salieni
agreements on cooperation are concluded on a
governmental level and constitute the basis for
establishing direct contacts between the produc.
tion and the scientific and technological organisations of the CMEA countries. As the integrational
processes develop, the number of such contacts
increases and their importance grows. Direct
ties between production teams in the various
CMEA states occur and gain in strength and they
exchange know-how and business visits; tfrey
also expand socialist emulation. Yet, given th-e
iqportance of direct ties on a micro-level, the
decisive role in the mechanism of socialist economic integration belongs, as before, to forms
of inter-state cooperation, this being one of
t,he qualitative features of socialist economic
i ntegration.
Coordination of five-year plans provides the
hasis for and is the most extensive form .of
planning cooperation. With its help interaction
is established in the development of separate
branches of the CMEA economies; it strengthens
t,he position of a given national economic complex in the international socialist division of

By

coordinating plans, the- countries
all the external economic
country and their simulobligations- of
tane"ous inclusion in the system of national planning. This enables them to determine the magnrtrrdE of the national resources being used to fulfil
obligations assumed in the- sphere of cooperation
and"to tie in the external and internal factors
of economic growth. Thus, this forlr of joint
nlannins helpi to achieve a balanced eoonomic
hevelopirentior both individual CMEA countries
and for the entire socialist community.
time, the work-on coordinating
At the present
-national

labour.

obtain an aggregation
-each of

five-year

economic . plans

is

camied

out in two stages. First, ministries and departments prepare their proposals f-or promoting
coonera[ion

,in their branches. These serYe as

the'basis for working out draft plans for the
development of these branches. Second, the

otooosrl= compiled by sectoral management bodies
'are'coordinat6d with each other and with other

sections of the national economic plan; finally,
they are agreed on between the countries
involved.
fr,ve-year plans is completed
' Clordination'of
tlite chairTen of national
by
signing.
wiifr tne
a[encies of bilateral-protoools
central plainin[
-themost importar.rt obligations
whioh, pifrpoint
,t,ttr" ror*tii"*,"nd, above lU, the irnount of
supplies of major commodities for the coming
iiui-r"ut period. The, realisation of the obligations occrt. through the conclusion of''fivetrade agreements and the establishyiar foreign
ment of :,appropriale targets and indicators
wittin, national plans for sooio-eoonomic development.,

.,lThus,,the coordination of five-year plans as

a form of, planning activity is distinguished by
an orEanic iombinition of a sectoral ancl national
.rorJ*ic approach to the development of cooperation, the external trading and .production
aspects of cooperation, the establishment of
interreiations beiween international and national
nlanninp.
' Ar irr"t.gration develops, the coordination of
five-year filans continuei to gain in depth and
to improve. If, at first, it amounted mainly"to
coordinating the product ranges and volume of
mutual supplies,- it now increasingly -means
direct agre6ilent on developing th-e production
snhere and the ioint resolution of major prod'uction-economii problems. For exam-ple, the
coordination of five-year plans for 1976-80 involved the joint resolution -by the CY-EA state,s
of paramount national economic- pro.blems such
ur iho.u of inoreasing the prodirction of fuel
and energy and raw materialsl the further clevelopment 6f prod-uction cooperation in the main
ur"u. of l.rgineering, and the more- active development of the scientific and technological trsplcts of working out ways to extend produc[ion
cooperation
--f'frn
scope of joint planning among-the CNIEA
countries it to"h thatlt can no longer be confined
to a single form, even to as hroad a forin as the

coordinaiion

of

five-year plans. Other f orms

lravc therefore come into use in planning cooperat,ion between the socialist countries' Arnong

bhe most important are consultation on m9j9r
questions of cconomic poliey and the prelinri-,,or3r, tltough e .r tteme ly important, stage of
Of late,'such consultationb have
ioint nlannlis.
"plrce
'i,eerr
more and more regul-ar]y at
iaking
valious lev"ets, both multilaterally and bilater-

ally. During these there is a wide exchange

of
varied information; the participants define the
common tasks, single out unresolved issues and
mark out possible ways of resolving them.
The CMEA countries are carrying out a great
deal of joint work in the area of forecasting,
the results of this being now an important requis-

ite both for compiling national plans and for
promoting cooperation. Between 1971 and 1978,
CMEA agencies prepared some 200 joint forecasts
on selected problems in accordance with the
Comprehensive Programme.
They worked out forecasts of the needs of
these countries in regard to fuel and energy in
the long term, forecasts for the development of
power engineering, the iron and steel industry,
transport, engineering, non-ferrous metallurgy
and the chemical industry, as well as for certain
major spheres of science and technology.
The Coordinated Plan for Multilateral Integra'
tion Measures clearly definos the obligation of
each country taking part in constructing a given
project to deliver, on prearranged terms, the
speoific list of commodities (equipment, building
materials and means of transport) to the country
where the project is being constructed.
The first Coordinated Plan for Multilateral
Integration Measures of the CMEA qountries
for 1976-80 was adopted at the 29th CMEA
Session. The overall estimated cost of the joint
projects was approximately 9,000 million transferable roubles. On the basis of the obligations
undertaken by the member states in the Plan,
they envisage earmarking the necessary material,
financial and .labour resources in their own
national economic plans. Thus, Bulgaria, Hun"gary, the GDR, Cuba, Mongolia, the USSR

and Czeohoslovakia have, in their national
."*o*it plurr, special sections reflecting the

and'
;;;;;;; ,'steea dirring plan coordinationPlan'
Coordinated
flfre
in
?ort"in"a
countries have
"Ur""--"tt,
In recent years' the CMEA
joint-planning' They

of
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---Thus,
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-so--

ciutitt countries convincingly demonstrates that
;ir;;.;il;ism for managing socialista economio
planning
i;;.s.;ii;; is, in its veiy essence'
The.commotlity,"L,"frf"gr"g on joint planning'
important
;;ry re-IatIons ih"t pluy an extremelyamong
the
cooperation
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in
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determining
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acand'
cooperation
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The develop;;;p;;;1"" and are based on them'
r-equirements'
*"ii "f integration throws up new
the- fulfilment of
loitt planning;
"i
the deveiopthrough
"il"*--ff
[t. "t*-t"tkt"t"k".^place
*."t u"A improvemeot of th" forms of planning
cooperation.
--ii ttu same time, the forms of joint-planning

p.rform their tasks successfully -unless
"r""ofit.v ur. ,"inforced by commodity-money instru'
z3t

ments and the corresponding forms of management. Because of this, it ii vitally important
to synchronisc the development of all the elements in the mechanism of socialist eeonomic
integration and, above all, to ensure a simultaneous improvement of the forms of joint planning and the comrnodity-money instruments of
cooperation, among which contract pricos are
particularly important.
The system for setting prices which determines

the value efrect of integration measures, considerably affects the selection of projects .and
spheres of cooperation. This selection, taking
into consideration the growing scale and terms
of cooperation, the magnitude of the national

resources used on integration measures, and the
significance of these measures for. optimising
national reproductive processes, is acquiring
increasing irnportance
Tho CMEA countries have accumulated substantial experience in the planned organisation
of price formation in mutual trade, in usiug
contract prices in the interests .of individual
countries and "of the community as a whole.
Contract prices, as defined by the Cdmprehensive
Programme, are ,established 'on the basib of
world prices, but are purged of the harmful effect
of competitive factors on the capitalist market'.s
The direct connection between the prices of
mutual trade and world'prices derives, among
other things, from the way the CMEA economy
does not yet constitute a sufficiently deep internally integrated reproduction complex; even rtrore
importantly, it does not yet take a big enough
slice of world production and [rade to enable
exahange on the world sociaiist market to be

2?

regulated by its own internal efficiency criteria
or to enable these criteria to determine the world
level. Moreover, the need for strictly equivalent,
exchange between the socialist countries, as the
sovereign posseSsors of all their national resources, defines the special value of the accounting
function of prices and the establishment of
contlact prices in accordance with socially necessary. expenditure and' rvorld efficiency criteria.
Prices on mutual trade among the CMEA states
have never, however, been oriented solely on
rvorld prices: the CMEA countries have always
introduced certain corrections into them for
the sake of ,the planned development of their
own economies. It is indicative that the rapid
growth in world prices that begun in 1973-74
did not directly influence the contract prices.
On the contrary, a decision was taken to go over
to the new prices gradually. By mutual agreement, the prices cin mutual trade within CMEA
in the period up to 1980 were established as
follows: in place of the former determination
of prices for the whole coming five-year period,
thel'were corrected annually on the basis of
t,he average annual prices on the main rvorld
markets for the previous five years. For example';
irr 1976 the basis for determining contract prices
were those for 1977-75, and in 1977-Lhe 79727(i prices, et,c.
The sliding scale used in lixing mutual trade
prices did much. to shield the CMEA economies
l'r'om the shocks in the world capitalist economy.
( )rroe again this demonstrates ths advantages
of t,he planned naturc of socialist economic' intrrgration over the spontaneity of the capitalisb
rrrirrket. At the same time, i[ is c]ear that the
,qtrlutions now being found to the problem oI

price formation are not perfect, and a further
improvement in the practice of lixing contract
prices is vital to the development of the economic
mechanism of cooperation.
The process of developing and improving the
management of economic cooperation depends
obiectivelv on the very essence of socialist econo*i" integration. Contradictions or a lack of
proper synchroniiation between the development
of {tre system for managing integration and the
process of reinforcing interrelatiols between naiional reproduction processes are being removed
through the objective course of economic processes, given the active role of the subjective
factor-the purposeful policy pursued by the
communist and workers' parties and governments of the CMEA member countries.
Experience of developing the lorms tplanned

coopelation management among the CMEA countriei reflects the considerable dynamism and
flexibility of socialist integration. This is seen
in the increased number of cooperation forms,
especially after the Comprehensive Programme's
adoption, and in their more efrective utilisation.
It is apparent, however, that the development
of the system for administering socialist economic
integration has reached a level at which it is
no longer effective simply to add uew forms
of cooperation. The main thing_now is to make
proper use of existing ones. In other words'
integration had moved from the initial 'exten,
sive' stage in its development to the next, higher
'intensive' stage. This does not, of course' pre'
clude the possibility of new forms of cooperation.
The development of the forms and methods
for managing economic cooperation, including

their very core-joint planning, depends directly
on the material content of cooperation and serves
as a means for fulfilling specific economic tasks.
Under present-day conditions, when the intensity
of the use of all production factors comes to the
fore, all forms of joint planning must be orientated on substantially enhancing the effectiveness of economic interrelations, on deepening
international production specialisation and cooperation, on speeding up scientific and technological progress and on better utilising natural
resources.

In the light of this, the following major directions have been mapped out for the development
of joint planning. First, fuller agreement on the
basic goals of socio-economic development and
the determination, on this basis, of the priority
cooperation spheres. Second, greater emphasis on
the long-term nature of the main objectives and
forms of cooperation. Third, greater coordination
in the use of the countries' resources, their concentration on the joint solution of key economic
problems.

The main way of tackling the major economic
tasks advanced by contemporary cooporation is
becoming the combined efforts of the CMEA
countries in implemdnting their key LTSPCs,
The structure of the long-term specifio programmes for cooperation is as follows:
1. Each programme includes basic cardinal
trends determining the agreed strategy of the
CMEA countries.
2. The LTSPCs include specific subprogrammes
set. The subprogrammes name the countries
interested in implementing the relevant meas'
ures, and the corresponding CMEA agencies.
Thus, the realisation of measures agreed in

is

efrected through multilateral and
bilateral agreements, vrhich determine the volume of material and financial resources necessary
for their implementation, as well as.the financial aspects of coope,ration, including foreign
trade prices.
The.blaboration of such agreements has already
commenced, Thus, on the basis of decisions
taken ,at the 31s1 CMEA sitting, the member
states started, preparing agieements on multi.
lateral international and,cooperatio4 .specialisation in production and mutual supplies of equipment for nuclear'power stations for the 198190 period. The Master Plan for the Future Development of the CMEA Countries' United Power
Grids up to 1990 was signed in 1977. Various
aspects of such agreements may, in turn, be speLTSPCs

cified

in the multilateral

and bilateral

agree-

ments on the basis of which foreign trade contracts will be concluded.
Thus, a whole set of special ,agreements are
coming into existence on the basis of the LTSPCs;
after their conclusion, the CMEA countries can
get dorvn to implementing the measures determined rvithin their framework.
Like all joint planning generally, the longterm specitic programmes for cooperation are of
a non-directive nature and do not constitute any
sort of supranational plan. They are drawn up
on the initiative and in the interests of the CMEA
countries themselves and are based, like bther
forms of joint planning, on proposals made by
the counl.ries.
These decisions aro expressetl in the form of
agreemenl,s as eventually is arry form of joint
planning. Only after countries sign the relevant
agreements and contracts do tirey finally decide

the measures, and specific forms ol their participation in each of the long-term programmes.
The conclusion of master agreements is a major
stage in the implernentation of the LTSPCs;
at, preserrb, planning work relating to the longterm programmes is shifting its centre of gravity. to precisely this field.
The LTSPCs, .like national programmes, are
concrete forms for using specific programme
planning methods. Yet there are considerable
differences between them, based on the differ'
ence between joint planning and national planning. It would he quite wrong, therefore, to compile Iong.Ssrm specific programmes for cooperation
in the same way as national specifio programmes.
It is just as incorrect to assess the extent
of the iutroduction of specific programme methods of planning into cooperation among the
CMEA,states by the experience of national programme..planning. The LTSPC is a qualitatively
new:,form of specifio programme planning'whioh
contains,,its'own features. For example,. tho international'programmes have no chief executor
of the programme , possessing an aggregate of
the resources for attaining the programme targets. At the same., time, they are characterised by the system of agreements and contrac ts.

.

A major feature of the LTSPCs is that their
fulfilmelt will help the actual gradual evening
ou[ of the economic development levols of the

CMEA,countries. The 32nil CMEA sitting made
a special point of undorlining the need to take
comprehenlive account, in implementing the
Iong-term p{ogrammes, of gradually Leve}ling-up
the economic development of the CMEA member
states, rgiving support 'and help in speeding up

development and raising the efficien-cy of the
economies of Cuba and Mongolia.
Elaboration and realisation of the LTSPCs
considerably enhances the comprehensive nature
of economic cooperation among the CMEA states.
Moreover, this is not only hecause of the closer
scientific, technological and production collaboration tied in with foreign trade exchange, and
because of the comprehensive way in which each
problem is backed up with resources, but also
because individual LTSPCs and their subprogrammes are mutually connected and form a
certain integral system. These interrelationships
have both a purely organisational character
(unity of the principles employed in working
out the long-term programmes, identical terms
for their action, etc.) and a material foundation.
The role of the material 'fulcrum' of the system
of LTSPCs belongs to those in engineering. In
fact, the realisation of most of the measures
agreed on by the countries within the framework of other programmes is related to the use
of modern plant and equipment; they therefore
depend on the scale of cooperation in engineering. A particularly important task is to meet
the CM,EA countries' requirements in plant for
nuclear power stations, the extraction of solid
fuel, deep oii refrning, as well as in certain
types of machinery for agriculture and the consumer goods industries. This, in turn, requires
modernisation and re-tooling of engineering.
LTSPCs in engineering thus require special
attention; as does the conclusion on their basis
of agreements and treaties. This provides the
basis for extending international production
specialisation and cooperation in engineering,

tor creating and manufacturing new types

of

machinery.
plant
- The and
joint elaboration of LTSPCs is unprecedented in the scale of the work involved; it has made
it possible for the first time ever to deiine the
possible seale of cooperation over- the coming
decade, to determine the areas of cooperation
in which all the countries are interested, and to
single out the prime problems. The compiling
of these programmes has made it possible to
evaluate long-term export and import needs
for the major products, above all basic types
of raw material, fuel and energy' as well as
the amount of resources necessary for the cooperation projects, pinpointing the sources of funds
and defining the forms in which they are to be
expended on integration goals'
What has been done is, of course, only the beginning in the formation of that new form of
joint planning among the soci,alist countries.
For the programmes to reveal their advantages
to the full, much mor,e work has to be done;
the CMEA countries need to resolve a whole
range of complex theoretical and practical issues.

These issues include a closer coordination of
the physical and value aspects of the measures
included in the long-term programmes. This
problem existed previously in the El-rlous forms
of economic cooperation, but the LTSPCs intensify the importance of resolving it.
At present the aims of the programmes are
spelt out in physical terms, while the frnancial
ones for their attainment are agreed at a later
stage through the conclusion of multilateral
and bilateral agreements. Cost calculations,
particularly at the first stage, are, therefore,

essentially preliminary estimates by national
planning bodies, based on their ideas of the
possible prices of mutual-ly supplied products,
the conditions for financing joint projects, etc.
It is natural that such estimates might subsequently differ from the acl,ual cost proportions
determined once the counbries have agreed. on
the economic terms of cooperation, particularly
on foreign trade prices.
There is no doubt that it would be best to
ensure a closer coordinat,ion of the physical
and the value aspects of the LTSPCs at earlier
stages than at present. In our view, this could
be done by agreeing, for example, on the price
margins when the technical and economic grounds

measures are determined, and by
compiling joint forecasts of price movements,
etc.-Coordinated esLimates of efficiency could,
in future, be made on that basis.
This presumes that the advance of economic
cooperation among the CMEA countries beyond
the limits of usual trading to the joint exploitation of natural resources, the joint building of
big industrial cornplexes, long'term planned. cooperation between enterprises and industries of

fbr the

the CMEA countries, necessitate an improvement
in the ways to resolve price and fiscal problems.
The LTSPC system cannot be seen as set once
and for all. The possibility must.be allowed of
their future development on the basis of the emergence of new possibilities and requirements by
countries, for example, under the influence of
new scientifio and technological achievements,
the exploitation of new mineral deposits, and
so on. Moreover, it would be sensibie periodically to supplement and extend the terms of
the programmes. In 1985, for example, the
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terms for the operation of the main LTSPCs
may be extended for fi.ve years beyond 1990
in order constantly to give cooperation among
CMEA states a long-term planning perspective.
In future it may prove expedient to increase
the number of programmes and to make certain
changes to their types. A particular system of
programmes, consisting of at least two types,
is already taking shape within the framework
of the five main"LTSPCs: master programmes

defining the major objectives and ways of resolveconomic problems, and local programmes that tackle narrower tasks of hoth national and international importance.
These local programmes are being used mainly
as a means for implementing the targets of the
main (master) programmes. Accordingly, the.
Iocal programmes are included as subprogrammes
within the framework of these master programmes. In the longer term individual local
long-term specific programmes will probably
arise relatively independently of the master
programmes for the purpose of tackling certain
scientific and technological, production and regional problems. For example, the need for longterm programmes is increasingly apparent in
tackling specific problems in the field of scientific and technological progress and in fitting
out the CMEA national economies with up-todate technology.
Long-term programmes for promoting specialisation and cooperation of production are presently being drawn up on a bilateral basis alongside the LTSPCs; their basic principles and ob-

ing global

jectives are often identical with the latter's
aims. Thus, in the near future a whole system
of multilateral and bilateral long-term coopera241

tion programmes will begin to function within
the framework of joint planning; this system
will do much to determine both the prospects

for and rate of integration, and the ways in which
a considerable part of production capacities,
and of the labour, natural and financial resources
of the CMEA countries, are used. In this con'nection, the organic coordination of bilateral programmes for specialisation and cooperation of
production with the long-term specific programmes
for cooperation is acquiring increasing importance.

Despite the major importance of the LTSPCs,
they cannot replace the other methods of joint
planning which provide the basis for the former.
Let us note also that, even in the distant future,
the LTSPCs will not cover all the economic
cooperation measures. What is more, these programmes do not tackle the problems involved
in balancing the external economic part of national economic plans.
It is therefore a matter of eardinal importance
to strengthen the organic interrelations of the
LTSPCs with other forms of joint planning,
especially with the coordination of plans and
the Coordinated Plan for Multilateral Integration Measures of the CMEA Countries, which are
now largely becoming 'executors' of the longterm specific programmes for cooperatibn. With
their help, the CMEA states can also implement
a balanced coordination of the obligations undertaken by them within the framework of va-

rious planning programmes for cooperation. Thus,

these forms of joint planning will fully retain
their importance in the future.
The objective need for the leading role played
by the coordination of the national economic

plans of the socialist states within the systenr
of joint planning forms stems mainly from the
fact that, in the foreseeable future, there will
remain a national-state exclusiveness of the
socialist national economies and autonomy of
their national interests. It is precisely this form
of joint planning that covers the national economy as a whole; it is with its aid that is ensured
a unity of the production and foreign trade
aspects of the measures being coordinated, as
well as a balancing of the foreign economic
part of national plans, a transformation of the
indicators of measures agreed upon among
states in regard to the targets of national plans.
Tle specific methods for coordinating plans
are likely to change somewhat. Above all, the
major spheres of coordination will depend directly on measures included in multilateral
and bilateral cooperation programmes (longterm specific programmes for cooperation and
long-term programmes for promoting production
specialisation and cooperation). Let us note
that the 31st CMEA Session established, as the
major task for the coordination of national
economic plans for 1981-85, an agreed solution
to_the most important economic problems singled out in drawing up the LTSPCs and being
of mutual interest.
The coordination of national economic plans
wil_I, -in future, become a complex activity,
including problems of a socio-economic, scientific and technological, production and trade
character and embracing the whole reproduction
c-ycle. It is particularly important to itrengthen
the
scientific and technological and
-unity of
production
cooperation
As the integration process gains in depth,
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the trend towards an enhanced role for multilateral coordination of plans wiII increase' At the
same time, bilateral forms of relations will
retain their importance.
By retaining the leading role of the governmenl, including planning agencies, in the organisation of cooperation, and particularly in
the coordination of plans, cooperation on a national economic I'evel may be combined more
eflectively with that on the level of corresponding
CMEA agencies, ministries, departments and
groups of enterprises, with !h" increasingly
efteciive use of direct relations between sectoral
organisations.
It witt be desirable in the future to make wider

use of both physical and value indicators in
the coordination of national economic plans,
so as to make calculations of efficiency a more
important element in plan coordination. The
use of value indicators in this furthers the possibility of concluding trade agreements on their
basis, ensuring a considerable conformity between the indiCators agreed upon in coordinating
the plans and the terms of the trade agreements.
The establishment of links between a longterm specific programme for cooperation and the

Coordi-nated Plan for Multilateral Integration
Measures is of particular importang-e.- pith the
aid of this planning documeni it wjll be possible
to ensure an aggrogation of the obligations und.ertaken by aI-I tie CMEA countries. This is
essentially i 'code' of their pledges in carrying
out integiation measures, above aII in the joint

construclion of integrational projects. The comnilation of the Cooidinated PIan enables them,
iirst, to control precisely the r-ealisation of
planned cooperatio-n measures and, second, to

coordinate joint planning directly with national
planning in the CMEA countries. The Coordinated Plan indicators are synchronised in the
integrational sections of the CMEA countries'
national economic plans.
These two main functions of the Coordinated
Plan retain their importance when an LTSPC
is being drawn up and put into effect. Moreover,
this plan will evidently acquire yet another
important feature: it will make it possible to
single out a five-year period within the longterm integral cooperation programme; this is of
exceptional importance, since the basic form
of national planning in the CMEA countries is
the five-year plan. As a result, coordination
(within the five-year period) of the obligations
undertaken by the countries on different longterm programmes will be ensured. Accordingly,
the range of measures included in this plan will
be extended.
Thus, all forms of joint planning are likely
to develop harmoniously, and this will make
cooperation among the CNTEA oountries even
more effective as they carry through their plans
to build socialism and communism.

CHAPTER 8

waged against imperialism's aggressive aspi-

rations.

CMEA AND PROBLEMS OF PEACEFUL
COEXISTENCE AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF
ECONOMIC RELATIONS

BETWEEN THE TWO WORLD SOCIAL SYSTEM$

The Policy of Peaceful Coexistence

and the Development of Economic Relations
Between the Two World Systems

The modern age is one in which mankind is
making the transition from capitalism to socialism ancl building communism. The development of human society is being increasingly determined by the major historical trend of this
age-the falling away of one country after another from the world capitalist system and their
adherence to the world socialist system. Mankind's advance along the road of social progress

is

accelerating.

Neither the revolutionary social transformation of the world nor mankind's transition to
socialism take place overnight; the process
takes many decades. Lenin came to the conclusion that states of the different socio-economic
systems-socialist and capitalist-would coexist
during this period. He formulated the principle
of peaceful coexistence as the basis for the mutual relations between them, stressing that
peaceful coexistence was a vital necessity and
objective possibility, but that it could not be
guaranteed automatically. In order to ensure it,
ihe countries of socialism would. have to be
strengthened comprehensively and a struggle

The principle of peaceful coexistence presupprimarily, the maintenance of peace among
states. The essence of this concept is not, however,
exhausted by this alone. As well as rejecting
war as an instrument for resolving issues of
contention, peaceful coexistence also sighifies
the promotion of equal and mutually advantageous relations between states with different social systems in the political, economic and
cultural spheres. It presupposes and requires
respect for the sovereignty of each country and
observance of the territorial integrity of states,
non-interference in one another's internal aflairs,
recognition of the right to self-determination
and choice of path of social progress, and the
shaping of international relations on the basis
of equality and mutual bene{it.
Elements of cooperation alone are not all
that make up peiceful coexistence. Parallel
with cooperation, a struggle is being waged
between the different social systems in the economic, socio-political and ideological spheres.
Peaceful coexistence dialectically combines both
cooperation and the class struggle. This is essentially a struggle for the interests of the working
class and all working people in the socialist
countries and, at the same time, a struggle for
social progress and a peaceful future for all
poses,

mankind.
Peaceful coexistence does not remove the antagonistic contradictions between the opposing
social systems; they will only be cured by radical social transformations and the triumph of
socialism throughout the world. The objective
of the socialist countries, of the international

communist and workers' movement, and of
democratic world public is to ensure that the
struggle between the two world systems takes
place peacefully, through the exposure and
comparison of their historical potential. Socialism as the advanced social system has no need
of international armed conflicts to secure its
victory.
Economic ties -between countries of the two
opposing social systems can and, indeed, are
bringing tremendous mutual economic gain. At
the same time, they are easing international tension and helping to create the material basis
for lasting peace.
The strengthening of this basis meets the vital
interests of all peoples, but it does not suit the
foes of detente, those who, acting in a cold war
spirit, strive to employ economic relations to
put pressure on the socialist states and discriminate against them. Business relations between
East and West are the subject of an acute political struggle. The countries of socialism are
safeguarding the interests of universal peace and
social progress; they act for the democratisation
of world economic relations in accordance with
the objective requirements of the age.
The policy of the capitalist powers on this
issue is distinguished by two con{licting tendencies: a desire to impose an economic boycott upon
and to discriminate against the socialist countries in order to hamper their progress, and a
desire not to forfeit the substantial advantages
that accrue from business links with them. Yel,
the economic relations between the countries of
the two opposing systems ultimately depend on
the requirements of the objective internationalisation of economic affairs, on the wiII of the

peoples of the world for detente and equitable
international cooPeration'
The drive to structure world economic relations
on just and democratic lines corresponds to the
requirements of the objective laws - of social
development, which are preparing the- ground
for radical changes in the structure of the world
economy. They are acting to enhance the role
of the iocialist states and the commercial links
between countries of the two systems.
At present, vital popular interests related to
these problems are more and more insistently
requiring the expansion of regional and even
global cooperation amonEl- states. The ongoing
icientific and technological revolution is lending
a new impetus to the extension of the international division of labour and engendering new
forms. All this dictates the need to'promote economic ties between states of the opposing systems, ones that would be free of artificial restrictions, based on mutual benefit and would serve
the vital interests of all mankind'
In bourgeois literature, it is sometimes affirmed that socialism contains a tendency towards
autarky, towards isolation from the remainder
of the world economv. This is just as fundamentally wrong as the assertion that only the socialist iountries are interested in promoting economic
Iinks with capitalist states, while the latter can
allow themsel't es to ignore the advantages of
cooperation with the socialist ones.
Fbr the socialist states, the policy of active
participation in international economic relations
.tems fiom both a desire to give a lasting material
basis to detente, and from their readiness to
make full use of the advantages of extensive international economic cooperation. This policy

also underlies their long-term conceptions of
their national economic development. Socialist
economic integration and the creation of an
integrated international complex of the CMEA

countries' national economies do not partition
off these countries from the rest of th-e world.
On the contrary, they enhance their role in the

world division of labour. More and more frequent-

tV tlrg capitalist countries are also exhiLiting
considerable interest in working out and imple-

menting long-term economic cooperation with
socialist countries. The forms of economic link
between them are also being enriched. Trade
under long-term contracts has developed, as
have cooperation in the building of large-scale
industrial projects on the territory of one of
the parties to the agreement, and the treaties
on production cooperation.
An analysis of the state of the capitalist economy shows that capitalist, as well as socialist,
states are_ objectively interested in overcoming
the great iag in the share of the socialist statei
in international trade (some 14 per cent) behind
their share in world industrial output (approximately 40 per cent). Despite the contradictory
nature of the capitalist states' attitudes to tradb
with the socialist countries, this being a result
of their fear of competition on worlil markets.,
the requirements of the development tif world
productive forces and the urgent economic needs
of the capitalist states all make the latter show
a greater objective interest in marketing in the
socialist countries and receiving from them both
raw materials and many manufactured goods,
intluding advanced technology, and in faking
advantage of the economic benefits of specialisation and cooperation with the socialist coun-

tries, etc. The considerable absorptive capacity
of the socialist markets and, above all, the large
investment programmes aimed at speeding up
the development of various industries encourage
the expansion of such ties. The socialist states
are increasing purchases of machinery, patents
and Iicenses on capitalist markets. Machin-ery
a third of the socialist
constitutes approximately
states' total imports from ttre economically
developed capitalist countries. The rise in livirrg
standaids in the socialist states leads to a rise
in the demand for various consumer goods imports. The development of these mutually beneiicial ties presupposes an increase in the amount
of crediting of the socialist countries' imports,
mainly those of equipment. The fact is that
an intrease in trade credits accompanies the
development of present-day international trade.
World- trade his entered a new development
stage at which credit competition supplements
and- sometimes even replaces price competition.
The terms on which credit is granted and has
to be repaid and the rate of interest have become
major iharacteristics o-f exporter competitive,rus!. Io recent years, credit terms have been exert-

ing an increasing influence on the volume and
str"ucture of international trade. The CMEA
countries also grant credit to the economically
developed capiialist states, as well as to the
developing nations.
Trade *itt tt e socialist countries makes high
demands on capitalist states, and by no .means
all Western expbrters are capable of withstanding
competition on this market. For some key industries and firms of the big West European
states, agreements on exports to CMEA countries
have beoome an important production incentive.
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Thus, the Soviet Union is the largest importer
of French engineering goods. Participation in
creating large-scale construction projects on the
territories of the CMEA countries, such as the
huge motor works on the Kama River, are becoming important production and scientific programmes for many large Western firms.
Economic ties with socialist states can also
be an important. factor in the use and expansion of productive capacity in the industries
of the neutral states of Western Europe that
are striving to retain their sovereignty. For
these countries, economic independence is very
much a guarantee of their political neutrality.
Within the bounds of European cooperation
they can specialise in those spheres that correspond to their industrial potential.
The export of goods from capitalist to the
CMEA countries is also of importance in the light
of the unemployment problems that befuvil
the capitalist states. According to some estimates,
exports from the United States to the value
of {,000 million dollars create jobs for 60,000
American workers. Current trade between the
socialist and capitalist states provides work
for over two million people in the industrially
advanced capitalist states.
The capitalist states are extremely interested
in receiving larger quantities of raw'materials
and fuel from the socialist states. OiI and oil
products, gas, chemical raw materials, ferrous
and non-ferrous metals, chrome, manganese, timber, diamonds, asbestos and other raw materials
from the socialist states are important items
in international trade
Owing to the shortage of energy and raw materials in the world, the role of the socialist

states as prospective suppliers is very great.
Western states are interested in cooperating in
the extraction, transportation and refinement of
oil and gas, in the extraction and-production
of metal ores, chemical raw materials and timber resources. The Soviet Union can, first and
foremost, be a major supplier of these products,
since it lhas a larger volume of raw materials,
fuel and energy than other countries of the
world.
The mounting interest of the capitalist states
in promoting relations with CMEA has found
vivitl oonflrfoation in several important joint
undertakings, some of which are precedent and
provide the basis for a further expansion of
mutual trade. They include, for example, the
enormous trans-Europe gas pipeline stretching
for 5,000 km, and witn a capacity of 30,000
million cubic metres of natural gas a year; big
firms from West Germany, Italy and Austria
and financing.
took part
-such in its construction
projects were the building and moOther
dernisation bf ttre motor works in Togliatti,
Izhevsk and on the Kama River with the parti-

cipation of American, West German, Italian
arid French firms; construction of the complex
for producing mineral fertiliser in the USSR
with the paiticipation of American firms; the
design of tiie large iron and steel pla-nt in Kursk;
tho proposed builtling of a gas-pipeline between
Iran and West Germany, which is to pass
Soviet territory and is to be-built with
through
-German
technical assistance; the particiWest
pation of French frrms in set-ting -up a -pet1oihemical complex and a large plant for producing
aluminium; a-nct participation by Japanese firms
in developing the coal and timber-processing

industry in the Soviet Far Fast. The productpay-back basis of most of these projects is a
convenient and mutually beneficial form of
agreement that meets the short- and long-term
interests of the partners. As a result, Western
partners receive large, long-term orders for supplying a wide range of equipment, as well as the
chance to secure for themselves, on a long-term
basis, the produets they require from the so-

cialist countries.

Agreements on industrial cooperation with the
West cover various forms of relationship between
the production, scientific and technological potentials of the partners. They include the following:
1. provision of licenses on a product-pay-back
basis;

2. supplies of sets of equipment for enterprises
with payment for them in the form of the output
produced (agreements of a product-pay-back
type);

3. joint production and specialisation;
4. joint experimentation, design or construction of projects, including in third countries.

The most widespread form of cooperation is
joint production by which a long-term exchange
of parts and assembly units develops. and the
output of the final product is arranged for each
partner; these constitute some {0 per cent of
aII agreements.
The CMEA countries have already concluded

over 1,200 agreements with Western firms on
long-term economic cooperation with regular
trade exchange, exchange of technical expertise
and cooperation in marketing. This form of
cooperation between socialist and capitalist

in their mutual relations
being relatively low, is nonetheless also of
mutual interest.
The capitalist sLates also show a growing
interest in learning the results attained in cer-

states, the proportion

areas of science and technology
in the socialist countries. This applies mainly
to achievements in the aircraft industry, fer-

tain advanced

rous and non-ferrous metallurgy, nuclear technology, power engineering, electronics, some branches of instrument-making, the production of

certain synthetic materials, medicines, etc., and
the building of supertransmission lines.
At the same time, it is worthy of note that
most of CMEA's West European partners, especially those of the Soviet Union, are interested,
on the one hand, in further increasing supplies
to the Soviet market of their own manufactured
goods, and, on the other, in boosting imports
of fuel and raw materials. This approach will
often be unacceptable to the CMEA countries,
in so far as they intend increasingly to raise the
share of manufactured industrial goods in their
own exports.
The mutual exchange of manufactures, including engineering goods, betweon socialist and
capitalist states, and the expansion of this
exchange in recent years are no chance affair;
international experience has demonstrated that
such exchange, particularly under intra-sectoral
production cooperation, enables the partners to
make large savings on social labour. The most
diverse commodities can be the subject of agreements on cooperation. In the trade between
socialist and capitalist countries there are cooperation supplies for the production of cars,
buses, steam generators, metal-processing lathes,

rail transport equipment and other
engineering products.
An analysis of the trends in the capitalist
economy indicates that the interest the capitalist countries are showing in promoting economic
relations .with the socialist states is no shortterm affair. The prospects for cooperation with
the socialist countries, the unparalleled scale
of possible cooperation projects and the capac-ity
of ihe socialist markets are all becoming weighty
factors to which the government agencies and
firms of capitalist countries will pay increasing
attention in the long term.
In the 1970s, trade between socialist and
intlustrially developed capitalist stqtes had been
ono of the most dynamically developing sectors
of world trade. B-etween 1971 ancl {976, trade
turnover between CMEA oountries and such
capitaiist states increased in current prices by
ap-proximately 250 per cent to reach 44,300
,iijtioo roubles in 1976. The same year, the
industrially developed capitalist countries accounted toi 3t per cent of the total volume of
the CMEA member states' foreign trade
(Tabte 12).
' Of course, the growth in the physical volume
of trade estimated on the basis of constant
nrices was less than that shown in Table 12.
the world index of export prices of all commorlities grew by 2.5 tlmes between 1960 and
1976 (a"nd by 2.2 times between 1970 and 1976
alone)'. Yet Lven taking into- account- the price
increase, the rate of growth of the trade between
East and West considerably outstripped that of
world trade as a whole.
At the same time, it is obvious that more
than a few outstanding problems lie in the path

compressors,
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Table 12
Foreign Trade Turaover

of CMEA Countries
with Intlustrially Developerl Capitalist States
(in millions of roubles and prices for corresponding years)
1900 I 1970

Total

Including EEC

of

tries

which:
West Germany

Italy

France

Britain

USA
Japan

Finlanil
Austria

|

976

r976

a!
19i

{ 976

a

o/o

t 970

4,908

903

340

2,943

789

286

784
952
1 ,099

323
253

coun-

'l',082 2,627 8,
370 t ,395 3,
356 l,ll4 3,
667 1,623 3,
453 4,
217
950 t
lY+
353
358

676

2,4

351

'l',952

2,225

213
859
314

671.

350

692

296

518

of extending economic ties between socialist and
capitalist countries. The main dif ficulties are
obstacles artificially set up by certain imperialist circles. CMEA eoonomists rightly note that
the refusal by United States Congross to extend
most favoured nation terms to the Soviet Union
and several other CMEA countries does muoh
to hinder the normal development of economic
ties between the United States and those countries. The ofrering of such terms, as weII .as state
credit, was, in fact, hedged around by unacceptable political conditions. This situation cuts
across the interests of all sides, casts a shadow
over the atmosphere of detente and requires
immediate normalisation.
Normalisation of relations between the two
integrating groups in Europe could mako a
considerable contribution to the development of
l7-t9E
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but the commercial and
political regime of the EEC does not favour
economic relations between the socialist and
capitalist parts of Europe or improvement in
the trade structure of CMEA exports, in which

business cooperation;

fuel and raw materials, as well as farm produce,

still predominate. The common tariff barrier
protecting the EEC from the rest of the world
i.rs , puiticularly'acute effect on the most promising forms of export from CMEA statesman-ufactured goods with a high degree of processing. Difficulties also arise in the retention
of qubtas and other quantitative Iimitations
on the imports of many CMEA goods that enjoy
considerable demand in the West; further ties

aie hampered by administrative procedures; mutulal trade is complicated by all sorts of hardline agricultural protectionism; other measures
hinder the sale of goods from the socialist countries to Western Europe. At present, there are
still some 240 commodity items in the uniform
EEC tariff that are not liberalised for the socialist states, and another 100 that are only
partially liberalised. Tariffs on certain promising
-finishedproducts are being retained at a level
of. 12-18 per cent.
AII the-same, CMEA is consistently advocating
an extension of equal and mutually beneficial
economic ties betiveen states that adhere to
the different social systems. This principle was
underlined when CMEA was formed and is
reflected in its Charter, which states that the
CMEA member states conflirm their desire to
develop economic ties with all countries on the
principles o{ equality, mutual benefit and noninterference in-internal affairs, irrespectivo of
their social and state system. The Basic Prin-

ciples

of

International Socialist Division of

Labour emphasise that the international socialist .division of labour takes account of the world
division of labour, that by developing economic
relations with all countries in the world, the
socialist countries reinforce the material basis of
peaceful coexistence between the two world
socio-economic systems. The Comprehensive Programme for further deepening and improvement
of cooperation and the development of socialist
economic integration states that the CMEA
member countries wiil continue to promote
economic, scientific and technological relations
with other countries, irrespective of their social
and state system, on the principles of equality,
mutual benefit and observance of sovereignty.
This is in accord with the socialist couniriei'
policy of peaceful coexistence and is in the interes-ts of social progress. This undeviating polioy
of the CMEA countries serves to coniolidat-e
peace.

CMEA and European Economic Cooperation

The prospects for European security are invariably connected with the creation on the

European continent of business partnership, and
economic relations between
various countries-i.e., a situation that would
help objectively to consolidate the material
foundations of detente. A major step in this
direction was the European security and cooperation conference that was held in Helsinki
in August 1975. The 'Conference was the result
of an enormous amount of political work requiring patient mutual effort, careful account

a strengthening of
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of the'interests of all parties, and the working
out of mutually acceptable decisions reflecting

realities and opening up- favourable
present-day
-opportunities
for the further development of
,international cociperation in all areas of human
activity. The main contours of a future peace
'in
Europe were hammered out, as were the stan-

dards of international conduct that can and
must ensure for all states, irrespective of their
,social dystem, stable and reliable conditions
tor peac-eful, creative endeavour and mutually
beneficial cooperation.
The economic potential of modern Europe
within its natural boundaries is markedly greater than that of any other region or continent.
Europe produces about half the world national
income; it accounts for about 55 per cent of
world industrial output. The states of Europe
annually invest oolossal sums in new constructibn: at present, the annual investment of the

East and West European countries is over 500,000

million dollars. Over half of all the world's
scientific workers are engaged in European states.
Europo traditionally holds the leading place in

world trade and international cooperation: the
share of European states in world exports is
now about 55 per cent.
The opportunities for mutually advantageous
economic-relations botween European countries
are based on the historical traditions of the
peoples of Europe, on the variety of the European
countries' natural resources, on the opportunities for mutually supplementing their industrial and scientific and technological potential,
and the diverse communications between the
European states. The scientifrc and technological
revolirtion that began in the mid-twentieth

century added fresh objective stimuli-contained
in the very nature of present-day economic and
technological progress to the traditional factors
in the European division of labour.
The policy pursued by the CMEA member
states and their Council agencies is perfectly
clear-cut: not to allow any restriction on European cooperation so that this, in turn, might
not lead to a dangerous confrontation on the
continent, so that both integrating .processes
might be inscribed in the overall picture of
detente and strengthening of good-neighbourly
relations between the peoples of Eastern and
Western Europe.
It is obvious that the integration trends have
different political and social orientations in
the East and West of the continent and, given
the present status quo, their roles for the future
of Europe are far from identical. In these circumstances, it is particularly important fdr both
the EEC and CMEA countries to adhere to a
policy that meets the inl,erest of peace, security
and economio progress on the European continent.
Unfortunately it has to be said that, up till
now, the EEC members in many respects hayo
been much less prepared for active involvement
in European cooperation than the CMEA members.

To a certain extent, this is due to the class
nature of the West European integration grouping, to the goals its participants set themselves,
and to the mechanism of the integration process
in its capitalist form.
West European integration arose as a closed
customs union geared to removing as many administrative and economic barriers as possible
that stand in the way of mutual trade among
26t

its member countries; as well as to protecting
the EEC domestic market by means of a customs
and tax shield against competition from producers in other countries and regions of the world.
The initial name of the West European integration group was the Common Market; it defined the aims of the EEC and the main methods
for its formation fairly accurately. Subsequently,
it proclaimed its major objective to be the creation df an economic and currency union of member countries by 1980; this meant the unification
of national conditions for the transfer of capital,
goods, man power, science and technology within
the bounds of the community.
The state-monopoly control of economic processes within the EEC framework was, from
the very beginning, based on spontaneous private
property foundation, and its major task was to
stimulate market forces automatically leading
to a capitalist rationalisation of production,
greater concentration and the promotion of a
dense network of close cooperation ties among
the firms of the EEC countries. Owing to the
internal contradictions inherent in capitalism,
integration led to a sharp exacerbation of the
social problems in Western Europe: capitalist
integration develops mainly in the interests of
monopoly groupings; rationalisation of the structure of national economies takes place mainly
at the expense of the rvorking people; as this
happens, entire social strata, economic areas
and branches of product,ion are actually doomed
to suffer and expire. At the same time, the results of 'market' integration have only a weak
effect on the main national economic proportions
of the EEC countries; they have mainly affected
only the micro-economic level.

The practical experience of the EEC shows
that planned regulation of economic processes

even if its
productive forces have reached a high level of
concentration and even if it has created suoh
joint administrative institutions as supra-national community agencies. AII'attempts to
raise the level of state-monopoly regulation to
that of joint resolution" of structural material
and financial problems, and somehow to coordinate the major aspects of national economic
policy among EEC countries, have fallen at
ihe first hurdle, as happened during the 1974'
75 crisis that embraced the whole industrial
capitalist world at once. The EEC countries
haie had to contend with a sharp exacerbation
of such problems as the fierce struggle with
American and Japanese monopoly competition,
galloping inflation, a L2-19 per cent decline in
industrial production, higher unemployment in
Western Europe, embracing up to 5-6 million
people, shortages of energy and raw materidls,
mounting balance of payments deficits and the
collapse of the post-war currency system.
Capitalist integration has not created, in essence, any means of overcoming these phenomena; quite the opposite, it has only intensified
their destructive effects. On the one hand, cap'
italist integration has undermined the oppor=
tunities for using levers of national regulation
of foreign economic relations in all the EEC
countries and, on the other hand, it has so far
proved incapahle of creating effective interstate and supra-state levers for state-monopoly
control of these relations. In many instances,
this has led to an intensification of ihe
spontaneous development of the capitalist

is organically alien to capitalism,
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The EEC has had to give up the objectives it set
1980. As the Economist put it on August 7,
1976, 'Nearly three years after the energy crisis,
the community is little nearer to any kind of

for

energy policy. Economic and monetary union
has never seemed more remote. The common
agricultural polic;z has not yet been reformed...
The regional and social funds are too starved
of cash to do much and can expect to get little
more out of next year's budget.'
The economic failures and slow progress of
integration forced the EEC leaders to work out
a new policy. It would seem that it comes down,
in essence, to two basic elements: first, all-out
'politisation' of the EEC and, second, extension
o-f the geographical sphere ofj.the community's
influence.

The policy of political convergence of the EEC
countries, of their performance as a single entity
in regard to the outside world, in the words of
the EEC Secretary-General L6o Tindemans,
presupposes an intensification of the EEC common policy in relation to third states, the creation of new common political institutions of
the community and, for the future, the possible
drawing up of a common policy on military
afrairs.
Another direction in the contemporary development of the EEC lies in expanding the num'
ber of its-participants through the acceptance of
new members, as well as the gradual enticement
of economically less developed countries into
the reproduction processes within the community
framework and extension of its influence to
other West European states remaining outside

the EEC. At one time, the EEC founders had
planned its future development on a scale emLracing all Western Europe b-ut, as the'West '
Germa*n researchers Christoph Royen and Eberhard Schulz note, it became apparent fairly
soon that 'the initial hopes that the EEC would
embrace all of Europe [i.e., Western EuropeEd..l have no chance of success in the long
term'. 1 Some element of that strategy, however, appears to remain in force up to the present'
It woujd seem that EtrlC membership may increase somewhat in the near future. In all fairness it haslto be said that this question cannot be
considered'settled yet by any means. There are
within the EEC and outside it powerful opponents to the idea of expanding the comgtunity'
As The Times wrote on March 17, 1977, acceptance of new members 'will increase the economic
and social diversity within the Community,
widening the gap in living standards between
the richlr and poorer member-states. This of
itself will slow down the already snail-like pace
of economic convergence and integration withln
[he Communi[y.'
In July 1977, the EEC and EFTA removed
customs duties on mutual trade for most manufactured goods, and this brought a marked de'
terioratioi in the competitive position of other
world exporters of these goods on EEC markets'
The conclusion of a series of preferential agreements with Mediterranean countries provided
a new boost to the export expansion of the EEC
countries in that region and, at the same time,
made the position of other exporters of those
agriculturai and industrial products on EEC
m"arkets worse. Similar consequences followed
from the signing of an agreement in Lom6 with

46 countries from Africa, the Caribbean Basin
and the Pacific, as a result of which these industrially backward countries found themselves
even deeper drawn into the political and econo-

mic orbit of the

EEC.

The protectionist barriers thrown up around

the West European integration grouping are
having an adverse effect on many areas of international trade. In particular, they impoverish the structure of the European diviiion
of labour and reduce its effectiveness owing to
an irrationally high degree of self-sufficiency
in various regions of Europe. As the British

Phil Leeson has pointed out, the EEC
policy 'has over the years almost certainly had
the effect of discouraging production in other,
potentially more efficient, parts of the world'.2
Such, for example, are the results of the artificially high degree of self-sufficiency of the EEC
in farm produce, which currently amounts to
100 per cent in practically all its forms, with
the exception of maize, soy beans and tropical
economist

crops.

The protectionist, discriminatory policy of
the EEC has a particularly adverse effect on
economic relations between the countries in the
East and West of Europe. Right from the early
years EEC policy invariably had a clearly ex-

pressed anti-socialist accent. At, present, there
is the prospect of a gradual weakening of the
closed nature of the grouping in regard to neighbouring countries of Western Europe and a whole

number of states

In

relation

in other regions of the world.
socialist states of Europe,

to the

however, the EEC maintains, and in certain
instances even reinforces, the system of discrimingtr61y measures and restrictions that often

paralyse normal economic relations with them'
A. ,roted above, obviously contradictory trends.
exist in the capitalist countries on this issue:

implementation of measures aimed at economic
boycott and discrimination against -the.socialist
countries in order to hamper their development,
on the one hand, and on the other, a desire to
obtain the substantial benefits from business
contacts with them.
The first trend is still manifest in EEC policy
in the most varied forms. EEC countries as
NATO members continue, for example, to adhere
to the COCOM proscribed lists that put an em'bargo on the export to socialist countries of
ro*1 150 trade items of which the bulk are mainly
for peaceful purposes, including equipment for
the nuclear power industry, metal - processing,
chemical, oil, electrotechnical and transpgrl
equipment, scientific instruments, etc. The EEC
has 6stablished tariff barriers aimed at the most
promising exports from CMEA countries-that
i., *rroTrctured goods with a high degree- of
processing. The EEC maintains quot-as and other
quantitative limitations on imports from Eastern
Eorop.; at present, these restrictions gJ-e*ll']
the development of trade between CMEA
hamper
-EEC
countriel in many commodities that
and
could be exchanged. Bearing in mind the export
structure of the CMgA states, a real liberalisation would aflect only 50-60 per cent of their exports to EEC markets. The EEC countries also
arbitrary, so-called anti-dumping, bals
upply
"restrictioni:
during 1978 this particularly
and
affected Bulgaria, Poland and Czechoslovakia'
There has beln a step-up in inflexible agrarian
protectionism shielding West European pr9d3c
ers from normal competition from the socialist

countries' produce. Over the last ten or so years,
to
35 per cent of the cost of corresponding produce
and, in certain years, between 40 and 50 per cent
or even 100 per cent. In 7974-75, the EEC resorted
do a direct embargo on the import of meat from
certain socialist countries. Agrarian protectionism in the EEC narrows the. opportunities for
promoting trade between Western and Eastern

the average compensatory duty amounted

Europe.

The socialist countries take fuli account of
the prevailing realities in Europe, one of which
is the process of West European inl,egration.
The socialist countries'policy of promoting
European cooperation is by no means aimed at
undermining integration in the other part of
Europe. Noting the maturing need to extend
European cooperation, Leonid Brezhnev has
said: 'This leads to the following question: is it
possible to find a basis for some forms of business-like relations between Europe's two interstato trade and economic organisations-the
Council for Mutual Economic Assistance and
tho Common Market? Such a basis could probably he found, if the Common Market countries
refrain from all attempts at discrimination
against the other side, and if they help to develop natural bilateral ties and all-European
cooperation.'3

It is impossible, however, to ignore the fact
that certain West European circles try to present
the EEC in its present form as an alternative
to cooperation on an all-European basis. The
Times, which, on the whole, opposes all-European
cooperation, wrote on February 19, 7974:'The
Nine must have the courage to show the countries
of Eastern Europe that East-West cooperatigp

can only develop if it is clear to them that pariEuropean projects wiII not be allowed to inhibit
integiation in all fields chosen by tt-re Nine.'
It is clear from this that not the socialist countries, but certain forces in the West pose the
question of 'either-or', thereby causing appreciible harm to the interests of Europe as a continent. This position is coming in for mounting
criticism in the West European countries themselves.

Progress in economic relations between the
socialist and capitalist countries of Europe will
greatly depend on whether the EEC leaders want
ind aie able to adapt their organisation to the
requirements of the new Europe;thg Euro_po
of trust and cooperation. It would undoubtedly
be in the interests of East and West to have
smooth relations of cooperation between the
two European integrated groupings in order to
resolve common economic, scientific and technological and ecologicai problems.
The proposition from the CMEA countries to
conclude an agreement between CMEA and EEC
on the principles for mutual relations between
them ceitainly meets these objectives. The initial
draft of such an agreement was sent to the EEC

Council of Ministers on February 16, 1976.
Under present circumstances, the absence of a
treaty basis regulating relations b-etween the
two powerful integrated groupings has become
an obvious anachronism. The CMEA initiative
accords fully with the general spirit'of the steps
being taken by the socialist countries to implemeni the decisions of the Helsinki Conference
for the purpose of further refurbishing relations

between-alf European states. The declaration of
Warsaw Treaty States 'For the Further Advance-

ment of Detente and for the Consolitlation
of Security and Development of Cooperation
in Europe' stressed: 'The establishment of
equitable commercial relations between the
Council for Mutual Economic Assistance and its
member countries, on the one hand, and the
European Economic Community and its members, on the other, would accord with the interests of both sides.'a
The draft agreement presented by CMEA to
the Common Market envisages the following:
the application by the CMEA and EEC states
in relations with one another of most favoured
nation treatment; development of economic,

scientific and technological cooperation between
CMEA and EEC nations on a non-discriminatory
basis; acceptance by all parties of measures to
prevent mutual trade from damaging home markets for those goods; the provision of credit by
member states of both organisations to their
partners on the most favourable terms. According to the draft agreement, CMEA and EEC
must do what they can to see that the development of trade in farm produce between EEC
and CMEA countries takes place on a stable,
long-term and fair basis.
The draft agreement envisages that specific
aspects of trade and economic relations,be regulated by bilateral and multilateral agreements
among these countries and their organisations.
The draft further errvisages that CMEA and EEC
would maintain contacts so as to improve trading
conditions, develop mutually useful relations in
working on standardisation problems, environmental protection, statistics and economic forecasting.

The reaction of the ruling circles of the EEC
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to

these proposals has varied. Although they

with
CMEA agencies, the EEC leaders obviously

have not rejected negotiations and contacts

want an extremely restricted agreement between
the integrated groupings and to keep the existing
system of discrimination against the socialist
countries in various forms.
The fairly wide range of objections being put
forward inside the EEC against the conclusion
of an extensive agreement with CMEA may be
reduced to the following major elements. First,
the ruling EEC circles would like to reinforce
the inequitable scheme of relations in Europe
by which the EEC would act as a single entity,
while each socialist state would act individually.
This became clear from an interview by Henri
Simonet, President of the Council of Ministers
of the European Community and Belgian Foreign
Minister, to the magazine Impact (July 1977).
Second, as Le Mondc wrote on September 22,
7977, the EEC leaders do not wish the CMEAEEC agreement to contribute to reinforcing
cooperation within CMEA and enhancing the
prestige of_ its leading agencies. Third, as the
Paris Zes Echos asserted in its issuo of February
23, I976, soft-pedalling on discrimination fi
the EEC is impossible without appropriate
compensation, which presupposes a systematic
growth in exports from the EEC states to the
socialist countries.
These arguments put forward by those who
oppose a normalisation of relations between the
two European groupings seem to be the consequence of at least an underestimation of latterrlay realities. The CMEA countries represent a
powerful political and economic entity, and
they will neyer agree to such a scheme of rela271

tions airned at weakening and splitting them in
the face of the biggest grouping of the, capitalist
worltl. As Antlrej B1rd6k, Foreign Trade Minister
of Czechoslovaliia, has written, the socialist
countries are repelling 'attempts by the Common
Market to impose a formula of relations where,
on the one haid, there is a grouping of capitalist
countries connected by sirict discipline and
subordinating national bodies to their decisions
and, on the o1her, an individual socialist state''6
The'unity of socialist countries and the extension
of their mutual cooperation rest mainly on the
comrnunity of their- aims and interests, on thg
community of the class nature of their social
systems, on the principles of proletarian internationalism.
There is also no senso in the argument that the
CMEA countries need mo"e imports from EEC
countries as some form of oompensation for possible concessions in the trade and political regime. During the 1960s and 1970s, CMEA imiorts from tLe industrially tleveloped capitalist
countries rose no slowet, antl often even faster,

than their imports from the CMEA region:
between 1961 ancl 1965, the respective average
annual indicators were 8.8 and 9.3 per cent,

between {966 and $7A-D.2 and 8.5 pet cent,
between 1971 and 1975-31.0 and 18.0. per cent'
These indicators, ineidentally' remove any real
grounds for asserting that the CMEA countries

iractise counter-forms of
iheir partners in the West, including the EEC.
CMEA
Finilly, questioning the porvers
discrimination against'

-of CMEA
agencies"is uniloubtedly groundless.-!he
mentions
XII
and
XI
III,
C"harter in articles
clirectly the right of CMEA to conclude international agreements. This right has already been
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exercised more than once, as is evidenced by
agreements with Yugoslavia, Finland, Iraq and
Mexico.
Normalisation of relations between CMEA and
EEC is an important element of the European
system of security and cooperation. A construotive reply by the EEC to the CMEA initiative
would constitute a major contribution to improving relations between Eastern and Western
Europe; it would be an important step in furthering detente. In 1976, trade between EEC and
CMEA exceeded 30,000 million dollars. According to the British economist John Pinder, trade
with CMEA countries 'is important to the Community, being not much less than its trade with
the United States'.8 Yet the opportunities for
extending mutual cooperation between the EEC
and CMEA both in trade and in other areas are
obviously far from exhausted provided efrective
measures are taken to remove existing barriers.
Considerable progress in the division of labour
between East and West is only conceivable, of
course, if the markets of the West are opened
up to exports from socialist countries, all discriminatory restrictions are removed, and agreements on mutual cooperation are made as longterm as possible. Neither party can allow lengthy
balance of payments deflcits; the socialist, like
the capitalist, countries cannot continue purchas-

ing for long without selling roughly the same
amount of value. CIearIy, an extension of the
opportunities for the socialist countries to sell

on West European markets is a major condition
for a further growth of their imports from countries of that region.
Stimulation of economic cooperation between

Eastern and Western Europe has profound ob27!

iective reasons hehind, it. The prospects for economic relations between European states belonging to different social systems are inseparably
coinected with a further development of the
oresent-dav scientific and technological revoluiion. In ttie decades to come, the world economy
will evidently continue to exhibit a growth in
the, scale of specialised large-serial production,
mofe complex solutions to e.nergy and raw ma:
terial pro-blems, the appearance of new types
of indistrial product, and increased research
oosts. These processeg will no'doubt increasingly
enhanco t'he blnefit of international specialisation
and cooporation of production, and the coordina.
tion of- national production and r:esearch pro-

national economies.
The events of recent years have shown that
Drogress in socialist integration opens up new
opp"ortunities for expanding cooperation between

Eastern and Western Europe. The West European
partners have taken or are taking part in implementing a range of very large projects of great
importance for the whole CMEA region. This
applies, in particulat, to the building of the
Volga and Kama motor works, to the laying of
the trans-Europe gas pipelino and the IranWest Germany gas pipeline systems across the
territory of the USSR and Czechoslovakia, to
the construction of a new iron and steel plant
near Stary Oskol and the Ust-Ilimsk pulp-andpaper works, and other projects. The extension
of the busingss contacts of the International
Investment Bank of CMEA is creating new opportunities for expanding the financing of mutual
cooperation. It is also noteworthy that the international production, scientifrc and technolo,
gical organisations of the CMEA countries are
always open for cooperation rrith interested
partners.
The partial similarity between the national
industrial structures of the countries of Eastern
and Western Europe also enables them to develop
cooperation in intra-sectoral specialisation and
cooperation. This is demonstrated, for example,
by the growing similarity of the export-import
struotures of most industrially developed states.
Already today agreements on industrial cooperal
tion between East and West number over 1,200.
It is perfectly'progress
feasible that, as scientifrc and
technological
accelerates, the role of
intra-sectoral specialisation and cooperation will
grow even more.
Account must also be taken of the common
nature of many contemporary problems'engendered by technological progress; these demand
collective international efforts for their resolu-
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Detente creates a favourable political climate
joint utilisation of the considerable new
sources lof , ooouomic growth in the interests of
all European peoples. The economy of Furope
could, in the- Iong term, enjoy considerably
greater eoonomic benefits based on the mutually
[omplementary struotures of the economies of
its i;divialual states. The promotion of cooperation on European scale could be accompanied by
combined loig-term efrorts in various spheres
of economic, scientific and technological development by hoth Eastern and Western Europe,
implem-ent ge-rtai-n investment
p-articularly
-nrosrammes. to
This would enable them to create
u ioru rational system of the international
division of labour in Europe, using the natural
ahtl technical-eeonomic conditions of individuatr

for, the

tion. Among such problems are the exploitation
of energy and other natural resources' the development of transport and communications, environmental proteotion, elimination of the most
widespread diseases, and the conquest of space
and the World Ocean. That is why the international public have greeteil with such interest the
Soviet proposals to convene all-European con-

gresses on the problems of cooperation in the field
of energy, transport and environmental protection.

The Belgrade Meeting of representatives from
the 35 countries that had participated in tho
Helsinki Confersnce showed without a doubt
the mounting need to put these proposals into
practice. The socialist and the capitalist countries

of Europe are equally interested in working out

international action
on resolving problems of an all'European significance. Evidently, suoh a programme would
be bound to include such maior issues as the
following: in power engineering-the need to
combine eleotric power and pipeline systems on
the European continent, creation of new international fGl transportation systems, the possibitity of developing large fuel and energy complexes, the need to acquire new sources of energy
and joint research in this area, measures to save
on energy; in transportation-prospects for the
development of an all-European mai-nline transport system, including railways and highways,
ihe creation of an all-European network of waterways, development of fast transport systems
with a large traffic-carrying capacity; in enui'
ronmental protection-problems of transcontinental spread of polluted air, joint action to protect
seas and rivers, elaboration of special measures
to eliminate the harmful effects of the widespread

a construotive programme for

use of mineral fertilisers, joint research into the
croation of wasteless production techniques. In
this oonnection, considerablo interest undoubtedIy arises from the proposals put forward in the
materials of the United Nations European Economio Commission on .creating new frnancial

institutions to promote all-European cooperation, in particular, the setting up of a common
fund for economic cooperation between sooialist
and capitalist countries of Europe, as well as
a bank for Eastern and Western Europe.
Closer commercial relations between the two
European groupings could also play a certain
positive part in resolving such issues. Given
att ttre specific features of and differences in
their regional interests, they must be an important stimulus rather than an alternative, to the

promotion of all-European cooperation.
The active participation of the socialist countries in the world division of labour, in equitable,
stable and mutually beneficial international
cooperation is the firm policy of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the ruling
parties of the other fraternal countries. As Leonid
Brezhnev underlined in his speech to the Berlin
Conference of the Communist and Workers'
Parties of Europe in 1976, the CPSU has 'never
separated the destinies of the Soviet Union
from the destinies of other countries of Europe
and the world'.2 This policy fully meets the
interests of world socialism and all progressive
forces of modern times. It corresponds to the
fundamental interests of the peoples in all
countries and on all continents, to their aspira-

tion for a lasting

peace?

progress.
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security and social

Scientific and Technological Relations:
Agreemcnts Betweeo the Coulcil

for Mutual Economic

Assistance and

Countries with Other Social Syetems

Up to the 1970s, the economic relations between CMEA and non-socialist countries were
almost exclusively bilateral. The bilateral form
of relations was the most acceptable arrangement in the specific circumstances of the 1950s
antl 1960s, whsn economic, scientifro and technological cooperation between the two groups of
countries began to develop intensively. Initially,
the partners had a fairly poor understanding
of tho mutual opportunities; they were often
beginning virtually from scratch and did not
Sret have sufficient experience of cooperation
hetween countries with different levels of development and different social systems. The bilateral basis for relations enabled them gradually
to form an economic mechanisrn reflecting the
speoifrc nature of the partners' participation in
world trade and the international division of
labour, taking into consideration the interests
of individual countries, including in the sphere
oI international accounting. The bilateral principle of cooperation has helped to give cooperation a long-term character, and to tie it in
with plans and programmes for the developmont

In other words' both sides need to
cariv out a set of m€asures on the: macro- and
*i"io-..o"o*i. Ievels in order to' pave the
*uV to, long-term joint activities on .a large
scaie. for a further improvement of legal norms
,"a institutional m-echanism for multilateral
cooperation.

""
cooperation
-f

feature of multilateral coope-

between the CMEA states and countries
,riiot,"frr"uoteristic
with other social systems is the way it takes
.fr"rt through the supplementation and develop-rrit of biiiteral rejations and the improving

J ".o"o*1, and legal principles that have formed
in mutual relations, not at their expense'

The foroign economic ties of the GMEA coun-.
tries and Jocialist economio integration have
L."" visualised as a process isolated from
""".,
iho world eoonomy. At the 25th Party Congress,
i,eonid Brezhnev- made this vory point: 'The
might and cohesion of the community of socialist
oo,i"t.i.. have been growing stronger through
integration. Cooperation with the'de"conomio
is facilitating- the restructuring
statei
voloping
of their" economy and social life on progressive

nrinciples. Las[ly, economic, scientilic and
techniial ties with the capitalist states are con:
and broadening the material basis of
=oiia"ti"g
tho policy of peaoeful coexistenco.'8
-member

A number of factors operate today in the world
that dictate the expediency of making
wide use of multilateral forms of relations as
well. The success of the multilateral principle
in cooperation between states with different
social systems, being based on mutual benefit
and the interests of aIl participants, requires
that a specifrc meohanism bo created for economic

states envisage organisaTtre CMpe
tional-legal conditions enabling them to protote
economic", scientific and technological irelations
with countries outside the Council.
The CMEA Charter envisages the possibiljty
of accepting into the Council the countries that
rfru". ii. aims and principles and agree to abide
bv the obligations they assume. The acceptance
oi memberJ is try decision of CMEA sessions
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of the partners' national

economy

economies.

on the basis of official requests from countries
wishing to join (Article II, para. 2.). Article XI
of the CMEA Charter states: 'The Council for
Mutual Economic Assistance may invite countries
which are not members of the Council to take

part in the work of the Council's agenoies
or to cooperate with them in other forms.

The terms on which non-member countries may
partioipate in the work of the Council's agenoies
or cooperate with the Council in other forms
shall be determined by the Council in agreement with the countries coucerned, as a rule,
by concluding appropriate treaties.'6 Article XII
of the CMEA Charter provides for the establishment and maintenance of relations with
various international organisations; moreover,

the nature and form of these relations are
detormined by the Council on agreement
with the relevant bodies of the United Nations
and international organisations, particularly
through the conclusion of agreements.ro
A flexible organisational-legal mechanism of
cooperation between CMEA and countries that
are not members of the organisation has helped
to increase its membership and spread cooperation
beyond the bounds of the region. The subsequent
entry of Mongolia, Cuba and Vietnam to the
Council turned it into an international organisation representing countries of three continents.
Some countries (for example, Angola, Laos and
Ethiopia) are cooperating with CMEA, enjoying
the status of associate merrbers; this enables

The Comprehensive Programme, lrrarking- the
between the international socialist division
labour
and tho world division of labour, notes
of
that CMEA member countries 'will continue to
develop economic, scientifrc and technical
ties wiih other states, irrespective of their social
and state system, on the principles of equality,
mutual benefrt and observance of sovereignty'.u
Here lies the possibility of full or partial participation by any non-Council member in the implementalion of the Comprehensive- Programme.
The terms for participation imply that -an agreemont must be concfuded between CMEA and
the relevant country. Participation conditions
may be determined,- if need be, in the iltrlementation of individual measures onvisaged by
Programme.
the Comprehensive
-the
system of agreements on various
Thus,
levels is becoming the main organisationallegal instrument through which third countries
in various forms of multilateral
palrticipate
^cooperition
with the CMEA countries. Such a
way of regulating trade and economic relations
t[em to- adapt the partners' differing
"rrhles
as they organise long-term cooperamechanisms
tion, while additional measures are envisaged
for relations with developing countries, the aim
being to help them create a modern independent

Iink

natiinal ecoinomy, overcome backwardness and
transformations in the
carry out progressive
-the

them to get an idea of the Council's activity,
to take part in the meetings of various agencies,
to develop cooperation with individual CMEA
countrieso as well as to extend the mutual exchange of economic information.

working PeoPle.
inteiests of
Long-term multilateral cooperation between
CMEA countries and non-member states, as
practice has shown, proceeds along two-channels:
on the basis of agreement between CMEA and
a non-member on the latter's participation in
the work of CMEA agenoies (in 1964, such an
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agreement was sign€d between CMEA and Yugoslavia) and onlthat of agreement on cooperation
betwoen CMEA and a non-member of the Coun-

cil.

lThe first case covers the regularisation of
relations between CMEA and a socialist country.
The regulation of relations in the process of
organising and implementing multilateral cooperation between CMEA and a non-socialist country
is evidently more acceptable for the partners
through a special agreement on cooperation.
A particular feature of cooperation in the second
instance is that the partner does not take part
in the work of CMEA agencies. A special economic
instrument-a cooperation commission-is set
up to implement agreements.
The Government of Finland, wishing to take
fuller advantage of the opportunity for an equitable and mutually benefrcial division of labour
with the CMEA countries through the promotion
of multiJateral relations, proposod that CMEA
hold talks on defining ways and means for mutual
cooperation and preparing appropriate agreements between Finland and CMEA. As a result
of these negotiations, a draft agreement was
signed on May 76, L973. The aim of the agree.
ment, as spelt out in Article I, was to promot6
multilateral economic, scientifio and teohnological cooperation between Finland and the CMEA
countries on questions of mutual interest.
In aocordance with Article II of the agreement,
the organisation of the cooperation hetween
Finland and CMEA was put in the hands of
an ad, hoc body-the Cooperation Commission
for CMEA and the Republic of Finland, consisting of representatives from Finland, nominated by the country's president, and representatives

from the CMEA countries; nominated by- the
,r*orti"tu botlies in those eountries' The Com'

studving
dfi;tr; ;;; also oharged \Irith regularlv sciontifio
;;;;; iottfi"t multi"Iateral economic, the said
cooperation between
"",ii.tfr*toiical
countries.
--io
ai."t arge the tasks entrusted to it, the

Commission was accorded the necessary P!y-e:s.,
9[4ES
.i*ifu.-io those enjoyed by corresponding
un-"""i"t. In aclopting recommendatio-ns and decithe 'pr]nciple
;i;; ih. Commissio"n was to act on as
a Charter
operates
that
oi irit.r..ted,ness'
meetings
annual
The
hodies.
in
CMEA
,ri".irtu
recommendations
Ii-it .'cor"mission confi.rm tho
,,r"orred bv its standing work groups' At prosent,
ih;i'; ;;;"frve such gioups: for loreign trade,

the chemical industry, transport'
"rsirr.rtios,
urr'J t.iu"?ino and technological cooperation'
propo.rtt on cooperation. spheres and projects

by coriesponding- work groups whioh
meet several times a Year'
usuallv
--ifr."turo-mondations
aclopted by the Commis.ion are presented for examination by the comAll
;"1""i triaies of the countries ooncerned'
results'
the
of
informecl
are
countries
i"i"r..t.a
ttre CMEA
ttrt uarption of recommendations !y
final
approval
their
;;"t.i; and Finland means

,*'.i"aita

;ti[i"

the framework oI the Commission' Reali-

sation of the recommendations adoptetl presup,1.u. tt.itJuridical formulation as international
ffiify-5i"ii"* acts-i.e.,of-thro3gJr. the orconclu.i3", i" eachs"pecificcase' Y'ultilateral b-ilatheir
;;;;i ,s;;t-.irtt between the countries,
some
or
institutions
and
asencies". organisations

;ih;; ;c...d procedure. Such a-procedure'makes
foi account to be taken-of differences
it po..iif"
'the
socio-economio systems of the parties
in

and for their interests to be coordinated
process

of cooperation.

in

the

The Fourth Meeting of the Cooperation Commission for CMEA and the Republic of Finland,
held in Helsinki in October 1976, stated that
this mutualiy beneficial economic, scientific and
technological cooperation was going ahead successfully. Trade between them had reached 2,100
million roubles in {975, as against 1,800 million
roubles h 1.974 and 900 million roubles in 1973;
it had therefore been developing particularly
rapidly in recent years. In 7977, it had increased
to 2,600 million roubles, and the share of the
CMEA countries in Finland's foreign trade had
increased to 23 per cent against 15 per cent in
1973. A further improvement is taking place
in the structure of mutual supplies.
In 1976, Finnish exports of plant and machinery to CMEA countries stood at some 46 per cent
of the total, 19 per cent being accounted for by
other manufactured goods and almost 14 per cent
by chemical products. The bulk of the output
of the Finnish shipbuilding industry and engin-

freld of transport, the chemical industry, engineering, trade,' standardisation and statistics.
Agreements were signed in 1975 and 1976 between departments and organisations of Finland
and CMEA countries; these included long-term
agreements and contracts on mutual deliveries
of products of the pharmaceutical and paint-

At the present time, through the Commission's
agreements and recommendations, the partners
have moved on to implementing several bilateral
and multilateral cooperation projects in the

and-varnish industries. On the basis of the Commission's recommendations, in 1975 inter-governmental agreements were signed between Finland
and European CMEA countries on the technical
servicing of commercial road transport. In order
to promote cooperation on transport, the Commission made recommendations on cooperation
in regard to container carriage and the organisation of a controller service for road transport on
routes linking Finland with CMEA countries.
The same year, the countries signed the first
agreement on multilateral scientific and technological cooperation in the development of technology for soda-oxygen woodpulp cooking; Finland's partners in this were the USSR, Poland
and Czechoslovakia. Multilateral agreements on
engineering are being prepared on specialisation
and cooperation in the production of certain
types of hoisting equipment. Work is still goin_g
ori to elaborate general terms of supplying goods
in trade between Finland and the CMEA states;
the results of this work were reviewed at the
Commission's fifth meeting. Special attention
is being focused on problems of multilateral
soientifii and technological cooperation in the
development of new products and technological
processes. Virtually half the Commission's work
is accounted for by the working group on scientiflc
and technological cooperation. Five main areas
of scientific and technological cooperation have
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eering

for the

pulp-and-paper industry

was

exported to the USSR. Most imports from CMEA

countries were fuel and raw materials (some
80 per cent in L976).
Finland is cooperating with CMEA countries
in implementing certain measures under the

It has supplied part
of the equipment for the Ust-Ilimsk timber

Comprehensive Programme.

complex, the Norilsk plant and some other
projects.

aoDeared so

far: forestry (selection and

genetics

oi ii*b., species); the Comprehe-nsive utilisation
oi ti-btt daterials, using Finnish techniques and
certain other processes; environmontal protection;
oil and gasi construction and the -production
made

materials. Proposals are being
foi spreatli-ng scientiflc and technological cooperation to other areas.
The statute on the Commission envisages the
possibility of non-CMEA members taking part
i" itt wdrk, but only on the basis of special
apreements. This, foi example, opens up addltional opportunities for oxtending trade-economio antl icientifrc-teohnological ties between
and,Finland.
Y-ugoslavia
Xs noted above, the agreement of May 16,
197i also allows for the Commission to implement recommendations not only through agreements, but through certain other forms, by
,"rrrrn.-.rt betw6en FinIancI and interested
CME,[ countries. Some experts consider that
one of most promising ways of impletenting
the Commissi6n's recommendations is for tho
state to adopt them (through its competent
asencies) witliout formulation of an agreement,
the
,ia tot' the CMEA Secretariat to inform.This
otttu, interested countries subsequently'
nractice is emploved in the Soviet Union and
[i[r, .oriutist 6ountries. With some modification
it may be useful, these experts-b-olieve, in cooperation between Finland and CMEA states'
While the smooth development of bilateral
ties between Finland and the CMEA countries
provetl to be a condition for advancing to multiiateral cooperation, this cooperation, in turn,
is becomin-g a stimuius to trade, production
cooperation and scientiiic antl technological re-

of

l"itai"g
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lations on a bilateral basis. For example, the
long-term programme for the development and
deepening of trade, economic, industrial, scientific and technical cooperation between the USSR
and the Republic of Finland till 1990 has laid
down that 'the Parties shall endeavour to include
in the sphere of their mutual trade the deliveries
carried out between the USSR, Finland and
third countries, including those based on possible agreements within the framework of cooperation between Finland and the Council for Mu-

tual Economic Assistance'.12
Multilateral cooperation between Finland and
the CMEA countries is still in its initial stages,
yet it has undoubtedly stimulated the develop-

ment of both bilateral and multilateral relations
between the partners in the trade-economic,
production, scientific and technological spheres.
Today, of great importance is the search for now
forms, methods and trends of cooperation, in
addition to those already in use, whioh will
ensure high rates of its expansion and greater
efficiency of joint measures.
A fuller use of the potential for multilateral
cooperation between Finland and CMEA countries is linked with the need to intensify planning
principles in economic, scientific and teohnological relations, with the enhanced role of
Finland's state agencies in this, the involvement
of medium-sizecl well-equipped frrms in international specialisation and cooperation, improvement of financing, crediting and accounting, a
study of the opportunities for using transferable
roubles, joint actions in third countries, 'and
the establishment of contacts and cooperation
with international economic organisations of
the socialist oountries.
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This experience of applying a specific mechanism for itimulating economic, scientific and
technological relations between CMEA countries
and a country of another social system on a
multilateral basis '$ras subsequently used' in
cooperation with developing countries.
In Juty 1975, an agreement was signed on
cooperation between CMEA states and Iraq and,
in August of the same year, a similar one with
Mexico. The content of these agreements shows
that the former was largely a result of existing
ties which were fairly considerable in the volume
and variety of trade-economic relations between
CMEA countries and Iraq. The second agreement
was linked with a mutual desire to create the
conditions for the firrther extension and diversifioation of economic, scientific and technological
cooperation between the CMEA states and Mexico on a bilateral and multilateral basis.
In fact, by mid-l975, in excess of 200 industrial
enterprises and other projects had either been
built or were under construction in Iraq with
the help of CMEA countries; these constituted
an important component part of the public
sector of ttre economy. The countries of Eastern
Europe account for almost a quarter of Ir.aq's
foreign trade (excluding oil exports). The Iraqi
Government's document drawn up for the Fourth
Session of UNCTAD asserted that 'such'cooperation had a decisive bearing on fraq's attempts
to assert its sovereignty over its natural resources
and its simultaneous pursuit of production and
consumption programmes. Also of benefit for
cooperation was the investigation of mutual
intelests, not to mention the nature of the economic and social order prevailing in Iraq and the
socialist countries respectively'.18

The agreement with Iraq stresses that its aim
is to promote multilateral cooperation between
the partners in various areas of the economy,
science and technology; the major place in its
mechanism belongs to a joint commission consisting of representatives from CMEA countries
and lraq. As experience accumulates, the parties
envisage an] improvement in the organisational

forms, modes and methods of multilateral cooperation. The joint commission adopts recommendations and decisions, with the agreement of
Iraq and interested CMEA countries, which are
then implemented through the conclusion of
multilateral and bilateral agreements between
them, their agencies, organisations, etc. The
working procedure of the joint commission is
arranged so as to take maximum advantage of
the possibility of multilateral cooperation. To
this end, the maintenance of contacts is envisaged
with representatives of CMEA agencies and international organisations of the socialist countries that have agreement ties with the CMEA,
by offering these representatives the right to take
part in meetings of the joint commission at its
invitation. Similarly, by joint agreement, countries taking part in the work of CMEA agencies
can participate in that of the commission.

It is noteworthy that, in defining the commission's functions, the agreement cites those
indus[ries whose possibilities for cooperation
must be studied as a matter of priority: the oil
and gas industry, the chemical industry (includ=
ing the petrochemical industry), agriculture and
foreign trade. A list of specific areas where a
search is being made for ways to promote cooperation shows that the parties have already acquainted themselves fairly well with each other's

economic realities in the process of developing
cooperation on a bilateral basis, and that they
exp-ect to obtain the greatest effect from advancin[ to multilateral relations precisely in the
brinches of the economy that they have indicated.
The first meeting of the commission in Moscow

(24-26 November 1976) reviewed ways

and

means for promoting multilateral cooperation; it
adopted decisions on setting up the first working
gro,ips, mapped out areas for cooper^ation and

exaniined fu[ure long-term direction for

its de-

velopment.

In addition to working groups' the commission
called a meeting of experts on agriculture,
irrigation and the construction of food enterprises. The possibilities for cooperation are
also being studied for other areas, above all
in energy.
A second meeting of the CMEA-Iraq commission took place in 1977; iN continued- its work
on the problems involved in extending the spheres
of mutiilateral cooperation and examined proposals from the working groups.

^ The results of the development of the trade,
economic, scientific and technological cooperation
between Iraq and CMEA countries show that a

combination of bilateral and multilateral forms
is a powerful catalyst to cocperation,'leads to
a g.owth in its volume, mgkes relations longteim and gives them the features of a stable
division of labour for the common good. Indeed,
the CMEA countries have been helping Iraq
build over 350 projects which form the nucleus
of the country'i modern economy. Essentially,
Iraq's nationhl economic complex is 1a-rge-IV
taking shape as a result of cooperation with the

socialist countries. In the period L97il,-76 alone,
the amount of economic assistance given by the
CMEA countries to Iraq increased 3.5 times.
What is more, ties between Iraq and all CMEA
states expanded rapidly over that period. A particularly large amount of work is being carried
out in cooperation with the Soviet Union.
Already in operation are an electrical engineering
plant in Baghdad, the largest engineering works
in the country-the agricultural machinery factory in Iskanderia, glass and pharrnaceutical
plants, a cotton plant and knitwear mill, etc.
After the commissioning of power stations with
a total capacity of over 2 mln. kw, the national
industry will gain reliable sources of energy.
The large-scale irrigation projects will make a
marked contribution to improving the country's
food supplies. The national oil industry is a
vital sphere of cooperation; other CMEA countries are helping in its development as well.
These other CMEA states have helped to build
such big projects as an oil refinery with a capacity of 3.5 mln. tonnes, a mine for extracting
t mln. tonnes of sulphur a year, enterprises in
ihe light and food industry, cement factorios
and engineering enterprises, etc. The German
Democratic Republic and Iraq have set up a
joint planning committee for transferring cooperation to a long-term basis.
In our view, the further development of multilateral relations may also pave the way for
cooperation with Iraq in other measures of the
long-term specific cooperation programmes being
carried out and drawn up today by the CMEA
countries.
The agreement between CMEA and Mexico is
somewhat different, among other things owing

to the fact that relations between the European
socialist countries and this Latin American
siate are not yet very large in scope;- however,
both sides are-clisplaying interest in the further
development of these relations. Thus, the agre-ement underlines the need to create the conditions for a further improvement and extension
of cooperation between Mexico and CMEA states

on boih a multilaieral and a bilateral basis'
It is pointed out that the agreeme-nt pursues

and encouragcooperation'
to- tuttit this iim, a mixed commission is being
established, rather than a ioint one as in the
agreement with Iraq. Its- tasks have , also been
firmulated somewhat differently. It is charged
with studying and analysing the possibilities
for intensiiying multilateral cooperation in such
areas as the use of new technology, the devolopment of foreign trade, and questions of finance,
as well as in economic sectors within which joint
enterprises can be set up, particularly in industry,
and s-ea .transport'
agricultupe,
-Bearing inmining the relatively
small volume
-indof t"aae--economic relations between the CMEA
countries and Mexico and the poor acquaintance
with each other's potential for arranging-mr1l-tii*t"rut .ooperation, in agrep'ment with .the Me*i"utt side'CMEA sent to Mexico a group of
experts to study proqising- spheres oI economic,
sci"entiflc and t"ecirnological Cooperation and the
lofai"g of talks with local oiganisations and
businels circles. During these contacts, the
Mexican side proposed iron and steel, engineermining and -the
irg, sugar' ful$-anil-paper,
shipbuilding
energy,
peii'ocirJmicalt iriclustrli,
cooperation'
of
possible
areas
as
ind agriculture

baiio objective of establishing
' the
ing the deveiopment of multilateral

In May 1978, the Mexican President, Jos6
Porlillo, gave a speech at the meeting of
the CMEA Executive Committee in Moscow.

L6pez

He spoke of the advantages to Mexico of promoting relations with CMEA states and of the
need to pool eftorts in resolving the ppoblems
that hampered broader trade and exchange in
other spheres, as well as of the search for ways
to enrich forms of mutual cooperation. In his
opinion, attention should be concentrated on
measures to increase trade and economic ties
and reinfor:ce multilateral elements in all spheres
of cooperation. The Presidenl emphasised here
the exceptional importance for Mexico of the
experience of international cooperation of the
CMEA countries in achieving important national
economic objectives.
Both agreements envisage that recommendations and decisions be made with the consent

of interested CMEA countries, and Iraq or
Mexico, respectively. They do not extend to
CMEA countries that have declared no interest
in the given issue. Yet, any of these countries
may subsequently adhere to the recommendations
and decisions adopted by CMEA countries and
Mexico or Iraq on the terms that they have
agreed. Thus, the agreements create a yery
flexible structure enabling all the partners to
cooperate, while observing national interests
and precluding participation in projects that at
the given moment do not interest a particular
country or do not ensure obsetvance of the principle of mubual benefit.
At the present time, some developing countries
are maintaining contacts with CMEA in order
to reveal the possibilities of applying multilateral forms of relations, including through

the conclusion of special agreements on cooperation. In our view, the conclusion of each agreement must be preceded by a careful analysis of
the state of and prospects for relations hetween
the corresponding developing country and individual CMEA states, the potential for promoting
multilateral ties, as well as determination of the
measures that each side must carry out at home

order to establish favourable conditions for
developing multilateral cooperation, methods for
the differing economic mechanisms of
adapting
the partners to the requirements of long-term
Iarge--scale cooperation on the basis of a stable
div-ision of labour. Such adaptation may, in
several instances, continue for a fairly lengthy
neriod; nonetheless, it would seem sensible,
ultimaiely, to help achieve the best results
as quickly as possible by reducir,rg the organisapeiiod once the agreement has been signed.
tional -first
agreement on cooperation between
The
i country with a different social
and
CMEA
system was signed in 1973, while other agreements were signed even later. That is why it
is still dif licult to comprehensively analyse
this new form of international cooperation or
fully assess its possibilities. Yet, the development
of tiade, of economic, scientific and technological ties with the countries that have sig4ed such
asreements with CMEAshows that theyundoubthuu. a stimulating effect on international
"ily
cooperation, lending it aspects of a
economic
stable division of labour and expanding the area
of mutual interest. The prerequisites arise for
promoting contacts between CMEA and integrated g.orpirgs in the non-socialist world, and then
relations with them on a longalso or[aniling-order
to pool efforts in tackling
term basis in

in

crucial regional and global problems. Agreements
on multiliteral cooperation between CMEA and
non-socialist countries raise relations between
them to a new level, meet the interests of all
participants and serve the cause of detente and
ihe strengthening of peace throughout the world.

CHAYTER 9

CMEA AND THE RESTRUCTURING
OF INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS

So"iulir- and Capitalism
in the Workl Economy

At

present, the development of the world economy involves the coexistence of and competition between the world socialist economy and
the world capitalist economy. Each develops
in accordance with its own specific objective
laws. At the same time, some common trends
and processes within the world economy determine their mutual points of contact and, in
certain circumstances, have a positive effect on
their development and ultimately encourage mankind's overall progress. This applies above all
to the development of science and technology,
the related processes of the international division
of labour and internationalisation of economic
affairs.

The international division of labour

is

mine and make possible economic ties between
countries with opposing socio-economic systemsi.e., between socialist and capitalist countries.
This applies, of course, only to mutually advaltageoui-ties that in no way infringe upon the
state sovereignty of the contracting parties and
are not oriented against the interests of others'
The essence of the exchange of activities between
socialist and capitalist states is reflected precise-

ly by the formula of 'mutually

beneficial

the

economic relations'. Naturally, this essence cannot be adequately expressed by a concept of
cooperation that, in the full sense of thq word,
is immanent only in socialism, linked with a
unity of objectives and community of interests
of t[e working class and all working people in
the socialist states; it expresses mutual assistance
as well as mutual advantage as a principle of
interrelations between the countries developing
under the guidance of Marxist-Leninist parties'
The exis[ence of a global international division of labour in no way denies the existence and
specific nature of independently developing soclalist and capitalist division of labour within

and

What is more, there is a growing tendency for
the world socialist economy and the international
socialist division of labour to increase their
influence; this also applies to the effect of the
socialist countries' economic ties with states of
the other social system on the development of
the world economy and on its capitalist sector.
This inlluence encourages the struggle by the

hub of and objective condition for the existence
and development of the world economy. It should
be understood as a unity of the material and
social face[s of social production, a process which
manifests the dialectical unity of productive
forces and relations of production. The partition
of the world into diflerent social systems objectiveIy determines, therefore, the existence of the

international socialist division of iabour

the international capitalist division of labour.
The world international division of laboul
and the internationalisation of the economic
affairs developing on its basis objectively deter-

the framework of the two opposing world systems.

young national states for independent positions
in the world economy; it promotes other progressive shifts within it, particularly since tlie emergence of the world system of socialism and as
a result of the constant increase in its prestige
and role on a world scale. International eConomic
integration within the socialist community will
do much to encourage these qualitative changes.
The historical -superiority of the socialist
over the capitalist type of international economic relations becomes particularly apparent when
the integrational processes within the world
socialist and capitalist economies are compared.
From the techno-economic standpoint, international economic integration is similar under
both socialism and capitalism. From this point
of view it is manifest as a tendency towards ever
broader and deeper socialisation of production,
beyond the bounds of individual countries. Yet
a socio-economic analysis reveals that capitalist
relations of production cannot create the conditions for progressive socio-economic development
either within national economies or regionally,
let alone on the scale of the capitalist world.
Only socialism is capable of creating such conditions. This is also evident from an analysis
of the essence, character and aims of the-integrational processes under socialism and capitalism. In the world of socialism, interhational
economic integration is ultimately subordinate
to the constantly rising living standards of the
working people through full employment and
the planned, proportionate development of all
the component parts of the economy, while
the maximum social effect is obtained from
labour expended, as well as the highest quality
of the aggregate aqtivities of all working people.
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Within the capitalist world, integration is subordinate to the monopolies' gaining the maximum profit by intensifying exploitation of the

working people under the conditions of the spontaneous crisis-ridden development of productign.
The establishment anJ development of the
socialist type of international economic relations
and socialist integration constitute the only
possible way for international economic cooperation to gain in depth and for the objective
requirements of the socio-economic development
of society in the international sphere to be realised naturally and harmoniously; it is the only
possible way for the contradictions in the development of the world economy to be resolved in
the interests of all peoples. This course has never
been a smooth and easy one, yet the past three
decades of development of the world socialist
economy bear witness to its correctness and
productiveness, to the scientific nature and effectiveness of the principles, methods and in'struments employed. The scientific revolutionary
theory of Marxism-Leninism is a reliable compass along this road; the scientifically-grounded
policy of the Marxist-Leninist parties and their
guiding role in socialist society guarantee that
the optimum conditions and requisites for the
general advance will be created. The setting up
of CMEA was part of this policy, as were, too,
the deepening of the economic cooperation between its member countries and the transition
to socialist economic integration. This path
involves the increasingly full and eftective implementation of the principles of cooperation
and mutual assistance, which are only possible
in relations among socialist countries.
The planning development of economic coope-

ration among socialist states is the onlv means
that corresp-onds to socialism and the oniy efrective basis for realising these principles. Joint
planning is the mainspring of socialisi economic
int_egration. Socialism has also engendered a
radically new character of the value instruments
of . economic- cooperation, their use invariably
being linked with and subordinate to the planned nature of cooperation. Finally, socialisni has
also created fundamentally new organisational
f_o-rms of cooperation, legal founditions, etc.
The experience of the CMEA states in carrying
out socialist economic integration promotes i

constant improvement of all these component
parts in the cooperation mechanism. This improvement, in accordance with the dialectics of
the_ development of the part and the whole
under.socialism,- efrectively-helps to bring about
quantitativ-e and qualitative progressive ihanges
in the development of each partiCipant countr!,s
econ-omy, a consolidation of the entire economy
of the world socialist community, while simultaneously having a beneficial effect on other
areas of society.
International economic integration, which is
a manifestation of the development of mankind's
productive forces and of ec-onomic progress in
the world, has become a realitv both in tlie world
of socialism and in the woild of capitalism.
Depending on which social system ii occurs
under, however, its potential for social progress

is realised to difrerent extents. Under capitafism,
its p-rogress-ive significance manifests it"self only
in the techno-economic aspects of production
development and it is far from universal (there
are countries and regions of the capitalist world
iu which international capitalisi integration

hampers the development of productive forces
while in others, besides having a stimulating
effect, it also exerts a distorting influence on
Lhe structure of production). Moreover, itS progressive manifestation occurs spontaneously, periodically, not only accelerating the development
of production, but also frequently intensifying
its cyclical nature and deepening its crises.
For the working people the principal result of
integration is an intensification of exploitation,
higher labour intensity, greater uncertainty about
the future and higher unemployment.
International economic integration has not
and cannot alter the essence of capitalism. The
grafting of the monopolies on to the state to
varying degrees on both a national and an international scale, which is a major aspect of
capitalist economic integration, leads only to a
deepening of capitalism's contradictions throughout the capitalist system. Integration for the
world capitalist economy as a whole operates
to intensify the unevenness of the development
of individual countries and global contradictions.
Capitalist economic integration means a further advance of the multinationals against nal,ional sovereignty, against the national economic
interests of the smaller and economically less
developed countries. This integration also means
a deepening of the partitioning of the world
capitalist economy into rivalling integrated
groupings. Under capitalism, it is virtually impossible to create a single international economio
organisation of an integration type and, within
bhe development of integrated groupings, the
competitive struggle and unstability intensify.
The monopolies of large imperialist countries

also .penetrate deep into integrated groupings,
striving to gain Jrom the integrationallrocesses.
There are a multitude of such examples. Thus,
within the EEC, which is a regional integration
of ten-European- capitalist states, the in-fluence
of multinational corporations is immense; the
big_gest of them are run by overseas *oropoii"r.
- Capitalist economic integration is distinguished

its instability. Agreements on integ-ration,
IV
-broken
frequently based on compromises,
are

when the conditions under which the monopolies

pxrsue their interests and the balance of
iower
change. As this integration progresses, conflicts
inevitably occur; they sometlmes lead to crises
in the.integrating organisations and the collapse
of their programmes.
In so far as the formation of regional groupings
among- capitalist countries is both a consequence
of technological progress and a result 6t tfre
interaction of a whole number of other political,
strategic and ideolo-gical factors, a chang6 in these
factors _ greatly affects the developm-ent of a
particular
grouping, the degree of integration
between the countries taking part in the regional
organisations, and the future bf capitalist econo_

mic integration itself.^ This integration
even go

into reverse before

it

.may

achieves a ceriain
level. For exampl.e, th-e present level of develop_

ment of productive fories does not, in itse'lf
g.l as q lnatter-of principle, exclude the possibi_
lity of individual countries leaving the EEC,
re-establishing their own nationai cuitoms boundaries and returning to the use of other means
of economic protection, if their interests so
dictate. Certain circumstances, for example, po_
Iitical shocks or a recession, may prevent an
integrational process from developing frorn cus_

toms union into an economic union. A similar
effect may result from extreme unevenness in
the development of some countries participating
in the integrational process. A slowing down of
the integrational process may also stem from
an excessive expansion of its boundaries or the
joining of the Common Market by countries
with considerably different interests from those
of the other member states. It is well known,
for inst_ance, that Great Britain's membership
of the Common Market brought a large number
of structural problems in its wake.
The actual activities of the EEC differ fundametlally from what was envisaged by the Treaty
of Rome. The Common Market has strayed i
long way, particularly from what was envisaged
and planned in regard to strengthening supranational institutions. It should be borne in mind
that customs barriers and quotas are not the
only means for limiting the growth of international trade. Within the Common Market framework, countries are using covert and more
devious limitations. The various licensing laws,
standards, specifications and bans relating to
government purchases are the most substantial
from the teohnical viewpoint. National standards
and the rules operating in the countries normally
presuppose the conscious provision of privileges
to domestic suppliers. It must also be noted
that there are differences in technical specifications, product liability, safety standards, etc.
The technical limitations in foreign trade are
a hindrance equal to customs tariffs, and they
are often deliberately increased after a reduction
in or removal of tariffs. The importance of national markets in Western Europe also increases
as a result of government purchases, the share

of which is fairly great, considering the rolo
played by the public sector and the state budget
in the economies of these countries. In all the
states of the Common Market, state enterprises
making various types of purchase give privileges
to domestic suppliers.
In conformity with the nature of monopoly
capitalism, West European capitalist integration
is based, in principle and practice, on the desire
of the stronger states and groupings of monopoly
capital to impose their will on the weaker ones.
This naturally leads to a protective reaction
which manifests itself, in particular, in attempts
by some countries to safeguard their national
rights in the area of decision-making. The struggle of opposing directions has more than once
resulted in crises within the EEC.
Clashes of interest may lead to the disintegration and reconstruction of capitalist integrated
groupings. At the same time, there is an equal
danger of regional groupings retaining existing
restrictions and even creating new ones that
hamper the process of wide-ranging internationalisation of economic affairs.
The CMEA countries, individually and as an
international community generally, demonstrate
a high rate of economic development and success
in bringing their Ievels of economic development
closer together. The community of CMEA countries has become the most dynamic and rapidly
developing region of the world economy, free
from economic crises and stagnation. The main
result of the joint efrorts by the CMEA countries
is an uninterrupted rise in living standards.
In the course of socialist economic integration
which meets the common and the national interests of the CMEA countries, the state sover-

eignty of these countries is consistently respected. The mechanism of their all-round interaction and its effectiveness are improving; the
concepts of socialist economic integration contained in the Comprehensive Programme are
being unswervingly implemented, The CMEA
countries can mark up more and more successes
along the road to their planned objectives.
In contrast, the EEC concepts contained in
the Treaty of Rome are proving increasingly
untenable; their implementation is encountering
growing conflicts of interest among the member
countries and obstacles created by the cyclical
development of the capitalist economy.
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The countries of socialism and capitalism also
to the development of commercial relations between them.
The Councii for Mutual Economic Assistance
and its member countries invariably act to
extend these relations, the contacts between
CMEA and EEC, to overcome obstacles and to resolve the problems existing in this area. The
position of the capitalist countries is inherently
contradictory, unstable and frequently conflicts
with the objective requirements for expanding
world trade and deepening the world division
of labour. The fundamental difference in the
positions of the countries in the socialist community and the industrially developed capitalist
countries is also patently apparent in regard t.o
the cardinal problems involved in restructuring
international economic relations, which has become an insistent requirement of the present.
demonstrate different approaches

The CMEA Countries' Campaign

to Restructure International Econoinii Relations
in a Progressive Way
The problems involved in restructuring international economic relations occupy a key
place in the international problems of the contemporary world. For many decades, the economic relations between the various countries
of the capitalist .world have depended on the
imperialist states and their monopolies that
dominate the world^capitalist economy. The
imperialist states created a mechanism for exploiting the peoples of other countries and appropriating thoir natural resources. The selfish
policy of the imperialist!powers raises obstaoles
io resolving vital world economic problems,
such as mass starvation in'a number of states,
the plunder of natural resources, and the difficult
economic position of most developing countries.
Imperialism also artificially restriots the economic ties between states of different social systems.
The creation of olosed economio groupings and
the pursuance of a discriminatory policy based
on politicai and other considerations hamper
the development of tho international division
of labour.
Events themsslves testify that the problem of
overooming economic backwardness in the developing countries has become even more acute
in recent decades.
The UN document 'International Development
Strategy'contains an analysis of the growth
rate that would have been necessary during
the 1970s to seouts a certain improvement in
living standards in the developing countries.
It reckoned that, given a mean annual growth
of per capita real incomes of less than 3.5
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per cent, the situation of the poor sections of
the population wou-ld not alter under the existing
system of income distribution. With the present
sc,ale of the popuiation increase, this iate of
advance in per capita incomes would be secured
wjth q growth in-gross national product tCNpj
of no less than 5.5 per cent (natuially, even the
highest growth rate would not bring automatid
changes in the condition of the poor6st sections.
This coul{only come from radical socio-economic
reforms).. There
another_ approach to analysin!
the problems of-isthe developing countries, "frorfi
the standpoint of the dynamicJ of emploi"r;;;.
In an average developing country, fhe " urban
population grows by about p"r- cent a year.
!
Industrial development usually
secures a{r em_
ployment rise corresponding to haU the rate of
indu_strial production growih. Just to ensure an
em-ployment rise in step_
,with urban growth,
industrial^ production would have to rise" by an
average of .8 tr_er cent a y-ear. Industrial produc_
tion
^usually increases 25 per cent fastelr than
t_he_GNP, so the average dnnual growth in the
GNP must be no less than 6 per ient.
Although these guidelines are only approxi_
mate mean indicators, there can be- no doubt
about the conclusion when they are compared
with actual rates of growth: up tb now, devolopment has enabled th-e developing countriu. gt_
nerally to secure only a relative invariability

in their

economic position.

In f-act, _the GNP of the deveioping countries
g..e*.]J 5.5 per- cent on the averige during

the 1960s, and there has been no fuidamentaj
change in this rate since. The quantity of real

goods and services in the develiping tountries
has increased at less than 5.5 pei ce".rt a year.
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In statistics, the GNP growth indicator includes
an increase, for example, in the army-that
is, in non-productive expenditure. The indicator
of GNP growth does not reflect the dynamics
in the actual volume of goods and services for

certain other reasons, too. Thus, actual economic
growth cannot, in essence, secure a higher standard of living for a considerable part of the population.
Two-thirds of the world's population live in
countries where gross per capita production is
less than 300 dollars a year; for almost a thousand million people, it is only 100 dollars a year.
At the present stage of their development,
these countries take some 28-30 years to double
their scale of production.
If these countries were to maintain the average
world growth rate of 3.2 per cent, attained in
the last twenty years, they could reduce the
period it would take to double production to
lwenty years; but even then it would take them
twenty years to reach a level of only 200 dollars.
Comparing the dynamics of per capita consumption in the economically advanced capitalist
countries with those of the developing states,
the backwardness of the latter is all too plain.
The per capita personal consumption of the population for l95l-75 grew in the ecopomically
advanced capitalist countries by approximately
110 per cent, and in the developing countries
by 98 per cent. These discrepancies in dynamics
should be viewed in the light of the fact that,
taking the per capita consumption level in the
industrially advanced capitalist states for 1970
as 100, in the Asian countries it stood at only
7 that year, in the African states at 5 and in
the Latin American aN 22.

It is important to bear in mind that in the
bulk of the developing countries difrerences in
income distribution liave grown considerably
worse. The modest fruits of development have
improved the situation mainly of the wealthy

sections. Social polarisation has intensified.
Data exist on income distribution for forty
countries. In 27 of. them, the per capita incomes
of the poorest 20 per cent of the population
stand at 28 per cent of the average level.
A considerable proportion of the population
have an average income of less than 100 dollars

a year in the so-called'wealthy'developing

countries of Brasil, Colombia, Mexico and the
Lebanon, where the average per capita income
is much higher than 100 dollars a year-i.e.,
higher thaU the international poverty level.
The differences are growing in economic development levels between industrial capitalist
countries and the developing states: in 1950
the difference between the average levels in the
developing and the developed capitalist countries
was more than tl-fold, while in tg75 it had
widened to more than l4-fold.
Relations between the developing countries
and the world capitalist economy in the last
quarter of a century have given rise to serious
new problems in the economic development of
these countries. The state of their foreign trade
and balances of payments not only make it diflioult to buy plant and machinery-i.e., to
create new capacities and develop an infrastructure, but has also restricted the import of the
raw materials, semi-finished products or spare
parts required by existing enterprises; this has,
therefore, brought an increase in idle product,ive
capacity. It }ras also hampered the development

of agriculture, since

it

has restricted the purchase

of artificial fertilisers, herbicides and insecti-

cides, tractors, etc.
No matter how much Western literature harps
on the part played by foreign loans and various
forms of economic aid from the industrial capitalist states, it remains a fact that economic
growth in the developing countries is taking
place rnainly through their own efforts. According to the combined statistics of international
organisations and regional economic commissions,
the share of investment in the national income
of the developing countries reached t8 per cent
by the 1970s, of which 16 per cent came from
internal resourcos and only 2 per cent from
foreign ones. The share of internal sources has
increased and that of external ones diminished,
yet, both are still patently inadequate for overcoming backwardness.
Many unresolved problems in the developing
countries come from their position in the world
capitalist economy. Statistics on international
trade show that the position of the developing
countries is still characterised mainly by the
traditional division of labour that took shape
under the colonial system.
According to data on the first hall of the 1970s,
in 18 out of 60 developing countries, one or two
types of raw material accounted for more than
75 per cent of exports, in 24 countries over half
and in 10 countries more than a third. Over
50 per cent of the exports of developing countries
consisted of seven types of raw material, while
60 per cent of the exports of industrial products
came from the textile, clothing, food and timber industries. The economic growth of the developing countries is also becoming increasingly
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uneven. Some (8-12) countries in this group
tleveloped at a quicker pace, while the rest fell
further and further behind them. About 75
per cent of the exports from the developing
countries came from 10 countries, while three
quarters of export increments in the last ten
vears were accounted for by only six countries.
Price rises on oil and other raw materials
in world trade have not led to any substantial
shift in the overall position of the developing
countries; in fact, those changes that have occurred can hardlv be considered stable. Even
the advantages enjoved by oil-producing developing countries can, in one wav or another, be
cancelled out by the im'perialist states.
The dependence of developing countries on
their foreign currencv inflow is growing; any
increase in this is inhibited by the limited export potential of these countries, the outflow of
currency, etc. Their debts are piling up fast.
Thev increased from 10,000 million dollars in
1955 to 20,000 million dollars in {961 and over
250.000 million dollars in 1979. During the
{960s, indebtedness rose, on average, by 14 per
cent a year, while related payments to cover
debts and interest increased by an averaqe of
t7 per cent a year. At the end of the 1970s,
the burden connected with the repayment of
foreign state debts continued to mount. At
present, several developing states have to pay
out up to 20-30 per cent or more of their export
revenues just to pay profrts to foreign investors
and interest on various types of foreign debt.
In 7971, the inflow of private capital (net)
into the developing countries amounted to 3,900
million dollars, according to the figures of the
Organisation for Cooperation and Economio De-

3ll

velopment; in 1970, 6,200 million dollars went
to the advanced capitalist states as income from
private foreign investment in the developing
countries. This sum was received mainly in the
oil industry and in the extraction of raw materials. Every year 1,500 million dollars were
paid out to cover interest; what is more, 3,70O
million dollars was the sum exacted from developing countries through load repayment. An
important element of capital exports is the part
of the income of the oil-rich sheikhs or entrepreneurs in Latin America, Asia and Africa that
they do not use at home, but invest in shares
in the industrially advanced capitalist countries
or employ for providing short-term credit on
capitalist markets (altogether some 4,000-5,000
million dollars a year). To this must be added
losses from the so-called hrain drain, which,
Thus, the trend towards the internationalisation of production in the world capitalist econoffiy, as applied to the developing countries,
is still evident mainly in a recurring economic
dependence on the developed capitalist countries;
in certain spheres this dependence is being
considerably undermined, but it is still very
strong. That is why the developing countries
are increasingly advocating the creatioh of international economic relations that would enable
them to eliminate the colonial character of the
division of labour and its burdensome consequences which were imposed on them in the past
and still largely dominate their situation. Nonetheless, the implementation of the progressive
principlcs proclaimed at the Sixth Session of
the UN General Assembly in lg74 is only possible

through a persistent struggle centred on the demand for faster economic growth of the developing countries. It would be unrealistic to count
on a substantial change in the position of the
developing countries within the system of international capitalist division of labour without
a radical transformation of the socio-economic
structure.
Bearing in mind the international situation
in the second half of the twentieth century, it
may be supposed that the rate of progress of
the- developing world in the coming decades will
not continue to depend on the vicious circle of
the past and that the peoples of the courrtries
now-experiencing deprivation will not calmly
remain in lethargy. waiting for whole centuries
to pass before economic progress arrives. That
means that the peoples of the developing countries wiII make the necessary effort to campaign
for their social and economic progress.
The Declaration of Warsaw Treaty Member
States adopted at a Meeting of the Political
Consultative Committee in Moscow in NovemIler 1978 stressed the particular importance for
the progress of all humanity of the fight to
eliminate underdevelopment, reconstruct international economic relations on a just and democratic basis, establish a new international
economic order, renounce aIl discrimination,
and remove exploitation of the natural and
human resources of the developing countries by
the imperialist monopolies. The Meeting declared
that this was a direct continuation of the struggle
against colonialism and imperialism and advocated the most active and equitable participation of all statcs, irrespective of their social
system, geographical location, size, econornio or
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although the rate slowed down during the 1970s,

did not

cease.

military might, in the resolution of the urgent
problems of world development.
The countries represented at the Meeting expressed their conviction that their clear-cut and

the progressive restructuring of - international
economic relations in a spirit of equal rights
for states and peoples, and helping liberated
countries that ha'tne inherited a considerable

veloping states, and given the great help provided
by the socialist countries in the fight against
imperialist discrimination, for af firmation of
sovereign equality in world economic ielations,
and for non-interference by imperialism in their
internal affairs. As Leonid Biezhnev has said,
'It is quite clear now that with the present correlation of world class forces, the liberated
c-ountries are quite able to resist imperialist
diktat and achieve just-that is, equil-economic relations.'1
The socialist countries advocate speeding up

imperialist-imposed economic backwardness.
the socialisl countries uphold the initiatives
of the developing countries on reconstructing
international eionbmic relations. Important documents have consequently heen adopted in
recent years at international forums; to a considerabie extent they reflect tho needs of the
developing countries. In part-icular,- the Sixth
Speciai S-ession of the UN General Assembly
iri May 1974 adopted the Declaration on the
Establishment of a New International Economic
Order. The programme for restructuring- international economic relations is contained in a
special document of the UN General Assembly
entitled
adopted in September 7975; it
Economic Co'Development and International -was
operatio-n'. These and many other international
dbcuments contain international legal principles
that provide the basis for working out a set of
measures for restructuring international economic
relations. The documents clearly formulate the
need to do away with the old principles governing
their developm-ent, ones that had been formulated
under the Coercive influence of the imperialist
powers, and to ensure the clemocratisation of
international economic relations, to remove
discriminatory restrictions, to eliminate the
dominating influence of the selfish interests of
the multinational corporations, and to enhance
the role of an equitable international agreement
on resolving the problems of world economic
development.
In fivouring a restructuring of international

principled policy on issues relating to the popular
struggle for freedom, independence and social
progress, would further the consolidation of
peace and the success of the great cause of the
liberation of peoples.
It is plain that, in the present age, imperialism
is increasinglv unable to dictate its will. The
contemporary world economy is no longer a
sphere of undivided rule by imperialist monopolies. The major trends in its development are
taking shape under the mounting influence of
world socialism, nervly independent states and
alI progressive anti-imperialist forces.
The general world economic situation has
largely changed in step with the growth in world
socialism and the changing balance of power in
socialism's favour. The political and, partly,
the economic positions of the developing states
have grown stronger during the persistent struggle for a national independent economy, stronger
cooperation between socialist countries and de-
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economic relations, the CMEA countries primarily draw attention to the need for general
international recognition of the full sovereignty
of states over their natural and other resources;
they uphold the proposals of the developing

countries on the creation of an effective interna-

tional mechanism for regulating foreign trade
prices, on securing new sources of finance, etc.

The Soviet Union and other countries in the
socialist community consistently take a clearcut and responsible line on these problems,
one that meets the interests of all peoples.
In a speech to the Sixth Special Session of the
UN General Assembly, the Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko said: 'The Soviet Union
declares its readiness to participate in both
bilateral and multilateral discussions of ways
of overcoming the crisis situation in the field
of energy, bearing in mind that in this the interests of all states should be safeguarded....
In this sphere, as perhaps in no other, there has
become a pressing need for a restructuring of
existing international economic relations and
for the affirmation in them of the principles
of truly equal and mutually advantageous cooperaLion.'2

It is of immense importance for the successful and consistent struggle for a genuine democratisation of international economic relations that the countries in the socialist comntunity,

like many developing countries, should refuie
the false Maoist notion of world partition into
North and South, into rich and poor countries;
this has- to be replaced by the scientificaliy
grounded notion of the partition of the world
into two social systems.
What is more, the socialist countries and ali
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world democratic opinion reject as false and
harmful for further world development the notion of the equal obligation of aII economically
advanced countries to the developing states, no
account being taken of the historical fact that
it was the imperialist, not the socialist, states
that for so long built their prosperity on exploitation of colonies and still appropriate unilateral
benefits from their relations with developing
countries.

The process of a fundamental, progressive
restructuring of international economic relations is onfu in its i.nitial stage. Yet this is a
very imporiant period of development, since
from the very oulset, the Western powers have
been striving to direct this process in a way
that is beneficial to them and to trample upon
the democratic meaning of this restructuring.
It has to be borne in mind that fulfilment of
the tasks involved in restructuring international
economic relations is a global problem affecting
all states. The development of economic ties
between states of the two world social systems
plavs a considerable part in this process' The
importance of these iies goes far }eyond. -the
bouncls of the economic relations of individual
states, inasmuch as it is very much a moral,
oolitical and material basis for the further
hevelopmerrt of international economic relations
on deriocratic principles. In their campaign for
a restructuring of international economic relations, the CMEA countries advocate extending
most favoured nation treabment and equitable
relations between all countries in the world;
and oppose discriminatory restrictions and the
use

by ftre imperialist states of economic relations

for political

PurPoses.
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The CMEA counlries are active participants

in the restructuring of international econ-omic
relations. They are exerbing a considerable positive inI'luence on the internationalisation of

economic affairs and the deepening

of the international division oI labour, as well as on
the development of science and technology;
they are taking part in eliminating the economic
backwardness of young sovereign states. The
CMEA countries is a model of the equal and
mutually beneficial international economic reIations. that they have established and of help
in raising the economic level of newiy liberated
countries. In favouring the restructuring of international economic relations, the CMEA countries believe that this wiil fully accord with
the interests of international peace and security,
detente, and the social and economic progress
of ttre p9_op]eg who have cast off colonial tyranny.
The CMEA countries well appreciate -all t[e
dif ficulties involved in demociatising international economic relations. In March 1977, deleg_atiols from several socialist countries presented
the United Nations with a special document
underlining that the very existence of forces
that refused to fulfil earlier agreed decisions on
promoting international economic cooperation
makes a restructuring of international elonomio
relations on democratic, just and mutually
adv-antageous principles hardly possible. Ac-cording to the document, tho socialist countries
believed that the complex problems relating to
the establishment of a new international economic order based on equaiity and mutual benefrt
could not be discussed in isolation from general
political issues of crucial international importance. Discussion of the problems involvel in
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establishing a new international economic order
had to cover such fundamental factors of international developmenl, as detente and disarmament.
By deepening socialist economic inl,egratiott,
the CMEA countries are creating new conditions
that are conducive to restructuring international
economic relations in the world economy. A communiqu6 on the 32nd CMEA Session emphasised
that'Iong-term integral cooperation programmes,

which meet the interests

of

CMEA

member

states, at the same time fully accord with their
consistent and invariable policy of promoting
cooperation on the principles of equality and
mutual benefit with all countries, irrespective
of their social system, including in implementing
Iarge-scale projects of international importance
in the field of power engineering, industry,
transport, protection of the environment, etc'.3
The Session also stressed the CMEA states'
determination to expand equitable and mutually
beneficial cooperation with developing countries,
therehy helping them to carry out measures that

meet their national interest in socio-economic
and culLural development, the strengthening of
their positions in the world economy, liberation
from the oppression of imperialist monopolies
and elimination of colonialism and neocolonialism in all forms.
The CMEA countries are consistently fighting
to realise the principles contained in the Declaration on the Establishment of a New International
Economic Order; these principles are to comprise
the basis for the international economic order.
Of particular importance among them are recogniti-on of sovereign equality of states, the selfdetermination of all nations, the impermissi319

The Role of Cooperation with
CMEA States in Improving thc

bility of the seizure of territories, recognition
of territorial integrity and non-interference in

the internal affairs of other states, the right of
each country to adopt the socio-economic system
it deems most suited to its own development,
as well as other principles for the democratic
formation of international economic relations.
The connection between the democratisation
and progressive development of international
political relations and the restructuring of
international economic relations has a special
role to play. At the socialist countries'suggestion, the Charter of Economic Rights and
Duties of States adopted hy the 29th Session
of the UN General Assembly emphasised that
a1l countries were bound to help implement

universal and complete disarmament under effective international control and to use the resources
thus released for their economic and social development; moreover, a substantial part of those
resources were to be given in additional aid to
developing countries for their development needs.
The CMEA countries base themselves on the
idea that the democratisation of international
economic relations should not be merely formal
nor be restricted to a mere declaration or approval
of principles. It should presuppose consistent
fight to see them implemented, to meet the interests of all nations, including those' creating
an independent national economy. This means
doing away with all forms of neocolonialism,
racism and international discriminhtion. Further social progress leading mankind from capitalism to socialism is a paramount condition
for the democratisation of international economic
relations.

Economies

of

Developing Countries

The growing economic, scientific and technoIogical links with developing countries of Asia,
Africa and Latin America constitute an important
sphere of the CMEA countries' foreign economic
activities. These links comprise genuinely equitable cooperation. They have become an effective
means for helping resolve the problems of the
developing countries, for supporting the progressive forces of national liberation.
The problems of economic and social development in the countries of Asia, Africa and Latin
America are acquiring increasing significance
in the international relations of the world today.
It was to these problems that the Sixth and
Seventh special sessions of the UN General Assembly, the Second General Conference of UNIDO
(1975), the Fourth Session of UNCTAD (1976)
and the Fifth Session of UNCTAD (1980) were
mainly devoted. The importance of international
cooperation and foreign aid in resolving these
difficult and complex issues has become even
greater. CMEA countries are rendering developing states mounting assistance in tackling their
problems through various forms of cooperation.
The policy of the Soviet Union and the other
CMEA states in regard to the developing countries
is thoroughly consistent in upholding the forces
of national liberation and strengthening the
alliance with them. Such a policy emanates
from the very nature of the social system and
Marxist-Leninist ideology of the socialist states,
from the writings of Lenin on the need for those
countries where the proletariat has been victo2l-393

rious and which arq.advancing along the road
of socialism, to draw closer to the peoples fighting against imperialism and various forms of
colonialism, for full independence, and to give
,them assistance and support in their just struggle;
this comes.frotn the cbmmon nature of the fundanoental vital interests of the socialist and
youqg natior.ral states. In his Report to the 25th
Pa.1ty Congress, Leonid Brezhnev put it this
.way: .iWe and the vast majority ,of the states
that arose on the ruins of the colonial system
a.re unjted by a deep common, allegiance to
peace and freedoin, .and aversion to all forms
of aggression and domination, and to exploitation of ope country by another. ?his community
of .basia aspirations is rich and fertile soil, on
*hich oul frisndship will continue to grow and

flburi$h.'a .

- Thq- community

:

of fundamental

interests of

tryo g{oup$ 'of .countries has an extensive
economic basis-the requirgments for promoting
ilroductjve forces, for resolving the problems of

,.the

i

econqmic development and satisfying the populationls demand for oommodities; the mutually
6,6mplementary natpre of the natipnal economies'
lhe ,advantages -of , the international division
oI , labour; ,mutual, interest in equitable and
r-nutually benefrcial international cooperation,
end in complete elimination of all forms of
,r,

Fhe major shifts

in ttre CMEA gountries'

iiternal affairs and in international

politics

h'elp to strengthen cooperation with the developing-couqtr-ies. The most important are as follo'ws:

priorlly.,{evolopment of industry

iaq!o:r,'elimination of feudal

in the pu-blio

landownership,
na"liopalrqation of, expatriate enterprises aimed
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at establishing eftective sovereignty bvor national natural resources, and the formation of
native trained personnel. At the same time,
the planned nature of the socialist countries'
economies and the introduction of elemerrts of
planning within the public sector in developing
countries help to make their collaboration more
purposive and advance it to planned principles.
The policy of consistently extending eoonomic
ties and cooperation with the developing countries is exprossed in decisions of the 25th and

the 26th cotrgresses of the CPSU and recent conof communist and workers'parties of
other CMEA .member countries, in the ..Comprehensive Programme for socialist economic integlqtion, il thq deoisions of the' 28tW (lg74)
and 30th (1976) CMEA sessions and in the'Joirii
Declaration.of Socialist Countries at tho ,Fourth
UNCTAD Session in {976. The Resolution of
the 28th Jubilee CMEA Sossion stated that the
CMEA nations 'will continue to deepen. cooperation with developing counffios as part of [he
overall policy of alliance between socialism and
gresses

the national liberation movement; they, will

contirue to give them all necessary h91p in
fighting imperialism and neocolonialism-, and
in safeguarding their inalienable right to.dispose
of their own nhtional wealth in the intefests of
their own peo.ple'.6
Economio relations between CMEA countries
and developing states are founded on iust
and
democratic principles. They aro based -on such
fundamental principles as equality of all parties,
respect for sovereignty, territorial integrity and
indepondence, non-interference in internal affairs,
mutual benefrt to the partneri; in their essenoe
they have acquired the character of genuine
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co,operation. Its main aim is to promote the
economie and social progress of friendly peoples,
make it possible to take fuller advantage of the
international division of labour in the mutual
interest of aII partners and, above all, for satisfying thoir demand for goods and services on a
mutually advantageous basis, and, finally, the
strengthening'of relations of mutual understanding and friendship.
Economic relations with socialist countries
serve as a support and foundation for the young
national states in their strugglo against imperialism and neocolonialism, and their efforts to
create the foundations and accelerate the development of the national economy, attain economic indepondence and improve living standards.
They make it possible to obtain modern capital
equipment and techniques, as well as to acquire
eiporience on terms that do not infringe upon
their sovereign rights and national dignity'
As Leonid Brezhnov noted at the 25th Party
Congress, 'Cooperation with the developing states
is facilitating the restructuring of their economic
and social life on progressive principlesl.o
Cooperation of CMEA member states rnrith
developing eountries is based mainly on intergovern-mental legal agreements, this consideiably
enhancing the reliabilitlr that the parties will
fulfil their obligations and therefore dnsure the
stability oI the ties. Agreements -on IriendshiP
and cooperation that the USSR and other CMEA
states have coneluded with a number of develop'
ing countries help to expand economic ties and
facilitate the search for mutually accepta.ble
decidions in a given sphore. The long-term
natdre of agreements aird treaties on trade,
eeonomic,' scientific'and, technological coopera-

tion between these countries is extreinely iryno-rof the
i""i ut a condition for a reliable supply
necessaiy imports and exports. It helps in ths
iutfilment oI development plans and solution
of economic problems and, at -the same time,
i"rr.r. the ad-verse effect oxerted on cooperation
una tn. economies of the partners by unfavo-urat le factots and trends tllat might crop up in

'--th"r"

are factors, howevet, that hold back
economic relations between developing states
,"a tft" CMEA countries. They include, p-rimariof the eionomio and social
[, tii, r".Lwardness
in Asia, Africa and
.of
countries
many
,i.o"t,rr"
L"ii" A..rica; this predetermines tle parochial
nature of their *rtt.i-iot ;;;dt trorir CMEA
countries and the inadequacy of -their export
ru.o"r.... In a large number of developing
countries, a substan{ial hindrance to the promotion oi cooperation with the socialist states
reacr.-ui". the reiistance put up by internal
problems,
social
iio", o*i"g to still outitandi-ng
and' by f*oreign capital, which .holds strong
spheres'
positions
* -Under in various economrc
the impact of many complex factors,
trends are forming in economic ties between
CnnpA countries aid the developing states in
and with individual states in particular'
"""*rt.
?;;;;.i-n."-*tfr.
;"neral trend is a relativelv rapid and
of ties. Thus, the amount of
.trif"
;;;4. b-etween CMEA states and developing
grew from 1,700 million roubles in
"o-""t"i".
i0oo to 19,200 million roubles in 1979. Exchanges
a- ver51
*iit a.".ioping countries have been
-dv;
CMEA
the
of
trade
foreign
it"
;;;1"-p";t'ot
states.
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th.

quantitative growth

in ties

has

beeq

accompanied by- marked qualitative

changes in
the structure of ,commodity exchange aid in
the cooperation mechanism.'The sharE of pfu"i,
machine-ry and other industrial product's has
mounted in the exports from CMEA member
states to the developing iountries, while there
has becn a'relative decfine in the share of con_
sumer
-goods; at the same time, the proportion
of read.y-made
goods and semi-finished pioduets
from the national industries of the developing
stdtes has risen in CMEA imports. EconomiE
relations between CMEA states ind the develop_
ing_ countries are increasingly acquiring a traie
-Trade"betwlen

and production character.
them
is su-bstantially a means for encouraging the eco_
nopic. development of the young-stltes, and
tlil is particularly apparent diring periods
diffrcutt for the latter.
The community of interests determines the
spheres of economic cooperation. Those develop_
i-ng states that have chosen the non-capitalist
development path and are oriented on firitaing
a socialist society are the ones that.have becomE
the major partners of CMEA countries. In his

report 'The Great October Revolution and

Mankind's Progress', Leonid Brezhnev said that
'The socialist countries are staunch and reliable
friends of these countries, and aie prepared to
give them all possible assistanc. ;dt;;pp";;
development along the progressive patfr.
[ ]he!r
'Ihis
means not only moial and foliUcalj trut
also economic and organisational- support, including _ assistance] inl strengthening'l ^their delen ces'.7
Tl"- progr_essive socio-economic changes being

.
implemented by such states widen If,e basil
for cooperation with the socialist countries,

while cooperation itself providcs an ilno"'pant
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bhe
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the
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non-equivalent exchange on the world capitalist
ma-rket. This markedly hampered the economic
and social progress of ihe ne-wly liberated countries, and, to a decisive extent, now accounts
for the difficulties they are encountering.in
inde-pendent development. Despite the viried
conditions and increased differentiation among
the
--developing countries, many of them facE
similar problems. E'irst in Iine aie such problems
as the implementation of industrialisation, higher
employment and living standards of wide sectlons
of the population, gnd particularly the improvement of food supplies. Closely connected' with
these are accumulal,ion, the training of national
skilled p-ersonnel, the study and "develop*.ri
of natural resources. In various ways, the coope_
ration of the CMEA countries is irelping to ie_
solve such problems on a comprehensive basis.
.'Ihe gov_ernments of many c6untries of Asia,
Africa and Latin America iee industrialisation
as the main condition for setting up a highly
developed, multisectoral national"..oro*y "aoi
overctTing their inherited backwardness.- Help
in tackling the set of
-problems linked to implel
menting programmes for
industrial development
has become a major sphere of cooperation between CMEA and developing corit.ie.. More
!ha1 ]0,pe1 cent of the funds"earmarked by rhe
Soviet
Union and other CMEA member .trt".
for economic and technological aid to developing
states go on the development of industry'and
powjr engineering in the form of long-term credit
on favourable terms, to the sum of"some 15,000
million roubles. This credit has been granted
for the building of more than 4,500 injustrial
enterprises and other projects in the developing
gountries, including some 700 power stations
o."f

varying capacity and other electric power and
electrification installations, approximately 180
enterprises in engineering and metal processing,
more than 50 in the ferrous and non-ferrous
metal industry and several hundred in the light,
textile and food industries. The developing
countries have built or are building over 1,150
of these enterprises and projects, many of which
are very large, with the help of the Soviet Union.
At the end of 1979, some 3,000 of those projects
being built in developing countries with the help
of CMEA countrios, including nearly 650 with Soviet assistance, had been commissioned.
The importance of these enterprises to the
national economies may be judged, above all,
from their capacity. Their steel smelting, for
example, amounts to some 30 mln. tonnes a
year. The creation of a national iron and steel
industry is a reliable basis for engineering.
Enterprises in this sphere have been set up
with CMEA help in India, Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan and Egypt. They have become the nucleus
for forming this sphere in the national economies
of these countries. Thus, the enterprises built
in India with CMEA assistance provide 80 per
cent of the engineering output. The heavy electrical plant factory in Hardwar can produce
turbines, generators and other power plant to
a total capacity of. 2.7 mln. kw.
Cooperation with the developing states in
creating a fuel and power base includes prospecting for sources of fuel and hydro resources, help
in building enterprises in coal, oil and gas extraction and their relining, as well as power
stations, electricity transmission lines and electrification. As a result of joint efforts, substantial
deposits of oil have been located in India, Egypt

and Syria, gas in Afghariistan and Pakistan,
and coal in Egypt and .Iran. Assistance'frorir

CMEA countries has helped to put the prospected

mineral resources at the service of economic
development in the cooperating states.' Thb enterprises built with the:aid of CMEA countries
are- to piodube some 60 mln. tonnes'of oil, over
20 mln. tonnes of coal, anh to refine over 30 mln.'

tonnes of'oil a year.
Pdwer stations with a total installed oapacity
of more than 16 mln. kw have'btien built br ire
under construction with' CMEA assistantie in
developing . states on the basis of tryilro and
thermal power , resources; they will produce
sofe 80,000 mln. kwh of electricity every yirar.
Among the giant projects in the power industry
of the developing countries, special mention
must be made of the AswAn High Dam in Egypt,
which piovides 2.1 mln. kw. In 1976, it provided
60 per-cent of all Egypt's electricity. The contrib-ution to Syrials energy balance, at the beginning of 1981, from the first phase of the hydropower complex As Saura on the River Euphrates
was 70 per cent. The second phase will bring
the capacity of the station up to 800,000 kw
and it will produce no less than 2,500 mln. kwh
of electricity a year; this is three times more
than all the electricity generated in. Syria in
,

1972.

Alongside the large- and medium-scale power
stations, there are smaller ones, inchiding diesel
stations. The y are iomparatively imporiant,
since they are normally looated in the most
backrvard areas and provide the basis for their
accelerated economic progress. Power stations
are becoming the nuc'leus of centres of industrial
development. The AswAn High Dam, for example,

has enabled Egypt to begin to set up a number
of energy-intensive enterprises.
Another important place in cooperation belongs

to help in promoting the

consumer goods industries. In this sphere more than 500 enterprises
in the light'and food industries are being estab.
lished, including modern textile, knitwear and
footwear mills, canning and milk plants,
elevators and refrigerators. Their output goes
:
to both home and foreign markets.
As well as prospecting for energy resources, a
great deal of help to the developing countries
is being provided in prospecting for other mineral
deposits. Joint efforts have resulted in the discovery of iron ore deposits in Afghanistan and
Ghana, polymetallic ores and mercury in Algeria, phosphates in Iraq and Syria, sulphur in
Iran, and uranium in Algeria. AII the results
of prospecting are handed over to the partner
countries. Help is also being given in organising
the development of the rninerals discovered.
An invariable component of cooperation in this
field is the training of personnel and help iri
organising national geological services.
The principal directions of c'ooperation in agriculture have been irrigatio4 schemes, the or:ganisation of modern mechanised farms producing
food and technical crops and livestock productso
the setting up of factories making farm machinery and mineral fertilisers, the training of
farming experts, the transfer of experience in
r:unning agriculture and organising a veterinary
service. Some 300 projects are being built in
this sphere with thc help of CMEA countries.
Their national economic importance is exceptional. For example, the reservoirs formed by
the Aswdn High Dam irt Egypt and the Euphrates
.
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Dam in Syria have made it possible to irrigate
600,000 hectares of land in each country. The
increase in irrigated land through hydro-technical installations built with CMEA aid applies
to Afghanistan, Burma and Iraq, too. Mechanised
farms in Egypt, Afghanistan, the Republic of
Guinea, India, Iraq and Mali not o4ly provide
output, they also confirm the possibility and
necessity of creating modern highly developed
enterprises under agricultural conditions in these
countries. The farms have become national
schools of advanced experience and training.
The importance of the high dams on the Nile
and the Euphrates goes beyond their effect on
the industrial and agricultural development of
Egypt and Syria. Their construction has improved the conditions for navigation on these
rivers. The dams have become a powerful safeguard against flooding, causing tremendous losses to the economy, especially in Egypt. The
high national economic efficacy of these pr'ojects
is plain to all. Thus, all the expenditure on
building the Asw6n Hydro-Technical Complex
was recouped in just a few years and it now
brings in some 200 mln. Egyptian pounds annually, while the aggregate income from it by
the end o11974 had reached 2,000 mln. Egyptian
pounds. As a result of the Euphrates hydro
complex Syria's national income is to rise by
750 mln. Syrian pounds a year, or by 15 per cent
over the 1970 total.
An invariable part of cooperation between
CMEA states and developing countries has,
from the very first, been the training of national
personnel, both experts and skilled workers,.
This is being done through a wide system of
training centres, on-the-job training, and through

network of secondary and higher special
30 already), orl
educational institutions (over
'
countries and
CMEA
of
aid
ganised with the
iocational training colleges, which numbered
over 150 in 1979.
Citizens from developing countries are now
being trained as speciilisis on a ^consideratrle

a

educationa-I institutions of the CMEA
.orotti"t, in 1980 these colleges had over 41,000

scale"

in

students, postgraduates and men and women
on practice frJm 102 countries of Asia, Africa
and'Latin America. AII students from the develooins countries in the CMEA countries receive
their"tuition free of charge. Most of them, moreovet, receive grants from their host country'
the training of ski]-led- pirIn order to ex[and
'ileveloping states, in 1973 CMEA
*oro"t Jor the
rei"p,a seholarship frind, whictr is being expand.a u".t year. In 1080, 2,500-c-iiizens from developing countries received CMEA grants' AItosither. in excess of 1 million specialists and
tualified workers from developin-g countries have
been trained with the help of CMEA states'
M;;;r;"r, CMEa countries take part in the training of personnel for the developing countries
under UN aid programmes.
A rise in employment is among the most
oressing tasks fdr many developing countries,
isneciailv those with a-large population' Their
co^operatioo with CMEA states helps resolve
this- nroblem. Hundreds of thousands of workers
and ipecialists have received work in enterpri'q0s
that irave been built or are under construction
with CMEA assistance, and many more 'in enterprises related to them by-deliverie!.,9f .".a*
maierials, component parts, by the utilisation
of their'outpul and the provision of various

services to these enterprises. Hundreds of thou_
gands of peasant families have received land
irrigated with the help of hydrotechnical projects
built with the assisiance of CMEA countiies.
State farrns and peasant cooperatives have arisen on the irrigated lands. The increase in
empl-oyment and the rising qualifications of
workers constitute a relia-ble way of raising the
incoTe and prosperity of wide sections oi the
population in young states._
The cooperation of CMEA countrios with de_
veloping states- is taking place p.redominantly
through the public sectorJ this helps consolidatL
its position-in the national_economy and expands
the possibilities for reproduction bn a nafional
basis- and, correspondingly, narrows the sphere
of influence of foreign ponopoly capital. A sirong
public sector put at the service of wide sectioni
of the popul3tion_ is important in fighting for
economic independence,
A characteristic feature of economic relations
of CMEA with developing countries is that the
9yIqA countries, in_ th-e tg70s, have increasingly
displayed.a comprehensive qpproach to coopera_
tion with developing states. T[il finds its pracitical
manifestation in the tact that, wherever'possibie
and expedient, the CMEA countries try io ofrer
aid in .creating not -separate, Qven laige.scale;
enterprises, but whoie complexes qf a sectorat,
territoriai-prodirciion or agrarian-industrial chara,cterr so as to do everything possible to promote
the formation of a rational -national eionomic
complex in,a particular developing country.
Sectoral and territorial-producti-on -complexLs
built with CMEA hetp aiready eiist-in India
(in-the iron and steel, engineering aud the medical
industries), Iraq (in the oil-industry), Iran

(in engineering and iron. and steel), Afghanistan
ttre gas industry) and Egypt (in iron and
steel and in the power,,ildustry). Implementaapproach facilitates the
tion of a comprehensive
concentration of resources 'and efforts of the
partners towards coope.rgti-on, the fuller and more
iational utilisation of the natural wealth of
the. developing oountries in their own national
interests, ind leads to an increase in the effectiveness'of economic ties.
The high effectiveness and mutual benefit de-

ii"

riving ^from economic ties constitute a guarantee
of t[eir further expansion' Cooperation with
the develbping countries enables the s-ocialist
states to nieet better their raw material needs
for industry and the populatio:r's demand for
commoditiei,, to increase the effrcioncy of production by expanding exports to the Ynarkets
of the developing countries. The latter are the
main supplieri of certain goods (natural rubbor,
coffee, cocoa beans, citrus fruit, jute qnd jute
products, etc.) to the socialist market. In addi:
[ion, they supply oil., gas, iron and steel, conserves, tibrics, clothing and other ready-ma4e
goods from ind.ustry. The advantages to the
eUpe countries from the exchange arise exclusively from those benefits, which stem from the
intqrnational division of labour by virtue gf the
differences in produ-ction -conditions.
prevailing
- By pursuing
a consistent policy of extending
economic cooperation with the deveioping coun-

tries on a bilateral and multilateral

basis,

the CMEA countries invariably support inter-

nationally the aspirations and determination of
countries to free themselves
completely'fr6m imperialist- exploitation, to
gairi absolute control over their own national

the developing

wealth. This support has, of late, acquired the
character of joint and agreed actions in campaigning for a restructuring of international economic relations, for the complete elimination

of all forms of discrimination and artificial
barriers, for equitable and mutually beneficial
international cooperation. As Leonid Brezhnev

put it at the Berlin Conference of Communist
and Workers' Parties of Europe in June 1976,

'The struggle for' equal politi6al and economic
relations and cooperation between the developed
countries and the former colonial and dependent
countries-relations which have long been established between the latter and the socialist
states-is an important part of our Parties'
common international responsibility'.e
The movement advanced in recent years by
the developing countries for a new international
economic order is a sign not only of these
countries' mounting role in the world economy
and international politics, but also of the great
importanee of the experience of developing a
new type of relations between socialist and developing countries. The Declaration on the Establishment- of a New International Economic
Order and the Programme of Action approved
by the Sixth Special Session of the UN General
Assembly in May 7974 constitute, essentially,
a consolidated programme of the demands of
the developing countries. The USSR and other
CMEA countries uphold the just demands of
the developing countries for a restructuring of
international relations. The common stand of
the socialist countries on this issue is expressed
in their Joint Declaration at the Fourth
UNCTAD Session held in Nairobi in 1976, in
the document adopted by the Berlin Conference

of Communist and Workers' Parties of Europe
and in the Communiqu6 of the 30th CMEA Session in July 1976.
The Communiqu6 issued at the 30th CMEA

that, 'In accordance with their
socialist principles, CMEA member states fully
support the legitimate aspiration of developing
countries to attain and consolidate their political and economio independence and will, with
all determination, do what they can to implement the aims expressed in the Declaration on
the Establishment of a New International Economic Order and in the Programme of Action,
as weil in other UN deoisions on this issue.'lo
The comprehensive programme for restructuring international economic relations on a democratic and just basis was handed to the United
Nations in a Soviet Government declaration of
October 4, 1976. Back in 1922, the declaration
noted, the Soviet Government had worked out
and put forward a programme of action that had
mapped out ways to resolve world economic
problems on a rational basis. After the establishment of the United Nations, tho Soviet Union
had frequently come forward with initiatives
aimed at normalising international economic
relations and reorganising them on new prinoiples. At the First UNCTAD Session in 1964, the
USSR and other socialist countries had put forward principles for international economic tooperation, principles that showed the way to a
radical restructuring of international economio
relations. These prinoiples constitute the basis
of the above-mentioned declaration.
The declaration expressed the readiness of the
Soviet Union to continue to expand cooperation
with developing countries on a long-term, stahle
Session noted

and mutually beneficial basis, with the accent
comprehensive projects. At
the same time, it stressed that there were and
could be no grounds for making the samo demands
on the USSR and other socialist states as on the
advanced capitalist states, The socialist countries had not exploited and were not expioiting
tho developing countries and did not bear responsibility for their economic backwardness.
The developing countries' demands for greater.
resourcss in helping them to overcome their
backwardness and speed up economic growtlt
had to be met primarily from tho profits of the
capitalist monopolies, including the muitinational concerns? and from reductions in military
expenditure.
Further practical steps towards detente, improvement of the international climate and a
strengthening of seourity would enable all countries to redirect that part of the resources they
currently spend on increasing armaments for
development purposes. A reduction in military
expenditure would open up enormous opportunities for resolving the urgent problems of the
d"y, including that of boosting real help to
the developing countries. The developing countries themselves could, given detente, reduce
their own military outlays; and that would
enable them to raise their expenditure on developmerit from their own accumulation funds.
Thus, disarmament, with the socialist countries
in the vanguard, can act as a strong accelerator
of economic and social progress for the develop-

otr implementing

ing

the indireot efrect deriving from this cooperation's influence on the relations between the
developing and capitalist states. The emergence
of aid programmes from the Western powers
was related to no small degree to the expansion
of the ties and strengthening of the friendship
between the socialist and developing countries.
By relying on the support of the socialist states,
and bearing in mind that cooperation with them
has undermined the former monopoly of the
West over capital equipment and credit, many
developing countries are now obtaining much
better terms in their economic relations with
Western powers.
The CMEA countries not only take part in
various aid programmes for the developing countries through the United Nations and special
institutions, they also try to increase the effectiveness of aid on an international basis through
changes in its structure, a moro rational use of
existing funds, and a reduction in administration

and other

overheads.

One positive long-term factor'is the active
support provided by the socialist countries in
the United Nations and other international
forums for the young states' drive to strengthen
economic independence through nationalisation,
restrictions on the activities of foreign monopolies and acceleration of the development of
productive forces in the public sectot, as well
as to determine a development strategy oriented
on building a society free from exploitation and
oppression.

ductive potential, oooperation with socialist
countries provides the developing oountries with

The CMEA member states are doing a great
deal to help the developing countries in their
fight for the right to dispose of their own natural
resources themselves. The real effeot of this is
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countries.
As well as the direct effect of a growth of pro-

already quite considerable and will continue
to increase. The full realisation of this right
is a fundamental objective of the programme
of the movement for establishing a ne* international economic order. Its attainment will
depend mainly on the direction of the socioeco-nomic processes in the developing countries
and their joint activities with the socialist coun-

tries.
The great tasks involved in further extending
and improving the efrectiveness of economic tiei
with the doveloping countries have been inscribed
in the decisions of congresses of communist and
workers' parties o-f the CMEA states. Experience
has shown that long-term objectives can only
be attained on the basis of planned and balanced
development of economic ties.
With this approach, the foremost problem is
to form a deep and lasting internationil division
of labour between the two groups of countriesthe socialist and the developing. Economic
ties between them began to take shape on the
basis of their participation in the world division
of labour, in which the principles and features
inherent in relations in the world capitalist
econemy predominated. The prime condition for
overcoming the adverse effect of the international
capitalist division of labour on the developing
countries is to speed up the growth of their social
productive labour force. This, however, is a
relatively protracted process, so the task at
the moment consists primarily in weakening,
as much as possible, ihe detrimental effect 6f
certain factors ancl making fuller use of the
rational elements of the prevailing division of
labour. This is objectively aided by cooperation
between developing and CMEA countries. At the

time, tho emergence of a new division of
labour between these two groups, one that meots
the aims, principles and conditions of their
cooperation, will play an- ever increasing role .
ln his Report to the 25th Party Congress, the
Soviet Premier Alexei Kosygin made the point
that 'The Soviet Union wishes its cooperation
with thz deueloping countries to take the form
of a stable and mutually advantageous division
of labour'.u Other CMEA countries also take
the same stand.
The major ways in which this division of labour
forms and gains in depth have already tahen
shape and, evidently, will remain as they are
for the near future: an increase in the volume
and range of mutually advantageous exchange
of traditional goods; organisation of the production of new goods of mutual interest in the
enterprises of the partners; organisation of the
joint production of goods on the terms of various
forms of cooperation. The planned nature of
the CMEA economies and the strengthening
of the public sector in the economies of their
partners enable them to lend a purposeful character to the promotion of the international divi'
sion of labour, proceeding from a common interest in seeing that cooperation has a firm
economic foundation.
It has become necessary for promoting longterm stable economio relations to extend the
existing industries in the CMEA countries and
organise new ones, oriented on the markets of
the developing cou,ntries and taking account of
their specific requirements, and the processing
of the raw materials and semi-finished products
supplied by them or run on a cooperative basis,
taking advantage of the division of labour.
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One important direction in the promotion of
ties is becoming the conctrusion
of long-term
(10-{5 years) agreements on .trade, economic
and production cooperation. The Soviet Union,
for example, has concluded such agreements with
Afghanistan, India and lran.
Cooperation between the planning agencies of
socialist and developing countries furthers the
realisation of these agreements. It facilitates
the drawing up of long-term programmes for
economic, scientific and technological cooperation and concerted measures to implement them,
measures that it is sensible to carry out by
joint
,eftorts or by the efforts of each partner. -C6nditions are being created under which it is considerably easier to agree on the volume of output
for mutual supplies for several years ahead, and
for improving production cooperation between
the enterprises and organisations of the partners.
Cooperation between planning bodies expands
.the opportunities for creating new elements
in the mutually complementary nature of the
economies involved; this objectively helps to
deepen the division of labour. It should be recalled that cooperation between the planning
agencies of CMEA states and developing countries
does not mean the creation of supranational
bodies, as is the case in the integrational groupings
of the capitalist world. Any recommendalions
drawn up by joint commissions are, once ratified
by the appropriate governments, put into effect
through their national bodies.
Industrial cooperation and other forms of
production collaboration are a promising form
of cooperation between socialist and developing
countries. Today, alongside labour cooperation
in and between enterprises within individual
?+2

states, international production cooperation has
n""o*. widespread. In'its essence, this is based
on the clivision of labour, agreements, the longterm, stable, and joint or concerted activities
oi- part"er. from various countries in material
nrohuction to their mutual advantage' It in6t"a.t interaction by partners in developing
new tech.rology, and in- organising- production,
supplying par1i, assembly u-nits and .aggregat-es,
*iit in" aim of securing the output oftheready:
promade products, and otheijoint efforts in

duction
..Til sphere.
CMpe and developing countries already
use such forms of production cooperation as
fteip i" building enierprises and- subsequently
ofe"rating them, supplying assembly units and
parts for production in ! partner's enterind semi-frnished
iri*, ."prlliing raw materials
enterprise,
p-artner's
in
toi-procissing
iooas
-a
Sreating enterprises-in devel-oping countries on
a frodict-paylback basis and on terms of joint
*rt ug.*.nt." The CMEA countries are coop-eratirg oi ptoauction cooperation terms with India
(iri engineering, the fextile industry, the prof,uctiofr of fihi and other forms of produotion),
of gas
irr" ti" engineering and tt-re utilis-ation
gas
resourc(in
us-e-of
the
resources), Afghanistan
of bauxite and in
nti. C"i".u (i"n tte production
'and
other count'ries'

ifr" titt..y

several
sphere)
Cooperalion gives partners marked ad'vantases'
It enables dev6loping countries to i!volve their

natural and human iesoorces more fully in the
national economy and to use them more effectively, to employ their own productive capacities io the fuli and to create new ones, to increase
the volume of exports and improv-e their struciure through supplies to the itabte markets of

the CMEA states. For the latter; cooperation inreliability of nedessarf imports at economically acceptable prices. Overall, production
cooperation leads to a deepening of the division
of labour between socialist and developing
countries, and increases the effectiveness of
their cooperation, which meets their mutual
creasos the

interests.

Besides improving bilateral relations, great
opportunities reside in multilateral cooperation,
which is taking only its frrst steps in the relations
. between CMEA and developing countries. The
major advantage of multilateral cooperation
consists in that it rests on a wider economic
basis-on the production potential of several
participating countries-and thereby encourages
an increase in the volume of ties and their stability. Possible variants are as follows: directly
between interested socialist and developing countries; betweeri CMEA and individuai developing countries-such as the agreements between
CMEA and Iran and Mexico, which have already
come into effect; between CMEA and regional
integrational groupings of developing states;
between international economic bodies of CMEA
oountries and those in various developing countries, as well as with the partlcipation in cooperation . of firms in the industrially advanced

capitalist countries.
Conditions exist for promoting multilateral
cooperation in building joint export enterprises;
to be oriented on the markets of developing
countries, by interested CMEA states; joint
provision of technical assistance to developing
countries; the pooling of forces in training personnel for developing states; the creation in
those countries of enterprises making products
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of mutual interest; the formation lor these purof joint funds providing credjt for the
iupply of equipment and technical services;
thebrganisation by joint eflorts of proiit-oriented
firms for providing technical services to the
developing countries and imports to the
CMEA- states; the organisation of multilateral
settlements on trade and other payments; and
joint research into the problems of cooperation
with the developing countries.
Integration processes havc developed considerably among developing states within the
mainstream of the general trend towards the
internationalisation of economic affairs. There
exist some fifteen regional and subregional integration groupings, and dozens of inter-state
organisations. Some of these groupings ald
or[anisations are actually trying to protect the
inierests of member states, to reduce their dependence on imperialist monopolies, to extend
equal relations with the socialist states and to
establish direct ties with CMEA. These groupings
poses

and organisations may be prospective cooperation

partneis

of the socialist countries and thoir

economic organisations.

Multilateral cooperation extends the opportunities for combining the effor[s of CMEA countries with interested developing states in frnding
comprehensive solutions to these countries' m-ajor
economic tasks. In particular, this can be done

by forming territorial-productio! complexes.

do this was expressed in the Joint
Declaration of Socialist Countries at the Fourth
UNCTAD Session. At the same time, this cooperation creates more favourable opportunities
for developing countries to take part in the
integration-melsures that are being implemented
R"eacliness t-o

in the CMEA

region under the Comprehensive
Programme for socialist economic integration,
especially in the joint long-term speciflc cooperation programmes in the major sectors of material production. The mutual benefit deriving
from that is self-evident.

CHAPTER

TO

CMEA and \rYorld Economic Problems

The problem of environmental prot-ection and
of raiional forms of nature usage lies at the
centre of general world economio problems.
The danger-of mankind irreversibly destroying
the enviionment is growing considerably under
conditions of a rapid growth
the present-day
-production,
industrialisation of
in industrial
re-equipment leadtechnical
lnd
new territories
ing to an increased demand for natural resources.
Lirecent decades, the world economy as a whole
has changed from an agrarian-industrial to a
predominintly industrial one' The volume of
industrial ou{put is nowadays five times greater
in value terms than that of agricultural produce. The rapid expansion of industrial ploduction is accbmpanied by an increase in population and the number of big cities. The'increase
in population density, in concert with intensificition of urbanisation processes, has led to a
disruption of the ecological balance in several
countries.

Mankind's supply of natural resources and
energy has also ihanged. Over the-last hundred
yea"i, world energy consumption has increased
o., urrttug" bV 5 pei cent every year. Tho initial
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period of this growth saw a rapid increase in

coal consumption; subsequently oi1 and gas began

to take up an increasingly large part of the fuel
balance structure, to the extent that now they
account for 70 per cent of the total volume of
primary energy used.
According to recent assessments by the United
Nations, between {970 and the year 2000 the
world consumption of mineral resources will
accelerate considerably. Thus, it is reckoned
that the demand for oil will grow 5.2-fold, of
gas 4.5-fold and of coal frvefold. The demand
for basic types of minerals is also likely to increase at an accelerated rate: the average annual
consumption of copper is likely to rise 4.S-fold,
for bauxite and zinc 4.2-, nickel 4.3-, lead 5.3and iron 4.7-f.old,.
Even taking account of the fact that the rapid
growth of consumption will intensify the need
for a more rational use of these resources, the
utilisation of raw materials will satisfy about
half the demand; the consumption of basic
forms of mineral raw materials over the last
decades of this century will be three or four
times greater than that of the whole preceding

history of civilisation.
The world food production economy of recent
years has also witnessed an unexpectedly large
gap widen between the mounting deriiand for
and limited supply of basic foodstuffs. This gap
is due to several consecutive bad harvests (1972,
1973, and others) in the main producing and
exporting countries, to a fall in the output of
these products in a group of developing countries
ald to a rapid growth in world food imports.
The shortage of the most important fooditufls

world prices. World prices of

,crops,

".*l* or fourespecially whoat, have increased threeprices
livestgck
meat,
milk
and
other
of
fold; the
produots have also gone up sharply. Price increases on basic foodstuffs have become a paramount
factor'behind the overall price rises and have
upset the balance of payment positions of countries importing foodstuffs.
The shortage of food produots and the irreversible price rises have had a number of political
repercussions, such as the intensifred use of food
aiit by some imperialist states to exert political
pressure, and retaliatory efrorts towards an antiimperialist consolidation by developing countries. For the frrst time in many years the
exceptionaily important part played by foodstufrs in the whole system of international economic relations has become apparent.
By dint of the earth's geophysical unity, the
global economic problems affect all states, irrespective of their Ievel of economic development
or their social system. At the same time, it is
patently obvious that the acuteness of these
problems and the way they are manifested differ
from one region to another and from one stiite
to another. While the problems of environmental
pollution, the balance of land under use, and the
consumption of non-replenishable natural resources, especially fuel, have acquired the most
urgency among the whole set of ecological
problems for the industrially advanced capitalist
states, the most pressing problems for most,

has caused an unpreoedentedly sharp increase in

developing countries remain those concerned
with food production: soil erosion, lack of
fresh water, the exhaustion of natural sources
of raw materials as a consequence of rapacious
exploi.tation by the monopolies of the industrially
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advanced capitalist states, and the terms of
trade between these two groups of countries on
the capitalist market.
Within the developed capitalist countries,
the problems of conservation of the ecological
environment and supplies of sufficient natural
resources began to worry scientific and business
circles several decades ago, but they acquired
particular urgency in reoent years, when the
former mechanism of imperialist plunder of
the natural wealth of the economically backward countries began to malfunction. With the
beginning of the mass nationalisation of extractive industry enterprises in the early 1970s
in developing countries, and the price rises on
oil and other key minerals, it became clear that
the era of the capitalist monopolies' undivided
sway over the natural wealth of .Asia, Africa
and Latin America was coming to an end.
Tho growth of industry resulted in a practioally
uncontrollable increase in production and consumption refuse, and in some cases brought the

level of pollution and of other interference
with the balance of the environment to critical

of the world ecoRomy. With the aid of mathematical models and econometrics, the researchers
have been trying to determine the dynamics
of population size and the world- production
and- c6nsumption balance for several decades to
come, and then, by marrying up the data with
the volume of known natural resources, some
of them have come to the conclusion that there
is absolutely no prospect for mankind's future
existence. Such works include the following:

Donella H. Meadows, Th.e Li,ruits to Growth,t
E. A. Laszlo, A Strategy for Suruiual,z and
M. Mesarovid and E. Pestel, Mankind, at th,e
Turning Poirtt.s
The problem of the exploitation of- world economic iesources has acquired new political resonance owing to the movement by the developing
countries to establish a new international economic order. Its dominant idea is to demand
the establishment of more just economic principles for using the natural resources of the developing oouritries and easier terms for the trade
i; food, raw materials and fuel on the world market; it also involves respect for the full sovereignty of each statel over its own natural reroti".r, and its indefendence in the economic

proportions. In such circumstances, the oapitalist
press began suggesting that the deterioration of
ecological problems was bringing the world to
its inevitable doom. The
book market in the
Western countries was 'flooded with d stream
of 'research' works explaining the cause of
the impending catastrophe as an inordinate
rise in world industr"ial produotion and the
population. Besides the various publications
appearing in the United States and Western
Europe, specialists from various walks of life
began to form groups for the purpose of estimating possible variants of the future development

countries in the campaign to realise these notions
and their desire to bring about sooio-economic
change that would undermine the capitalist
foundations are causing serious concern in the
West, as is reflected in several works, the most
celebrated of which are the 'Club of Rome'
investigations. Despite slight differences in the
treatment of global problems and assessments
of their urgency, these documents aII pursue
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activity associated with their use.
A consolidation of the forces of the developing

the common objective of providing an alternative
programme for restructuring the existing system
of international economic relations, and lessening the anti-imperialist orientation of the
demands made by the doveloping countries.
AII the treatises suffer from several fundamental
shortcomings:

(1) they look at the development of mankind
from the angle of technical-economic aspects,
while ignoring problems . of a socio-political
nature;

(2) they treat technological progress and the
internationalisation of social production only
from the vantage point of the industrially advanced capitalist oountries, proclaiming multinational monopolies to be the only bearer of
progress and internationalisation;
(3) they ignore the theory and practice of
sooialist construction and socialist forms of the
rational use of resources; the experience of international cooperation of tho socialist countries
in fulfilling the crucial tasks of economic devel.
opment and implementation of socio-economic
transformations receives no attention at all.
The effoot of world economic problems on
mankindls future development is discussed
widely in both socialist and capitalist countries
and at international forums; UN special institutions are foousing growing attention on e:iamining
these problems. During these discussions, the
positions of the industrially advanced capitalist
countries clash with those held by the countries
of the socialist community, based on tho Marxist-Leninist theory of the laws of human social
development and on the need to harmonise this
developmont with the requirements of nature.
A study of the material relating to the interna3s2

tional debate on global economic problems
prompts the conclusion that differences of principle exist in the treatment of world economic
processes by the representatives of the two
different social systems; these emanate from
differences in the criteria of social progress and
in the objectives of political and economic development.

Certain ecological problems also arise in the
economic development of the socialist community. The growth of production in the CMEA
countries is also related to an increase in the
consumption of both renewable and non-renewable fuel and raw materials. The productiort
techniques employed in the CMEA states ,do
not always exclude pollution oI the environment.
It is also a fact that urbanisation processes are
underway in the socialist countries, too. Furthermore, the socialist states face the problems
of protecting water, land and the atmosphoro
from industrial pollution and household effluents,
hard waste and industrial gases; they have to
combat soil erosion; they have to protect and use
natural resources in a scientific way; they must
protect the animal world, replenish fish stocks
and look after unique natural landscape.
Yet the nature and scale of these problems
differ radically both from the ecologicil crises
facing the industrialiy advanoed capitalist countries, and from the chronic poverty caused by
backward cultivation methods in many developing countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America.
The nature of socialist relations of production
expressed in social ownership of the means of
production, in scientific planning of halanced
economic development, and in subordination of
this development to both the national social
23-398
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and common international interests of cooperation in this area, prevents the development of
the above-mentioned processes into insoluble
ecological crises. Socialist society, as distinct
frorn capitalist society, enjoys all the necessary
means fbr implementing government and public
control over the rational structure of national
consumption and the effect of society on nature.
As already mentioned' in capitalist societies
there is a widespread vulgarised, deliberately
simplified treatment of the problem of mankind's
food provision. According to this approach, the
increase in population size is outstripping that
in agricultuial-production, this, therefore, being
the chief cause of the food shortage.
CMEA countries decisively reject the idea that
population growth is a factor adversely affeoting
ihe progresi of society and engeldering only
an increise in social consumption. With planned
public control over social proc-esses, people are
not only consumers; they are the main creative
force. Pbpulation growth is a necessary condition
for a dynamic growth of labour resources. The
predominance of mankind's creative functions
6ver consumption functions is convinoingly- -borne
out by calculations made in the Soviet Union.
Over ihe period of a person's active life-approximately 45-50 years-he produces several
iimes more than he actually consumes. In the
Soviet Union, the values created are, on average'
per person 400-500 per cent greater than those
consumed.

The development of production, national and
world ecorodio progress and the rational utilisation of natural wealth depend primarily on
people, their intellectual potential, professional
iluaiifications, the extent of the social organisa354

tion and purposefulness in their actions. The
Ievel of technical development, the teohnological improvement of labour instruments and,
finally, improvement in the organisation of
social production are all the product of human
efrorts. The chief task of all humanity is not
to limit the number of mouths that have to be
fed, but to create the social conditions under

which the increasing population would multiply the wealth of tho worid by its labour.

by

precisely that approach, socioin the CMEA countries views
the control of human resouroes-the material
and sooio-cultural conditions for thoir reproduction, occupational development and thoir
Guided

economic planning

territorial location-as the main function of
economic management.
At the same timo, according to expert assessments, a four- or flvefold increase in world food
output is a perfectly attainable goal for mankind
over the eoming decades. The m,ajor directions
in which the efforts of countries experiencing a
food shortago should be guided are well known
from the practioe of socialist economio development in the CMEA countries. This involves,
primarily, more rational use of existing food
iesources, an increase in consumption of the

share

of food from non-agrioultural

sources,

higher labour productivity in agriculture, better
power equipment for farm production, oxtension
of cultivated land, irrigation and melioration,
and the introduction of ohemicals into agriculture.
For the potential in restructuring agricultural
production to become a reality in the deveioping
countries, however, they have to take decisive
stops to carry through agrarian reform and
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frnance investment in a socialised agrarian sector. Under
contemporary conditions, the division of the
capitalist world into two groups of countries
with an enormous and constantiy increasing gulf
between their economio development levels, the
food problem has ceased to be a purely economic
issue, it has become a social and political one,
as well. In most countries suffering from a food
shortage or lack of other resouroes, further economic and social progress is hampered by the
backwardness of economic management. The
patriarchal and tribal rural communes and the
progressive social change, and

feudal relationships that still predominate in a
whole number of economically backward countries have become a major brake on raising the
productivity of their agricultural production and
on making effective use of their natural resouroes.
As practice has shown, the capitalist development path for agriculture in the young national
states is incapable of radically solving the food
problem.

The energy problem has also reached worldwide proportions. What is the actual present-day
situation and the potential in regard to satisfying the growing demand for energy?
OiI and gas make up some 70 per cent of world
energy output; in the general expert view, oil
and gas will not continue to sustain such a large
share of the world energy balance. They will
gradually have to be replaced.
World deposits of ooal are considerably richer,
but the working of coal seams, as the most aocessible seams

are

exhausted,

will

beeome

steadily more expensive owing to more
difficult technologioal accessibility. Mankincl
wiII, therefore, have to resort, in the long term,
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to more effective and 'clean' non-mineral sources
of energy owing to the limited resources of fossil
fuels, the adveise effect of them on the environment and the large costs involved in their territorial distribution in relation to consumers.
This is resulting in fresh efforts to make wider
use of all forms o1 hydro-power, wind and solar
all of which are practically inexhaustenergv.
-The
gain from work in this direc-tipq -rn
tble.
certain areis of the globe can be oonsiderablq'
Great hopes are pinned on the nuclear power
potential that is opening up both as a result
it tt " use of heavy nuclei splitting reactions,
u"a *ittt the aid of light nuclei synthesis. With

ihe further improvement of breeding, the efiective-

ness of using uranium is likely to rise dozens
of times.
In attempting to forecast development trends
and technoiogical improvements in acceleratorsn
and bearing ih mind the presently known modes
for using Jptitti.rg reactibris, the potential resources in tLis arei may be estimated as being in
the order of 10,000L10,0008 terrawatt years (one
ierrawatt hour:lOe kwh); this is an amount
suffrcient to satisfy all imaginable elergy reouirements for millions of years ahead.
' Thot, scientists in the socialist countrios
believe'that the energy resources of the earth
ao not constitute a-iactor restricting world
economic development. True, the fact has to
be ,e"kored witli that the development of each
,ra* torrau of energy, particularly nuclear, demands for huge investments, and,the-problems
of discovering these are closely related to overcoming backwardness in the socio-economic strucTaking
ior. 6f -roy countries and regions' just
inaccount of this antt with sensible and
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ternational cooperation, mankind will be able
to use the earth's energy wealth and advance
from wasteful utilisation to rational and effective use. As a result, the harmonious economic
progress of society will not meet obstacles from

nature.

The situation as regards minerals is neither
grave. Geological successes in recent decades
have secur-ed a fa,ster expansion of prospected
d-eposits of major minerali than the g"owth in
their extraction. At the same time, technological progress has moved back the frontiers of
the economic accessibility of natural resources.
As a result of improved extraction methods, it

has becplne profitable to work deposits that were
previously :egarded as unsuitable for exploitation. Mankind has moved forward a consid'orable
way towards creating substitute materials and
teehniques for using natural resources economic=
ally. Thus, there are no grounds for excessive
ooncern over the exhaustion of natural resources.
In- the c-apitalist world, a key aspect of the
problem of natural resource provisfon is that
of rationality in their use, ,tlie elimination of
wastefulness in their expenditure. Extrapolation
of the present rate of- expenditure of -natural
resources into the future is meaningless in view
of the tremendous scale of non-prodictive expenditure related to capitalist melhods of manage.
ment and to militaiy purposes. Tho arms race
and military preparations alone divert the best
personnel, the latest technology, the most valuable materials and natural resources from
tackling mankind's urgent problems. This un.
geas-ing drain on resources is growing even today.
f.t has.alre-ady rea-ched 4"g. pioportions-a
thousand million dollars a day, wtrictr is enougii
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to wipe out starvation and poverty altogether.
A solution to the problems of providing the

growing world population with foodstufrs, min6ral reiources and energy requires a long-term
economic strategy in which social interest would
be the eriterion for choosing the ways and means
for making rational use of natural -w-ealth. The
socialist countries provide the model of a social structure that answers all the major issues
concerning the interrelationship between society and nature.
The experience of existing socialism is convincing pioof that a combination of the achievements of tne scientific and technological revoluiion and the advantages of the socialist economic
svstem provide the necessary conditions for a
fundame'ntal and global solution to the maior
contradictions between civiiisation and nature,
which made that civilisation possible.
Owing to the global nature of many ec-ological
problems, however, they can only !9 ,solved by
ihe concerted efrorts of all nations. This requires
planned international coordination of action and
ihe establishment of new principles of concerted
action in securing an optimum oorrelation between programmes for further economic- growth'
the possi[ilities of nature and the -policies for
prot6cting and better reproducing the environ'
ment.

According to the collective opinion of experts
from socialst countries, the most important of
these principles for the immediate future are:
(t) the foims and scales of human activity
with the deposits of non'
-rrsi b" commensurateresources;
natural
replenishable
lZ; tt u inevitable production waste must reach
thd 'biosphere in a f-orm and concentration that
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is

harmless to both human beings and nature;
(3) the nature and dimension"of mankind's
r_mpact on nature in the
lrocess of material pro_
duction must be controlled
by society, *ith
account for the interests of fuiure generations
and the conditions of the natural rd roduction
of its quantitative and qualitative- economic

characteris tics .
Natural resources do have their

they- are

limits, although

likely to be very much greater

than

mankind presently imagines. In t[ese circumstances the need for a rational use of these re_
sources is becoming more and more pressing,
so that they serve the interests of economic
growth and. soci-al progress as fully as possible.
These principles for
.an approaih to' solving
generql world economic
problems find theii
embodiment in the- specific economic practice
of the countries of the socialist communiiy.
The contemporary situation of the CUpa
countries in terms of food supplies differs radically from the food problemi -of the capitalist
world. The very- first years of popular government saw an end, once and for atl, to the probIems of starvation
-and deprivation. Fuither,
as already mentioned, they long ago solved the
problem of providing the poputation with food
acoording to rational norms of calorific diet.
The food policy is viewed by the fraternal parties
as a major component of the overall socio-lecono_
mic strategy aimed at improving living standards,
and the success of this folicy ls well illustrated
by he results achieved by the CMEA countries
in_devel,oping agricultural production. Between
1951 and 1979, gross agricultural outnut in the
CMEA states grew 2.4-fold. The average annual
growth rate of agricultural produciion was
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3.1 per cent over the same period, while it was
2.2 per cent in the economically advanced capitalist countries, and 2.9 per cent in the developing countries. At present, the CMEA countries,
which account for 10 per cent of the world population, are producing some 20 per cent of the
world output of grain and pulses, meat and eggs,
over 30 per cent of the milk, 25 per cent of the
sugar and margarine, etc.
A solution to the tasks of food policy is aided
by the intensifying system of the international
socialist division of labour in the CMEA countries
in the agrarian-food economy, based on mutual
assistance in strengthening the material and
technical basis of agriculture and the food industry, as well as on production speoialisation
among countries, in conformity with their natural and climatic conditions and traditions.
A stable system of production specialisation
in this area has already taken shape among the
CMEA states; this specialisation frnds its expression in the promotion of trade in foodstuffs
among.the CMEA countries. The share of agricultural raw materials and products from its
processing in the exports and imports of the
CMEA states amounted, in 1976, to 32.8 and
1.2 per cent respectively in Bulgaria, 26.8 and
6.9 per cent in Hungary, 10.2 and 24.9 in the
German Democratic Republic, 82.9 and {3.7
per cent in Mongolia, 11.7 and 18.4 in Poland,
22.5 and. 15.9 per cent in Romania, 11.9 and
28.4 per cent in the Soviet Union, and 7.2 and
17.4 p* cent in Czechoslovakia.
Socialist integration in the agrarian-industrial
sphere does not aim to isolate'the CMEA countries from the capitalist foodstuffs market. On:
the contrary, cooperation in promoting agricul'
24-393
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tural production makes it possible for the countries in the socialist community to take a more
effective part in solving the world food problem
through cooperation and joining forces in helping

the developing countries. The CMEA states once
again confirmed their readiness to establish
stable economic ties with developing countries
and to give them assistance in the Joint Declaration at the Fourth Session of the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)
held in Nairobi in 1976; it pointed out that the
socialist countries were ready 'to promote the
development of their agriculture and the solution
of their food problems by means, in particular,
of hydroelectric projects, the construction of
irrigation systems and the organisation of the
production of artifrcial fertilisers, the development of fishing industries, the supply of agricultural technology, and the training of specialists'.a
Cooperation in the agrarian-industrial sphere
by some CMEA countries with developing states
on a bilateral basis has already reached considerable proportions, but the greatest opportunities for developing effective long-term and
mutually advantageous economic ties in this
sphere lie in multilateral cooperation. The
cobrdination of the foreign economic policies
of CMEA countries enables them to make wider
use of all the advantages of multilateral. coope.
Iation, and paves the way for the establishment
of stable supplies of agrarian-industrial products
in both directions, whore the socialist countries
could act as the suppliers of their tladitional
foodstuffs, farm machinery, chemical fertiliser,
food industry machinery, while developing countries,would gain in the socialist states a stable:
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market for their tropical produce, raw materials
for mineral fertiliser anri products from agroindustrial enterprises huilt with the help of
CMEA countries on a product-pay-back basis.
Another area where the economic policy of
the CMEA states may serve as an example for
solving economic problems on an intern4tional
scale under condilions . of socialist economic
integration is the way the fuel and energy and
raw material base has been developed in the
countries of the socialist community.
The rapid economic growth in the CMEA
countries is associated with a considerable increase in their energy and raw material requirements. Since the energy and raw material resources are distributed very unevenly over the
territories of these countries, supplies come
from two main sources: the rational use of all
internal national possibilities and mutual trade.,
Among the CMEA states, the Soviet Union
is the biggest producer and exporter,of energy,
fuel and industrial raw materials. At the same
time, the restricted nature of natural resources
in the European countries of CNI.EA, with the
mounting deinand for these resources Jrom lheir
rapidly doveloping industries, is .behind the
increasing share of imports in the energy and
raw material balances of these states. According
to available forecasts, thoprovision of the CMEA
countries (excludiag the Soviet Union) from
their own energy'"resources will continue to
diminish in the, future, and will fali from 70
per
in 197$.to 50 per cent in 1990.
- Acent
great deal 'of attenlion is being focused in
the CMEA - ngember states on elaborating and
implementing joint measures of a long-teuq nAture for ,the ia-tional use of .resources, the introqq3-

of

less energy-intensive technological
processes, and the promo[ion of nuclear power
engineering, as well as the location of energyintensive production close to the major sources
of fuel through the collective efrorts of the CMEA

duction

countries.

Under this programme, during the last five-

year plan period, the CMEA countries cooperated

in building power stations with a total capacity

of {3 mln. kw; this provided

approximately
30 per cent of the total generation of electricity.
fhe production of electric power will continue
to be based mainly on thermal power stations.
The growth in output is envisaged through the
new operation of turbo-aggregates with unit
capacities of 200, 300-500 and 800 megawatts'
1980 saw the commissioning in the USSR of
a block with a unit capacity of 1,200 megawatts.
It is planned further to increase the generation
of electrical and thermal power at thermalelectric centres.
It is also planned to achieve a substantial
saving on fuel through fuller ulr of existing
hydro-power resources in the CMEA countries.
These iims are to be served, in particular, by
the scheme for complex use of the hydro-resourcss
of the Danube through the application of the
ioint efforts of interested countries in .setting
up the hydro-electric station complexes GabdiXovo-Nasvmaros (on the Hungarian-Czechoslovak sectir), Iron Gate Il-Dierdan II (on the
Romanian-Yugoslav sector), and the NikopolTurnu-Magurele (on the Bulgarian-Romanian
sector), ai well as in building-several other
hydro'-electric stations in the basins of the
Danube and other rivers.
Plans to accelerate the development of nuclear

in the joint elergy
For'a faster
countries.
the
CMEA
of
irog.u-*"
d"u-"lop-"ot of nuclear power engineering' an
international economic grouping, Interatomenergo, was set up in 1973, its main objective being
[o'otgatise cboperation- of production, supplies
oi plint and tiechnical assistance in building
power stations'
-nuclear'ioint
efforts of CMEA countries are also
The
helping to solve the problem of financing -1-t'"
a.uLto!-"rrt of fuel ind ener-gy sectors' The
level of capital intensity needed in these sectgrs
times higlier than the average. Ber
is five ot
"i*
per cent of investment in material
30
20
anil
i*.."
production is pr6sently beirrg channelled to these
6nds. In this Lonnection, the practice of mutual
credit provision is becoming lncreas-ingly widespread,' Mutual investment creditsr are being
Dower hold a prominent place

in frnancing the development
gas
extraction, the building
natural
of oil and
of rr"* oil and gas pipelines, and international

used more and more

The implementation by the CMEA countries
long-term prograyme for t}q
a"""lop*".,t of enerly and firel and raw material
sectors' also opens up fresh opportunities fq'
helpins to solv-e the qnergy problem in industrially advanced capitalist and developing couniries, on both a bilateral and multilateral

of their joint

basis.

International long-term specific cooperation
programmes have become a new stage in impro-vi{rg"the forms for the joint resolution by the
CMBA states of paramount national economic
ptoblems, particuiarly ttrose of long-term food
irovision', fuel, power and raw material supplias.

The drawing up anil implementation of
,365
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these

[ilogrammes began in.,,acoordance with the deiisions of the 29th and 30th CMEA sessions.
The main objective of the LTSPC for food is
to he-1p ensure an uninterrupted supply to the
population of the CMEA countries of the main
foodstuffs-cereals, meat, fish, milk, sugar, vegetables, fruit and the major commodities of
the food industry. As became oleaf" cluririg:the
drh{t prog:namme's. elaboration,'the follow.ing
ffoblems attract most interest from the countries

cooperating within the framework of the programme

ih the first stage of the work: guarantees for
the technical development of agricultural producti'on; an increase in the geneiic productivity

of species and breeds of plants and livestock;
supplies of chemicals for raising yields; production of animal feed concentrates with a high
content of protein additives; intensification of
the production of livestock produce in MongoIia; development of sugar and citrus fruit production in Cuba; and the working out of economic
methods for stimulating production and mutual
supplies of agricultural food products.
At the present time, the interested countries
and agencies of CMEA are working on defining
the forms and terms of cooperation, each country's share in it, the dates for fulfilling specifrc tasks, etc.
The designation of the international'LTSPC
for fuel and energy and raw materials is intended
to provide the economies of the CMEA countries
with major power carriers, ferrous and nonferrous metals, chemical raw materials and
electricity.
For example, in the development of power
engineering, as well as the building of largescale thermal, hydraulic and hydro-electric pump356

ed storage poYrer stations on the territory of
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s-ource
energy
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new
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ilre share
and
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i;";Ii;^;r*all volume oi energv
consumed.
""irilil;t shaping of the. export potential of
the countries taking part in these gogrammes

aspect of" the LTSPCs' The creation
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Iood,'po*"t
Jt Lrg"
production
*jtt, i itigft share of exports.in their
will
integration
iocialist
ih;;;;h fiiernational
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is a vital

economic ties
H#"g'mutually advanta}eous
capitalindustrial
antt
;';;;" CMEA countries
to encountries
CMEA
helping
and
iJ states,
developing
of
ift" ecooo*id- progress
"*"rg.
countries.
--tf,, Cl,tEA countries are also buildilg uP
exoerience in carrying through national - -and
of tacklin-g
i;t';;ii;;ul *.".*rs"wittr tho aim
allegislation
Extensive
ptort.*t.
;;jd,;;ithe
on
countries
i""4": existi in the socialist
the

protoction and
""iid"t"-"t--environmental
o*e of natural resoiroesl -it takes into

"Itr-irf

the specific foatures-of each oountry

"o"t-iatt"tion
;ffi^;.ts ;t a teg'at basis for the activities of

o'rganisations' Tho fundamental
Ji"i""""a f*lii,
nrincinles of environmental protection are rn-

5;;iffi

in the constitutions of the socialist states'
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Finance for environmental protection in the
CMEA countries comes from -direct or indireci
outlays; the state earmarks substantial sums
for these purposes. In the Soviet Union, for
example, state investment in nature protection
programmes and the rational use oT natural
resources amounted in just one year, 1g76, to
1,800 mln. roubles; in- the peribd from iglO
to 1980 the fr.gure was 11,0b0 mln. roubles.
A great deal of money is allocated for thesd
purposes in the other CMEA countries, too.
Marginal levels of the concentration of
ful substances in the atmosphere and harm=
water
have been established in the Soviet Union and
some other CMEA countries for the frrst time
in world history. The observance of environ_
rnental protection requirements is strictly supervised. Any infringement of the laws - entails
prosecution and liability to a varietv of measures
within the terms of the law.
The CMEA countries take an active part in
joint measures designed to protect and improve
the environment and, relat6d to this, to inake
rational use of natural resources; this is con_
tained in the coordinated programme of coope_
ration among CMEA memEer itates and yuso_
for the period up to {g80, adopted trv itre
{qlq
CMEA Executive Committee in October lg74.
The eleven seotions of the programme cbnfaining
{55. topics embrace all fhe major aspects oI
environmental protection.
By implernenting and expanding mutual cooperation, the CMEA countries are trying to
promote ties in this area with other international
organisations, as well. At present, steps are
being taken further:to link up measures in the
protection. and improvement of the environment
368
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by CMEA, with those bqing implemented in

the European Economic Commission
this area by-international
UN organisations, and
and other
in the UN programme
envisaged
with measures
on the environment.
At the same time, a study of the particular
features of the approach by states with different
social systems and different national volurnes

resources to global
the difficulties that
reveals
problems
economic
arise in co-operation between two social systems,
these being- due to fundamental differences in
the way the causes of the emergence of these
problems and ways to resolve them are treated.
in most programmes presented by the West,
the nossibilitv of sucli collaboration is either
reiecietl or h-edged around by all manner of
unrealistic demands, such as the notion of the.
allegedly inevitable need for an economic and
polilicai convergence of world socialism with
iapitalism. The Soviet Union and the other
socialist states are frrmly convinced, however,
that the situation can be considerably improved
today on some of these problerts. -It is p-ossible
thati at first, agreement can only be reached on
a nartial solution to a limited range of issues'
bui even a stage-by-stage advance will make it
possible to aveit oi dampen many crises in this

of material and natural

l

,i

I

1

I
I

l
il

I

area.

Several party and government documents of
countries in the socialist community havo freouentlv stressed that the elaboration of a common
in tackling global economic- problems
"orr..piio,
programme
of-jo1nt action in this direcand a
tion aie lerfectly feisible given a favourable
political aimosphere in the interrelations between
ihe countries ind regions, with different socio369

1

I

economic systems. At the same time, international tension and the arms race hamper or complete-

ly

preclude any possibility of carrying out
coordinated and effective measures.
Referring to the constant link between global
economic and political problems, Leonid
Brezhnev has emphasised that today 'energy,
food and other probleins are becoming more
acute in many countries.... Every one of them
requires the special attention and joint efforts
of many states.
'One thing is certain: in order to successfully resolve all these problems it is imperative
to ensure a durable peace, to develop and intensify detente.'6
The CMEA countries have traversed a long
and hard road in frghting to reduce political
tension and to normalise the conditions for international cooperation in tackling world problems. Their efrorts have received universal
world acclaim in several international documents,
the most important of which was the Final Act
of the Helsinki Conference. The initiatives of
the socialist countries are well known in regard
to the signing of international treaties and
agreements on banning nuclear weapons from
outer space and their location on the sea-bed and
ocean floor, on banning any action on the natural
environment and climate for war or other hostile
ends. A number of constructive proposals in
restructuring international economic relations,
including conditions for production and trade
in major forms of fuel, raw material and food.
arO contained in the Joint Declaration of Socialist States at the Fourth UNCTAD Session

in

1976.

These initiatives testify
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